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Abstract

Performance improvement in the construction industry is significantly influenced by
the innovation performance of small construction knowledge-intensive professional
service firms (SCKIPSFs). There is thus an urgent need to better understand the
nature and process of innovation in such firms. The prevailing innovation literature
is generally not appropriate for SCKIPSFs, as it tends to focus on large,
manufacturing-based firms operating in 'non-project based' environments; rather
than small, service-based firms operating in multiple, fluid 'project based'
environments. A knowledge-based innovation model was developed from a review
and synthesis of the relevant literature. This model is presented as a holistic,
system-orientated framework to better investigate how SCKIPSFs create, manage
and exploit innovation. The five variables in the conceptual model are: interaction
environment; relationship capital; structure capital; human capital; and, knowledge
capital.

The conceptual model formed a gap analysis framework to interrogate the meta
hypothesis and six sub-hypotheses. The model was investigated and developed
through a longitudinal twenty-two month case study which consisted of an
exploratory phase and an action research phase. Semi-structured interviews,
company documentation and company workshop data collection techniques, and
content analysis and cognitive mapping data analysis techniques, were used.

The unit of analysis for this research was taken as the 'innovation activity.' In the
exploratory phase of the case study, seven innovations were investigated, and key
variables for successful and unsuccessful innovation identified. In the action
research phase of the case study, an interim project review process innovation was
developed and, in so doing, the interactions between the key variables identified in
the exploratory phase were investigated.

The empirical testing of hypotheses revealed two principal factors that stimulate

-XIV-

successful knowledge-based innovation in SCKIPSFs: client requirements
(synonymous with the market-based view of innovation) and the competences of
knowledge workers (synonymous with the resource-based view of innovation). In
developing and testing the conceptual model, the research contributed to innovation
theory by: affirming that the prevailing innovation theory is not appropriate for
SCKIPSFs; and, conceptualising and empirically validating two forms of
knowledge-based innovation: exploitative innovation and explorative innovation,
along with their generic variables and their distinctive variables to success and
failure, within a SCKTPSF context.

The results emphasised the need, in practice, for appropriate: senior management
education and training in innovation management; and, mechanisms for knowledge
sharing between staff which are not solely driven by immediate project needs.
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1.0 Introduction
1.1

Background to the research

The 'knowledge economy' has grown from its origins in the late 1980's to a degree
where it is now significantly changing the structure of industry and the key
determinants of competition. The knowledge economy is defined, for example, as
(DTI, 1998:1)':

". . . .one in which the generation and the exploitation of knowledge
has come to play the predominant part in the creation of wealth. It
is not simply about pushing back the frontiers of knowledge; it is also
about the more effective use and exploitation of all types of
knowledge in all manner of economy activity."
There is significant consensus that the knowledge economy is fundamentally based
on the 'knowledge' capabilities of people (for example, see Dougherty, 19992;
Drucker, 1997). It is argued that the knowledge possessed by 'staff' represent a
key source of sustainable competitive advantage for individual organisations (for
example, see Raich, 2002), countries (for example, see DTI, 2003; Porter, 19906),
and trading blocs (for example, see EC, 2OO4).

The transition to knowledge economies is, to varying degrees, affecting, and being
affected by, many organisations, sectors and industries. For example, evidence
shows that knowledge-based services account for a significant and growing
proportion of economic activity in modem industrial economies (OECD, 2003)8.

'DTI: Department of Trade and Industry (1998), Our Competitive Future: Building the
Knowledge Driven Economy, December, DTI: London.
2
Dougherty, V. (1999), "Knowledge is about People, not Databases", Industrial and Commercial
Training, 5 1/7, pp. 262-266.
Drucker, P. (1997), "The Future has already Happened. In Looking Ahead: Implications of the
Present", Harvard Business Review, September/October, pp. 20-24.
Raich, M. (2002), "HRM in the Knowledge-based Economy: Is there an Afterlife?", Journal of
European Industrial Training, 26/6, pp. 269-273.
DTI: Department of Trade and Industry (2003), Competitive in the Global Economy: The
Innovation Challenge, HMSO: London.
6
Porter, M. (1990), The Competitive Advantage of Nations, The Free Press: New York.
EC: European Communities (2004), Facing the Challenge: The Lisbon Strategy for Growth and
Employment, EC: Luxemburg.
OECD: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (2003), Review of Indices of
Service Production for OECD Member Countries, OECD: Paris.
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This is evident in the United Kingdom (UK). The share of knowledge-based
services, for instance, in the total economy in the UK has risen from 5% in 1968 to
30% in 1997 (EC, 2000) and 54% of businesses sector value added in 1998 (DTI,
2002a:78)'°. This shift toward a knowledge economy is also evident in the UK
construction industry with, for example, the number of construction professional
service firms rising from 19,000 in 1996 to 23,500 in 2003 (CIC and DTI, 2003:9)".
Further evidence of this trend is the rise in the gross turnover of consulting
engineering firms (in current prices) from £1,241m in 1990 to £1,834m in 1999
(DETR, 2000)12. During the same period, the construction industry's share of
economic activity continued its long-term decline. This is shown, for example, by
the construction industry's share of all industries' Gross Value Added from 6.1% in
1991 to 5.4 % in 2001 (Office for National Statistics, 2002)'. (Gross Value Added
is a Gross Domestic Product less taxes on products, mainly Value Added Tax.)

The services offered by these professional service firms are characterised by being
highly knowledge intensive in nature (Løwendahl, 2000)'. Indeed, a number of
authors contend that professional service firms should be considered synonymous
with knowledge-intensive professional service firms (KIPSFs) (for example, see
Løwendahl, 2000' s ). The 'knowledge dynamic' to these firms is increasingly
essential to sustain client satisfaction and corporate performance. There is
significant agreement that the principal means by which this growing body of
KIPSFs create value is through the successful creation and management of
knowledge. Robertson et a!. (2001:334)16, for example, stress:

EC: European Communities (2000), European Competitive Report 2000, EC: Belgium.
'° DII: Department of Trade and Industry (2002a), UK Competitiveness Indicators: Second
Edition, October, DII: London. Available from
<http://217.154.27.195/competitiveness/index.htm > [Accessed on 10th August 2004]
CIC and DTI: Construction Industry Council and Department of Trade and Industry (2003), Survey
of UK Construction Professional Services 2001/2002, January, CIC/DTI: London.
12
DEIR: Department of the Environment, Transport and Regions (2000), Construction Statistics
Annual: 2000 Edition, DETR: London.
Office for National Statistics (2002), United Kingdom National Accounts 2002, Stationary Office:
London.
14
Løwendahl, B.R. (2000), Strategic Management of Professional Service Firms, 2' ed.,
Handeshøjskolens Forlag: Denmark.
15
See Løwendahl (2000), op. cit.
16
Robertson, M., Sørensen, C. and Swan, J. (2001), "Survival of the Leanest: Intensive Knowledge
Work and Groupware Adaptation", Information Technology & People, 14/4, pp. 334-352.
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"Managing knowledge is a value-creating process in most
organisations and is particularly important in knowledge-intensive
firms."
The 'value-creating' performance of the construction industry, however, has often
been questioned by its clients. The common perception of the construction industry
is that of an industry which delivers products and services which are often of
inappropriate quality, and which fail to meet client demands for price certainty and
guaranteed delivery. The 'Egan' report on the UK construction industry, for
example, laments that "too many of the industry's clients are dissatisfied with its
overall performance" (DETR, 1998:1 emphasis added)' 7; while the Department of
Trade and Industry in the UK has identified the need for significant performance
improvement as an urgent issue (DTI, 2002b)'8.

Innovation has been described as being the principal means to bring about this
improvement in the UK construction industry performance (for example, see DETR,
1998'; DTI, 2002b20; Egan, 199821; Sexton and Barrett, 2003a22 & 2003b23). The
'Egan' report recognised, for example, "the necessary service/product improvement
and company profitability can be realised through innovations to enhance leadership,
customer focus, integrated processes and teams, quality and commitment to people"
(DETR, 1998: Paragraph 17 emphasis added) 24. Indeed, it has been argued that "[in
construction and civil engineering] innovation brings benefits of improved efficiency,
effectiveness, quality of life, productivity and competitiveness" (CERF, 1998:43)25.

' DETR: Department of the Environment, Transport and Regions (1998), Construction Statistics
Annual: 1998 Edition, DETR: London.
! DTI: Department of Trade and Industry (2002b), Rethinking Construction Industry Innovation
and Research, February, DTIIDTLR: London.
See DETR (1998), op. cit.
20
See DTI (2002b), op. cit.
21
Egan, J. (1998), Rethinking Construction: Report of the Construction Task Force on the Scope
for Improving the Quality and Efficiency of UK Construction, DETR: London.
22
Sexton, M.G. and Barrett, P.S. (2003a), "A Literature Synthesis of Innovation in Small
Construction Firms: Insights, Ambiguities and Questions", Construction Management and
Economics: Special Issue on Innovation in Construction, 21, September, pp. 613-622.
23
Sexton, MG. and Barrett, P.S. (2003b), "Appropriate Innovation in Small Construction Firms",
Construction Management and Economics: Special Issue on Innovation in Construction, 21,
September, pp. 623-633.
24
See DETR (1998), op. cit.
25
CERF: Civil Engineering Research Foundation (1998), Commercialising Infrastructure
Technologies - A Handbook for Innovators, CERF: Washington, DC.
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Successful innovation in this research is understood to be (see Section 2.5.5 and
8.3.1):

"The effective generation and implementation of a new idea which
enhances overall organisational performance, through appropriate
exploitative and explorative knowledge capital which develops and
integrates, relationship capital, structure capital and human capital."
Small construction firms play an important part in improving the overall innovation
performance of the construction industry. The growing role of small construction
firms within the UK is evidenced by ninety-nine point two percent of UK
construction firms having one to fifty-nine staff (DTI, 2002c:47 Table 3.1)26,
delivering some fifty-three point five percent of the industry's workload (DTI,
2002a:50 Table 3•3)27, and by ninety-seven percent of construction KJPSFs employ
less than fifty people (CIC and Dli, 2003:10 Table 3.1)28. In addition, construction
projects typically draw together a significant number of diverse small and large
construction firms with varying collaborations. It is acknowledged that large firms'
performance is significantly impacted by their small supply chain partners'
performance (for example, see Egan, 199829; Latham, 199430). Therefore, any
performance improvement of large construction firms is significantly influenced by
the performance of small construction KIPSFs (SCKIPSFs).

1.2 Research problem
The previous section has indicated that managing knowledge is a particularly crucial
issue for knowledge-intensive firms (for example, see Robertson et a!., 200131), and
recognises that innovation is a key part in improving construction performance.
There is strong consensus that managing knowledge is critical for successful
innovation in SKIPSFs. It is argued that highly qualified knowledge workers are the
core catalyst for managing knowledge within knowledge-intensive firms (for

26

DTI: Department of Trade and Industry (2002c), Construction Statistics Annual: 2002 Edition,
August, DTI: London.
See DTI (2002c), op. cit.
28
See CIC and DTI (2003), op. cit.
See Egan (1998), op. cit.
° Latham, M. (1994), Constructing the Team, HMSO: London.
3j
See Robertson, Sørensen and Swan (2001), op. cit.
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example, see Alvesson, 199932). Alvesson (1999) goes on to say that knowledge
workers are engaged primarily in work of an intellectual nature. To reiterate the
argument set out in Section 1.1, there is a recognition that the human capability
within construction firms to successfully innovate is vital to achieving performance
improvement in the construction industry (for example, see Girmscheid and
Hartmann, 2002; Seaden et a!., 2000; Slaughter, 1998). Within this context,
the capability to innovate in SKIPSFs is strongly linked to the motivation and ability
of the knowledge worker.

There have been a number of reports which provide guidelines to help practitioners
to improve their business performance through innovation (for example, see Barrett
eta!., 200136; M41, 1998). They have provided recommendations for practices and
procedures to be adopted by the construction industry and its main stakeholders to
realise step improvements in both large and small construction firms. Innovation
initiatives to deliver the improvements suggested in these industry guidelines,
however, inadequately address project-based, service-enhanced forms of
construction enterprises (for example, see Gann and Salter, 200038). Indeed, the
relevance and accessibility of many of these initiatives for small construction firms is
still debatable (for example, see Miozzo and Ivory, 1998; Sexton and Barrett,
2003a40&2003b41 ; Wharton, 200442). Egbu et a!. (1 998:605) further emphasise

32

Alvesson, M. (1999), "Social Identify and the Problem of Loyalty in Knowledge-intensive
Companies", in F. Blackler, D. Courpasson and B. Flkjaer (Eds.), Knowledge Work,
Organisations and Expertise: European Perspectives, Routledge: London.
Girmscheid, G. and Hartmann, A. (2002), "Innovation in Construction - The View of Client" in
B.O. Uwakweh and LA. Minkarah (Eds.), Construction Innovation and Global Competitiveness,
10th International Symposium, The Organization and Management of Construction, pp. 29-43.
Seaden, G., Gouolla, M., Doutriaux, J. and Nash, J. (2000), Analysis of the Survey on Innovation,
Advanced Technologies and Practices in the Construction and Related Industry 1999, Science,
Innovation and Electronic Information Division, Statistics Canada.
" Slaughter, S.E. (1998), "Models of Construction Innovation", Journal of Construction
Engineering and Management, 124/3, pp. 226-23 1.
36
Barrett, P., Sexton, M.G., Miozzo, M., Wharton, A. and Leho, E. (2001), "Base Report:
Innovation in Small Construction Firms", University of Salford/UMIST: Salford.
" MI: Movement for Innovation (1998), Mission Statement, Movement for Innovation: London.
38
Gann, D.M. and Salter, A.J. (2000), "Innovation in Project-based, Service-enhanced Firms: The
Construction of Complex Productions and Systems", Research Policy, 29/7-8, pp. 955-972.
Miozzo, M. and Ivory, C. (1998), Innovation in Construction: A Case Study of Small and
Medium-sized Construction Firms In the North West of England, Manchester School of
Management, UMIST: Manchester, UK.
40
See Sexton and Barrett (2003a), op. cit.
41
See Sexton and Barrett (2003b), op. cit.
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that "there still remains a great deal to be investigated and learned about
organizational innovations within a construction environment. This is more so
within the management domain of innovation where there is still a meagre amount of
empirical studies that have given attention to the innovations in construction
enterprises."

There are three potential problems of this lack of explicit research into innovation in
construction KIPSFs. First, innovation theory tends to be based on manufacturingbased firms; rather than service-based firms in general, and on construction KIPSFs
in particular (for example, see Sexton and Barrett, 2O03a). Innovation in
manufacturing has been argued to be significantly different from innovation in
services (for example, see Miles, 2000). For example, innovations in the
manufacturing sector often emphasise research and development (R&D) work
leading to 'technological' novelties (for example, see Freeman, 198246; Rothwell and
Zegfeld, 1 982); whilst service sectors are often based on social networks leading to
'non-technical' innovations (for example, see Kandampully, 200248; Sundbo, 1999)
It is this social network perspective which results in the service production process,
and the final service, being more integrated, in both time and function, than in
manufacturing (Sundbo, 1997)50, with individual innovation often consisting of
process, organisation, market and product dimensions (Bilderbeek eta!., 1994)

42

Wharton, A. (2004), Constrinnonet Final Report: Innovative Issues, Successful Practice &
Improvements, European Commission: Brussels.
Egbu, C.O., Henry, J., Kaye, G.R., Quintas, P., Schumacher, T.R. and Young, B.A. (1998),
"Managing Organisational Innovations in Construction", Proceedings of the Association of
Researchers in Construction Management Fourteenth Annual Conference, University of
9th_1
Reading: September
thi
See Sexton and Barrett (2003 a), op. cit.
Miles, I. (2000), "Special Issue on Innovation in Services", International Journal of Innovation
Management, December.
46
Freeman, C. (1982), The Economics of Industrial Innovation, Penguin, Harmondsworth: London.
Rothwell, R. and Zegfeld, W. (1982), Innovation and the Small and Medium Sized Firm,
Frances Printer: London.
48
Kandampully, F. (2002), "Innovation as the Core Competency of Service Organisation: The Role of
Technology, Knowledge and Networks", European Journal of Innovation Management, 5/1, pp.
18-26.
Sundbo, J. (1999), "Balancing Empowerment", Technovation, 16/8, pp. 397-409.
50
Sundbo, J. (1997), "Management of Innovation in Services", The Service Industries Journal, 17/3,
pp. 432-455.
Bilderbeek, R., Den Hertog, P., Huntink, W., Bouman, M., Kastrinos, N. and Flanagan, K. (1994),
Case Studies in Innovation and Knowledge-intensive Business Services, Prest: Apeldoorn.
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Second, innovation research tends to focus on non-project based firms in relatively
stable supply chains; rather than project-based firms in relatively unstable supply
chains in general, and on construction KIPSFs in particular. Project-based firms are
defined as those which operate on the basis of projects as their products and services
need to be significantly customised to meet the particular requirements of individual
clients. Projects within such firms are "singled out as basic units, so that managerial
responsibilities, resources allocation..........and accounting data are directly or
indirectly defined in terms of projects or aggregation of projects" (Warglien,
2000:3)52 . Innovation in non-project based firms has been argued to be significantly
different from innovation in project based firms (for example, see Gann, 200O;
Gann and Salter, 2000). Non-project based firms are better able, through
functional hierarchy, to own and maintain innovation compared to project-based
firms. These firms engage in loose coupled horizontal transactions between project
participants and which result in project teams having fragile contexts in which to
commit to, and reap reward from, innovation activity (for example, see Turner and
Keegan, l999). Indeed, Gann and Salter (2000)56 argue that in project-based
organisation, innovation activity often relies upon resources from other companies.
As a consequence of their weak appropriation of economic rent, innovation in
project-based firms is seen as useful, but primarily as costly and dangerous (for
example, see Keegan and Turner, 2002, Sexton and Barrett, 2005).
Finally, innovation research tends to focus on large firms; rather than small firms in
general, and on construction KIPSFs in particular (for example, see Page et a!.,

52

Wargllen, M. (2000), The Education of Competencies in a Population of Projects: A Case
Study, University of Venice Publication: Venice, Italy.
Gann, D. (2000), Building Innovation: Complex Construction in a Changing World, Thomas
Telford Ltd: London.
See Gann and Salter (2000), op. cit.
Turner, R.J. and Keegan, A. (1999), "The Versatile Project-based Organisation: Governance and
Operational Control", The European Management Journal, 17/3, pp. 296-309.
56
See Gann and Salter (2000), op. cit.
" Keegan, A. and Turner, J.K. (2002), "The Management of Innovation in Project-based Firms",
Long Range PJannlng, 35, pp. 367-388.
Sexton, M.G. and Barrett, P. (2005), "Performance-based Building and Innovation: Balancing
Client and Industry Needs", Building Research and Information, 33/2, pp. 142-148.
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I 999). Innovations in large firms have been indicated to be significantly different
from small firms (for example, see Sexton and Barrett, 2003a60&2003b6 5. For
example, innovation capability and outcomes of large firms tend to be more
mechanistic; whilst small firms are organic in nature making them more agile and
responsive (for example, see Nooteboom, 199462; Rothwell, 198963; Rothwell and
Dodgson, 199464) However, small firms' innovation potential is constrained by
intrinsic problems which large firms do not have. Rothwell and Zegfeld (1982)65
identify four challenges unique to small manufacturing firms. First, limited staff
capacity and capability restrict their ability to undertake appropriate research and
development. Second, small firms have scarce time and resources to allocate to
external interaction. This limits the flow and amount of information on which to
have discussions. Third, small firms are often affected by the excessive influence of
senior management. Often small firms are vulnerable to domination by a single
owner or small team who may use inappropriate strategies and skills. Fourth, small
firms can have difficulty in raising finance and maintaining adequate cash flow
which can result in limited scope for capital or ongoing investment in innovation
activity.
In conclusion, small knowledge intensive professional service firms (SKIPSFs) are
becoming increasingly important agents of innovation in construction. The
innovation literature, however, tends to focus on manufacturing-based, large sized
and/or non-project based organisations. This paucity of explicit research on
innovation in SCKIPSFs ushers in real risks to policy makers, academics and
industrialists of developing innovation prescriptions based on an inappropriate
foundation, and thereby producing solutions for the wrong problems.
Page, M., Limeneh, M., Pearson, S. and Pryke, S. (1999), "Understanding Innovation in
Construction Professional Service Firms: A Study of Quantity Surveying Firms", Proceedings of
the RICS Construction and Building Research Conference (COBRA): The Challenge of
Change: Construction and Building for the New Millennium, University of Salford: 1— 2
September, 1, pp. 122-130.
60
See Sexton and Barrett (2003a), op. cit.
61
See Sexton and Barrett (2003b), op. cit.
62
Nooteboom, B. (1994), "Innovation and Diffusion in Small Firms: Theory and Evidence", Small
Business Economic, 6, pp. 327-347.
63
Rothwell, R. (1989), "Small Firms, Innovation and Industrial Change", Small Business Economic,
1, pp. 51-64.
64
Rothwell, R. and Dodgson, M. (1994), "Innovation and Firm Size" in M. Dodgson and R. Rothwell
(Eds.), The Handbook of Industrial Innovation, Edward Elgar: Aldershot Hants.
See Rothwell and Zegfeld (1982), op. cit.
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1.3 Research methodology
This research adopts the 'nested approach' (Kagioglou et al, 1998)66 as shown in
Figure 1.1.

Research Philosophy
(Interpretative approach)
Research Approach
study approach with ws exploratory phase and
an action research phase)

Research Techniques
(Uterature review
/interview/company
documentation/workshop/
Intervention / content analysis /
cognitive mapping)

Figure 1.1 The nested research methodology approach

An interpretative philosophy has been adopted. Within this context, a single case
study approach was used with an exploratoiy phase and an action research phase.
The case study was characterised by deep collaboration and lasted twenty-two
months. The research techniques included literature review, interview, company
documentation and workshop data collection, and content analysis and cognitive
mapping data analysis tools.

1.4 Synopsis of this thesis
This thesis is structured into eight chapters. Each of the chapters are summarised
below.

66

Kagioglou, M., Cooper, R., Aouad, 0., Hinks, J., Sexton, M.G. and Sheath, D.M. (1998), A
Generic Guide to the Design and Construction Process Protocol, University of Salford: Salford.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Chapter 1 introduces the research background, the core research problem, a summary
of the research methodology used and a synopsis of each chapter.

Chapter 2: Literature review
Chapter 2 presents a literature and synthesis which develops the research problem
and resultant research questions. First, the characteristics of SKIPSFs are given.
Second, a review of the relevant innovation literature is presented. Third,
knowledge-based innovation is proposed as the principal means of achieving
sustainable competitive advantage in SKIPSFs. Finally, two research questions are
stated.

Chapter 3: The concept of knowledge-based innovation model
Chapter 3 presents the concept of knowledge-based innovation model. The model is
put forward as a holistic, system-orientated framework to better investigate how
SCKJPSFs create, manage and exploit innovation. Within the context of the
concept model, the research questions and hypotheses are set out.

Chapter 4: Methodology
Chapter 4 discusses and justifies the choice of methodology used in this research.
An interpretative philosophy is adopted. A single case study was developed within
this context, using qualitative data collection and analysis techniques.

• Chapter 5: Research findings: case study - exploratory phase
This chapter presents key research findings from the exploratory phase of the case
study. The background to the case study firm is given. Seven innovations are
described and discussed using the concept of knowLedge-based innovation model as
-10-

an analytical framework. Key characteristics of successful and unsuccessful
innovations are set out.

Chapter 6: Research findings: case study - action research phase
This chapter contains key research findings from the action research phase of the
case study. The findings are structured around explicit action research phases.
Within each phase a 'practice' section is given detailing what happened within the
case study firm, and a second section which describes the action researchers'
reflection on that practice.

• Chapter 7: Testing of research hypotheses
This chapter presents the key findings from the exploratory phase (Chapter 5) and
the action research phase (Chapter 6) within the context of the meta hypothesis and
six sub-hypotheses set out in Chapter 3.

• Chapter 8: Conclusions
The final chapter presents a summary of the research findings and their contribution
to innovation theory. From this discussion, comments are made on the initial
research problem (Chapter 1) and research question (Chapter 2). Limitations of the
research are given, along with suggested areas for future research.

1.5 Summary and link
This section has set out the background and principal focus for this research. The
next section will contextualise the outlined research issues within the relevant
general and construction-specific innovation and knowledge literature.
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2.0 Literature review
2.1 Introduction
This chapter reviews the relevant literature which will identify and support the focal
questions investigated in this research. This chapter is organised as follows:

(1) The unique characteristics of small knowledge-intensive professional service
firms (SKIPSFs) are discussed (section 2.2).
(2) The definitional debate on innovation within SKJPSFs is presented (section
2.3).
(3) The market-based and resource-based views of innovation are described
(section 2.4).
(4) The concept of knowledge-based innovation is introduced as the principal
means of achieving sustainable competitive advantage in SKIPSFs is
explored (section 2.5).
(5) The principal managerial challenges in managing knowledge capital in
SKJPSFs are articulated (section 2.6).
(6) The two main questions for this research are set out (section 2.7).

2.2 Conceptualisation of small knowledge-intensive
professional service firms
The knowledge-intensive professional service firm (KIPSF) is the focus of a
significant and growing body of relevant literature. An important starting point in
this literature is the 'service' dimension of knowledge-intensive professional service
firms. 'A service' has been usefully described as (Grönroos, 2000:46)67:
"a process consisting of a series of more or less intangible activities
that normally, but not necessarily always, take place in interactions
between the customer and service employees and/or physical
resources or goods and/or systems of the service provider, which are
provided as solutions to customer problem."

67

Grönroos, C. (2000), Service Management and Marketing: A Customer Relationship
Management Approach, 2"d ed., Wiley: Chichester.
-
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The core of the definition above is that the generation of successful services
demands a high degree of interaction and co-production of the service provision
between the client and the service provider (Hansson, 2002)68. Extending the
service concept to professional services, Hill and Neely (1988)69 characterise a
'professional service' as one where the client is significantly dependent on the
provider to define the problem and give appropriate advice. As a consequence,
professional services are associated with confidentiality, intangibility and
interdependency (GlUckler and ArmbrOster, 2003)°. Such a view underlines the
following remarks by Wilson (1 972:X\ Ti) 7 ' that professional services are;

"designed to improve the purchasing organization's performance or
well-being and to reduce uncertainty by the application of skills
derived from a formal and recognised body of knowledge, which may
be interdisciplinary, and which provides criteria for the assessment
of the results of the application of the service."
The literature then moves on to argue that the principal 'provider' of these services is
the professional (for example, see Løwendahl, 200072; Maister, 1993) or
knowledge worker (for example, see Despres and Hiltrop, 1 995). Indeed, it has
been argued that the distinction between professional services and other services can
be made by whether the service is done by 'professionals' or 'non-professionals' (for
example, see Kotler, 1 980a 75 ; Løwendahl, 200076; Thomas, 1 97577)• There is strong
consensus that professional services are services based on the knowledge and

68

Hansson, J. (2002), "Management of Knowledge Transfer in Knowledge Service Firms", Paper for
9th
EURAM 2002: Innovative Research in Management,
1 May, Stockholm: Sweden.
69
Hill, C.J. and Neely, S.E. (1988), "Differences in the Consumer Decision Process for Professional
vs. Generic Services", Journal of Service Marketing, 2/1, pp. 17-23.
° Gluckler, J. and Armbruster, 1. (2003), "Bridging Uncertainty in Management Consulting: The
Mechanisms of Trust and Networked Reputation", Organization Studies, 24, pp. 269-297.
Wilson, A. (1972), The Marketing of Professional Services, McGraw-Hill Book Company:
London.
72
See Løwendahl (2000), op. cit.
" Maister, D.H. (1993), Management the Professional Service Firm, Simon and Schuster: New
York, N.Y.
' Despres, C. and Hiltrop, J. (1995), "Human Resource Management in the Knowledge Age: Current
Practice and Perspectives on the Future", Journal of Employee Relations, 17/1, pp. 9-23.
Kotler, P. (1980a), Principles of Marketing, Prentice-Hall International: Englewood Cliffs, NJ.
76
See Lowendahl (2000), op. cit.
" Thomas, D.R.E. (1975), "Strategy is Different in Service Business", Harvard Business Review,
53/4, July-August, pp. 158-165.
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expertise of a 'professional' (Ojasalo, 1999) 78 A 'professional' is considered as
"someone who can act independently while bringing a body of special knowledge to
bear in a work situation" (Shaper, 1985:21). It is argued that professionals are
highly-qualified and are engaged primarily in work of an intellectual nature
(Alvesson, 1999)80 and that professionals have a specific area of specialisation
(Maister, 199381; Wheatley, 198382).

Returning back to the services concept, services undertaken by professionals have
been referred to as knowledge based services (Wood, 200 1)83. The grouping
together of professionals to provide services to clients is known as a professional
service firm (Maister, 1993)84; a knowledge based organisation (Winch and
Schneider, 1993)85; and, a knowledge-intensive organisation (Alvesson, 1999)86.
The label of knowledge-intensive professional service firms (KTPSFs) is adopted for
this thesis (for example, see Løwendahl, 200087) as it communicates the knowledgeintensive nature of professional services and professional service firms.

To reiterate, it has been recognised that small construction firms play an important
part in the UK construction industry (see Section 1.1). The SBS (2000)88, for
example, has identified that there are around 122,132 construction firms are micro
and small size in 2001 (see Section 4.6.2). Of these, 22, 811 firms were small
construction knowledge-intensive professional service firms (SCKIPSFs) (see Table
2.1) (CIC and DTI, 2003:10)89. SCKIPSFs are thus a significant proportion of
KIPSFs in the UK construction industry.

Ojasalo, J. (1999), "Quality Dynamics in Professional Services", 76, Publications of the Swedish
School of Economics and Business Administration: Helsinki.
Shaper, A. (1985), Managing Professional People: Understanding Creative Performance, The
Free Press: New York.
° See Alvesson (1999), op. cit.
' See Maister (1993), op. cit.
52
Wheatley, E.W. (1983), Marketing Professional Services, Prentice-Hall: Englewood Cliffs, N.J.
Wood, P. (2001), Regional Innovation and Business Service, Scott Policy Seminar, May, NIERC:
Belfast.
See Maister (1993), op. cit.
Winch, G. and Schneider, E. (1993), "Managing the Knowledge-based Organisation: The Case of
Architectural Practice", Journal of Management Studies, 30/6, pp. 923-937.
86
See Alvesson (1999), op. cit.
See Løwendahl (2000), op. cit.
8$
SBS: Small Business Service (2000), Available from
<http://www.sbs.gov.ukIpress/news44.pdt[Accessed on 14th May 2003]
See CIC and DTI (2003), op. cit.
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Table 2.1 Estimated number of construction K[PSFs by main 1-ype and number of
employees
Discipline
_________________________

1

Size of Firm (number of employees)
Total no.
2-10
11-25
26-50
Over 50 ________

Architects

2915

5033

651

199

85

8882

Civil and structural
engineers

971

3389

1000

563

387

6309

Buildingservlcesengineers

335

1124

274

83

59

1875

Quantitysurveyors

397

1163

207

71

33

1871

Other surveyors

409

973

116

36

25

1559

Project managers

122

454

84

39

23

722

Others (including planners)

475

1313

293

124

86

2292

5635

13436

2625

1115

699

23510

Total no.
Source: CIC and DTI (2003:10 Table 3.!)

In summary, professional services have four principal characteristics:

(1) professional services are knowledge-intensive in nature;
(2) professional services are delivered by professionals/knowledge workers; but,
(3) professional services are nonetheless co-produced between the knowledge
worker and the client; and,
(4) the majority of construction professional services are provided by small firms.

SCKIPSFs thus have unique characteristics (when compared to other types of finns),
and these characteristics have a significant impact on the focus and nature of
innovation activity. The next section will thus focus on innovation within this
context.

2.3 Definitional debate on innovation

There is a diverse range of definitions of innovation in the literature. Innovation is
often defined as developing and implementing a new idea in an applied setting, both
in the general literature (for example, see van de Ven et a!., 199990) and in the

90

van de Ven A.H., Polley, D., Garud, R. and Venkataraman, S. (1999), The Innovation Journey,
Oxford University Press: New York.
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construction literature (for example, see Barrett and Sexton, 199891). The 'new
idea' component embraces a range of domains. Rogers (1983:11 emphasis added)92,
for example, defines innovation as: "a product or service that is perceived as new by
the members of the social system," and that "it matters little whether the idea is
'objectively' new as measured by the lapse of time since its first use or discovery.
The perceived newness of the idea for the individual determines his or her reaction to
it. If the idea seems new to the individual, it is an innovation."

Innovation is commonly analytically separated into 'product innovation' and
'process innovation.' 'Product innovation' refers to the development and
introduction of new or improved products and/or services which create or meet a
new demand and which are successful in the market (for example, see Mansfield,
199 i); whilst 'process innovation' involves the adoption of new or improved
methods of manufacture, distribution or delivery of service which "lower the real
cost of producing outputs, although they may also give rise to changes in their
nature" (Clarke, 1993:143). The 'product' versus 'process' view of innovation has
evolved towards a more systemic view. Athey and Schmutzler (1995) assert that
process innovation (cost-reducing) and product innovation (demand enhancing) are
complementary. Indeed, Imai (1992:226)96 speculates that "process improvement
and product differentiation are now being fused." This fusion is promoting a more
holistic view of innovation. The EC (1995:1 emphasis added)97, for example,
defines innovation as:

"the renewal and enlargement of the range of products and services
and the associated markets; the establishment of new methods of
production, supply and distribution; and the introduction of changes
in management, work organisation, and the working conditions and
skills of the workforce."

' Barrett, P.S. and Sexton, M.G. (1998), Integrating to Innovate: Report for the Construction
Industry Council, University of Salford: Salford
Rogers, E.M. (1983), Diffusion of Innovations, 3 ed., The Free Press: New York, NY.
93
Mansfield, E. (1991), Microeconomics, Norton: New York.
Clarke, R. (1993), Industrial Innovation, Blackwell: Oxford.
" Athey, S.E. and Schmuzler, A. (1995), "Product and Process Flexibility in an Innovative
Environment", Rand Journal of Economics, 26, pp. 557-574.
96
Imai, K. (1992), "The Japanese Pattern of Innovation and Its Evaluation" in N. Rosenberg, R.
Handau and D. Mowery (Eds.), Technology & The Wealth of Nations, Standford Press: Standford.
" EC: European Commission (1995), Green Paper on Innovation, December, EC: DG XIII.

92
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This more inclusive definition is captured by the term 'organisational innovation'
which is the result in the more effective use of human and physical resources; in
other words, is concerned with improving internal capabilities (Bates and Flynn,
1995)98.

The construction literature is generally consistent with the general literature. Sexton
and Barrett (2003b:626) 99 , for example, define successful innovation as "the
effective generation and implementation of a new idea, which enhances overall
organisational performance." Similarly, CERF (2000:3)100, for instance, defines
innovation as "the act of introducing and using new ideas, technologies, products
andlor processes aimed at solving problems, viewing things differently, improving
efficiency and effectiveness, or enhancing standards of living" (focusing specifically
on construction KIPSFs). Page eta!. (1999)'°' conclude that innovation activity
tends to gravitate around product innovation, process innovation, market innovation,
organisational innovation and resource innovation.

The key common theme across the definitional debate in the literature is that 'new
ideas' are taken to be the starting point for innovation. The central question which
will now be addressed is what is the stimulus for these 'new ideas?' It is the
investigation of this question which distinguishes the unique characteristics and
challenges of innovation in SKIP SFs, and is the focus of the next section.

2.4 Market- and resource-based view of innovation
There are two main schools of thought on the principal stimulus for innovation: the
market-based view and the resource-based view. Each perspective will be discussed
in turn.

98

Bates, K.B. and Flynn, E.J. (1995), "Innovation History and Competitive Advantage: A Resourcebased View", Proceedings of Academy of Management Conference: Analysis of Manufacturing
Technology Innovations, pp 235-239.
See Sexton and Barrett (2003b), op. cit.
tOO
CERF: Civil Engineering Research Foundation (2000), "Guidelines for Moving Innovations into
practice", Working Draft Guidelines for the CERF International Symposium and Innovative
14uhi17th August, CERF: Washington, DC.
Technology TratJeshow 2000,
See Page, Limeneh, Pearson and Pryke (1999), op. cit.
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1. Market-based view of innovation
The market-based view of innovation emphasises the role of market factors in
stimulating innovation within companies. From this perspective, industry structure
and the competitive environment are seen as the principal drivers of innovation (for
example, see Porter, 1980102 & 1985103). In the general literature, a number of
market-based innovation theorists have investigated market or environmental
influences on innovation for large firms. For example, the influences have been
articulated as customer-supplier relations (von Hippl, 1989)b04, network studies
(HAkanson, 1989)105, market conditions (Ames and Hlavacek, 1988)106, and external
knowledge infrastructures (Nelson, 1993)107. The market-based innovation
viewpoint emphasis is that firms adapt or orientate themselves through innovation to
optimally exploit changing market conditions.

The literature on market-based view of innovation for small firms, however, is rather
unclear. Small firms are commonly considered down sized versions of large firms.
This implies that their market-orientated innovation is based upon the market(s) they
serve, and the competitive forces within that market (Porter, 1 985)'°. Storey
(1994)109, however, finds that small manufacturing-based firms are content to
survive within stable markets, often supplying one or two key customers in their
local geographic market only. Their innovation strategy, therefore, is to continue
with their current suppliers and customers regardless of changes in the broader
market or environmental situation.

This is consistent with the view in the literature that the SKIPSF's market is made up
of a network of close relationships between the client and the knowledge worker.

102

Porter, M.E. (1980), Competitive Strategy: Techniques for Analyzing Industries and
Competitors, The Free Press: New York, NY.
103
Porter, ME. (1985), Competitive Advantage: Creating and Sustaining Superior Performance.
The Free Press: New York, NY.
104 von Hippi, E. (1989), Sources of Innovation, Oxford: London.
105 Hâkanson, H. (1989), Corporate Technological Behaviour: Corporation and Networks, Printer:
jondon.
106 Ames, B.C. and Hlavacek, J.D. (1988), Market Driven Management: Prescription for Survival
a Turbulent World, Irwin: Homewood, IL.
101 Nelson, P.R. (Eds.) (1993), National Innovation Systems, Oxford University Press: Oxford.
'° See Porter (1985), op. cit.
109 Storey, D.J. (1994), Understanding the Small Business Sector, Routledge: London.
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Maister (1993:54 emphasis added)"°, for example, asserts that "relationships, to
remain strong, must be nurtured, arid future business must be earned." Similarly,
Løwendahl (2000:93 emphasis added) 11 ' stresses that "given the high degree of
independent professional judgment required in client relations, and the adaptation to
client needs, operational authority has to be delegated to the professionals who are in
direct interaction with the clients." The principal stimulus for new ideas and thus
innovation in SKJPSFs, it is argued, is consistent with the customer-supplier
relations position advocated by von Hippl (1989)112. von Hippi (1989) demonstrates
that manufactures are not the sole source of innovation; rather, suppliers and
customers provide a critical role. Afuah (1998:72)113 summaries the customer as a
source of innovation in the observation that "customers who require special features
in a product they use add their features to the product. If there are features that
other customers can use, the manufacturer can incorporate them into its products."
The SKIPSF position, however, can be distinguished from the manufacturing
perspective (where the supplier treats the clients as 'an anonymous market' to a
certain extent), in that they have personalised relationships with customers who have
'a name and a face.'

The environment where this client interaction occurs is defined as 'the task
environment' (Kolter, 1980b)'

14;

whilst the environment where other firms which

compete with the finn customer and scarce resources is defined as 'the competitive
environment' (Kolter, 1980)115. Together the task environment and competitive
environment has been defined as 'the interaction environment' (Barrett et al.,
2001:52) 116 In summary, the interaction environment is a significant market-based
stimulus to innovation within SKIPSFs.

"° See Maister (1993), op. cit.
1i See Løwendahl (2000), op. cit.
" See von Hippl (1989), op. cit.
113 Afuah, A. (1998), Innovation Management: Strategies, Implementation, and Profit, Oxford
1jniversity Press: New York.
fl Kotler, P. (1980b), Marketing Management: Analysis Planning and Control, Prentice-HaH:
nglewood Cliffs.
ui $ee Kotler (1980), op. cit.
u u See Barrett, Sexton, Miozzo, Wharton and Leho (2001), op. cit.
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2. Resource-based view of innovation
In contrast, the resource-based view of innovation emphasis is that resources
available to the firm, rather than on the market conditions (market-based view), are
the principal stimulus for innovation (for example, see Barney, 1991

117;

Grant,

1995 118 ; Itami, 1987"; Penrose, 1959120).

The resource-based view of innovation emphasis is that firms attempt to identify and
nurture resources that enable firms to generate innovation to 'shape' market
conditions; rather than the market-based view within advocates that market
conditions 'shape' the resources which firms develop and exploit to response to
opportunities and threats.

Research into small manufacturing-based firms, for example, reports that the
"accumulation and development of resources and capabilities are the relatively most
important influential factors for irmovativeness. Managerial skills and capabilities,
internal technological resources........and capabilities explain to a considerable
extent the differences in innovation behaviour of small firms" (Hadjimanolis,
2000:278 emphasis added)' 21 . The resource-based view of innovation is evident in
Wilson's

(1972)122

argument that successful professional service firms are seen as

those having the most appropriate stocks of resources for their selected innovation
activities. Such a view underlines the argument by Kotler and Bloom (1984)123 and
Løwendahl

(2000)124

who depict distinctive competencies of KTPSFs as the

'resources' and 'abilities' that a particular organisation is especially strong in relative
to their competitor.

Resources in themselves are not seen as productive. Dynamic environments

Barney, J,B. (1991), "Firm Resources and Sustained Competitive Advantage", Journal of
anagement, 17/1, pp. 99-120.
' I Grant, R.M. (1995), Contemporary Strategy Analysis, 2' ed., Blackwell: Oxford.
119 Itami, H. (1987), Mobilizing Invisible Assets, Harvard University Press: Cambridge, MA.
120 Penrose, E.T. (1959), The Theory of the Growth of the Firm, Wiley: New York.
121 Hadjimanolis, A. (2000), "A Resource-based View of Innovativeness in Small Firms",
'technology Analysis and Strategic Management, 12/2, pp. 263-28 1.
122 See Wilson (1972), op. cit.
123 Kotler, P. and Bloom, P.N. (1984), Marketing Professional Services, Prentice-Hall: USA.
124 5ee Løwendahl (2000), op. cit.
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ceaselessly call for a new generation of resources as the context constantly shifts
(Chaharbaghi and Lynch, 1 999)125 The challenge for firms to create sustainable
competitive advantage in rapidly changing and competitive environments is for
resources to be integrated, co-ordinated and deployed as 'distinctive capabilities' (for
example, see Teece et a!., 1997126). This requires dynamic capabilities. Amit and
Schoemaker (1993:35)127 note that capabilities "refer to firm's ability to deploy
resources, usually in combination, using organizational processes, to affect a desired
end. They are information-based, tangible or intangible processes that are firm
specific, and are developed over time through complex interactions among the firm's
resources." Such a view underlines the following remarks by Nanda (1996:97)128:
"while resource is a fixed asse1 capability is the potential input from the resource
stock to the production function." There is agreement that capability is associated
with the ability of the firm and its resources (Grant, 1996a' 29 ; Stalk et aL, 1992'°).

In this research, the constant development of 'distinctive capabilities' i a dynamic
environment is labelled as 'dynamic capability' (Teece eta!., 1997)131. Collis's
(1994) 132 definition of 'organisational capability' seems to have much common with
Teece's et a!. (1997)133 concept of 'dynamic capabilities' in that they both refer to
the ability to develop and apply resources and skills. Collis (1994: 145)' defines
'organisational capabilities' as "socially complex routines that determine the
efficiency with which firms physically transform inputs into outputs." The
capability of organisations to adopt, adapt and transform existing technological
applications and know-how from other environments into relevant and appropriate

125

Chaharbaghi, K. and Lynch, R. (1999), "Sustainable Competitive Advantage: Towards a Dynamic
Resource-based Strategy", Management Decision, 37/1, pp. 45-50.
126
Teece, D.J., Pisano, G. and Shuen, A. (1997), "Dynamic Capabilities and Strategic Management",
in N.J. Foss (Eds.), Resources, Firms and Strategies, Oxford University Press: New York. pp.
268-287.
121 Amit, R. and Schoemaker, P.J.H. (1993), "Strategic Assets and Organizational Rent", Strategic
j4anagement Journal, 14, pp. 33-46.
120 Nanda, A. (1996), Resources, Capabilities & Competences, Sage Publications: London.
129 Grant, R.M. (1996a), "Prospering in Dynamically— Competitive Environments: Organizational
capability as Knowledge Integration", Organizational Science, 20, pp. 375-3 87.
'3° Stalk, G., Evans, P. and Shulman, L.E. (1992), "Competing on Capabilities, The New Rules of
Co ll orate Strategy", Harvard Business Review, 70, pp. 57-69.
131 See Teece, Pisano and Shuen (1997), op. cit.
Collis, D.J. (1994), "Research Note: How Valuable are Organisational Capabilities?", Strategic
Øanagement Journal, 15, pp. 143-152.
133 See Teece, Pisano and Shuen (1997), op. cit.
See Collis (1994), op. cit.
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solutions, organisational processes and technological products/services to match the
socio-cultural context of construction industry sector is crucial in bringing about
innovation (Sexton and Barrett, 2003a 135, 2003b' 36 & 2OO4'). The organisational
capability to innovate is discussed further in Section 2.5.5.

The principal resource for KIPFSs, as noted in Section 2.2, is the knowledge worker.
This proposition is developed further in Section 2.5.4. In summary, it is proposed
that the market- and resource-based view of innovation can be gainfully linked, by
extending the argument that there is mutually adjustment between companies
'reacting to' market opportunities and threats and 'proactively' identifying,
developing and exploiting resources and capabilities to secure a foundation for
innovation in dynamic environments. As shown in Figure 2.1 the principal stimulus
for innovation from the market-based view comes from knowledge workers'
relationships with their clients, and the principal resource from the resource-based
view of innovation is the knowledge worker. It is the proposition of this thesis that
the development of the optimal dynamic capabilities which bring these two resources
together to co-produce innovation which creates sustainable competitive advantage.
This view is very much an extension of similar discussions focusing on the
appropriate balance between market-based and resource-based view of innovation
capabilities needed in small construction finns (Sexton and Barrett, 2003a)138.

Market-based innovation
relationship with the client)

Resource-based innovation
(The knowledge worker)

Dynamic capability
:0-production of innovatic
between the client and the
knowledge worker)

Sustainable competitive
advantage

Figure 2.1 Principal sources ofsustainable competitive advantage for SKIPSF5

'"See Sexton and Barrett (2003a), op. cit.
136 See Sexton and Barrett (2003b), op. cit.
t37 Sexton, M. and Barrett, P. (2004), "The Role of Technology Transfer in Innovation within Small
Construction Firms", Engineering, Construction & Architecture Management, 11/5, pp. 342-348.
13$ See Sexton and Barrett (2003a), op. cit.
-
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This section has presented the key innovation challenge facing Skips as the
generation of an appropriate balance between market- and resource-based views.
The knowledge-based view of innovation described below is presented as a way of
conceptualising this balance.

2.5 Knowledge-based view of innovation
2.5.1 Introduction
The previous section has proposed and justified the importance of 'dynamic
capability' as the driver of successful innovation and sustainable competitive
advantage within Skips. This section further develops the concept of 'dynamic
capability' in SKIPSFs. This section is organised as follows. First, the concept of
knowledge-based view of innovation is introduced. Second, the nature of
knowledge within the SKIPSFs is described. Third, the principal types of
knowledge-based resources are identified. Finally, the main types of organisational
capabilities for innovation are explored.

2.5.2 Knowledge-based view of innovation
It has been argued that knowledge and the capacity, ability, and motivation to create
and utilise knowledge is the most important source of a firm's sustainable
competitive advantage (for example, see Drucker, l993'; Grant, l996b' 40 ; Quinn,
1992 141 ; Seviby, 1997142). Leonard-Barton (1992:113 emphasis added)' 43, for
instance, defines a core capability as "the knowledge set that distinguishes and
provides a competitive advantage......A core capability is an interrelated,
Ø)1
emphasises that
interdependent knowledge system." Similarly, Peters (1994:1

Drucker, P.F. (1993), Post-capitalistic Society, Butterworth Heinemann: New York.
'° Grant, R.M. (1996b), "Toward a Knowledge-based Theory of the Firm", Strategic Management
Journal, 17, pp. 109-122.
'' Quinn, J.B. (1992), Intelligent Enterprise: A Knowledge and Service Based Paradigm for
Industry, Free Press: New York.
142 Seviby, K.E. (1997), The New Organisation Wealth: Managing and Measuring Knowledgebased Assets, Barrett Koehier: San Francisco.
Leonard-Barton, D. (1992), "Core Capability and Core Rigidities: A Paradox in Managing New
Product Development", Strategic Management Journal, 13, pp. 111-125.
Peters, T. (1994), Crazy Times Call for Crazy Organisations: Tom Peters Seminar, Macmillan:
London.
-
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"the key source of sustainable competitive advantage is knowledge, and specifically
the capacity of organisations to acquire knowledge that translates into ongoing
organisational innovations." This argument is also found within the project-based
firm literature. Prenciple and Tell (200 l)', for example, suggest that the ability of
project-based firms to successfully innovate is determined by the knowledge they
possess. Further, the theme of knowledge as a source of innovation is found within
the construction literature. There is general acceptance, for example, that the
management of knowledge is vital for innovation in the construction industry (for
example, see Carillo, 2004146; Egbu, 1999147; Egbu eta!., 2000').

To reiterate the argument set out in Section 2.2, it has been recognised that the
knowledge-intensive nature of services is the primary way to distinguish KTPSFs
from non-KIPSFs, and that knowledge-based services are principally the outcome of
a co-production between the knowledge worker and the client. Further, it has been
emphasised that 'new ideas' are the starting point for successful innovation in
SKIPSFs (see Section 2.3). The pertinent issue for SKIPSFs is that the 'new ideas'
are intrinsically 'knowledge-laden' and that they are stimulated either directly
through co-production with the client, or are driven by contextual market needs (see
Section 2.4). Muller (2001:16)149, for example, asserts innovation is "a process of
knowledge creation" and that new knowledge from the process is translated into the
creation of new products and services (Knapp, 1998)150.

The thesis here is that innovation for SKIPSFs should be considered synonymous
with a 'knowledge-based' view of innovation. Before turning to a closer
examination of the 'knowledge-based view of innovation', the nature of knowledge

145 Prenciple,

A. and Tell, F. (2001), Internal-Project Learning: Processes and Outcomes of
(nowledge Codification in Project-based Firms, CoPS Innovation Centre: England.
146 Carrillo, P. (2004), "Managing Knowledge: Lessons from the Oil and Gas Sector," Construction
anagement and Economics, 22, pp. 631-642.
141 Egbu, C.O. (1999), "The Role of Knowledge Management and Innovation in Improving
Construction Competitiveness," Building Technology and Management Journal, 25, pp. 1-10.
l4 Egbu, C.O., Sturges, J. and Gorse, C. (2000), "Communication of Knowledge for Innovation
within Projects and Across Organisational Boundaries," Congress 2000, 15 World Congress on
j'roject Management, 22'" - 25th May, Royal Lancaster Hotel, London, UK.
L49 Muller, E. (2001), Innovation Interaction between Knowledge-intensive Business Services and
small and Medium-Size Enterprises: An Analysis in Terms of Evolution, Knowledge and
'çerritories, Physica-Verlag Heidelberg: Germany.
150 Knapp, E.M. (1998), "Knowledge Management," Business and Economic Review, 44/4,
pp. 3-6.
-
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within SKIPSFs must be addressed. This is the focus of the next section.

25.3 The nature of knowledge within SKIPSFs
Knowledge has been traditionally grouped into two types: tacit and explicit (Polanyi,
1962' s ' & 1966152) 'Tacit knowledge' is specific to, and resides in, individuals,
and refers to knowledge that cannot be easily expressed, represented or
communicated. In contrast, 'explicit knowledge' refers to knowledge which has
been codified and expressed in formal language, which can be stored in the
databases, organisational charts, process manuals, routines and documents. The
tacit and explicit distinction has evolved into knowledge as a 'noun', i.e. an 'asset'
which can be neutrally articulated, stored, and traded (explicit knowledge); and,
knowledge as a 'verb', i.e. the context specific 'process' of knowledge creation and
use (tacit knowledge). The asset and process views of knowledge, and their
relevance to SIUPSFs, are discussed below.

1. An asset orientated view of knowledge
The asset view conceptualises knowledge as 'self-contained' truths (Galliers and
Newell, 2000)' which can be codified and stored in knowledge repositories, and
which can be shared, built upon and retained regardless of employee turnover
(Washo and Faraj, 2000)154. Indeed, some commentators argue that knowledge as
an 'asset' fonns a market, where knowledge can be traded (Davenport and Prusak,
1998) 155 . The asset view has been prevalent in the general knowledge management
area (for example, see Cohen, 1998156; Knock and McQueen, 1998157); and in the

' Polanyi, M. (1962), Personal Knowledge: Towards a Post Critical Philosophy, Routledge:
London.
52 Polanyi, M. (1966), The Tacit Dimension, Routledge & Kegan Paul: London.
Gafliers, R.D. and Newell, S. (2000), "Back to the Future: From Knowledge Management to Data
anagement", Information Systems Department: Working Paper No.92, London School of
conomics: London, UK.
' Washo, M. and Faraj, S. (2000), "It's What One Does: Why People Participate & Help Other in
electronic Communities of Practice", Journal of Strategic Information Systems, 9/23, pp. 155173.
155 Davenport, T.H. and Prusak, L. (1998), Working Knowledge: How Organisations Manage
What They Know, Harvard University Press: Boston, MA.
Cohen, D. (1998), "Toward a Knowledge Context: Report on the First Annual UC Berkeley Forum
oP Knowledge and the Firm", California Management Review, 40/3, pp. 22-3 9.
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construction disciplines (for example, see Egbu, 1 99 158; Kululanga and McCaffer,
2001 159)

A growing body of commentators are critical of the asset view (for example, see
Blackler et a!., 1997160), arguing that knowledge should be viewed as being relative,
processional and primarily context-bound (for example, see Barley, 1996161; On,
1990162). The 'process' view is the focus on the next section.

2. A process orientated view of knowledge
In contrast with the asset view of knowledge, the process view of knowledge stresses
the dynamic, human-centred creation and use of knowledge which is specific to a
particular context and a particular time. Knowledge, from this perspective, for
example, is defined as "a dynamic human process of justifying personal belief
toward the truth. Knowledge is created by the flow of information, anchored in the
beliefs and commitment of its holder" (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995:58)163. it
follows that knowledge is "dynamic, personal and distinctly different from data and
information" (Sveiby, 1997: 345)1M; and is "information combined with experience,
context, interpretation, and reflection..... . it is high value information that is ready to
apply to decisions and actions" (Davenport eta!., 1998:43)165. There is further
evidence to suggest that knowledge is a product of human reflection and experience

157

Knock, N. and McQueen, R. (1998), "Knowledge and Information Communication within
Organization: An Analysis of Core, Support and Improvement Process", Knowledge & Process
anagement, 5/1, pp. 29-40.
' See Egbu (1999), op. cit.
159 Kululanga, G.K. and McCaffer, R. (2001), "Measuring Knowledge for Construction
Organizations", Engineering, Construction and Architectural Management, 8, 5/6, pp. 346-354.
160 Blackler, F., Crump, N. and McDonald, S. (1997), "Knowledge, Organisation and Competition" in
. Krogh, J. Roos and D. Kleine (Eds.), Knowing in Firms: Understanding, Managing and
4 easuring Organisational Knowledge, Sage Publications: London.
161 Barley, S. (1996), "Technician in the Workplace: Ethnographic Evidence for Bringing Work into
organization Studies", Administration Science Quarterly, 41/i, pp. 146-162.
162 Orr, J.E. (1990), "Sharing Knowledge Celebrating Identify: Community Memory in a Service
Culture" in D. Middleton and D. Edwards (Eds.), Collective Remembering, Sage Publications:
$ewburg Park, pp. 169-189.
165 Nonaka, I. and Takeuchi, H. (1995), The Knowledge-creating Company, Oxford University
press: New York.
164 Sveiby, K.E. (1997), The New Organizational Wealth: Managing and Measuring Knowledget,ased Assets, Berrett-Koehler: San Francisco, CA.
165 Davenport, T.H., De Long, D.W. and Beers, M.C. (1998), "Successful Knowledge Management
projects", Sloan Management Review, Winter, pp. 43-57.
-
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(DC Long and Fahey, 2000)166 and involves emotion, values and hunches (Takeuchi,
200 1)167, and that knowledge is defined as "a stock of expertise, not a flow of

information" (Starbuck, 1992:716) 168 . The common theme throughout in the
advocate of the process view of knowledge is that knowledge is dynamic, humanistic
and relative (Nonaka et al., 2001)169.

The socialisation, externalisation, intemalisation, and combination (SECI) model
provides us with an understanding on how knowledge creation from a process view
takes place between individuals, groups and organisations (see Figure. 2.2). These
four separate, but interlinked, activities which are described as follows.

Explicit
knowledge

Tacit
knowledge

Individual

-I

Group

Organisation Inter-organisation

Knowledge level

Figure 2.2 Spiral of organ isational knowlede creation (Nonaka and Takeuchi,
1995:73)'

De Long, D.W. and Fahey, L. (2000), "Diagnosing Cultural Barriers to Knowledge Management",
cademy of Management Executive, 14/4, PP. 113-127.
161 Takeuchi, H. (2001), "Towards a Universal Management of the Concept of Knowledge" in K.
4onaka and D.J. Teece (Eds.), Managing Industrial Knowledge: Creation, Transfer and
Utilization, Sage Publications: London, pp. 3 15-329.
l6 Starbuck, W.H. (1992), "Learning by Knowledge-intensive Firms", Journal of Management
studies, 29/6, Pp. 7 13-740.
169 See Nonaka, Toyama and Konno (2001), op. cit.
170 See Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995), op. cit.
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First, knowledge creation starts with 'socialisation.' The 'socialisation' mode is a
process of creating knowledge by converting tacit knowledge from one entity
(individual, group, or organisation) to another entity. This interaction facilitates the
sharing of individuals' experiences and perspectives. Second, the 'extemalisation'
mode is a process of creating knowledge by converting tacit knowledge into explicit
knowledge. Through this process, entities articulate their formerly tacit knowledge
to each other. Third, the 'combination' mode is a process of creating new explicit
knowledge from existing explicit knowledge. Through this process, knowledge
increasingly takes a concrete form. Finally, the 'internalisation' mode is a process
of creating new knowledge by converting explicit knowledge into tacit knowledge.
Through 'learning by doing', 'new' tacit knowledge is created, and then renews the
knowledge conversion spiral. New knowledge is thus created by these four
conversion processes, and through transferral of tacitlexplicit knowledge from
individual to group/organisational levels (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995)171.

A complementary argument is that knowledge can be categorised into individual and
collective knowledge (Simon, 1957)172. 'Individual knowledge' is that part of the
organisation's knowledge that resides in the brain and bodily skills of individual.
'Collective knowledge' refers to the ways in which knowledge is distributed and
shared among members of an organisation. Walsh and Ungson (199 1)173 extend this
argument by arguing that collective knowledge guides the behaviour, problemsolving activities and pattern of interaction among organisational members.

These two dimensions have been usefully combined to give rise to four categories of
knowledge: 'embrained' (individual-explicit) knowledge depends on conceptual
skills and cognitive abilities; 'embodied' (tacit-individual) knowledge is actionorientated and rooted in specific physical context; 'encoded' (collective-tacit)
knowledge resides in organisational routines, practices and shared norms; and
'embedded' (collective-explicit) knowledge is information conveyed by signs and

'' See Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995), op. cit.
See Simon (1957), op. cit.
Walsh, J.P. and Ungson, G.R. (1991), "Organizational Memory", Academy of Management
geview, 16, pp. 57-9 1.

173
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symbols (Collins, 1993)'74 Following Collins (1993), Blackler (1995)' adds
encultured knowledge Which is the process for achieving shared understandings
(beliefs).

De Long and Fahey (2000) 176 provide a fruitful synthesis by bringing knowledge as
an 'asset' and knowledge as a 'process' dimensions together, and identif ' three
distinct, but interactive, types of knowledge:

(1) Human knowledge constitutes what individuals know or know how to do,
and is manifested in experience, knowledge and skills. Human knowledge is
tacit knowledge.

(2) Relationship/Social knowledge exists in relationships among individuals
and groups which add value to activities. Relationship knowledge is largely
tacit, composed of cultural norms that exist as a result of working together.
Relationship knowledge is reflected by an ability to collaborate effectively.

(3) Structure/Structural knowledge is embedded in organisational systems,
processes, tools, rules and routines. Structure knowledge is largely explicit
and rule based and can exist independently of staff.

These three types of knowledge are proposed as being critical to understanding
innovation in SKIPSFs. The argument here is that the appropriate generation of,
and conversion between, human knowledge, relationship knowledge, and structure
knowledge is essential to successful knowledge creation and thus (particularly in
SKIPSFs) successful innovation. Justification for this argument is given below.

Collins, H.M. (1993), "The Structure of Knowledge", Social Research, 60/1, pp. 95-116.
F. (1995), "Knowledge, Knowledge Work and Organizations: An Overview and
Interpretation", Organization Studies, 16/6, pp. 1021-1046.
176 See De Long and Fahey (2000), op. cit.
175 Blackler,

-
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25.4 Knowledge-based resources for innovation
To reiterate, it is proposed that there are three types of knowledge-based resources
which are critical for knowledge capital: human capital, relationship capital and
structure capital. Whilst discussing these categories separately it is important to
note that there are links and synergies between each of these categories that
contribute to what is being coined in this research as 'knowledge capital' (KC). The
knowledge capital is defined as 'the dynamic synthesis of both the context and
process of knowledge creation and conversion between Individual-OrganisationalIndividual knowledge ba spiral, and the content of relationship capital, structure
capital and human capital' and is more fully discussed in Section 2.6.

Dimension 1: Human capital (HC)
The human capital of a company is defined as "the sum of competence, compliance
and commitment" (Rabey, 2000:23)177; and, as "the composition of human
knowledge, skills and attitude that may serve productive purposes in organizations"
(Nordhaug, 1993:50)178. These two definitions are similar in stressing that human
capital represents staff motivation and ability to undertake directed and productive
work (Cohen and Prusak, 200 1)179. The need to create a 'high commitment' culture
of staff, in this case knowledge workers, to progressing business performance is
recognised in the human resource management (HRM) literature (for example, see
MacDuffie, 1995180; SBAC, 2002181; Wood and de Menezes, 1998182).

The development and use of human capital is particularly important for SKIPSFs.

171 Rabey,

G. (2000), "Whither HR? Don't People Matter Anymore", Industry and Commercial
Training, 32/1, pp. 19-23.
Nordhaug, B. (1993), Human Capital in Organization, Scandinavian University Press: Oslo.
179 Cohen, D. and Prusak, L. (2001), In Good Company, Harvard Business School Press: Boston,
MA.
ISO MacDuffie, J.P. (1995), "Human Resource Bundles and Manufacturing Performance:
organizational Logic and Flexible Production Systems in the World Auto Industry", Industrial and
abor Relations Review, 48/2, January, pp. 197-22 1.
ISI SBAC: The Society of British Aerospace Companies (2002), High Performance Work
Organization in UK Aerospace - The SBAC Human Capital Audit 2002, SBAC: London.
' Wood, S. and de Menezes, L. (1998), "High Commitment Management in the UK: Evidence from
the Workplace Industrial Relations Survey and Employers' Manpower and Skills Practices Survey",
Øuman Relations, 5 1/4, pp. 485-515.
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First, knowledge workers are central to the performance of SKTPSFs. Maister
(1 993)83, for example, indicates that knowledge workers' expertise and skills, and
their ability to influence the client and perform their knowledge-intensive tasks,
depends on their personal qualities (see Section 2.2). The generation of 'new ideas'
(see Section 2.3) requires the motivation and in-depth knowledge and experience of
knowledge workers (Baumard, 2002)184, thus the capability to successfully innovate
within SKJPSFs is significantly located within human capital.

Second, human capital is an important prerequisite condition for the 'absorption' or
'capture' of the value of knowledge into organisational structure (see structure
capital below). This view is particularly important for small firms, as often a
significant proportion of their knowledge about clients (relationship capital) and
work activities (structure capital) are embodied in a small number of knowledge
workers. The concentration of knowledge in a few staff renders small firms
especially vulnerable to key members of staff leaving the firm. As a consequence,
losing key knowledge workers is potentially detrimental to SKJPSFs performance
(for example, see Barrett, 1993185; Løwendahl, 2000186; Maister, 1993187). Barrett
and Ostergren (1991)188, for instance, identify a number of adverse implications of
the loss of critical staff for professional service firms, such as leaving staff taking
clients with them and eroding the goodwill of the firm (see relationship capital
below). In summary, this thesis adopts the argument that knowledge workers are a
crucial resource in the innovation process (Kanter, 1983)189.

Dimension 2: Relationship capital (RC)
The relationship capital has been described as social capital (for example, see Landry
'" See Maister (1993), op. cit.
' 84 Baumard,

P. (2002), "Tacit Knowledge in Professional Firms: The Teachings of Firms in very
puzzling Situations", Journal of knowledge Management, 6/2, pp. 135-15 1.
185 Barrett, P. (1993), Profitable Practice Management - For the Construction Professional, E &
FN Spon Publisher: London.
186 See Løwendahl (2000), op. cit.
' See Maister (1993), op. cit.
18$ Barrett, P.S. and Ostergren, K. (1991), "The Value of Keypersons in Professional Firms" in P.S.
Øarrett and R. Males (Eds.), Practice Management: New Perspectives for the Construction
professionals, E & FN Spon Publisher: London, pp. 321-414.
189 Kanter, R.M. (1983), "Supporting Innovation and Venture Development in Established
companies", Journal of Business Venturing, 1, pp. 47-60.
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et al.,

2O02'°), external structural capital (for example, see Sveiby, 1997''),

customer capital (for example, see Stewart, 1997192), or relational capital (for
example, see Synder and Pierce, 2002'). The relationship capital is defined as
"customer and supplier relationships, knowledge of market channels and an
understanding of the impact of governmental or industry association" (Bontis,
2002:24) 194 ; and, "the value derived from connections outside the organization; it
includes reliable suppliers and loyal customers" (Synder and Pierce, 2002:478)195.
These two definitions point that "[relationship] capital resides in the relationship
among [human capital]" (Cohen and Prusak, 2001:3)196. Furthermore, Cohen and
Prusak (2001:4) assert that "[relationship] capital consists of the stock of active
connections among people: the trust, mutual understanding and shared values and
behaviours that bind the members of human networks and communities and make
cooperative action possible." Social networks are thus as a primary source of
relationship capital (for example, see Coleman, 1988197). This interaction develops
and leverages individual's skills and knowledge (Cohen and Prusak, 2001)198.

The development and use of relationship capital is critical for SKIPSFs. In the
general management literature, it has been identified that relationship capital plays a
particularly important role in innovation (for example, see Ibarra, 1993199; Yli-Renko
eta!., 2001200;

Young eta!., 2001201). For example, clients and their networks as

'° Landry, R., Amara, N. and Lamari, M. (2002), "Does Social Capital Determine Innovation? To
What Extent?", Technological Forecasting and Social Change, September, 69/7, PP . 68 1-701.
'' See Sveiby (1997), op. cit.
' Stewart, l.A. (1997), Intellectual Capital: The New Wealth of Organisations,
poubleday/Currency: New York, USA.
Synder, H. and Pierce, J. (2002), "Intellectual Capital" in B. Cronin (Eds.), Annual Review of
Information Science and Technology, 36, Information Today: Medford, NJ.
194 Bontis, N. (2002), "Managing Organizational Knowledge by Diagnosing Intellectual Capital:
framing and Advancing the State of the Field" in N. Bontis and W.C. Choo (Eds.), The Strategic
anagement of Intellectual Capital and Organisational Knowledge, Oxford University Press:
.lew York, pp. 62 1-642.
195 See Synder and Pierce (2002), op. cit.
' See Cohen and Prusak (2001), op. cit.
191 Coleman, J.S. (1988), "Social Capital in the Creation of Human Capital", American Journal of
sociology, 94: S95 - S 120.
' See Cohen and Prusak (2001), op. cit.
199 jbarra, H. (1993), "Network Centrality, Power, and Innovation Involvement: Determinants of
'çechnical and Administrative Roles", Academy of Management Journal, 36, pp. 471-501.
ZOO Yli-Renko, H., Autio, E. and Sapienza, H.J. (2001), "Social Capital, Knowledge Acquisition, and
jiowledge Exploitation in Young Technology-based Firms", Strategic Management Journal, 22,
pP 587-6 13.
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well as the networks of the professionals are important resources for KIPSFs
(Løwendahl, 200 0)202. Communities of practice (CoP), for example, have been
identified as being important to the flow of knowledge within knowledge-based
organisations (for example, see Hildreth and Kimble, 2004203). For instance, the
choice of clients influences the development of the knowledge worker (human
capital), which in turn influences organisational structure (structure capital) (Scott,
1998)204. The importance of CoP has been identified in the project-based learning
literature, with Ayas and Zeniuk (2001)205, note that innovation is supported by
reflective practitioners who share sense of purpose, a learning infrastructure and
exposure to mutual role models.

Dimension 3: Structure capital (SC)
The structure capital has been described as internal structural capital (for example,
see Seviby, 1997206) or organisation capital (for example, see Stewart, 1 997207)•
The structure capital has been defined as the systems for codifying, storing,
transmitting and sharing knowledge (Stewart, 1997)208; and, "knowledge embedded
in the non-human storehouses and routines of organization..............[and] consists
of mechanisms and structures of the organization that can help support employees in
their quest for optimum performance" (Bontis, 2002:24)209. Seviby (1997:10)210
asserts that structure capital includes "patents, concepts, models, computer and
administrative systems as well as organisational culture."

The structure capital has been described as an important resource for SKIPSFs. A

201

Young, G.L., Charns, M.P. and Shortell, S.M. (2001), "Top Manager and Network Effects on the
Adoption of Innovative Management Practices: A Study of TQM in a Public Hospital System",
Strategic Management Journal, 22, Pp. 935-951.
202
See Løwendahl (2000), op. cit.
203 J-lildreth, P. and Kimble, C. (2004), Knowledge Networks: Innovation through Communities of
practice, Idea Group Publishing: Hershey, PA, USA.
204 Scott, M.C. (1998), The Intellect Industry: Profiting and Learning from Professional Service
Eirms, John Wiley: Chichester.
205 Ayas, K. and Zeniuk, N. (2001), "Project-based Learning: Building Communities of Reflective
practitioner", Management Learning, 32/1, PP. 6 1-76.
206 See Seviby (1997), op. cit.
201 See Stewart (1997), op. cit.
20 See Stewart (1997), op. cit.
209 See Bontis (2002), op. cit.
210 See Seviby (1997), op. cit.
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key aspect of the management of knowledge in organisations is the development of
an organisational structure to perform knowledge-based work. Shaper(1985:57)2,
for instance, states that:

"Organisation structures and processes are concerned with
configuring, channelling and affecting the ways people In the
organisation relate to each other In carrying out their work."
Where knowledge is formalised and embedded in structure capital, it becomes easier
(from an asset perspective) to store and to distribute to the organisation (such as by
developing standardised processes, best practices, methods, or organisaticmal
manuals). Information technology (IT) or information and communication
technology (ICT), for example, has been recognised as an efficiency tool to improve
construction industiy performance (for example, see Barthorpe et a!., 2003212).
Standardisation of work (such as Iso 9000 Quality management system), for
instance, has been described by, is one way of accumulating best practices in an
organisation (Thompson, 1967)213. As a consequence, it is believed that
construction organisations should have 'a system' or 'a structure' which can support
knowledge sharing interactions (Yamazaki and Ueda, 2003)214.

Summary
The relationship capital is the starting point for SKIPSFs to produce targeted
services; appropriate human capital is the essential factor to bundle different
resources and capabilities to form knowledge capital to bring about appropriate
innovation in services and service deliveries; and, structure capital is the principal
means by which outcomes of individuals' interactions can be captured, amplified and
shared across different projects and across the organisation.

See Shaper (1985), op. cit.
Barthorpe, S., Chien, H.-J. and Shih, J.K.C. (2003), "The Current State of IT or (CT Usage by UK
Construction Companies", International Journal of Electronic Business, 1/4, October-December
(speCial Issue: E-procurement: myths and realities).
213 Thompson, iD. (1967), Organizations in Action, McGraw-Hill: New York.
214 Yamazaki, Y. and Ueda, Y. (2003), "Technology and Knowledge Fusions toward Construction
1 1i novation", Proceedings of the Joint International Symposium of CIB Working Commissio.s,
2224th October,
o1ume 1, National University of Singapore, Singapore;
pp. 40-53.
211

212
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The key argument of this section is that knowledge capital is made up of relationship
capital, structure capital and human capital. The rationale for the capabilities
required by SKIPSFs to produce knowledge capital is explored in the next section.

2.5.5 Organisational capabilities for innovation
As was noted previously, innovation is produced by knowledge-based resources and
capabilities (see Section 2.5.2) which form knowledge capital (see Section 2.6).
There is a need to understand what kinds of capabilities are required to create,
manage and exploit relationship capital, structure capital and human capital to form
'knowledge capital' within SKIPSFs.

The organisational capability for innovation is defined, for example, as "the
comprehensive set of characteristics of an organization that facilitate and support
innovation strategies" (Burgelman eta!., 1996:8)215. It has been argued that the
acquisition of 'organisational capability' may occur through the processes of
'organisational learning' (Chaston eta!., 1999)216 and that 'organisational learning'
may lead to innovation (Argyris and Schön, 1996) 2 17 Chaston et a!. (1999)218, for
example, posit organisational learning as a necessary antecedent to building stronger
core competences in organisations, particularly in small and medium sized
enterprises (SMEs). Indeed, Chaston et a!. (2002)219 further indicate that the role of
organisational learning in knowledge acquisition for competitive advantage is
required to support the effective marketing of knowledge-based services. These
viewpoints indicate the need for 'organisation learning' as a key mechanism by
which firms successfully innovate.

Organisational learning can be defined, for example, as "the process of improving

215

Burgelman, R., Maidique, M. and Wheelwright, S. (1996), Strategic Management of Technology
bind Innovation, Irwin: Homewood.
216 Chaston, I., Badger, B. and Sadler-Smith, E. (1999), "Organisational Learning: Research Issues
nd Application in SME Sector Firms", International Journal of Entrepreneurial Behaviour &
gesearch, 5/4, pp. 19 1-203.
217 See Argyris and Schön (1996), op. cit.
21$ See Chaston, Badger and Sadler-Smith (1999), op. cit.
219 Chaston, 1., Badger, B., Mangles, T. and Sadler-Smith, E. (2002), "Knowledge-based Services and
the Internet: An Investigation of Small UK Accountancy Practices", Journal of Small Business
and Enterprise Development, 9/1, pp. 49-60
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actions through better knowledge and understanding" (Fiol and Lyles, 1985:803)220,
and is the "continuous process of creating, acquiring, and transferring knowledge
accompanied by a modification of behaviour to reflect new knowledge and insight,
and produce a higher level assets" (Neilson, 1997:2)22!. Organisational learning is
thus a process rather than an outcome (March, 199 1)222 and results in changes in
what the organisation knows and how it acts (Forss et al., 1994)223 A key challenge
for companies is when to change and when not to change. The work of March
(199 1)224 provides theoretical guidance to addressing this challenge through the
distinction between exploitative and explorative routines. March (1991:85)225 states
that: "essence of exploitation is the refinement and extension of existing
competencies, technologies and paradigms... [the] essence of exploration is
experimentation with new alternatives."
The term 'exploitative routines' has been described in terms of 'competitive
advantage' that allows an organisation to outperform its resources in the same
industry or product market. Cohen (1991:136)226, for example, indicates that
"improving the speed of routines and changing their detailed contents, along with the
accurate switching among existing routines, are major sources of competitive
advantage or other forms of organisational success." Incremental new knowledge is
thus added to the existing routines which are expected to have the end result of
improving it. In other words, no attempt is made to change the paradigm, only
make improvements within the context of the prevailing paradigm. In contrast,
'explorative routines' are required to generate sustainable competitive advantage.
Explorative routines consider the protection of the value of resources over time to
enable the organisation to maintain its competitiveness.

220

FbI, M. and Lyles, M. (1985), "Organisational Learning", Academy of Management Review, 4/2,
pP• 17-33.
22J See Neilson (1997), op. cit.
222 March, J.G. (1991), "Exploration and Exploitation in Organisational Learning", Organisation
science, 2, February, pp. 119-126.
225 Fross, K., Cracknell, B. and Samset, K. (1994), "Can Evaluation Help an Organisation to Learn?",
j valuation Review, 18/5, pp. 591-594.
224 See March (1991), op. cit.
225 See March (1991), op. cit.
226 Cohen, M.D. (1991), "Individual Learning and Organisational Routine: Emerging Connections",
0rganization Science, 2, February, pp. 135-139.
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It has been suggested that organisations should divide their attention and other
resources between exploitation and exploration (for example, see Holmgvist, 2003227;
Knott, 2002228; March and Levinthal, 1999229). This view is supported by
Ghemawat and Costa (1993)230 who argue that 'dynamic capabilities' are anchored
in a firm's ability to both exploit and explore. In other words, the firm ability to
compete over time may lie in its ability both to integrate and build upon its current
competencies, whist simultaneously developing fundamentally new capabilities
(Teece eta!., 1997)23

I

The argument here is that there are two distinct, but interactive, types of capabilities
are required for successful innovation:

(1) Exploitative capability to utilise organisational resources to improve
organisational efficiency to generate short term competitive advantage.
(2) Explorative capability to create and use new resources and capabilities to
improve organisational effectiveness to generate sustainable competitive
advantage.

The key proposition of this section is that the concepts of exploitative and
explorative capabilities are an appropriate way of understanding, connecting and
managing knowledge-based resources. This proposition leads to the concept of
successful knowledge-based innovation as being:

"The effective generation and implementation of a new idea which
enhances overall organisational performance, through appropriate
exploitative and explorative knowledge capital which develops and
integrates, relationship capital, structure capital and human capital."

227 Holmgvist,

M. (2003), "A Dynamic Model of Intra-and-Interorganizational Learning",
Organization Studies, 24, PP. 95-123.
225 Knott, A.M. (2002), "Exploration and Exploitation as Complements" in C.W. Choo and N. Bontis
The Strategic Management of Intellectual Capital and Organizational Knowledge,
Oxford University Press: New York, pp. 299-358.
229 March, J.G. and Levinthal, D.A. (1999), "The Myopia of Learning" in J.G. March (Eds.) The
pursuit of Organisational Intelligence, Blackwell Publishers: Oxford, UK, pp. 191-222.
230 Ghemawat, P. and Costa, J. (1993), "The Organizational Tension between Static and Dynamic
efficiency", Strategic Management Journal, 14, pp. 59-73.
231 5ee Teece, Pisano and Shuen (1997), op. cit.
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2.5.6 Summary and link
This section presents 'knowledge capital' as the 'dynamic innovation capability'
which generates innovation and sustainable competitive advantage within SKIPSFs.
The literature reports that the appropriate development and use of knowledge-based
resources and capabilities are critical to successful innovation, but it does not
adequately address how knowledge-based resources and capabilities are developed
and used in SKIPSFs' innovation activities. This challenge is taken up in the next
section.

2.6 Key managerial challenges for innovation
The co-production of professional services demands a high degree of interaction
between knowledge workers and clients (see Section 2.2). Knowledge sharing and
creation is thus significantly based on the human capital held by knowledge workers
and others at work. Adopting De Long and Fahey's (2000)232 categorisation, this
knowledge can be viewed as 'relationship knowledge.' Sverlinger (2000:236
emphasis added)233 , for example, argues that in knowledge-intensive professional
service firms that:
"knowledge about market and knowledge about customers [arel
stored mostly in the heads ofpeople."
There is strong consensus that much of the knowledge in KTPSFs is stored in 'the
heads of knowledge workers.' Knowledge located within the knowledge worker
can be viewed as 'human knowledge' (see Section 2.5.3). The implication of this is
that relationship and human knowledge are often not effectively 'structurally'
embedded within the firm; rather, they are located within the knowledge worker.
This is compounded by knowledge workers tending to exhibit unique behavioural
characteristics when compared to non-professionals (Maister, 1993)234; in particular,
they are intrinsically motivated to seek challenging projects and develop new,
valuable skills for themselves, i.e. their individual 'relationship knowledge' and
See De Long and Fahey (2000), op. cit.
Sverlinger, P.M. (2000), Managing Knowledge in Professional Service Organisation:
'l'echnical Consultants Serving the Construction Industry, Department of Service Management,
Chalmers University of Technology, Gbteborg: Sweden.
234 5ee Maister (1993), op. cit.

233
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'human knowledge.' This individual motivation might not always be appropriately
aligned to the needs of the organisation. Maister (1993)235, for example, states that
'brain' type professional service organisations concentrate on complex problems
which require new solutions; 'grey hair' type professional service organisations tend
to concentrate on the firms' past experience in dealing with similar problems; and,
'procedure' type professional service organisations usually use standard solutions to
solve familiar problems. Adopting this typology, it can be argued that for the
procedural type professional service organisation, knowledge workers who seek
challenging, novel projects outside of the firm's strategic positioning can be
disruptive. Similarly, for the brain type professional service organisation,
knowledge workers who focus on using 'standard solutions' will be in conflict with
the firm's strategic goal.

Knowledge workers' knowledge about customers tends to be personal and anecdotal,
situationally prescribed and, according to Clippinger (1 995:28)236, "typically neither
created nor shared through traditional channels, but rather emerging and evolving
from the bottom up in somewhat helter-skelter patterns." This 'person specific'
knowledge held by knowledge workers can be labelled as 'individual knowledge'
(Simon, 1957)237. The accrued or cumulative learning and knowledge of individuals
has been referred as 'individual knowledge capital' (Neilson, 1997:1)238.

The challenge within SKIPSFs is to combine various individual knowledge domains
to form dynamic 'organisational knowledge' in new configurations with feed back to,
and enrich, individual knowledge. Bhatt (2002)239 stresses that the difficulty of this
challenge by stating that 'organisational knowledge' is not simply the sum of staff's
'individual knowledge.' The generation of organisational knowledge is the product
of appropriate 'interaction' between individual knowledge bases (Bhatt, 2002)240.
organisations therefore need to develop mechanisms for tapping into the collective

Maister (1993), op. cit.
J.H. (1995), "Visualisation of Knowledge: Building and Using Intangible Assets
igitally", Planning Review, 23/6, pp. 28-31.
231 See Simon (1957), op. cit.
235 See Neilson (1997), op. cit.
239 Bhatt, GD. (2002), "Management Strategies for Individual Knowledge and Organisational
owledge", Journal of Knowledge Management, 6/1, pp. 3 1-39.
240 See Bhatt (2002), op. cit.

235 See

236 Clippinger,
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intelligence and skills of knowledge workers in order to create a greater 'knowledge
base' (Bollinger and Smith, 2001)241

The proposition made here is that organisational knowledge capital within SKIPSFs
arises from a dynamic spiralling process wherein relationship capital, structure
capital and human capital are converted into relationship knowledge, structure
knowledge and human knowledge through their exploitative and explorative
capabilities. Hence, these constant interaction activities form an individualorganisational-individual (I-O-J) knowledge capital spiral. Through this spiral,
individual knowledge capital is converted into fresh organisational knowledge
capital and allows other individuals to access the organisational knowledge capital
base.

As a consequence, knowledge capital is dynamic (exploration capability), but must
be capable of being accessed and used at any given time (exploitation capability). It
is therefore necessary to be able to concentrate knowledge creation and conversion at
a certain space and time in order to render it useful - the shared context (Nonaka and
Konno, 1998)242. It has been argued that these 'interaction activities' take place in
the 'ba' which is a place, space or facility where individuals interact to exchange
ideas, share knowledge, conceptualise and create new knowledge (Nonaka et al.,
2001)243. Nonaka eta!. (2001) differentiate four kinds of ba: (1) originating ba, (2)
dialoguing ba, (3) systemising ba, and (4) exercising ha (see Figure 2.3). Each ba
corresponds to, and supports, a particular stage of the knowledge creation and
conversion spiral.

241

Bollinger, A.S. and Smith, R.D. (2001), "Managing Organisational Knowledge as a Strategic
Asset", Journal of Knowledge Management, 5/1, pp. 8-18.
242 Nonaka, I. and Konno, N. (1998), "The Concept of'ba': Building a Foundation for Knowledge
Creation", California Management Review, 40/3, pp. 40-54.
' See Nonaka, Toyama and Konno (2001), op. cit.
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Type of interaction

Face.tOface

Individual

Collective

Originating Ba

Dialoguing Ba

(Socialisation)

(Externalisation)

Exercising Ba

Systemising Ba

(Internalisation)

(Coniination)

Media
Virtual

Figure 2.3 Ba, the shared space for interaction (Nonaka eta!. 2001..25)244

First, 'originating ba' offers a context for the socialisation phase (see Section 2.5.3
for description of the socialisation phase). It involves sharing experiences, feelings,
emotions, and mental models via thought. Second, 'dialoguing ba' offers a context
for the externalisation phase (see Section 2.5.3 for description of the extemalisation
phase). In this context, tacit knowledge becomes explicit through dialogue,
reflection and the sharing mental models and skills. Third, 'systemising ba' offers a
context for the combination phase (see Section 2.5.3 for description of the
combination phase). Systemising ba offers a virtual collaborative environment for
systemising explicit knowledge throughout the organisational structure such as
databases and documentation. Finally, 'exercising ha' offers a context for the
intemalisation phase (see Section 2.5.3 for description of the internalisation phase).
Through exercising ha, individual continuously synthesis as 'self-refinement' that
comes in action.

It has been argued that 'ha' may be the physical, virtual or mental ba (Nonaka et a!.,
200 1)245. Adopting this typology, it can be argued that 'physical ba' can be, for
example, the office; 'virtual ba' could emerge from the virtual office, e-mail,
teleconferencing, telecommuting or other electronic devices; and 'mental ha' driver
from shared experiences, ideas or ideals. 'Ba' provides a platform for continuously
converting tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge and then back again into tacit
knowledge, hence advancing collective knowledge. The various ba's provide

244
245

See Nonaka, Toyama and Konno (2001), op. cit.
See Nonaka, Toyama and Konno (2001), op. cit.
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platforms for knowledge creation and conversion to take place. The argument being
made here is that the 'ba' should be focused on the 'knowledge' environment
(Davenport and Prusak, 1998:137)246. 'Ba' is thus labelled as 'knowledge ba.' For
SKIPSFs, the 'knowledge ba' is significantly located within the interaction between
individual knowledge workers and their clients. This individual level of the 'ba' can
be viewed as 'individual knowledge ba.'

It has been proposed that there is a need for the shared context for knowledge
creation and conversion from the 'individual level' to 'organisational level', and then
back to 'individual level' (for example, see Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995247). The
organisational level of the shared context can be viewed as 'organisational
knowledge ba.' Organisational knowledge ba connects knowledge workers to
create, share and utilise knowledge within the organisation. Knowledge within the
organisational level forms organisational knowledge capital.

To reiterate, individual knowledge capital within the SKJPSF is mobilised and
shared in the 'individual knowledge ba', where knowledge capital is held by
individuals and their clients, and not necessarily held by an organisation. In contrast,
organisational knowledge capital within the SKIPSF is mobilised and shared in the
'organisational knowledge ba', where knowledge is held by individuals and their
clients, as well as an organisation.

Organisational knowledge ba thus presents an influential factor facilitating the
individual-organisational-individual (1-0-I) knowledge creation and conversion
spiral within SKIPSFs. This spiral, which continuously nurtures the interaction and
development of individual and organisational knowledge ba, is taken to be the core
dynamic innovation capability for SKIPSFs. The argument here is that knowledge
capital is the dynamic synthesis of both the 'context' and 'process' of knowledge
creation and conversion within 'knowledge ba', and the 'content' of relationship
capital, structure capital and human capital at both individual and organisational
leVel.

246
241

See Davenport and Prusak (1998), op. cit.
See Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995), op. cit.
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The hypothesised 'ideal' position is thus shown on the right hand side of Figure 2.4.
The left hand side of diagram depicts a SKIPSF when knowledge workers have very
weak ties, in terms of knowledge conversion and innovation, to the 'organisational
knowledge ba.' In contrast, on the right hand side of diagram, a stylised picture is
presented of closer, more productive, alignment of individual knowledge ba and
organisational knowledge ba which provides the necessary dynamic organisational
knowledge capital base for successful innovation at both individual and
organisational levels.
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This research starts from the adaptation of the knowledge spiral model (see Figure
2.5) presented by Nonaka and Takeuchi (1 995)248 Figure 2.5 presents 'dynamic
interactions' within the SKIPSF. The different level of interactions between a
SKIPSF and its client are discussed below.

Sec Nonaka and Takcuchi (1995), op. cit.
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Individual
knowledge ba

Organisational
knowledge ba

Explicit
knowledge

Externalisation

Internalisation
Tacit
knowledge
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Individual
SKIPSFsI

Group
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j

I

Figure 2.5 Spiral oforganisational knowledge capital creation

First, knowledge interactions (see Section 2.5.3 for description of four types of
interaction: the socialisation, externalisation, combination and internalisation phase)
start from the individual level. The interactions in a SKJPSF are acquired through
experience and are possessed by individual knowledge worker working with the
client. This is shown in Figure 2.5 in the bottom rectangle. Knowledge
interactions in the individual level occur in the individual knowledge ba.

Second, knowledge interactions expand outside the individual. At this stage, the
collaborative interaction of individuals share their diverse interests and issues within
a team context. As the knowledge work tends to be project-based (see Section 2.2),
individuals are being re-grouped in new teams. One strategy is the development of
communities of practice (CoP) where groups of people deepen their knowledge
through interaction on an on-going basis (for example, see Brown and Duguid,
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1991 249)• CoP have potential to link individual and organisational knowledge ba's
together. Knowledge interactions thus occur in the individual and organisational
knowledge ba.

Finally, knowledge interactions expand outside of the immediate team context. This
implies a view of organisations as multiple communities-of-practice. At this stage,
knowledge interactions occur in the organisational knowledge ba.

Figure 2.5 shows different phases of knowledge interactions between clients and the
SKJPSFs, including individual, group and organisational interaction. It is argued
that there is a paucity of research on understanding the necessary interactions
between individual-organisational-individual (1-0-I) knowledge ha spiral to
overcome the barrier between 1-0-I knowledge creation and conversion spiral within
SKIPSFs. This observation may indicate that the barrier between individual
knowledge ba and organisational knowledge ba is seen as the key factor which
constrains the knowledge flow across individual, group and organisational levels.

The argument to this point identifies two key managerial challenges for successful
innovation in SKJPSFs. First, SKIPSFs need to develop a context in which
knowledge conversion takes place not only at the individual level (the knowledge
worker and the client), but also at the organisational level (the knowledge worker
and its organisation). Second, for this to happen, SKIPSFs need to motivate their
knowledge workers to create and engage in this context. These challenges are
articulated as research questions in the next section and form the focus of this thesis.

2.7 Research questions
The following interconnected questions are formulated:

(1) How do SCKIPSFs appropriately develop and manage knowledge interaction
activities between individual-organisational-individual (1-0-I) knowledge ha

249

Brown, J.S. and Duguid, P. (1991), "Organizational Learning and Communities of Practice:
Toward a Unifying View of Working, Learning and Innovation" in M.D. Cohen and L.S. Spruoll
(Eds.), Organizational Learning, Sage Publications: London, pp. 59-82.
-
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spiral, and how do these arrangements affect innovation performance?
(2) How do SCKIPSFs appropriately manage and motivate their knowledge
workers to create and engage in this development of, and alignment between,
individual-organisational-individual (1-0-I) knowledge ba spiral?

2.8 Summary and link
This chapter has provided a review and synthesis of the relevant literature pertinent
to innovation in SCKIPSFs. The central thesis here is that knowledge-based
innovation is critical for sustainable competitive advantage. It is proposed that
relationship capital, structure capital and human capital knowledge-based resources
and exploitative and explorative capabilities must be appropriately combined. This
has led to the articulation of two research questions.

The next chapter will set out a concept of knowledge-based innovation model which
will guide the investigation of these questions.
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3.0 The concept of knowledge-based innovation
model
3.1 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to set out a concept model and hypotheses for this research
based on the literature synthesis set out in chapter 2. This chapter is organised as
follows. First, a concept model of knowledge-based innovation is proposed.
Second, the operationalisation of the model is developed by viewing the model as a
gap analysis framework. Finally, the meta hypothesis and six sub-hypotheses are
presented.

3.2 Description of knowledge-based innovation model
The proposed definition of knowledge-based innovation (see Section 2.5.5) forms
the basis for the knowledge-based innovation concept model shown in Figure 3.1.
The variables which make up the model are defined as follows:
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Figure 3.1 Knowledge-based innovation concept modelfor SCKJPSFs
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(I) Interaction Environment is that part of the business environment which
firms can interact with, and influence, including the 'task environment' (the
environment where this client interaction occurs) and the 'competitive
environment' (the environment where firms compete for customers and
scarce resources) (see Section 2.4).
(2) Relationship capital (RC) is the network resources of a firm. It is the
resulting from interactions between individual, organisation, and external
supplier chain partners, including reputation or image. Relationship capital
is the means to leverage human capital (see Section 2.5.4).
(3) Human capital (HC) is defined as the capabilities and motivation of
individuals within the SCKIPSF, client systems and external supply chain
partners to perform productive, professional work in a wide variety of
situations (see Section 2.5.4).
(4) Structure capital (SC) is made up of systems and processes (such as
company strategies, machines, tools, work routines, and administrative
systems) for codifying and storing knowledge from individual, organisation,
and external supply chain partners (see Section 2.5.4).
(5) Knowledge capital (KC) is the dynamic synthesis of both the 'context' and
'process' of knowledge creation and conversion between IndividualOrganisational-Individual knowledge ba spiral, and the 'content' of
relationship capital, structure capital and human capital (see Section 2.6).
The model proposes that interaction environment, RC, SC, HC and KC, are the key
variables in understanding and improving innovation performance in SCKIPSFs.
The variables, RC, SC and HC, are interrelated with, as indicated by the doubleheaded arrows. The variables, RC, SC and HC are contributed to KC, as indicated
by the one-way arrow. All these variables need to be effectively linked for
successful innovation to occur.
This conceptual knowledge-based innovation model proposes when these variables
are created and managed appropriately, they will automatically contribute to
knowledge capital, and then successful innovation and sustainable competitive
advantage will flow from this knowledge capital.
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The concept model highlights the growing recognition placed by firms on the need to
build, connect, and energise appropriate knowledge-based resources and capabilities
by providing a spatially, temporally, physiologically and sociologically stimulating
and supportive 'space' to generate knowledge capital from where successful
innovation will spring.

33 Gap analysis
The operationalisation of the knowledge-based innovation model is investigated
through viewing the model as a gap analysis framework (see Figure 3.2), and forms
the basis for a number of indicative research questions given in Table 3.1.

C.pll
(G 1-3)

/

7

Relationship
knowledge

/

S
C.pU.1

01'

Figure 3.2 Gap analysis framework
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Table 3.1 Gaps in knowledge and understanding and their implications
Gap

Lack of knowledge
about...
1-1 Human capital

Generic questions raised
What is the human capital required for SCKIPSFs for
successful innovation?

What is the structure capital required for SCKIPSFs for
1-2 Structure capital
successful innovation?
- __________ ______________________
What is the relationship capital required for SCKIPSFs
1-3 Relationship capital
for successful innovation?

C

The link between the
2-1 human capital and
relationship capital

C.

How are exploitative and explorative capabilities
developed and used in the interaction between human
capital and relationship capital?

The link between the
How are exploitative and explorative capabilities
2-2 structure capital and
developed and used in the interaction between structure
human capital
capital and human capital?
- ________ __________________
How are exploitative and explorative capabilities
The link between the
2-3 relationship capital and
developed and used in the interaction between
relationship capital and structure capital?
structure capital

This gap analysis framework produces a number of hypotheses to test the research
questions set out in Section 2.7. The next section will present these hypotheses.

3.4 Research hypotheses
To address the two research questions identified in Section 2.7, a meta hypothesis
and six sub-hypotheses are presented (see Figure 3.3).
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Sustainable competitive
advantage
Meta Hypothesis

Capabilities
Hypothesis 2

1iii1 II22IIH23I

Knowledge-based resources
Hypothesis I

H1_IIIH1_2JHI_3I

Figure 3.3 Hypotheses structure for this research

The general argument here is that for enduring successful innovation in SCKJPSFs
to take place, all hypotheses outcomes must be positive.

Meta hypothesis: A small construction knowledge-intensive professional
service firm which generates and integrates relationship capital, structure
capital, and human capital through exploitative and explorative capabilities
will create knowledge capitalfor successful innovation and sustainable
competitive advantage.
Knowled2e-based resources
Hypothesis 1: A small construction knowledge-intensive professional
service firm which develops integrated individual, organisational and client
human capital, structure capital, and relationship capital will generate a
more appropriate stock of resources for successful innovation.
Hypothesis 1-1: A small construction knowledge-intensive professional
service firm which develops integrated individual, organisational and
client human capital will generate a more appropriate stock of human
capital resources which will contribute to successful innovation.
Hypothesis 1-2: A small construction knowledge-intensive professional
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service firm which develops integrated individual, organisational and
client structure capital will generate a more appropriate stock ofstructure
capital resources which will contribute to successful innovation.
Hypothesis 1-3: A small construction knowledge-intensive professional
service firm which develops integrated individual, organisational and
client relationship capital will generate a more appropriate stock of
relationship capital resources which will contribute to successful
innovation.
Capabilities
Hypothesis 2: A small construction knowledge-intensive professional
service firm which generates and integrates exploitative and explorative
capabilities through appropriate interaction between human capital,
structure capital, and relationship capital will generate appropriate
knowledge capital to stimulate and support successful innovation.
Hypothesis 2-1: A small construction knowledge-intensive professional
service firm which generates and integrates exploitative and explorative
capabilities through appropriate interaction between relationship capital
and human capital will make a positive contribution to knowledge capital.
Hypothesis 2-2: A small construction knowledge-intensive professional
service firm which generates and integrates exploitative and explorative
capabilities through appropriate interaction between structure capital and
human capital will make a positive contribution to knowledge capital.
Hypothesis 2-3: A small construction knowledge-intensive professional
service firm which generates and integrates exploitative and explorative
capabilities through appropriate interaction between relationship capital
and structure capital will make a positive contribution to knowledge
capitaL

35 Summary and link
This chapter has set out the knowledge-based innovation model which is presented
as a holistic, system-orientated framework to better investigate how the SCKIIPSFs
create, manage and exploit innovation. One main hypothesis and six subhypotheses have been articulated. The next chapter will present the research
methodology used to test these hypotheses.
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4.0 Methodology
4.1 Introduction
Chapter 3 set out the conceptual model and hypotheses to test the research questions
detailed in Section 2.7. This chapter concentrates on the design and operation of the
research methodology used in this research. The structure of this chapter is as
follows.

(1) The need for a 'nested' research methodology approach, which integrates
research philosophy, research approach and research technique, is argued
(section 4.2).
(2) The overall research process within the nested research methodology is
introduced (section 4.3).
(3) The interpretative research philosophy underpinning the research is
substantiated (section 4.4).
(4) A justification for the choice of a single case study with an exploratory phase
and an action research phase is explored (section 4.5).
(5) The case study design for this research is discussed (section 4.6).
(6) The qualitative data collection research techniques used in this research are
discussed (section 4.7).
(7) The qualitative data analysis research techniques used in this research are
presented (section 4.8).
(8) The generalisability, representativeness, validity and reliability aspects of the
research are set out (section 4.9).

4.2 Research methodology: nested approach
It is important that any given piece of the research adopts a methodology which is
appropriate to the research area (McNeill, 1990)250; in other words, the methodology
needs to be designed to be sympathetic to 'the phenomena' being investigated: in
effect to ". . . .suit the method to the problem, and not the problem to the method"

250

McNeiIl, P. (1990), Research Methods, Routledge: London.
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(Linstone, 1978:275) 25 1 Towards this aim, this research adopts a 'nested approach'
(Kagioglou et al., 1 998)252 in order to bring about an appropriate holistic and
systemic methodology, as shown in Figure 1.1.

This approach integrates research philosophy, research approach and research
technique. The outer rectangle represents the unifying research philosophy which
guides and energises the inner research approach and research technique. The
middle rectangle consists of the dominant research methodology for theory
generation and testing method; whilst the inner rectangle comprises the research
techniques used for data collection and data analysis.

The nesting of the model's elements generates a framework which provides this
research with a research approach and research technique which benefits from
appropriate philosophical direction and cohesion. Each of the elements of this
model will be discussed below within the context of this research.

4.3 Overall research process used in this research
The overall research process used in this research is given in Figure 4.1 (based on
Sexton and Barrett, 2003b:624)253.

Linstone, H.A. (1978), "The Delphi Technique" in J. Fowles (Eds.), Handbook of Futures
j esearch, Greenwood Press: London. pp. 273-300.
252 See Kagioglou, Cooper, Aouad, Hinks, Sexton and Sheath (1998), op. cit.
252 See Sexton and Barrett (2003b), op. cit.

251
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Figure 4.1 Overall research process within the nested research approach

The aim of this research is to investigate the key interconnected challenges identified
in Section 2.7, namely:

(1) How do SCKIPSFs appropriately develop and manage knowledge interaction
activities between individual-organisational-individual (1-0-I) knowledge ba
spiral, and how do these arrangements affect innovation perfonnance?
(2) How do SCKIPSFs appropriately manage and motivate their knowledge
workers to create and engage in this development of, and alignment between,
individual-organisational-individual (1-0-I) knowledge ha spiral?

These aims were pursued through four main research phases: research focus, case
study (comprising an exploratory phase and an action research phase), and write up.
Each phase provided progressive focus for the next. First, the research focus phase
was carried out to develop a concept model of key variables for successful
innovation identified within the literature: interaction environment, relationship
capital, human capital, structure capital, and knowledge capital (see Section 3.2).
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Second, the exploratory phase of the case study was carried out to test these
variables by investigating successful/unsuccessful innovation within the case study
company. Third, in the action research phase, the key findings from the exploratory
phase were fed into a company workshop. The results of the exploratory phase were
reviewed in the workshop by senior management of the case study company, and a
high priority business improvement need identified. This need formed the basis of
the intervention in the action research phase. This action research phase further
tested the concept model. Finally, the completed results were written up.

4.4 Research philosophy: interpretative approach
The research approach and research technique should not operate in a philosophical
vacuum, as this would render the methodology and the technique devoid of any
philosophical context; indeed, " .....a methodology is more than merely a collection
of these things. It is usually based on some philosophical view, otherwise it is
merely a method, like a recipe" (Avison and Fitzgerald, 1994:64)254.

It has been argued that all research methodology is based on underlying
presuppositions adopted by the researcher about the nature of knowledge (Berger
and Luckman, 1996)255. Girod-Séville and Perret (2001: 13)256, for example, state
"recognizing that [researchers] have these presuppositions allows researchers to
control their research, to increase the validity of the knowledge produced and to
make this knowledge cumulative." There is thus a need for the researcher to
articulate his or her philosophical view in order to provide direction for the
appropriate design of the research study.

A number of research philosophies can be considered along several dimensions

254 Avison,

K. and Fitzgerald, L. (1994), Methodological Concepts and Approaches, Free Press:

r1e w York.
P.L. and Luckman, T. (1996), The Social Construction of Reality, New York.
M. and Perret, V. (2001), "Epistemological Foundations" in R.A. Thiétart et a!.,
( ds.) Doing Management Research: A Comprehensive Guide, Sage Publications: Paris, pp. 1130.

255 Rerger,

256 Girod-Sévifle,
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(Sexton, 2003)257 as shown in Figure 4.2. Each approach captures different
combinations of ontological, epistemological and axiological assumptions.

Ontology

1—

(The what? Aaswnpltons that we make about the nature of reality)

Realism
Value neutral A conanonly experienced external
Rcacarch in value
and objective

3
.5-'

reality with predetermined nature

Idealism
An unknowable reality
pacc*vcd in different ways by
individuab

Positivism
A search for general laws and
catne-effect relationships by
rational means

a
53

0
E
0.

ii
.5-

Interpretivism
A nsrch (or explanations of
human action by w,daatandin
the way inwhichthewoTht in
undaxtood by iisiividual

.,.Value-biased
Research in value
laden and subjective

Figure 4.2 Dimensions of research philosophy

The assumptions made by the researcher for this research are as follows.
The researcher's axiological position is in between 'value neutral' and 'value biased';
namely, that reality is not totally independent of the observer and that in order to
interpret and understand the external world than has to be, by necessity, value
judgement. The value judgement of reality, however, does not negate the belief that
there is a 'foundation' of independent reality which individuals interpret in different
ways. In this research, therefore, it is believed that the researcher has brought her
own values which condition the way the researcher has interpreted information and
behaviour within the research; however, checks and balances in the research design
has produced results which can be, to a degree, understood and replicated by other
researchers (see Section 4.9).
257

Sexton, M.G. (2003), "A Supple Approach to Exposing and Challenging Assumptions and Path
3rd
Dependencies in Research", Keynote Speech of the
International Postgraduate Research
Conference, Lisbon, April 2003 - www.scpm.salford.ac.ukIbf2003/sexton_keynote.pdf
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Moving on from this articulated axiological position, this research adopts an
ontological position towards the idealism end of the continuum. The focus and
interaction between people in an organisational setting is believed to be a social
construction which creates multiple realities from different actor perspectives. The
multiple realities are taken, however, to be dependent on each actor, to a degree, and
a core of 'consensually' agreed and understood reality exists, e.g. employees of a
company agree and understand that they work in the same company!

Finally, the epistemological position taken by the researcher places the work in an
interpretive epistemology. The research recognises that innovation in SCKIPSFs
cannot be reduced to rational cause and effect relationships; rather, it is a product of
idiosyncratic social constructions. To argue otherwise would be to accept that all
firms could follow a 'recipe book' approach to achieve innovation success! Further,
the motivation of the knowledge worker requires individual interpretations of the
consequence of specific behaviour and therefore cannot be brought together in
unconditional causal generalisations that enable the researcher to predict and control
individual human actions (Rosenberg, 1 994)258W Therefore, the interpretative
approach is considered the most appropriate for this research as it acknowledges the
intersubjective, extremely close-knit nature of knowledge workers within a small
firm setting.

4.5 Research approach: case study with an exploratory
phase and action research phase
There are a variety of research approaches available to the researcher. There are
four key research approaches in human and social research (Sexton, 2003)259:
experiment, case study, action research and ethnography approaches shown in Figure
4.3. Each approach is briefly defined below and its applicability for this research
discussed.

258

Rosenberg, A. (1994), "What is the Cognitive Status of Economic Theory" in R.E. Backhouse
(ds.), New Directions in Economic Methodology, Routledge & Kegan Paul: London, pp. 216-

23•

See Sexton (2003), op. cit.
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Realism
Value neutral
Research is value free
and objective

Idealism

________
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Figure 4.3 Dimensions of research approaches

First, an experiment approach requires one or several independent variables to be
identified, and to measure the effect of changes in these variables on selected
dependent variables, whilst intervening variables are kept constant (for example, see
Babbie, 1 99Ø260)• This research aims to develop an understanding of the multiple
variables which interact to either stimulate or constrain successful knowledge-based
innovation in a real world organisational setting. It is therefore impractical in a
SCKIPSF to 'fix' a variable to understand its impact on other variables; for example,
it would be impossible and unethical to reduce salaries in a company to understand at
what decreased level of salaries staff will leave! Thus, the experiment research
approach is considered inappropriate for this research.

Second, an ethnography approach is the direct observation of the activity of
members of a particular social group, and the description and evaluation of such
activity (for example, see Rosen, 1991261). It is particularly well-suited for the
detailed examination of face-to-face interaction within a complex social situation. It
preserves the natural qualities of the situation being studied, and captures the
richness of the context within which the interaction occurred. For this research the
E. (1990), Survey Research Methods, 2nd ed., Wadsworth: Belmont, CA.
M. (1991), "Coming to Terms with the Field: Understanding and Doing Organisational
£thnography, Journal of Management Studies, 28/1, January, pp. 1-24.

260 Babbie,
261 Rosen,
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ethnographic approach is not considered appropriate for two reasons. First,
successful innovation in SCKIPSFs is not solely dependent on social interaction, but
with the interaction between RC, Sc, and HC (see Section 2.5.4). An ethnographic
approach would not, therefore, given appropriate understanding of innovation
phenomena. Second, on a pragmatic level, the resource implication of constantly
observing participants in the case study for twenty-two months (see Section 4.6.4) is
considered unrealistic for a doctoral study.

Third, this research is fundamentally concerned with the underlying interaction
within and between individuals in their 'real-life' context in SCKTPSFs. This means
there is a need to explore, to a degree, the motivational and capability aspects of
knowledge workers, rather than treat people as a 'black box' in the innovation
process. This is in contrast to 'large firm' research which often approaches
innovation from a more generic 'human resource' level. The case study approach is
useful in the research of human affairs (Yin, 1994)262. Eisenhardt (1989)263 further
explains that the case study is appropriate for allowing a particular issue to be
studied in detail and in the context of its relationship with the real world. This
research aims to evaluate and validate the knowledge-based innovation concept
model; therefore, an in-depth case study was adopted.

Finally, an action research approach is concerned with introducing and deeply
understanding change in real-world organisations, and deems the role of the
researcher as an active participant in the change process under investigation (for
example, see Argyris eta!., 19852; Checkland, 1993265). Kemmis and McTaggert
(1990:5)266, for example, define that action research is "a form of collective self-

reflective inquiry undertaken by participants in social situations in order to improve
the rationality and justice of their own social or educational practices, as well as their
understanding of these practices and the situations in which these practices are
262 Yin,

R.K. (1994), Case Study Research: Design and Methods, Applied Social Research
Methods Series, 2" ed., Sage Publications: Newbury Park, CA.
26 Eisenhardt, K.M. (1989), "Building Theories from Case Study Research", Academy of
anagement Review, 14/4, pp. 532-540.
264 Argyris, C., Putnam, R. and Smith, D. (1985), Action Science: Concepts, Methods and Skills for
jesearch and Intervention, Jossey-Bass: San Francisco, CA.
26 Checkland, P. (1993), Systems Thinking, System Practice, John Wiley & Sons: New York, NY.
266 Kemmis, S. and McTaggert, R. (1990), The Action Research Planner, Deakin University Press:
0eelong.
-
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carried out." An action research approach was considered appropriate for this
research. In this research, investigating successful innovation activities in
SCIUPSFs implies the researcher needs to understand the 'meaning' and 'process' of
'people' interaction activities. Therefore, the researcher requires a level of
participation within the study. For example, the researcher looked for patterns of
behaviour of knowledge workers, and then interpreted the interrelationships between
them. A potential limitation of the action research approach is that, when the
researcher intervenes, the researcher becomes part of the study and therefore the
results are biased. Some commentators have thus concluded that action research
approach is 'unscientific' (for example, see Whyte, 1991267). Such arguments,
however, presuppose a positivist view of knowledge creation and validation. This
research adopts an interpretative approach which renders these criticisms void.

This research adopted a single case study which composed of an exploratory phase
and an action research phase (see Section 4.6.4). This case study design is the focus
of the next section.

4.6 Case Study design
This section examines the case study design used in this research, and describes and
justifies the following elements: the unit of analysis; the sampling strategy for case
study firm selection; the sampling strategy for interviewee selection; and, data
collection techniques.

4.6.1 Unit of analysis
The definition of 'the unit of analysis' is a "phenomenon of some sort of occurring
in a bounded context" (Miles and Huberman, 1994:25 emphasis added) 268 and
should be "related to the way the initial research questions have been defined" (Yin,
1994:22)269. An appropriate unit of analysis is critical, as it influences the
subsequent lines of inquiry within a case study.
267

Whyte, W.F. (1991), Participatory Action Research, Sage Publications: London.
Miles, M.B. and Huberman, A.M. (1994), Qualitative Data Analysis: A Sourcebook, Sage
publications: Thousand Oaks, CA.
269 See Yin (1994), op. cit.
26
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The unit of analysis for this research is taken as the 'innovation activity' (see Figure
4.4); i.e. the generation and implementation of an innovation is investigated through
the 'interpretative' prism of the organisational model of innovation (see Section 3.2).
In the exploratory phase, seven innovations were identified for investigation (see
Section 5.4); whilst in the action research phase, the unit of analysis was the interim
project review process innovation (see Section 6.2.1). The individual innovation
activity from the exploratory phase and the action research phase helped the
researcher to gather a synthesised understanding of organisational innovation activity.
This synthetic un derstanding from the exploratory phase and the action research
phase

were Used to test the research questions (see Section 2.7) and hypotheses (see
Section 3.4).
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Pigi re 4.4 The unit of analysis Within this research

4.6.2 Sa mpling strategy for sampling design
'A sample' has been defined as "a model of the population for a subset of the
population that is used to gain information about the entire population" (Henry,
1998:102)270 ; and, "the set of elements from which data is collected" (Royer and

° Henry, G.T. (1998), "Practical Sampling" in L. Bickman and D.J. Rog (Eds.), Handbook of
ppIied Social Research Methods, Sage Publications: London.
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Zarlowski, 2001: 1 47)71•

(1994)272 argues that successful case study research is

significantly influenced by the sample size (number of cases) and sample
representativeness (case selection). Each of the characteristics will be discussed in
turn.

Sample size
There are many different views on what constitutes a 'correct' sample size, but a
generic theme throughout the debate is that sample size should be appropriate to the
articulated research questions. Royer and Zarlowski (2001:157)273, for example,
state that "determining the size of a sample really comes down to estimating the
minimum size needed to obtain results with an acceptable degree of confidence."
Yin (1994)274 consolidates this argument for case study research by stressing the
need to select 'information-rich cases' which will illuminate the questions under
study. Similarly, Patton (1990)275 considers that as there are no set rules for sample
size in qualitative research and that each scenario needs to be considered in its
unique context.

A longitudinal single case study of twenty-two months was the basis for this research.
A single case has been described as the opportunity to study several contexts within
the case; a number of different cases in the single firm; or, the number of cases
studied can be different from the number of firms (Mukherjee et al., 2000)276. There
are three rationales for conducting a single-case study (Yin, 1994:38_40)277.

(1) The case presents a critical setting for testing an existing theory, whether the
goal is to confirm, challenge or extend it;
(2) The case has unique or extreme characteristics; or,
1. and Zarlowski, P. (2001), "Sampling" in R.A. Thiétart eta!., (Eds.) Doing Management
j.esearch: A Comprehensive Guide, Sage Publications: Paris, pp. 147-171.
272 See Yin (1994), op. cit.
273 See Royer and Zarlowski (2001), op. cit.
214 See Yin (1994), op. cit.
27 Patton, M. (1990), Qualitative Evaluation and Research Methods, Sage Publications: London.
276 Mukherjee, A., Mitchell, W. and Talbot, F.B. (2000), "The Impact of New Manufacturing
.çechnologies and Strategically Flexible Production", Journal of Operations Management, 18, pp.
139-169
271 See Yin (1994), op. cit.
271 Royer,
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(3) The case study exists in a situation whereby an investigator has opportunity
to observe and analyse a phenomenon previously inaccessible to scientific
investigation.

The single case study adopted in this research is principally stimulated by the first
and third rationales above. It is believed that the single case study is best suited to
dealing in an in-depth way with the multitude of fragmented perspectives and
complexity of organisational life within SCKIPSFs (rationale 3 above) that have
been identified as important issues in Chapter 2 (rationale 2 above). Effort has been
made to select a representative SCKIPSF (see below), therefore rationale 1 above is
being explicitly rejected.

The single case approach, however, has a number of limitations. The first limitation
is the degree of generalisablitiy of the conclusions, models or theory development
from one case study. Second, the results from a single case study can be
inappropriately integrated. Leonard-Barton (1990)278, for example, argues that these
include the risks of misjudging the relevance and impact of a single event, and of
exaggerating easily available data. This research adopts the position set out by Yin
(2003:39)279 in that the results are generalised to theory (which is analogous to the
way in which scientists generalise from experiments to theory) rather than to the
wider population of SCKIPSFs.

These risks to the generalisation to theory have been reduced in this research by
focusing on a longitudinal, twenty-two month case study which offers a richer
'dynamic' picture than offered by the, arguably, that 'snap shot' insight gained from
a number of short case studies (see Section 4.9). Further, triangulation method was
employed to ensure robusthess of data collection and analysis (see Section 4.7 and
4.8). This view is supported by Stake (1994:242)280, who states:

"generalization from differences between any two cases are much
less to be trusted than generalizations from one."
279

Leonard-Barton, D. (1990), "A Dual Methodology for Case Studies: Synergistic Use of a
,ongitudinaI Single Site with Replicated Multiple Sites", Organisation Science, 1/1, pp. 248-266.
279 See Yin (2003), op. cit.
280 Stake, R. (1994), Case Studies, Handbook of Qualitative Research, Sage Publications: London.
-
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Sample representativeness (Selection criteria)
Selection criteria for the single case study company were made on the basis of the
size and type of organisation. Each criterion is discussed below.

1. Size of organisations
The research focuses on small firms (see Section 1.2). There is significant
consensus from international and national bodies that 'a small company' is defined
as having between 11 and

49

staff. The EC (1996)281, for example, defines micro

companies as having between one and ten staff; small as between eleven and fortynine staff; medium as between 50 and 250 staff; and, large as having more than 250
staff. Similarly, the SBS (2000) 282 defines small construction firms as having
between 11 and

49

staff (see Table 4.1).

Table 4.1 Number of enterprises, employment and turnover in the private sector
summa!y by size of enterprises of construction industry section in UK (2000)
Sizeband

A

B

C

D

Large
Size definition
Micro
Small
Medium
___________________ ________ _________ ________ ______________ __________
Number of
NOne'1
11-49
1-10
50-250
251+
employees

Total

Enterprises

81.8

18.0

0.2

0.0(21

678,515

Employment

37.5

38.5

8.4

15.5

1,576,000

17.9

41.1

13.9

27.1

Turnover (million)

) 127,033

f

Source: Small Business Service (2000)
[1] Sole proprietorships and partnerships comprising only the self-employed owner-manager(s) and companies comprising only
and employee director.
[2] Numbers are rounded to the nearest 5 to avoid disclosure. Counls of less than 3 appear as zero.

Calderpeel, the single case study firm (see Section 5.2), meets this criterion by
having 40 staff.

281

EC: European Commission (1996), "SMEs: Recommendation of the Commission", Official
Journal of the European Communities, L107/6, pp. 1-2.
282 See Small Business Service (2000), op. cit.
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2. Classification of organisations
The research focuses on construction knowledge-intensive professional service firms
(CKIPSFs). Adopting the definition of a C}UPSF (see Section 2.2), it can be
argued that consultancy firms (such as consulting engineering firms, cost consulting),
architecture, building service, building survey, quantity survey and higher education
institutes and research institutes, can be regarded as CKJPSFs (for example, see CIC
and DTI, 2003: 67283). The case study firm was an architectural practice. There
are two reasons for this choice. First, there is evidence that 'the architectural
service' is the 'archetype' of a PSF, being almost entirely reliant on the knowledge
and expertise of individual organisational members (for example, see Boström,
1995284; Day and Barksdale, 1992285; Wislon, 1997286). Second, the important role
of architects within UK construction KIPSFs is evidenced by the CIC and DTI
report (2003)287 which shows that small architecture firms (11-50 staff) make up
22.7% of UK CKIPSFs (see Table 4.2).

Table 4.2 Number of construction SKJPSFs
Small size of firm
Total
Discipline(number of employees) ___________ ___________
__________________________ 11-25
no.
__________
26-50
Architects

651

199

850

22.7

1000

563

1563

41.8

Building services engineers

274

83

357

9.5

Quantity surveyors

207

71

278

7.4

Othersurveyors

116

36

152

4.1

Project managers

84

39

123

3.3

Others (including planners)

293

124

417

11.1

Total no.

2625

1115

3740

100

Civil and structural
engineers

Source: CIC and DII

(2003:10 Table 3.1)

See CIC and DTI (2003), op. cit.
BostrOm, E-O. (1995), "Successful Cooperation in Professional Services: What Characteristics
should the Customer Have?", Industrial Marketing Management, 24, pp.156-165.
285 Day, E. and Barksdale, Jr.H.C. (1992), "How Firms Select Professional Services", Industrial
ftIarketing Management, 21, pp.85-91.
286 Wislon, T.L. (1997), "Segment Profitability of the US Business Services Sector: Some Reflections
Theory and Practice", International Journal of Services Industry Management, 8/5, pp. 398413.
281 See CIC and DTI (2003), op. cit.
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Calderpeel is an architectural practice (see Section 5.2) and therefore meets this
criterion.

4.63 Sampling strategy for interviews
Before conducting interviews, the appropriate size and composition of interviewees
needs to be determined. This view is in alignment with Leedy (1988: 158)288 who
argues that "no matter how good the gathering of data is ... the survey cannot be
accurate if the people in the sample are improperly selected."

KIPSFs usually structure their employees in three levels: juniors, managers, and
seniors (Maister, 1993:4)289. The different level of staff is determined by the
experience and skill requirements of its work. Senior-level professionals and
middle-level professionals (managers) are highly experienced and skilled. It is
argued that senior management are engaged, to a significant extent, in organisational
management activities; whilst managers focus on project management activities.
Managers are usually project management professionals (Maister, 1993:5)290.
Junior-level professionals are primarily engaged in undertaking project tasks under
the direction of project management. Figure 4.5 shows the structure of Calderpeel
using this classification. The sample of five interviews in the exploratoiy phase
represents all three levels. This reduced the risk of the results being biased to a
particular professional level within the firm.

Leedy, P.D. (1988), Practical Research - Planning and Design, Macmillan: New York.
Maister (1993), op. cit.
290 See Maister (1993), op. cit.
288

289 See
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Figure 4.5 ClassfIcation ofprofessionals within Calderpeel

Table 4.3 summarises key features of the five respondents which participated in the
exploratory phase in this research.

Table 4.3 Profile of respondents in interviews
-

- Formal qualification
Pervious employer
No. of years
(Graduate & Fully
with thin
Firm
&
Age
qualified members of
Main
company &
number of
Type
Size
professional
products/services
Role/activity
________
InstitutIons)
_____________ years withIt
Senior
2/Associate
3/Architect
Private
34
Architecturalpractice
Medium
• Architecture
director
Diploma
4Architect
Architecturalpractice
Private
Micro
2/Architect
Private
Royal Institute of
Architectural practice
Small
British Architects
(RIB A)
______
__________ __________ ______________ ______ ______
2/Architectural 5.5/ Technical
Junior
26
Architectural
Private
Micro
• Trained to HNC
technician
drawing
practice:
(Higher National
Design
scheme
for
Ceitificate) or
the building, achieve
FIND (Higher
partnering
National Diploma)
information, and help
in Architecture
_________
______________________ ______________ ______________ theteambuilding
________ _________
3.5/Architect
Private
5/Managing
Building company
Small
Manager 28
• Architecture
contracts on
Diploma
site
____________________ _________ _________
• RIBA
Private
2/Architect
Architectural practice
Small

Reapon- Claaslildent
cation
A

B

C

B

£

Manager 31 • Architecture
Diploma
•RIBA
26
Senior
• Architecture
Diploma
• MBA in the
marketing

3/Project
architect and
teamleader
5/
Development
manager and
architectural
itsIstaflt
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3/Training
Architectural practice Private Medium
architects
______________ ___________________ ________ _________
5/Estateagent
Sellinghouse
Private
Small
Preparing documents
Public
I/Copy Typist
Large
__________ for Couti
______ ______
Shoe shop: Children
Private
Large
5/Selling shoes
shoes

It can be seen that: the average age of the respondents is fairly young (29 years);
respondents have explicit architect education and qualification; and, that four out of
five respondents come from small to medium sized, private, architectural or building
firms.

4.6.4 Case study data collection design
The overall activity in the twenty-two month case study is given in Figure 4.6. The
case study started in April 2003, and ended in January 2005. There were two main
phases in this study: the exploratory phase and the action research phase. Each
phase is discussed below.

08/03 10/03

04/03

(II)

(I)
Cue study
101ecj00

D.,,NP
•re.-

02/04
(UI)

03/04 04/04
(IV)

(I)

05/04
(II)

Iister,4ewu s.d Devdcj,me.S Dügiios Aedon
trwalptu
oFeonipony
plunning

11/04
(III)
Aeblu sld,g

01/05
(IV &

V)7

1evsluatioa and

Case study
ended

Case study
started

Figure 4.6 Case study phases and activities

1. Exploratory phase
The exploratory phase was twelve months in duration. The main activities within
the exploratory phase are listed in the Table 4.4 (see Chapter 5 for the description of
the exploratory phase).
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Table 4.4 Exploratory phase activities (April2003 to May 2004)
-

Phase

Duration Case study research activity

Outcome

• Emailed and telephoned
• Calderpeel selected
around 300 SCKIPSFs with (comment: an indication
research proposal (see
problem with collaboration
Appendix A)
research with small construction
firms is that they do not have
either the motivation and/or
'surplus' resource to engage in
- ______________ ___________ _______________________________ research)
• A confirmation e-mail from
Development August to • Developed co-operation
proposal
with
Calderpeel
senior management
September
of cosenior management
• An agreed detailed company
operation
2003
co-operation proposal (see
• Access to company
proposal
documents (see Appendix B)
Appendix C)
An agreed revised detailed
company co-operation
____________ __________ __________________________ proposal (see Appendix D)
• Arranged the interview
• A confirmation e-mail from
III Interviews and October
schedule with Calderpeel
senior management
transcripts
2003 to
Januarysenior management
___________________________
• Emailed interview co• A confirmation e-mail from
2004
operation proposal (see
each respondent
Appendix E) and interview
protocol to each respondent
(see Appendix F)
__________________________
• Face to face interviews with • Delivered transcripts/the
each respondent
word-processed documents
to each respondent (see
• Each interview was
Appendix G for an example
appropriately 1.5 hours
transcript)
duration
• Check transcription accuracy • A confirmed transcription
with each respondent
accuracy e-mail from each
respondent
____________ __________ ___________________________
IV Development February to • Developed company finding • A general company finding
report with Calderpeel senior
report (see Appendix H)
of company
March 2004
management
finding report
Case study
selection

April to
July 2003

2. Action research phase
This research adopted an action research methodology (see Section 4.5), adopting
the five-step process of diagnosis, action planning, action taking, action evaluation
and specifying learning (Susman, 1983)291 (see Figure 4.7). The focus of each
phase was tailored to meet the specific nature of this study, and is set out below:

291 Susman,

G.I. (1983), "Action Research: A Sociotechnical Systems Perspective" in G. Morgan
(fids), Beyond Method: Strategies for Social Science Research, Sage Publications: London, pp.
95-113.
-
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ACTION
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/ LEARNING
Identifying
general

Conaidcring
alternative
courne of action

I
ACTION
TAKING

ACTION
EVALUATION

Selecting a
courac of action

conacquencesof
in action

Figure 4.7 The process of action research

1. Diagnosis phase
The diagnosis phase generally corresponds to the identification of the issue (be it an
opportunity or problem). In this research, the 'issue' is innovation activity, and the
diagnosis phase concentrated on collecting and analysing relevant information to
develop a clear understanding of relevant factors.

2. Action planning
The action planning activity specifies organisational actions to progress the
intervention. An action plan is made for some form of intervention strategy; for
example, the performance outcomes of the intended intervention.

3. Action taking
Action taking is to implement the action plan. The intervention within this research
was carried out in six activities.
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4. Action evaluation
After the actions are completed, the action evaluation activity takes place to
determine that the implemented innovation has been a success or a failure.

5. Specifying learning
Specifying learning is to reflect the knowledge gained in the action research whether
the innovation has been successful or not. The results direct future innovation
research.

The five phases within overall action research process do not take place in five,
sequential phases; rather, mini cycles, from diagnosis through to specifying learning,
took place through out the action research process (see Figure 4.8). The important
characteristic of each cycle is that diagnosis before action planning, action planning
before action taking, action taking before action evaluation, and reflects on
specifying learning. The specifying learning at the end of each cycle feeds into the
diagnosis for the next cycle.
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Figure 4.8 The action research cycle (Sexton andBarrett, 2003b: 631)292

The action research phase was ten months in duration. The main activities within
the action research phase are listed in the Table 4.5 (see Chapter 6 for the description
of the action research phase).

292

See Sexton and Barrett (2003b), op. cit.
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Table 4.5 Action research phase activities (April 2004 to January 2005)
Phase

Duration

Action research activity

Outcome

• Presented the key findings from the • Discussed and validated the
exploratory phase in the company
analysis and results
workshop__________________________
• Possible interventions identified
• Interim project review
and discussed
process innovation
___________________________________ identified
• Emailed company workshop
• A confirmation e-mail from
minutes to Calderpeel senior
senior management
__________ ________
management_(see_Table_6.1)
__________________________
May 2004 • Developed an action plan (see
• A confirmation e-mail from
II Action
Table 6.2)
senior management
planning
I Diagnosis April
2004

• Developed first draft of the interim • The first draft of the interim
May to
project review policy, guidelines
project review process (see
November
and
checklists
Appendix
K)
2004
• Reviewed relevant company
documents_(see_Appendix_B)
_________________________
• Emailed the first draft of the
• The third version of the
interim project review process to
interim project review
Calderpeel 's quality representative
process
• Meeting with Calderpeel's quality
representative______________________________
• Emailed the third version of the
• Calderpeel's senior
interim project review process to
management comments on
Calderpeel's quality representative
the third version of the
interim project review
• Interim project review handbook
process
reviewed by Calderpeel
management board
• Emailed the revised interim project • QWO1 Calderpeel
review handbook to Calderpeel's
guidelines for interim
quality representative
project review (see
Appendix L)
• Meeting with Calderpeel senior
management____________________________
• Interim project review procedure
• QW I interim project review
handbook (Revision A) (see
reviewed by Calderpeel's external
ISO consultant
Appendix M)
• Meeting with Calderpeel senior
management____________________________
• Emailed the revised QWI interim • QWL interim project review
handbook (Revision B) (see
project review handbook to
Appendix N)
Calderpeel 's quality representative
• Meeting with Calderpeel's quality
representative
- ___________ _________
______________________________
December • Tested the interim project review • By the end of December
IV Action
2004, the interim project
process
& evaluation 2004 to
review
process had not been
January
V&
implemented as a result
Specifying 2005
learning________ _________________________________ ___________________________

Ill Action
taking

-
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4.7 Research techniques: qualitative data collection
techniques
The data collection techniques for this research consisted of reviewing relevant
literature and company documentation, carrying out intervIews, and setting up and
attending workshops and meetings. Each tool is discussed below.

4.7.1 Literature review
It is believed that prior theory in the area of research interest in the case study
research should be identified through a literature review (for example, see Miles and
Huberman, 1994293; Yin, 2003294). The literature review embraced two main areas,
with a particular focus on SCIUPSFs: the management of knowledge, and the
management of innovation.
This research adopted the hermeneutic-based philosophy of interpretation of preunderstanding/understanding (for example, see Baleicher, 1980295). Figure 4.9
shows the process of literature review and synthesis used in this research. Three
generic strands ran through this process. The pre-understanding of the researcher
represented the researcher's initial priori knowledge, insights and experience which
the researcher drew upon to interpret a piece of general management literature. The
understanding gained provided an appropriate focus for a piece of construction
specific literature. This shaped the next phase of pre-understanding used to interpret
a second piece of general management literature, and so on. The ongoing review
and synthesis of the relevant literature resulted, initially, in the formulation of the
research questions, and then supported the data collection and analysis activity.

" See Miles and Huberman (1994), op. cit.
294 Yin, R.K. (2003), Case Study Research: Design and Methods, Applied Social Research
Methods SerLes, 3" ed, Sage Publications: London.
Baleicher, J. (1980), Contemporary Ilermeneutics: Hermeneutics as Method, Philosophy and
Critique, Routledge: London.
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Figure 4.9 Literature review and synthesis process

4.7.2 Interviews
The interview technique is a flexible and commonly used research tool (Breakwell,
1995)296 and particularly appropriate if sensitive or complex questions need to be
asked (Flussey and Hussey, 1 997). The interview technique used in this research
aimed to gain an insight into the "below the surface activities" (Oppenheim, 1992)298
in terms of obtaining an overall picture of the case study company and its innovation
activities.

Traditionally, there are three broad types of interview: structured, unstructured and
semi-structured (for example, see Fontana and Frey, 2000299). A structured
interview is where a fixed schedule of questions is followed with each respondent.
An unstructured interview is where the process can be shaped to the individual
situation and context. There are no fixed questions, although there is often a
'checklist' of issues to be explored. The interview is conducted in an open-ended

Breakwell, G.M. (1995), "Interviewing" in G.M. Breakwell, S. Hammond and C. Fife-Shaw (Eds.),
jesearch Methods in Psychology, Sage Publications: London.
291 Hussey, J. and Hussey, R. (1997), Business Research: A Practical Guide for Undergraduate
and Postgraduate Students, Macmillan Press: London.
29S Oppenheim, A.N. (1992), Questionnaire Design, Interviewing and Attitude Measurement,
296

printer: London.
Fontana, A. and Frey, J.H. (2000), "Interviewing: The Art of Science" in N.K. Denzin and Y.S.
j1incoln (Eds.), Handbook of Qualitative Research, Sage Publications: Thousand Oaks: London,
11p. 361-376.
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way to allow the discussion to evolve in an organic fashion. A semi-structured
interview is where guidance is given in an informal setting and where a broad
formalised questions are asked. The key distinction between an unstructured
interview and a semi-structured interview is the interventions made by the researcher
(for example, see Royer and Zarlowski, 200 1:14714 8300). In an unstructured
interview, the researcher makes no intervention to direct the subject's remarks.
This research is investigating the case study company's innovation activity, with
respect to a particular set of propositions set out in the concept model, research
questions and hypotheses. A level of intervention by the researcher is thus required
to ensure that these prepositions were investigated. An unstructured interview,
therefore, is not appropriate for this research. In summary, this study used a semistructured interview during the exploratory phase.

Before starting the interviews, a semi-structured interview protocol was prepared and
pretested (see Appendix F). First, the focus and content of the interviews were codeveloped with a senior member of the firm - the securing of buy-in and shared
ownership of the interview process by the owners of the firm were essential to the
freeing up of staff to undertake the interviews. The questions within this protocol
were designed to investigate the definition of knowledge and innovation (see Section
2.5.5) and the knowledge-based innovation conceptual model (see Section 3.2). The
semi-structured interview protocol (see Appendix F) was structured into four main
sections: introduction, background, knowledge-based innovation details and
additional information. Each section is described below.

The introduction section was designed to introduce this research and the researcher
to the respondents.

The background section was designed to understand the background information of
the respondent, the case study company and the company's principal clients. It
helped the researcher to understand the company's business environment, its major
clients and the qualifications and backgrounds of its staff.

300 See

Royer and Zarlowski (2001), op. cit.
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The knowledge-based innovation details section was designed to understand the
nature of innovation activities in Calderpeel and to identify the type of resources and
capabilities used. The questions in this section investigate the six variables of the
knowledge-based innovation conceptual model (see Section 3.2): interaction
environment, K ba, RC, SC, HC and KC. There are four sub-sections under this
section.
The first subsection had two opening questions which were designed to understand
what respondents understood by the terms knowledge and innovation. The second
subsection focused on developing questions to understand the interaction
environment of the company, including company business strategy, innovation
strategy, and the company supporting innovation activities (RC, SC, HC, KC and K
ba). The third and fourth subsections investigated successful and unsuccessful firmspecific innovation generated over the last two years. The Identified innovatIons
were explored by understanding how the company generated the new idea,
implemented the new idea, and supported the new idea (RC, SC, HC, KC and K ba),
and identifying innovation performance measurement/indicators.
The additional information section was designed to capture issues considered
relevant by the respondents which were not raised in the interview.
A Director identified key respondents at senior, middle and junior levels within the
firm. When agreement to cooperate was received, the semi-structured interview
protocol was sent to these respondents prior to the interview. This was to allow
them to know the type of issues that were going to be discussed.
Each interview was between one and two hours in length, and was carried out faceto-face. The interview data was captured by note-taking and recording, with the
recorder placed openly in the middle of the table. Prior arrangement to record the
interview was secured from the respondents. Note-taking was kept to a minimum
to avoid unnecessary disruption. The combination of using an audio recorder and
making notes has been recommended in conducting the interview (for example, see
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Hussey and Hussey, 1 997301)• The interview recordings were transcribed verbatim
(see Appendix G for an example transcript). The transcripts were sent to each
participant to check for accuracy before being analysed.

4.7.3 Company documentation
In addition to the interviews, further data were obtained through the analysis of
company documents in order to reach a deeper understanding of the company.
However, it was found that there was little company documentation. This indicates
the very informal nature of codification in small firms; but, from a research
methodology perspective, reduces the scope to triangulate participant accounts
against company documentation (for example, see Guran and Blackburn, 2001302; Lu
and Sexton, 2004°). Appendix B gives a list of the company documentation
examined.

4.7.4 Company workshop
The workshop was undertaken in April 2004 at the start of the action research chase
of the case study. The workshop began with a presentation of the key findings from
the exploratory phase (see Appendix J). The remainder of the workshop was
structured around a number of main questions, which were informed in the company
finding report (see Appendix H), namely: what is the current position? what are the
potential problems? why manage knowledge? what are potential improvement areas
to sustain current growth? and, what are the immediate innovations which the firm
should progress? The company report was co-authored by the researcher and
Calderpeel' s senior management. This helped to ensure the report was appropriate
in focus and style, and assisted in creating shared ownership of the report, and the
subsequent action research phase.

°' See Hussey and Hussey (1997), op. cit.
Gurran, J. and Blackburn, R.A. (2001), Researching the Small Enterprise, 1' ed., Sage
publications: London.
303 Lu, S. and Sexton, M.G. (2004), "Appropriate Research Design for Investigating Innovation in
Small Knowledge-intensive Professional Service Firms", Proceedings of ARCOM 20th Annual
Conference and Annual General Meeting, Heriot Watt University, Edinburgh, UK: 1 - 3
September, pp. 733-739.
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The workshop debated the immediate potential innovations identified in the
company general finding report - beginning with exit interview process and postproject review process - followed by a discussion of how these two themes could be
developed. The senior manager identified that the development and implementation
of that interim project review process was needed and should be the focus of the
action research phase.

The workshop was videotaped for subsequent analysis. In addition, in order to
maximise consensus and the commitment of the participant, the minutes of the
workshop were sent to the firm for confirmation that the discussion had been
interpreted correctly (see Table 6.1).

4.8 Research techniques: qualitative data analysis
techniques
The primary data collected in this research was qualitative in nature (see Section 4.7).
Content analysis and cognitive mapping data analysis techniques were used. The
justification for using these techniques is twofold.

First, the content analysis technique enabled the identification of key issues from the
large volume of interview transcripts (for example, see Weber, 1 985304). Second, in
order to help the researcher to see the relationships between different ideas and
perspectives emerging from the content analysis, the cognitive mapping technique
was used. It is argued that the cognitive mapping technique allows the key concepts
and relationships articulated by the researcher to be externalised and synthesised in a
clear layout that facilitates critical enquiry and reflection (for example, see Eden,
l992°). The combination of content analysis and cognitive mapping is supported
by Allard-Poesi et a!. (200 1)306 who stress that the content analysis and cognitive
mapping are commonly and appropriately used in the management research.

304

Weber, R.P. (1985), Basic Content Analysis, Sage Publications: London.
Eden, C. (1992), "On the Nature of Cognitive Maps", Journal of Management Studies, 29, pp.
61-265.
Allard-Poesi, F., Drucker-Godard, C. and Ehlinger, S. (2001), "Analyzing Representations and
iscourse" in R.A. Thiétart et a!. (Eds.) Doing Management Research: A Comprehensive Guide,
sage Publications: Paris, pp. 35 1-372.
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The data analysis used two software packages - 'QSR NUD*IST Vivo' (NVivo)
(content analysis tool) and 'Decision Explorer' (cognitive mapping tool). In the
exploratory phase, the data for each identified innovation (see Section 5.4) was
analysed using content analysis to develop the key notes (or variables) (the presence
of certain words or concepts within texts or sets of texts). These notes are in short
phrases (see Section 4.8.1). These notes then were fed into the cognitive mapping.

Figure 4.10 shows the journey that being made by the researcher in conducting the
primary data analysis.
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Figure 4.10 Primary data analysis structure

Primary data from the five respondent transcripts were imported into NVivo's
database. Three levels of analysis were articulated to identify patterns within the
data. The first level consisted of the analysis of the individual innovations. First,
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appropriate variables (notes) were identified by the researcher's interpretation using
NVivo. Second, the interrelationships between these variables were identified by
the researcher's interpretation using Decision Explorer.

The second level consisted of a cross-innovation analysis and then the grouping of
innovations with similar patterns. First, seven innovations were grouped into the
matrix of successful/unsuccessful and explorative/exploitative innovations in order
to focused insight from the data (see Section 5.4). Four types of innovations successful explorative innovation, unsuccessfuL explorative innovation, successful
exploitative innovation and unsuccessful exploitative innovation - were identified.
Second, the interrelationships between variables of these four types of innovations
were identified by the researcher's interpretation using Decision Explorer.

The third level was a summation of all the innovations within the knowledge-based
innovation concept model. First, four types of innovations were grouped into two
types of innovation: explorative innovation and exploitative innovation. Second, the
comparison between them was made.

A noted system used in this research comprised 'Free Nodes', 'Tree Nodes', and
'Sets.' The note in 'Free notes' presented as unorganised or not belonged in
hierarchies of categories and subcategories. The notes in 'Tree notes' was presented
in hierarchies of categories and subcategories. A 'Set' is a grouping of nodes for
purpose of working with them together. Figure 4.11 shows the structures of the note
system used in this research.
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Figure 4.11 Different levels of notes used in this research

The first level categories of 'Tree Notes' used in this research were: why mission
statement successful (innovation 1); why TiP successful (innovation 2); why new
designs successful (innovation 3); why company restructure successful (innovation
-83-

4); why seminars failed (innovation 5); why new materials failed (innovation 6); and,
why Learndirect project failed (innovation 7) (see Section 5.4). The second level
subcategories of 'Tree Notes' were critical variables for the identified innovation.

For further analysis, the nodes were also managed in Sets. The first level categories
of 'Sets' used in this research were: successful explorative innovation (innovation 3);
unsuccessful explorative innovation (innovation 6); successful exploitative
innovation (the combination of innovation 1, 2 and 4); and, unsuccessful exploitative
innovation (the combination of innovation 5 and 7) (see Section 5.4 for the
description of company innovations). The second level subcategories of 'Sets'
identified the critical variables for each innovation.

The process developed is illustrated using innovation 1 (the Calderpeel mission
statement) as an example (see Figure 4.12).
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Figure 4.12 Different levels of notes produced in NViva
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4.8.1 Content analysis
Transcripts from the five respondents were transferred into a text file in order to
import it to the NVivo system. The researcher then 'interpreted' the text into 'notes'
(or variables). To identify and bring together the data passages that seem to belong
at a category is called coding (Richards, 1999:55)°. Each note was coded under
subcategories of 'why mission statement successful' (innovation 1). Take number 2
note: 'chair man driven' as an example, Figure 4.13 shows the context of passages
coded under this category. Similar notes were combined and structured into new
categories. When subcategories grew too big, they were broken down into new
subcategories. The ongoing process resulted in the formulation of appropriate notes.
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Figure 4.13 Contea coded in number 2 node: chairman driven

The research results indicate that there are twenty-eight notes (variables) within
innovation 1: mission statement (see Figure 4.14 and 4.15). It shows that 'informal
presentation/workshop (number 19 note) (see Figure 4.15) was the key element in
enabling this innovation success which was referred to 17 times within the
transcripts. The second highest criteria to enable this innovation success were
Richards, L. (1999), Using NVivo in Qualitative Research, Sage Publications: London.
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'informal discussion in the office' (number 4 note) (see Figure 4.14) and 'no specific
way to measure the performance' (number 21 note) (see Figure 4.15). They both
were referred to 13 times.
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The next section will discuss how the key variables identified in NVivo were
imported into Decision Explorer's database and how interrelationships between these
variables were identified.

4.8.2 Cognitive mapping
In order to analyse the interrelationships between the 28 key notes, the cognitive
mapping technique was used. Two processes were conducted in order to transfer
the file in NVivo's database into Decision Explorer's database. First, the key notes
coded in innovation 1 mission statement were exported as a 'NTJT*IST' type of file
(see Figure 4.16). Second, this file was imported into Decision Explorer's database
(see Figure 4.17).
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Through this process, the '28 notes' under innovation 1 category and 'one'
innovation 1 category coded in NVivo became '29 concepts' in the Decision
Explorer system (number 1 to number 29 concepts) and produced a basic map (see
Figure 4.18).

Figure 4.18 An example of a basic cognitive map

In order to more easily interpret and identify the interrelationships between the 29
concepts, the four variables identified in the knowledge-based concept model were
used to form subcategories: human capital, structure capital, relationship capital and
knowledge ba (see Section 3.2). In addition, in order to understand the outcome of
innovation 1, one subcategory - impacts from it - was added. The total number of
concepts, therefore, increased from 29 to 34.

Links were used to identify the meaning between variables. A link is represented as
an arrow. In this research, an arrow represented the phrase 'leads to' or 'cause.'
For example, Figure 4.19 (a) shows that number 18 has a positive effect on number
10; whist Figure 4.19 (b) shows that number 18 has a negative effect on number 10.
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Figure 4.19 An example of choosing the relationship between two concepts

Taking number 16, 18 and 10 concepts as an example (see Figure 4.20), number 16
(116) 'social activity' and number 18 (118) 'informal meeting' have implications
for, or lead to number 10 (110) 'good relationships with colleagues and suppliers.'

16(1 16) SociaL
18(1 18)lnforrnal
meeting
10(1 10) Good
relationships with
colleagues and
suppliers

Figure 4.20 An example of linking concepts

Figure 4.21 shows a cognitive map of innovation I why mission statement successful
created in Decision Explorer.
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Figure 4.21 An example of innovation 1 cognitive map produced in Decision Explorer

The data analysis rationales and procedures have been identified and discussed. The
following section will discuss the procedures followed to ensure the validation of the
research methodology.

4.9 Validation - triangulation strategy

This section examines the validation of the results from the Calderpeel case study.
Different research approaches and techniques have different strength and weakness.
The implication is that no single method is always best for all situations. Given an
awareness of this dilemma, this research has adopted the use of triangulation
strategy (for example, see Jick, 1979308) Triangulation argues for the need to
appropriately combine different methodologies to study a given phenomenon
(Denzin, 1978)309. The concept of triangulation is based on the assumption that any
bias inherent in particular data sources and research methods would be reduced or
neutralised when used in conjunction with other data sources and research methods

308 lick, T.D. (1979), "Mixing Qualitative and Quantitative Methods: Triangulation in Action",

Administrative Science Quarterly, December, 24, pp. 602-6 11.
309 Denzin, N.K. (1978), The Research Act: A Theoretical Introduction to Sociological Methods,
2 ed., McGraw-Hill: London.
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(Jick, l979)'°. Through triangulation, different methods are used to corroborate
the same facts thus improving accuracy and providing the researcher with more
confidence of the results (Das, 1983)311.

Before presenting the triangulation strategy adopted to ensure the validity of this
research within the context of the nested approach used in this research (see Section
4.2), key terms will be described.

Validity
'Validity' is concerned with the extent to which the research findings present a true
picture of what is being studied and what is really happening in the situation
(Cunningham, 1988312; Hussey and Hussey, 1997'). Among the different types of
validity, those most often used are construct validity, external validity and internal
validity (for example, see Yin, 1994'). Construct validity refers to "the
establishment of correct operational measures for the concepts being studied" (Yin,
1994:33315); external validity refers to "the possibility of extrapolating the results
obtained from a sample to other element, under different conditions of time and
place" (Royer and Zarlowski 2001:147)316; and, internal validity "consists in
ensuring the relevance and internal coherence of the results in line with the
researcher's stated objectives" (Royer and Zarlowski, 2001:147-1 48)

!7

A single case study approach was used to conduct this research (see Section 4.6.2).
Two criteria - validity and reliability - are most often used in evaluating the quality
of the case study research (for example, see Yin, 1994318). The important emphasis
here is that the quality evaluation of this research is that the researcher takes
° See Jick (1979), op. cit.
Das, T. (1983), "Qualitative Research in Organisational Behaviour", Journal of Management
5tudies, 20/3, pp. 301-3 14.
312 Cunningham, I. (1988), "Interactive Holistic Research: Researching Self-Managed Learning" in P.
zeason (Eds.), Human Inquiry in Action - Developments in New Paradigm Research, Sage
publications: London. pp. 163-181.
3" See Hussey and Hussey (1997), op. cit.
314 See Yin (1994), op. cit.
3' See Yin (1994), op. cit.
316 See Royer and Zarlowski (2001), op. cit.
311 See Royer and Zarlowski (2001), op. cii.
316 See Yin (1994), op. cit.

311
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precautions to improve validity and reliability, rather than testing and assessing the
research's validity and reliability (Allard-Poesi et aL, 200 1)'. Reliability is to be
considered in the next subsection.

To ensure construct validity, this research triangulated the data collection process as
much as possible. The data collection included a research focus phase and a case
study phase which contained an exploratoiy phase and an action research phase (see
Section 4.3). In the research focus phase, a number of general management and
construction specific literatures were reviewed and synthesised (see Section 4.7.1).
In the longitudinal twenty-two month case study phase, the data was collected by
carrying out interviews, reviewing company documentation, presenting and debating
the findings at a workshop, and carrying out an action research intervention.

Internal validity was strengthened by offering integrated research questions,
hypotheses, a concept model, and gap analysis framework which provides internal
focus and cohesion to the results.

To ensure external validity, an explicit research design was developed for a single
case study, including an articulated sampling strategy for the case study selection
(sample size, classification of organisations) and sampling strategy for interviews
(see Section 4.6). This explicit research design allows other researchers to
understand how the results were produced, and to challenge, or confirm, the results
by being able to replicate the research process in other case studies.

Reliability
Reliability is information on whether the instrument is collecting data in a consistent
and accurate way. Simon and Burstein (1985)320, for example, state that "reliability
is essentially repeatability - a measurement procedure is highly reliable, if it comes
up with the same result in the same circumstances time after time, even employed by

See Allard-Poesi, Drucker-Godard and Ehlinger (2001), op. cit.
Simon, J.L. and Burstein, P. (1985), Basic Research Methods in Social Science, 3 ed., Random
$ousC: London.

319
320
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different people." This definition has been extended by Yin (1994:36)321 who states
that reliability is the extent to which a test or procedure produces similar results
under constant conditions on all occasions.

The reliability of this research was strengthened in three ways. First, the overall
research design has been explicitly articulated and, therefore, can be replicated by
future researchers. Second, in the exploratory phase, a semi-structured interview
protocol was used. The questions within this protocol were based on the research
hypotheses (see Section 4.7.2). The same protocol was used for all five
interviewees. The action research phase was unique to the case study company and
concentrated on a specific intervention. This part of the research, therefore, is not
repeatable. Finally, the methodology explored in the data analysis has been
described to a design where other researchers can both trace this researcher's
analysis of the primary data and undertake their own ana1ysi5 of the srae da2a.

Representativeness
In a very broad sense, representation means "the structure composed of the beliefs,
values and opinions concerning a specific object, and the interconnections between
them" (Allard-Poesi eta!., 2001:351)322.

To ensure representativeness, the researcher paid attention to robust the single case
study design by designing a careful sampling strategy when selecting the case study
firm (sample size, classification of organisations) (see Section 4.6.2) and by
designing an appropriate sampling strategy for the interviews (see Section 4.6.3).

Generalisability
Generalisability has been defined as "the extent to which you can come to
conclusions about one thing (often a population) based on information about another

Yin (1994), op. cit.
See Allard-Poesi, Drucker-Godard and Ehlinger (2001), op. cit.

321 See
322
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(often a sample)" (Vogt, 1993:99)323. The weakness of the case study approach is
that the results cannot be generalised beyond the case study firm. This research
adopts the position set out by Yin (2003 :39)324 in that the results are generalised to
theory (which is analogous to the way in which scientists generalise from
experiments to theory) rather than to the wider population of SCKIPSFs.

The above discussions are summarised in Table 4.6.

Table 4.6 The tests for validation of this research
Tests

How It Is achieved

Construct Data collection • Data was collected through multiple means, including a
research focus phase, and a case study phase contained an
validity triangulation
exploratory phase and an action phase (see Section 4.3).
(Data
collection) • In the research focus phase, data was collected through a
number of general management and construction specific
literatures (see Section 4.7.1).
In the case study phase, data was collected through
multiple sources, including interviews, company
documentation, company workshop and interventions (see
Section 4.7.2, 4.7.3 and 4.7.4).
Validity__________ _____________
Research
design
•
An
explicit research design allowed other researchers to
External
understand how to use it in other case studies (see Section
validity
_________ _____________ 4.6).
Internal Research design • Integrated research questions, hypotheses, a concept
model and gap analysis framework, provided internal
validity
focus and cohesion to the results.
(Data
A
longitudinal
•
A
longitudinal
twenty-two month case study offered a rich
analysis)
picture
which
reduced the risks of misjudgement of the
case study
___________ _______________ truth-value_of the_data_(see_Section_4.6.4).
Research design • An explicit research design which other researchers can
______________ follow_(see_Section_4.6).
• The use of the semi-structured interview protocol by
Case study
asking the same questions to five respondents enhanced
protocol
Reliability
reliability of the exploratory phase of the research (see
Section_4.7.2).
_____________
Action research • An explicit action research methodology which other
researchers can follow (see Section 4.6.4).
process
• The use of sampling strategy for the sampling design
(sample size and classification of the firms) to select a
Representativeness
suitable case study company and interviewees enhanced
representativeness of the data (see Section 4.6.2 and
__________________ ______________ 4.6.3).
Sampling
strategy

Case study
Generalisability design

323
324

• The sampling strategy enabled a representative SCKIPSF
to be selected (see Section 4.6.2).

Vogt, W.P. (1993), Dictionary of Statistics and Methodology, Sage Publications: Newbury Park.
See Yin (2003), op. cit.
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4.10 Summary and link
This chapter has set out the methodology used in this research. The next chapter
presents the key results of the exploratory phase of the case study.
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5M Research findings: case study - exploratory
phase
5.1 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to present and critically discuss the key findings from the
exploratory phase of the case study (see Section 4.6.4). The concept model will be
used as an analytical framework to identify and distinguish the key variables for
'successful' and 'unsuccessful' innovation (see Section 3.2). To enable this, the
chapter will first develop a case study specific 'vocabulary' of concepts: namely;
knowledge, innovation, relationship capital (RC), structure capital (SC) and human
capital (HC). Second, using this vocabulary, seven innovations which have taken
place in the case study firm will be analysed. The chapter is organised as follows:
(1) The background of the case study company is described (section 5.2);
(2) The Calderpeel perception of knowledge, innovation, relationship capital,
structure capital and human capital, as described by the respondents are set
out (section 5.3);
(3) The company innovations identified by respondents are introduced (section
5.4);
(4) The innovations categorised as being explorative in nature are discussed and
analysed (section 5.5); and,
(5) The innovations categorised as being exploitative in nature are discussed and
analysed (section 5.6).

5.2 Background of the case study company
Calderpeel Partnership Ltd (herein known as Calderpeel) is an architectural design
studio ('practice') located in south Manchester in the northwest region of England.
Harry Calder, who is now chairperson of the company, founded the practice in 1991.
Calderpeel's principal markets are the Manchester city central and suburban
residential sectors: varying from one off commission from domestic clients to repeat
business from national house builders. Calderpeel currently has three principal
- 97 -

clients. Two clients are large organisations (more than 251 staff); whilst one is a
micro organisation (less than 10 staff) (see Section 4.6.3). The clients all come from
the private sector. Senior management believe the reasons that these clients remain
with Calderpeel is that it has: the ability to deliver a good quality service; talented
teams; and, built productive, ongoing client relationships.

A key external pressure for Calderpeel (as it perceives) is that its national clients are
demanding that it is accredited with ISO 9000 and/or Investors in People (TiP).
Calderpeel recognises that this demand for accredited status provides opportunities
to access the public sector market, whilst ensuring that they remain the leaders in
their current target markets. The Calderpeel management believe that liP would
practically benefit the organisation by providing a framework/model to incorporate
better business practice and develop and maintain a "winning" team (Lamb,
2003)325 . On 14th February 2003 Calderpeel was granted an liP accreditation.
Calderpeel is currently working towards ISO 9001 accreditation.

In May 2002 Calderpeel relocated from their long standing rented accommodation in
Hale, and purchased their own office block in Altrincham. The new office is
approximately five miles from the old office. The reason for the relocation was that
it supported the first step in its strategy to grow the size of the practice. The new
building has extra space (currently rented out to another firm) to 'expand into' if
needed at a later stage. The move gave the company an opportunity to advertise its
growth and to communicate to the marketplace its seriousness in becoming a very
successful architectural practice with the capability and capacity to compete with
larger local and regional practices.

Over the past five years the practice has grown significantly with an increase in
turnover from £0.3m in 1999 to £L6m in 2003 (see Figure 5.1). Employee numbers
have grown: 12 in 1999; 34 in 2002; and, 40 in 2003. Turnover per employee
increased from £25,000 per employee in 1999 to £40,000 per employee in 2003.
Pre-tax profit levels have remained comparatively low compared to the growth in

325

Lamb, C.E. (2003), An Assessment of the Impact of Investors in People on Architectural
practice, Unpublished dissertation, April, Master of Business Administration, Manchester
Metropolitan University. (Lamb is an employee of Caiderpeel.)
-
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turnover as a result of an explicit policy to invest in company growth (for example,
the purchase of the new office in 2002).

(1OOO)
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Pre-tax profit ()

•

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 (Year)

Figure 5.1 C'alderpeel 's luniover and pre-tar profit in the lastfivefinancial years

The practice is a limited company, and is owned and managed by a team of three
equity directors - a chairperson, a managing director and a non-executive director.
The organisation and management structure of the company is shown in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2 Calderpeel organisational structure
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There are four teams and two support units within the practice. The support units
are based on functional expertise: financial accounts and business development.
The teams are organised as individual profit centres responsible for its own
marketing, professional service development and delivery. Each team is made up of
an associate director, a team leader (except team 4), and a number of architects and
technicians. Team 4 undertakes minor works only. Only the associate directors
report to the managing director.
The way work brought into the firm is shown in Figure 5.3. Work comes from two
principal sources: clients and contractors. The potential commission is managed by
an associate director initially, before reporting it to the senior management board,
which comprises the directors and associate directors. The acceptance of the
commission is made by the managing director in the management meeting. An
appointed team manager (an associate director) goes back to his or her team and
assigns project team members to deliver the project. Progress on the project is
reported at subsequent senior management meetings.

Client or contractor
expresses an interest
in commissioning
work with Calderpeel

The managing director
The associate
confimis the acceptance
______ director assigns
and appoints an
team members to
associate director in the
deliver the project
management meeting to
leadthe job
________________

The associate
director reports the
project progress in
the monthly
management
meetings

Figure 5.3 The commissioning and delivery of work process in Calderpeel

The workflow with the company is described as follows, using team 1 as an
example. There are six staff in team 1: one associate director, one team leader, one
architect (the job runner), one architectural assistant, one senior technician, and one
technician. The associate director is the project team manager and assigns the task
to team members. The associate director and the team leader are responsible for the
delivery of the service to clients. The architect (the job runner) establishes detailed
client and regulatory requirements for the job. The architectural assistant and two
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technicians are responsible for the preparation of drawings and related technical
documentation as instructed by the team leader and architect and as required by
British Standards, building regulations, and the Calderpeel-specific CAD standards.
All the team 1 members are located in the same block in the office. The teamwork
is carried out in an informal way, such as 'corridor' discussions and informal
meetings.

5.3 Calderpeel perception of knowledge, innovation, human
capital, structure capital and relationship capital
5.3.1 Definition of knowledge
The variables making up Calderpeel's perception of knowledge is set out in the
cognitive map shown in Figure 5.4. The following discussion is supported by
references to the cognitive map (for example, '8 3' refers to supplier level). This
notion is used throughout this chapter.

3(81 1)Ability
2(8 1) Individual
level

4 (8 1 2) A persons
role
6(82 1)Aprocess
of sharing and
learning

1(8)Definitlonof ____
5(82)
kn,Iedge
* Org anisational level

1

" ."
level

7 (8 2 2) People
previous experience

-t: 9 (8 3 1) Product
information source

Figure 5.4 Knowledge cognitive map

The respondents viewed knowledge in a variety of ways depending on the level of
resolution; be it at an individual level, company level or supplier level. At an
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individual level, knowledge was conceived as the 'ability' (8,1,1) to perform a task
competently. Respondent B, for example, stressed that knowledge was:

"the ability to carry out your job."
Knowledge was also seen as the knowledge of 'a person's role' (8,1,2) and how that
role interacts with other roles within the firm. Respondent A, for instance,
emphasised that knowledge:

"is knowing your role ...[andl... knowing your place in the team."
At an organisational level, it was found that organisational knowledge is embedded
within people. It was evident in 'people previous experience' (8,2,2) variable.
Individual knowledge is seen as the building blocks for sharing and learning within
the organisational community. 'A process of sharing and learning' (8,2,1) was
emphasised by Respondent D, who expressed that knowledge is:

"the key, we cannot develop, unless we introduce knowledge and
share knowledge within the rest of my team. It's actually the key to
what we do - sharing."
This tacit view of organisational knowledge was supported by Respondent E, who
described knowledge as:

"what you've learnt personally or tacitly from someone else, passed
on knowledge."
The development and sharing of knowledge is seen as specific to the firm and a
potential source of unique, added value. Respondent D argued that:

"it's very difficult to put what we do, or describe what we do to other
people within the industry. Our knowledge is developed in-house,
and then we share the product."
The tacit conceptualisation of knowledge at an individual and organisational level
migrates to a more explicit, 'product' view of knowledge at a supplier level. The
supplier was 'product information source' (8,3,1) and was captured by Respondent B,
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who stressed that knowledge at the supplier chain level was when:
"the supplier is able to give you information Eon a specific producti
you need to put on the task at the time."
In summary, a 'process' view of knowledge is prevalent within Calderpeel activity,
tacit understanding and sharing of knowledge and roles specific to individuals and
firms. Knowledge is not seen as an 'asset' which is encoded and stored in databases.
Knowledge is a living, personalised phenomenon - not 'blocks' of data and
information.

5.3.2 Definition of innovation
The variables making up Calderpeel view of the definition of innovation is set out in
the cognitive map shown in Figure 5.5.

3(91 1)Anewidea
2 (9 1) Individual
level
5(92 1) Enhanng
task performance
1 (9) Definition of
innovation

4 (9 2)
Organisational level

6 (9 2 2) Improving
business performance
8(931) Production
infromation source

7 (9 3) Supplier
level
9 (9 3 2) A new idea

Figure 5.5 Innovation cognitive map

The respondents viewed innovation in a variety of ways depending on the level of
resolution, be it at an individual level, company level or supplier level.
At an individual level, innovation is seen as 'a new idea' (9,1,1). Respondent E, for
example, argued that innovation is a:
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"new product or a new way of doing things."
This concept of newness was extended to encompass individual creativity.
Respondent A, for instance, stated that innovation is:

"being able to think unlike your colleagues or unlike people before
you.,,
At an organisational level, innovation is seen as 'enhancing task performance'
(9,2,1). Respondent B, for example, emphasised that innovation is:

"using the product that is better suited to performing the task."
This perception was extended to explain that innovation at an organisational level
needed to 'improve overall business performance' (9,2,2). Respondent E, for
instance, argued that innovation is:

"a new way of doing things to improve the business ........ .for
development."
At the supplier level, innovation was conceived as being the same as an 'individual'
innovation in terms of a new idea which has the benefit of input from relevant people
in the supply chain. This was evident in 'a new idea' (9,3,2) variable and was
demonstrated by Respondent D, who described innovation as:

"a one good idea. We then may need to develop that. We then may
need other people knowledge, other people input from the industry."
It was found that the supplier as 'product information source' (9,3,1). Respondent B
stated that innovation is:

"looking for the supplier chain, all of the suppliers, to give you
information to make sure that it is an innovative product, and add
something new will be carried out on your job. That's new compared
the previous things you give them."
In summary, innovation is seen to apply 'a new idea' to enhance the task and overall
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performance within Calderpeel. The source of ideas is more likely to be from
personal creativity or the outcome of social interaction, rather than learned from
secondary sources such as trade journals or books.

5.3.3 Definition of human capital
The multi dimensional nature of human capital is portrayed in the cognitive map
shown in Figure 5.6.

75 Senior management
vision (2 2) (4 4)
(53)
23 (3 3)Previous
expenence

/
2 (11) (2 4) (4 5)
Senior management
implementation

8(37)(61)
Individual based

72 (5 7) Employee
vision

71 (7 21) Business
Infl of __development led it
human capital

3 (1 2) Chairman
driven

/
21 (6 20) Individual
driven

9 (58) Middle
management
implementation

18 (5 19) Senior
management led it

Figure 5.6 Human capital cognitive map

The respondents viewed human capital as being synonymous with the staff of
Calderpeel. Respondent A, for example, commented that:

"the company is oniy as good as its people."
Individual ability to create and implement ideas depends heavily on their ability to
mobilise and synthesise appropriate bodies of expertise and experience to a specific
application domain. The 'previous experience' (3,3) was evident in the 'individual
based work' (3,7; 6,1) variable. The ability of staff to create ideas was evident in
'senior management vision' (2,2; 4,4; 5,3) and 'employee vision' (5,7) variables.
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The ability of staff in implementing the ideas was evident in 'senior management
implementation' (1,1; 2,4; 4,5), 'middle management implementation' (5,8), 'senior
management led it' (5,19), and 'business development led it' (7,2 1) variables. The
combination of the idea creation and implementation was evident in 'individual
driven' (6,20) and 'chairman driven' (1,2) variables.

People are seen as the sources of information. Respondent D, for example, asserted
that:

"the information source is the people.... .rather than our product; not
documents."
The way information is collected is seen to be through people interaction.
Respondent D, for example, emphasised that:

"It's by just talking to people.... . that's how information is collected
in the practice."
Social interaction of this nature is this mechanism for knowledge sharing,
Respondent C, for example, stressed that:

"During sharing knowledge with my colleague, so I got this idea that
we have this new material."
The perception was extended to explain that a process view of knowledge within the
staff is seen as specific to the firm. Respondent D, for example, emphasised that:

"our industry, what we do, isn't the sort of things, you can put down
on the database, because what we do everything we design should be
new, should be an idea to present, to develop."
In summary, human capital within Calderpeel is seen as being very much
synonymous with the knowledge and skills of individuals, and the ability of
individuals and teams to mobilise and synthesise this knowledge and skills to
specific application domains.
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5.3.4 Definition of structure capital
The variables making up structure capital is set out in the cognitive map shown in
Figure 5.7.

26(1 11) (5 27)
Company website

43(2 1O)(39)
Annual staff
appraisal

14 (5 15) Computing
programme

23(1 23) (46)
1 Deflnlon
Quarterly office - structure capital
meeting
36(126) (511)
Management meeting 5 (3 4) Teamwork

(1 7) Mission
statement
information
documented
49 (2 16) liP
information
documented

'1'
7 (3 6) Team driven

Figure 5.7 Structure capital cognitive map

The structure capital within Calderpeel was principally viewed as being the
formalised organisational structure and document repositories which encourage and
support people to share their knowledge. The process view of knowledge was
captured in a recent company restructure including 'management meeting' (1,26;
5,11), 'quarterly office meeting' (1,23; 4,6), and 'annual staff appraisal' (2,10; 3,9)
variables. This was evident in Respondent D, who expressed that:

"by looking at pictures, ideas and sharing and that was done
informally. But we still need sfructures in the place to ensure we are
sharing that information."
Respondent B, for instance, described that:

"you get meetings every so often to present information and to share
where the company standard is at any given time."
The structure capital was also seen as the team structure to perform the job, from
idea creation to delivering the service. This was evident in the 'team driven' (3,6)
and 'teamwork' (3,4) variables.
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The asset view of knowledge is evident within structure capital. This was illustrated
in the 'mission statement information documented' (1,7), 'liP information
documented' (2,16), 'computing programme' (5,15), and 'company website' (1,11;

5,27) variables. Respondent C, for example, emphasised that:
"The information sources need to be accessible. Now we have a
company manual and the structure within the company is all in
there."
In summary, structure capital is seen as the organisational context in which a process
view of knowledge creation by staff can take place; and, knowledge content, from an
asset perspective, encoded within accessible documentation.

5.3.5 Definition of relationship capital
The key variables making up relationship capital is presented in the cognitive map
shown in Figure 5.8.

8) Good
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-
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/
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8 (7 4) Business
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27 (1 27) (2 15)
implementation Business advisers
vision
51(7 1) Business
advisers driven

Figure 5.8 Relationship capital cognitive map
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The relationship capital is seen as creating and maintaining good relationships with
colleagues, suppliers, and company external business advisers. The importance of
'good relationships' was demonstrated in 'good relationships with clients' (6,4),
'good personal relationships with suppliers' (6,8) and 'good relationships with
colleagues and suppliers' (1,10) variables. Respondent C, for example, described
how to develop the relationship with clients:

"When you're dealing with clients, you develop a relationship."
The relationship capital is also seen as a key source of information. Through people
interaction, the information is collected. This was seen in 'informal team
meeting/discussion' (3,5; 5,6; 6,3) and 'senior management talking to people' (1,3)
variables. Respondent D, for example, described how senior management collected
the information in the architectural practice:

"Architecture is a very small world. Although a lot of companies are
competitors and/or consultants.....you still talk to people a lot. We
meet some friends from different organisations, especially the senior
management here have a lot of contacts with other architects and
understanding how they view us, it's by just talking to
people .... .that's how information is collected in the practice."
It was found that business advisers have an important influence on idea creation and
implementation within the firm. This was evident in "business advisers vision'
(1,27; 2,15), 'business advisers driven' (7,1) and 'business advisers implementation'
(7,4) variables. The business adviser implementation was captured by Respondent
E, who stated that:

"[Business advisers] went to the open day and said what kind of
courses have you got and they came away and asked what kind of
courses they wanted and enrolled."
In summary, relationship capital is seen as the creation and maintenance of enduring
internal and external relationships. These relationships are both a rich source of
ideas, and the arena for appropriate innovation to ensure successful problem-solving.
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5.4 Description of identified company innovations
Seven innovations were identified by the Respondents as being significant firmgenerated innovations over the last two years: four being deemed successful and
three unsuccessful. Each innovation is briefly described below.
The development of the Calderpeel mission statement (innovation 1), the securing of
Investors in People accreditation (innovation 2), the flow of new novel designs
(innovation 3), and the company restructure (innovation 4), were identified as being
significant firm-generated innovations over the last two years which were successful.
Innovation 1: mission statement is a statement that captures an organisation's
purpose, customer orientation and business philosophy. Calderpeel's mission
statement is "to be recognised as the leading north west design house dedicated to
achieving working relationships which result in excellent architectural solutIons."
This mission statement was created and introduced to the company in October 2002.
Innovation 2: Investors in People (1W) is the national standard which sets out a
level of good practice for training and development of people to achieve business
goals (for example, see CBE,

2003326).

Calderpeel secured accreditation in

February 2003, after a one-year period of preparation.
Innovation 3: new designs are novel forms of layout and structure. Calderpeel
have consistently produced innovative designs for new buildings.
Innovation 4: company resfructure is the way in which the company of people are
to co-ordinate work and ensure successful delivery of service to the client. The
company was restructured in 2002 to meet general business needs and to prepare
itself for liP accreditation.

Respondents identified the introduction and subsequent failure of in-house seminars
(innovation 5), the introduction of the new materials (innovation 6), and the
Chamber Business Enterprises (2003), liP - Why DeveJop your People?", 14th January
http://www.c-b-e.co.ukfbizJiip/deveIop.htm >

326 CBE:
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Leamdirect project (innovation 7) as being significant innovations over the last two
years which failed.

Innovation 5: seminar is a type of meeting for an exchange ideas on a specific
topic. The identified seminars within Calderpeel included IT, project briefing, and
marketing. Two to three representatives from each team chosen by associate
director and sent to attend IT and marketing seminars. In the project briefing
seminar, a team appointed by the managing director to present one of their projects
to the other three teams. The seminars started in August 2002, and petered out by
February 2003.

Innovation 6: new materials are the building components, materials, or new
products that the company has not used it before in its building designs.
Innovation 7: Learndirect project is funded by the UK government. This project
aims to help people to develop their IT capability in getting easy access to
information about what is available. Business advisers from the Learndirect project
had an informal discussion with each member of Calderpeel staff during an open day
in September 2002. Each employee then had his or her personal development plan
(PDP). These PDP have not been progressed or embedded within the Calderpeel's
appraisal system.

The research key findings indicate two types of innovation within the company:
explorative innovation (see Section 5.5) and exploitative innovation (see Section
5.6). It is argued that firms achieve short-term success with explorative innovation
(see Table 5.1 mode 1) and long-term success with exploitative innovation (see
Table 5.1 mode 2). The classification of explorative and exploitative innovation is

used to structure the following sections, and is justified below.
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Table 5.1 Classflcation of explorative and exploitative innovation
Mode I: Explorative innovation

ii,

in::t

Successful
innovation
Unsuccessful
innovation

Mode 2: Exploitative innovation

Innovation 3: New designs

Innovation 1: Mission statement
Innovation 2: Investors in People
Innovation 4: Company restructure

.
.
Innovation 6: New matenals

Innovation 5: Seminars
Innovation 7: Learndirect project

(1) Explorative innovation (mode 1) is viewed as innovation which focuses on
client facing, project-specific problem-solving. Explorative innovation
activity heavily relies on the capacity, ability and motivation of Calderpeel
staff at an operational level to solve client problems and, in doing so,
generates short-term competitive advantage (i.e. project specific). The
outcome of this innovation focuses on effective and efficient delivery of
services to satisfy current external project needs, but are often not embedded
in the organisational structure capital due to management attention and
company resources being constantly focused on current or future projectspecific considerations. Explorative innovation activity will be discussed in
Section 5.5.
(2) Exploitative innovation (mode 2) is viewed as innovation which focuses
predominantly on internal organisation and general client development
activity which is not project-specific fee earning activity. Exploitative
innovation activity heavily relies on the capacity, ability and motivation of
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Calderpeel senior management at a social level to improve organisational
effectiveness and efficiency to generate sustainable competitive advantage.
The distinctive feature of exploitative innovation (compared to explorative
innovation) is that new phenomena, systems or structures are securely
embedded in the structure capital of the firm. Exploitative innovation
activity will be discussed in Section 5.6.

The key proposition being made in this section is that the concept of exploitative and
explorative innovation is an appropriate way of understanding knowledge-based
innovation. The next section will present an analysis of the explorative innovations.

5.5 Model: Explorative innovation analysis
Two exploitative innovations were identified as being significant firm-generated
innovations over the last two years. The successful explorative innovation was
considered as new designs (innovation 3); whilst the unsuccessful one was the use of
new materials (innovation 6) (see Section 5.4 for the description of innovation 3 and
innovation 6). Both explorative innovations were identified by Respondent C,
therefore, primary data is from this respondent only.

The key factors and interrelationships for the successful explorative innovation are
shown in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10, and for the unsuccessful explorative innovation
are shown in Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12. These form the basis, along with
appropriate extracts from the interview transcripts, for the following discussion.
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Figure 5.10 Successful explorative innovation (new designs) cognitive map
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5.5.1 Human capital
The human capital was found to be embedded within the capacity, ability and
motivation of staff. Individual ability to compete sue cessfully depends heavily on
their ability to mobilise and synthesise bodies of expertise and experience in order to
create knowledge that satisfies client demands. This was evident in the 'individual
based work' (3,7; 6,1) variable. In successful explorative innovation, the 'previous
experience' (3,3) was seen as being important for knowledge workers in performing
their works. This was captured by Respondent C, who stated that:
"Design work is like showing clients what we've done before,
showing clients other schemes, showing clients how it works
previously. It's like showing clients the different designs we can do."
(Innovation 3: new designs)
In unsuccessful explorative innovation, the adopted idea (a new material) had to be
used before was shown in the 'the recommended product been used before' (6,5)
variable. The previous experience was seen to give the staff and the client
confidence in the adopting new idea. This was demonstrated by Respondent C, who
expressed that:
"I have never [to be the first one to use a new material], but it must
be difficult to use that new material if it has never used before, to be
able to have confidence in it." (Innovation 6: new materials)
The 'most jobs are site specific' (3,1) reality encouraged staff to be 'self-motivated'
in that they are directly responsible for the creation and use of an idea within a
project-specific situation. This was described by Respondent C, who stressed that:
"Most jobs are site specific any way. So ideas need to change, involve
for specific clients, for specific site...." (Innovation 3: new designs)
The key distinction between successful and unsuccessful explorative innovation,
from a human capital perspective, was the 'social' or 'operational' nature of the
knowledge being applied to a specific innovation. 'Operational' activity is where
the focus is on solving project-specific problems. These projects are either
'external', fee earning projects, or 'internal' but specific client-driven projects.
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'Social' activity is where the focus is on generating non-project-specific innovation
which build up general organisational capability and deeper client relationship over
the medium to long term.
In successful explorative innovation, the application domain was a specific project,
where knowledge gleaned from 'social' or 'operational' levels (see Section 5.5.3)
was appropriately filtered and configured to meet the unique needs of the project.
The creation and application of knowledge at an operational level was evident in
'team driven' (3,6) variable and was identified by Respondent C, who stated that:
"Initially ideas are always from within the team, and then we focus
on integration with other teams within the office." (Innovation 3:
new designs)
In the cases of unsuccessful explorative innovation, the creation of ideas from
individual creativity was seen in the 'individual driven' (6,20) variable and was
captured by Respondent C, who stressed:
"...[using new materials] are down more on an individual basis....
ideas ...might come from individual, from me; might come from a
supplier or might come from a client's suggestion." (Innovation 6:
new materials)
It was found that the 'ideas from anywhere' (6,12) variable was particularly pertinent
in unsuccessful explorative innovation. Ideas might come from the 'internet' (6,9),
'e-mails' (6,15), 'good relationships with clients' (6,4), 'good personal relationships
with suppliers' (6,8), 'RIBA architectural journal' (6,14), and 'informal site visits'
(6,13). Knowledge workers learn from such external or internal sources generate
"background" knowledge, but this knowledge does not directly and immediately
feed into current projects. Respondent C, for example, articulated that:
"Recently we have been looking at a large high rise apartment
scheme, visits around Manchester, and looking at apartment schemes
to look at what other people are doing to formulate some ideas for
what we should be doing." (Innovation 6: new materials)
In unsuccessful explorative innovation, ideas were socially derived but were not
project specific at the time of its inception (see Section 5.5.3).
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In summary, human capital for explorative innovation was found to be embedded
within the capacity, ability and motivation of staff. The key distinction between
successful and unsuccessful explorative innovation, from a human capital
perspective, was the 'social' or 'operational' nature of the knowledge being applied
to a specific innovation. In successful explorative innovation, the application
domain was a specific project, where knowledge gleaned from whatever source
('social' or 'operational' levels) was appropriately filtered and configured to meet
the unique needs of the project through the team structure. In contrast, unsuccessful
explorative innovation was characterised by socially derived knowledge which was
not adequately transformed to meet the need of a specific project, and was thus
incompatible with the operational pool of knowledge being used.

5.5.2 Structure capital
The principal locus of structure capital was found to be the team structure and team
working.

The structure capital within 'teamwork' (3,4) was seen as being important in
progressing specific project issues. At an operational level, the 'teamwork' (3,4)
was captured in activities including 'formal meeting with clients in the meeting
room' (3,8), 'formal site visit during the project' (6,19), 'informal team
meeting/discussion' (3,5; 6,3) and 'team driven' (3,6) variables. The way of the
teamwork was described by Respondent C, who stressed that:

"So for a specific product Ithe team arrangesi to look at that the
product. The team working with that product will go and see that
product." (Innovation 6: new materials)
The role of senior management in doing work through the team structure at an
operational level was articulated in the 'senior management involved ' (3,2) variable.
It was evidenced by Respondent C, who stated the importance of senior management
in the teamwork:

"Senior management will sometimes be part of these meetings.
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Sometimes they go down to discussing individual jobs, and whether
or not [clients] want to get a senior manager involved." (Innovation 3:
new designs)
In contrast, unsuccessful explorative innovation was found to have its foundations in
individually created ideas derived from his or her 'social' relationship capital which
were inappropriate for the specific project needs, and which were pursued relatively
independently of the team. The role of the individual in doing work at an
operational level was articulated in the 'individual based work' (6,1) variable and
was captured by Respondent C, who stressed the early devolvement of responsibility
to junior staff:

"A lot of younger, less experienced members of staff, get a quite lot of
responsibility. [Innovation activityj doesn't necessarily always need
senior management." (Innovation 6: new materials)
Although 'the recommended product been used before' (6,5) or the product had met
'legislation requirement' (6,7), 'not enough information on that product' (6,11) was
identified as the key obstacle in unsuccessful explorative innovation. Respondent C,
for example, asserted that:

"It's generally a sales problem.... . because it didn't provide enough
information about products." (Innovation 6: new materials)
In unsuccessful explorative innovation, the socially derived ideas did not have
sufficient demonstrable benefit or momentum to become embedded in structure
capital. Explorative innovation success or failure was found to be determined by the
'annual staff appraisal' (3,9) and 'formal site visit during the project' (6,19)
activities. The lack of 'quantitative' innovation performance measurement system
was captured by Respondent C, who commented that:
"There isn't really a structural reward system [for rewarding
successful innovationj in place as for us I am aware of, but I think
like Christmas bonus etc. If we're doing well, performing well, we get
feedback in that way. There is [the annual staff appraisal]."
(Innovation 3: new designs)
In summary, the principal locus of structure capital was found to be the team
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structure and the dynamics within these teams. Successful explorative innovation
was found to have enduring senior management support from inception through to
implementation, and supported by an enabling team structure which stimulated and
developed team-based ideas at an operational level. In contrast, unsuccessful
explorative innovation was found to have its foundations in individually created
ideas derived from his or her 'social' relationship capital (see Section 5.5.3) which
were inappropriate for the specific project needs, and which were pursued relatively
independently of the team. These ideas did not become embedded at an operational
structure capital level. In successful and unsuccessful explorative innovation, there
was found to be a lack of 'quantitative' innovation performance measurement system
to determine the success of innovation activity. Intuition and collective perceptions
determine success or failure of an innovation. Limitation of relevant and updated
information within the structure is seen to be a further, key obstacle in explorative
innovation success.

5.5.3 Relationship capital
The relationship capital was evident within Calderpeel and was characterised as
being at internal, client and supplier interaction domains of activity.

The relationship capital within 'an internal' context is seen as being important in
nurturing communication and cohesion across vertical, hierarchical levels and
horizontal 'teamwork' (3,4). This was shown in the role of 'informal team
meeting/discussion' (3,5; 6,3) which was described by Respondent C, who stated:

"IRelationship capital is] quite dominant in our firm really. That's
working in the team and teams change within the company. So we
need to have close relationships between our colleagues within the
practice, and also senior management and lower levels of staff to
encourage, and things like that, to seek advice when we need it."
(Innovation 3: new designs)
At a client interaction level, relationship capital is viewed as being important in
terms of 'operational' interaction to progress specific project issues, and 'social'
interaction to forge and replenish non project-specific relationships with clients.
'Formal meeting with client in the meeting room' (3,8) and 'formal site visit during
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the project' (6,19) were identified as being key operational relationship capital
mechanisms, and were illustrated by Respondent C, who explained that:

"[The activities carried out to support the new designsj were formal
presentations and meetings with the clients." (Innovation 3: new
designs)
The social interaction aspects of knowledge workers and clients interaction were
captured in activity including 'infonnal meeting with clients regularly' (6,17) and
'conversation with clients on the phone or in the pub' (6,18). Respondent C, for
example, articulated that:

"I go off and meet clients on a regularly basis. Then just cover whole,
a lot of things specifically, generally to just talk about things."
(Innovation 6: new materials)
It was found that having good relationships with clients have significant influence in
the application and acceptance of new ideas. Respondent C, for example,
articulated that:

"I don't think I can remember specific cases where we have lost
clients........ . because, we have such good relationships with clients
anyway. We are quite highly judged by the clients. We did quite a lot
to make sure we look after the clients. So probably it is more a level
of tolerance with us than with other companies. We can potentially
make a few more errors to potentially make improvement
afterwards." (Innovation 6: new materials)
The good relationship with clients also had an input into the company marketing.
This was stressed in the 'more repeat works' (3,10) variable and was captured by
Respondent C, who articulated that:

"We don't advertise very much. It's mainly repeat work we get
anyway. So we don't need to compete really." (Innovation 3: new
designs)
Interaction between knowledge workers and suppliers was emphasised in the 'good
personal relationships with suppliers' (6,8) variable. Again, the distinction between
'operational level' and 'social level' interaction was evident. At an 'operational'
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level, Respondent C described the benefits in good relationship with suppliers:

"I have very good relationship with at least five suppliers. If! want it
to show the client a new product..........I will get the supplier to
provide a sample which is specific to the design we are talking about."
(Innovation 6: new materials)
In contrast, at a 'social' level, the 'informal meeting with suppliers regularly' (6,16)
variable was evidenced by Respondent C, who described that:

"Me, having informal meeting with much suppliers every few weeks
if they have new products to show and ordinarily the supplier will
want to come in and talk it through. Certainly the company wants to
do that." (Innovation 6: new materials)
It was found that the good supplier operational relationship capital is instrumented in
generating the enabling conditions for creative action. This position was captured
by Respondent C, who described:

"After developing the relationship with the supplier, you can ask
them for [new materialj information. You can find out more
information if those suppliers are frusted." (Innovation 6: new
materials)
The logic of pursuing both 'operational' and 'social' relationship capital was that
social relationship capital developed the supportive context within which operational
relationships could prosper. This aspiration was commented on by Respondent C
who argued that:

"If you have a good social relationship with clients, with consultants,
it means you have good working relationship with them as well."
(Innovation 3: new designs)
The social relationship capital exposes knowledge workers to new possibilities to
feed into operational relationship capital at a project specific level at a future date.
Respondent C, for example, articulated:

"We can learn more about how the detail can be done correctly next
time etc." (Innovation 6: new materials)
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In summary, relationship capital is seen as the results of internal, client and supplier
interactions. Two broad types of relationship capital were grouped. First,
'operational relationship capital' was to progress specific project needs. Second,
'social relationship capital' was to forge and replenish non project-specific
relationship with others at work. It was found that social relationship capital has a
significant effect on feeding operational relationship at a specific project level at a
future date.
The successful explorative innovation was found to have 'operational' and 'social'
relationship capital sources which were fed into project-specific innovation needs.
In contrast, unsuccessful explorative innovation was underpinned solely by 'social'
relationship capital sources which did not meet project-specific innovation needs.

5.5.4 Knowledge capital
The knowledge capital where human capital, structure capital and relationship
capital were brought together within explorative innovation was distinguished as
being located in 'social' and 'technical' contexts.
In a 'social' context, knowledge capital was seen to stimulate interaction and
collective 'process orientated' knowledge creation and conversion. In successful
explorative innovation, the 'company environments' (such as office layout and
meeting room) was found to be the basis within a social context in supporting team
activity in explorative innovation. It was evident in 'formal meeting with clients in
the meeting' (3,8) variable. Respondent C, for example, described the importance
of the company layout in successful explorative innovation:

"All teams interact because of the office. The office is configured, so,
for example, different resources and different floors and different
people are configured. So everybody have to cross them in the office
to see other people in their daily routine. So it is not about the people
in the individual offices. They don't see other people during the day."
(Innovation 3: new designs)

In unsuccessful explorative innovation, the pub and telephone conversation was
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found to be the basis within a social context in supporting individual activity and
was evident in 'conversation with clients on the phone or in the pub' (6,18) variable.
Respondent C, for example, stated the way he interacted with people:
"Telephone conversations, conversations in the pub and that kind of
thing." (Innovation 6: new materials)

In a 'technical' context, knowledge capital was seen to support the search for
external knowledge and sharing of 'asset orientated' knowledge. A 'technical'
context view of knowledge capital within explorative innovation was seen to give an
alternative to a 'social' context. Specifically, the importance of information
technology (IT) such as 'the internet' searches (6,9) and 'e-mails' (6,15) was evident.
The internet was identified as important technology for the information-gathering
and was captured by Respondent C, who noted that;

"A lot of people get their updates from the architecture journal from
RIBA, providing suggestions, new product etc. There is normally a
link to that website." (Innovation 6: new materials)

The use of e-mail technology to share knowledge within the practice was evidenced
by Respondent C, who stressed that:
"Quite often people who have been on seminars will provide a report,
a formal type of report which is emails to everybody." (Innovation 6:
new materials)

However, there was no evidence that project driven innovation was explicitly or
adequately captured into the structure capital for subsequent retrieval and use in
other projects by the same, or other teams.
In summary, knowledge capital is seen as the focal or integrating nexus in which
innovation takes place. Two broad types of the nexus were distinguished. First, in
a 'social' context, knowledge capital stimulated interaction and collective 'process
orientated' knowledge creation and conversion. This took the form of office
environments which supported team activity, such as meeting rooms and office
layout. Second, in a 'technical' context, knowledge capital supported the search for
external knowledge and sharing of 'asset orientated' knowledge. This took the form
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of internet searches and e-mails respectively.

In successful explorative innovation, knowledge capital was associated with a
combination of 'social' and 'technical' contexts, particularly when knowledge
capital was channelled to project-specific, operational activity. In contrast,
unsuccessful explorative innovation was seen to be brought about when the
knowledge capital was limited to a 'technical' dimension, as it tended to be located
at an individual-driven social level (for example, 'surfing the net' for new
construction technologies) and did not lend itself to team-based, socially constructed
innovation activity.

5.5.5 Innovation outcomes
The outcome of successful explorative innovation resulted in effective and efficient
delivery of services to satisfy current project specific needs. This was evident in the
'better design productivity' (3,11), 'more repeat works' (3,10), and 'improved
knowledge' (6,6) variables. Respondent C, for example, described how explorative
innovation improved subsequent work productivity:

"Often when people have developed a successful detail, maybe a
balcony that's worked really well, again it would get spread around
the company. It improves productivity in future designs because you
don't always want to redesign every part of building every time you
do another building; it tends to try and make it more efficient for the
design in the future. So we can almost use various parts of the
building design again if it worked well in the first place." (Innovation
3: new designs)
Within this context, it was found the outcome of explorative innovation was not
embedded in the organisational structure capital, but embedded in individual
structure capital.

The negative impact from unsuccessful explorative innovation was that it could
damage Calderpeel reputation, identified in the 'bad for company reputation' (6,10)
variable. This was evidenced by Respondent C, who explained:
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"It's not good for the reputation but obviously if the product isn't
working, especially we can work around it to see if we can change it
and get back to the supplier to ask if we can change it." (Innovation 6:
new materials)
In summary, the outcome of explorative innovation was found as focusing on

effective and efficient delivery of services to satisfy current and/or future projectspec ific considerations/needs. It was found the outcome of explorative innovation
in terms 'best practice' was not captured and embedded in the organisational
structure capital.

5.6 Mode 2: Exploitative innovation analysis
Five exploitative innovations were identified as being significant, firm-generated
innovations over the last two years (see Section 5.4). The successful exploitative
innovations were considered as the Calderpeel's mission statement (innovation 1),
the accreditation of Investors in People (innovation 2), and company restructure
(innovation 4). Unsuccessful exploitative innovations were viewed as seminars
(innovation 5) and the Leamdirect project (innovation 7).

The key factors and interrelationships for successful exploitative innovation are
shown in Figure 5.13, 5.14, 5.15, 5.16, 5.17, 5.18 and 5.19), and for unsuccessful
exploitative innovation are shown in Figure 5.20, 5.21, 5.22 and 5.23. These form
the basis, along with appropriate extracts from the interview transcripts, for the
following discussion.
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5.6.1 Human capital
The human capital for exploitative innovation was found to be principally embedded
within the capacity, ability and motivation of senior management, and the level of
employee participation in decision-making. Further, lack of time to implement
ideas was found to be the critical obstacle for human capital in supporting successful
exploitative innovation.

1. The capacity, ability and motivation of senior management
The role of senior management involves the envisioning, creation and application of
knowledge. The ability of senior management to generate new ideas was seen as a
key aspect for exploitative innovation. The initial ideas for successful and
unsuccessful exploitative innovation predominantly came from senior management
was evident in the 'senior management vision' (2,2; 4,4; 5,3) variable. The idea to
restructure the company from senior management was demonstrated by Respondent
D who said:

"[The company structures) are actually structured, introduced and
driven by senior management. They set the structure and then went
down through the teams. It's always driven by senior management.
It's not really a discussion point from there, from the other members.
It's really senior management issue, director level." (Innovation 4:
company restructure)
In unsuccessful exploitative innovation, the idea to use seminars to share project
information between teams from senior management was emphasised by Respondent
E:

"This initial idea came from [senior management) .... trying to
increase our tacit knowledge throughout the company because we
have a big problem with communication. So we try to improve it then
by using the project seminar." (Innovation 5: seminars)
In this context, the ability to scan and sense external and internal market stimuli and
to make appropriate internal responses appeared to come from the senior
management level. The awareness of the external market demands by the senior
-134-

management was found to be reactive in nature. It was shown in the 'people aware
lip ' (2,6) and 'clients wanted to know all team members' (4,2) variables.
Respondent B, for example, stated that how senior management sensed the need for
liP:
"It is a couple of years ago; directors attended some business
meetings in which it was stated that a lot of people are aware of the
importance of getting Investors in People accreditation." (Innovation
2: Investors in People)

The idea for the success of exploitative innovation was found to meet Calderpeel
internal organisation needs or to develop general client relationship activity. The liP
(innovation 2), for example, was evident in the 'company was directionless' (1,9),
'to reinforce the mission statement' (4,1; 5,13) and 'company structure kept
changing' (4,3). This was evidenced by Respondent A with respect to the strategic
focus within rationale for the need for a mission statement to respond to a lack of
Calderpeel in the consent that:
"The company is very much .. .directionless which we didn't know
where we are going....." (Innovation 1: mission statement)

The ideas which stimulated subsequently unsuccessful exploitative innovation were
found to have primarily been driven by individual needs. This was demonstrated in
the 'employee vision' (5,7), 'to share knowledge' (5,26), 'to develop motivation'
(5,25), 'to raise awareness' (5,33), 'to make improvement in the business' (5,31),
and 'to raise employees' soft skills' (7,2) variables. The Learndirect project
(innovation 7), for example, was response to skills shortages, as emphasised by
Respondent E:

"It was a new idea to try to raise the skills. Instead of being
professional qualification it was more about developing soft skills,
like time management or managing meetings. So we wanted to
develop their softer skills." (Innovation 7: Learndirect project)

The motivation of senior management to implement the innovation (see Section
5.6.2 for the description of senior management implementation) appeared important
in determining whether or not exploitative innovation was successful. The need for
- 135 -

dedicated top management was identified by the 'chairman driven' (1,2) variable for
successful exploitative innovation and was conveyed by Respondent A, who
commented that:

"The mission statement came from our desire from our chairman,
and directors at the time to establish to what Calderpeel was and
where it was going, so it came from senior management."
(Innovation 1: mission statement)
Conversely, the senior management were not sufficiently motivated to drive the
Learndirect project (innovation 7) into the company. This lack of senior
management support was a significant contributoty reason for its failure. It was
evident in 'chainnan not committed' (7,20) variable and was illustrated by
Respondent E, who noted that:

"[Chairman] gives me the Ok [but no more]. You're allowed to do
[the Learndirect project], you can run the project. We had the open
day, had lots of people attend it and that's about it." (Innovation 7:
Learndirect project)

2. Employee participation
The employee participation in decision-making was seen to be important in
successful and unsuccessful exploitative innovation. To make staff feel be part of
the development of innovation was seen to be critical to the level of staff motivation
to ensure its success. This imperative was epitomised by Respondent D, for
example, who stated:

"People get motivated when they are a part of development, and
everybody in the office was made to feel a part of the
discussion...... .because of a part of it, then the motivation comes
with us." (Innovation 1: mission statement)
It was found high level of employee participation enabled the knowledge sharing
between staff. This was demonstrated by Respondent D, who stated:

"Make people feel a part of the groups and the way you get people to
talk, share what they thinking, by informal meetings. Externally -136-

more formal!" (Innovation 1: mission statement)
When there was not broad-based ownership of an issue, employees become alienated
from the process, and 'employees not buy in' (7,11) which resulted in exploitative
innovation failure and was evident in Respondent E, who stated that:

"People just don't want to do it. People didn't buy into it.. ..They
couldn't be bothered." (Innovation 7: Learndirect project)
However, 'not all employees bought into' (1,6; 2,7), exploitative innovations which
were subsequently successful. Respondent E, for example, described that:

"A lot of people thought [liPi was another fad." (Innovation 2: liP)
The distinguishing dynamic in the liP (innovation 2) was that it was client-driven
and engaged significant and enduring senior management championing and day-today commitment to its development and implementation.

A supporting mechanism to encourage the appropriate buy in of staff to participate in
exploitative innovation, from a human capital perspective, was identified as training.
This was evident in 'training' (1,22; 2,9), 'some staff sent to attend training' (5,16)
and 'employees encouraged to attend seminars' (5,18) variables. The use of the
training to 'raise employee awareness' (1,5; 2,5) was emphasised by Respondent D,
who commented that:

"Our industry is based on training. You don't arrive with knowledge;
you gain it from this industry. You learn from other
companies..... .There is a process to sharing knowledge." (Innovation
1: mission statement)
Further, Respondent B explained that the training was used to develop professional
knowledge:

"The only thing you can manage the knowledge from is to go on
course." (Innovation 5: seminars)
The firm commitment to training was further evidenced by Respondent E, who
-137-

articulated that:
"We encourage [employees] to develop themselves ..... . we invest in
them with time and money." (Innovation 7: Learndirect project)
Employees are also provided with the necessary finances to participate in external
training which they feel will extend and develop their knowledge. This was noted
by Respondent B, who noted that:
"You are encouraged to attend external courses that you want to do,
then you are encouraged to attend it, and then the company will pay
the bill for that." (Innovation 2: liP)
In contrast, two supporting mechanisms concerning the appropriate 'buy in' of staff
to participate in unsuccessful exploitative innovation were identified as inappropriate
encouragement and the innovation not being related to individual's jobs.
Taking the first issue, 'inappropriate encouragement' was captured in activity
including 'encouragement from all management' (5,34),'encouragement from top
management' (5,28), 'encouragement from team leader' (7,7) and 'encouragement
by using the free course' (7,19) variables. Respondent A, for example, described
that:
"The support to [seminars] is initially committed and encouraged.
There is nothing about specifically but it was encouraged."
(Innovation 5: seminars)
It was found that 'encouragement' could sometimes be 'coercive' in nature.
Respondent A, for example, stated that:
"We do actually threaten staff with, we pay the tuition fees, if you fail
to attended these courses on a regular basis, then we have suggested
that we may stop paying the tuition fees." (Innovation 5: seminars)
Second, it was found that motivation of 'buy in' of staff used in unsuccessful
exploitative innovation was socially derived motivation which was not transformed
to meet project-specific needs. This was evident in 'not related to the job' (5,10) and
- 138 -

'the team not motivated' (5,17) variables. The seminars not being related to
individual jobs was captured by Respondent B, who stressed that:

"IT session just related to individuals, not related to jobs".
(Innovation 5: seminars)
The team not being motivated was also emphasised by Respondent B, who noted
that:

"In terms of motivation, I don't think Ithe seminars havej motivated
the team in anyway." (Innovation 5: seminars)

3. Lack of time
The notion of 'no one had time' (5,9) was a commonly cited factor in unsuccessful
exploitative innovation. The tension between the time and volatility of workload
was stressed by Respondent A stating that:

[the seminars areJ purely a failure of whoever was in charge of
organising... Something, first of all, you don't have time to do it.
Secondly, you have pressures from clients to do the work. It's very
difficult to set up the time to deal with the scope we have discussed
the project we are working on. The pressures of work removed our
ability to handle these sessions." (Innovation 5: seminars)
Similarly, the nature and volatility of workload was expressed by Respondent D,
who said that:

"We should look back and said, right, we should do some that; we
should do this or we shouldn't do that, and then set it. Something we
know we can do because the system is in place. It has the information.
We just need the time to look at the information within the team."
(Innovation 5: seminars)
In summary, human capital was found to be embedded within the capacity, ability
and motivation of senior management and employee participation in decisionmaking. The lack of time was found to be a key obstacle to successful exploitative
innovation.
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The key distinction between successful and unsuccessful exploitative innovation,
from a human capital perspective, was the motivation of senior management to drive
the innovation through to successful implementation, and to encourage appropriate
employee participation in the process.
In successful exploitative innovation, the motivation of senior management to
implement the innovation came from top management support. The 'buying in' of
staff was encouraged through 'training' which met the unique needs of the teams and
individuals. In contrast, in unsuccessful exploitative innovation, top management
often did not substainably commit to the innovation. As a consequence, senior
management did not carry out the innovation implementation activities. The staff
'buy in' process was limited to socially derived motivation which was not
transformed to meet the needs of the team instead of meeting the unique needs of
individuals' roles and project tasks.

5.6.2 Structure capital
The structure capital for exploitative innovation was found to be principally located
in the administrative system, the team structure and computer systems. There were
found to be no quantitative innovation performance measurement systems.
The company administrative system took two key forms: appropriate structure and
appropriate documentation. First, the importance of an appropriate structure was
particularly pertinent in exploitative innovation. The success of exploitative
innovation was seen to depend on the formalised structure which was captured in the
'management meeting' (1,26; 5,11) and 'quarterly office meeting' (1,23; 4,6)
variables. The acceptance of the innovation was decided by the management board.
This was demonstrated by Respondent D, who stated that:

"[Senior managementi will have the meeting once a week for senior
management, and then they will go back to that team and share that
information with the rest of the team. So the process goes through
that way." (Innovation 5: seminars)
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The quarterly office meeting was used to enable the interaction between different
levels was captured by Respondent D, who stressed that:

"Initially it was done through quarterly meetings of the whole
office........ . The process or the structure is laid down by senior
management at that meeting. This is what we are doing from
through that doing that road etc. So really getting everybody
involved and letting them know what is happening through the
quarterly meeting." (Innovation 1: mission statement)
By contrast, the 'no structure' (5,12) variable played a crucial role in unsuccessful
exploitative innovation. Respondent E, for example, indicated that:

"LThe Learndirect project] failed because there is no structure."
(Innovation 7: Learndirect project)
The necessity of the formalised structure was evidenced by Respondent A, who
stated that:
"We tend to find that if the project is interesting then people will
attend. We hold it in the office. We don't hold it in the meeting room.
So that is how it stops work anyway. I think the way we lorwarã it 's
to establish probably basically formal every month system which was
carried out as an interesting project comes in." (Innovation 5:
seminars)
The need of a formal structure for the Leamdirect project (innovation 7) was
demonstrated by Respondent E, who noted that:

"I think we will have to get the structure into [the Learndirect
project]. Yeah, structure definitely. Formalise it." (Innovation 7:
Learndirect project)
Second, the importance of 'appropriate documentation' was evident in the 'mission
statement information documented' (1,7) and 'liP information documented' (2,16)
variables. Appropriate documentation to 'raise employee awareness' (1,5; 2,5) was
particularly addressed in successful exploitative innovation. Respondent C, for
example, emphasised the relative importance of codifying knowledge in
documentary form:
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"There are copies of the mission statement document all around the
office. We certainly know what it is!" (Innovation 1: mission
statement)
Respondent E, for instance, explained that managerial efforts were made in order to
ensure that knowledge sharing process happened:
"[Business Development] attached a tick form on the front lof the liP
information] to make sure they ticked their name off and passed it on
and make sure everyone had read it." (Innovation 2: liP)
In contrast, 'nothing recorded' (5,30) was stressed in unsuccessful exploitative
innovation, with the impact that the issue and lesson learned could not be encoded
and documented. This was evident in 'good ideas not captured' (5,24) variable and
was captured by Respondent A in the case of seminars said:
"Nothing was recorded because it's informal." (Innovation 5:
seminars)
Specifically, a lack of time (discussed in Section 5.6.1) to take the minutes of
seminars was emphasised by Respondent D, who stated:
"[The seminars are] more informal. That is, it isn't really minuted or
reports done or anything. That's just more time." (Innovation 5:
seminars)
Appropriate documentation was seen as the key mechanism to reinforce exploitative
innovation. This was evidenced by Respondent A, who stated that:
"We started doing an attendance record. It sounds high and
almighty, but it is the way to make sure people will turn up. If you
don't turn up, if you haven't given a good excuse it will be noticed."
(Innovation 5: seminars)
Although 'everyone had a personal development plan' (7,17), the Learndirect project
(innovation 7) still failed. This failure was found to be more caused by the role of
senior management (discussed in Section 5.6.1).
In combination, these variables show that the formalised system with appropriate
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structure and documentation within structure capital was critical for successful
exploitative innovation.

In successful and unsuccessful exploitative innovation, it was found that there was
'no specific way to measure the innovation performance' (1,21) within Calderpeel.
There were no formalised measurement systems; rather, there were mechanisms such
as 'annual staff appraisal' (2,10) and 'informal meeting' (7,5), but they did not
explicitly or adequately addressed this issue. The determination of the perceived
success or failure of an innovation was through informal-daily feedback, expressed
by Respondent E, who noted that:

"I have a chart to measuring people progress, but its not really
measuring it in that kind of way. I just keep an eye on them."
(Innovation 7: Learndirect project)
When it comes to feedback, the only formal feedback system for learning was the
annual staff appraisal. Evaluations are often annual and were therefore regarded as
a slow, if not irrelevant, feedback system.

The structure capital for exploitative innovation was supported by an enabling 'team
structure.' The importance of stimulating and developing teamwork at an
operational level was evident in the 'informal team meeting/discussion' (4,8; 5,6)
variable which was raised by Respondent D, who stated that:

"For something to be supported it, it needs to be shared. So we have,
we share with the team, the whole team discuss it." (Innovation 4:

company restructure)
Within the team structure, the key distinction between successful and unsuccessful
exploitative innovation, from a structure capital aspect, was that successful
exploitative innovation was characterised by enduring senior management support
from inception through to implementation (discussed in Section 5.6.1). The
importance of 'senior management implementation' (1,1; 2,4; 4,5) was seen to be
essential in successful exploitative innovation. This was described by Respondent E,
who stated that:
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"We didn't really consult [our staffj...because [IiPJ was more about
the processes and things like that that top management had to put it
in place. It didn't really involve our staff much because apart from
getting them to buy in, there wasn't really much else to do."
(Innovation 2: liP)
In unsuccessful exploitative innovation it was found that senior management did not
drive the implementation through the team structure. The support from
management level in innovation activity, including 'senior management chose
attendees' (5,5), 'senior management led it' (5,19), 'middle management
implementation' (5,8), 'business management led it' (7,21) and 'business
management monitored the progress' (7,18). Respondent A, for example,
commented that:

"the failures all come from the management." (Innovation 5:
seminars)
Lack of senior management endeavour to drive the innovation into the organisation,
resulted in exploitative innovation failing. This was evident in the 'management not
drive it' (5,4) and 'senior management not drive it' (7,12) variables and was
emphasised by Respondent E, who stated that:

"I got [senior managementl commitment, but they didn't drive it
down the organisation." (Innovation 7: Learndirect project)
The need of 'senior management' to drive the innovation into the organisation was
emphasised by Respondent E, who stated:

"I suppose in the next year, when we come back from Christmas, I
will get the senior management to drive [the Learndirect projectj.
That will make a big difference." (Innovation 7: Learndirect project)
In a computer system context, structure capital took two key forms: the computing
programme and the company website. The 'company website' (1,11; 5,27) was
seen as a significant activity in supporting exploitative innovation. Respondent A,
for example, explained the importance of the company website:

"The website is the biggest thing that we have done recently to
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support [the mission statement." (Innovation 1: mission statement)
The 'computing programme' (5,15) was particularly addressed in supporting
exploitative innovation. Respondent A, for example, stressed:
something like our job costing programming system, which is
not necessarily new to us, but it does very well [it that iti helps
me . . . .my management." (Innovation 5: seminars)
In summary, the principal locus of structure capital within exploitative innovation
was found to be the formalised administrative system (with appropriate structure and
documentation), the team structure and computer systems. There were no
quantitative innovation performance measurement systems. Successful exploitative
innovation was found to have: formalised structures and documentation systems;
enduring senior management support from inception through to implementation;
and, supported by an enabling team structure which stimulated and developed team
work at an operational level. In contrast, unsuccessful exploitative innovation was
found to have: no formalised structures and documentation systems; and, no senior
management support to drive the innovation down into the organisation.

5.6.3 Relationship capital

The key sources of relationship capital for exploitative innovation were located
within business adviser, internal, client and supplier interactions.
At business advisers' interaction level, relationship capital is seen as being important
in terms of 'operational' interaction to fulfil the knowledge gap which Calderpeel did
not have on its own. The 'business advisers' (1,27; 2,15; 7,1; 7,4), 'free resources
from government' (7,3), have significant influence in the process of knowledge
creation in exploitative innovation. In successful exploitative innovation, the need
of the mission statement came from the business adviser and was captured by
Respondent E, who stated that:

"[The idea of the mission statement came through liP, Investors in
People. So it came through [business advisersi, they said that if we
have the mission, we will have more focus." (Innovation 1: mission
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statement)
The idea for the unsuccessful Learndirect project exploitative innovation from the
business adviser was through the 'informal chat in the open day' (7,9), and was
demonstrated by Respondent E, who noted that:

"[The idea of the Learndirect projectj came from our business
advisers again, consultants." (Innovation 7: Learndirect project)
Interaction between knowledge workers and colleagues was emphasised in the 'good
relationship with colleagues and suppliers' (1,10) variable. Relationship capital
within an internal context through team structure at 'operational level' and 'social
level' interaction was evident. At an operational level, the 'informal team
meeting/discussion' (4,8; 5,6) was emphasised by Respondent D, who stated that:

"A lot of is done informally. Talking again. From the take our client
to look our portfolio because that is really our business which
showing what the portfolio. [The teami will then talk to them about
our company which is we are aiming for, which is what we do. It's
really where we are going except the work. So it's more than as mean
informal rather than sending out. It's really not, not sending out
advice. It's more informal basis." (Innovation 4: company
restructure)
Knowledge workers and colleagues interactions at a social level were captured in
activity including 'informal discussion/meeting in the office/pub' (1,14; 1,18; 2,12;
5,2), 'informal meeting' (7,5) and 'social activity' (1,16). In successful exploitative
innovation, this was demonstrated by Respondent C, who noted that:

"Sometimes we will go out, say, and play football together with
sometime from a different team who works on a different floor who I
don't see on a daily basis. Sometimes the company goes out, the
whole company." (Innovation 1: mission statement)
In unsuccessful exploitative innovation, the social level interaction through 'the team
structure' was emphasised by Respondent D, who explained:

"We have that interaction on that level with the whole
company...... .the different [teamsj interact at a social level."
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(Innovation 5: seminars)

At a client interaction level, relationship capital is viewed as being important in
terms of 'operational' interaction to progress specific project issues, and to establish
a foundation for the company marketing.
In successful exploitative innovation, the client was identified as being the principal
operational relationship capital focus. This was evident in 'the client wanted to
know all team members' (4,2) variable and was described by Respondent D, who
commented that:

"A lot of clients.. .like to know all members of the team. When they
pick up the phone who they are speaking to. They know that they can
come back to the same person. So we don't just deal with senior
management. We need to deal with each level because they are the
people drawing the information. They are the one have the most
knowledge. Therefore, they can share it. So, but they need to
understand who draws within the team, the people." (Innovation 4:
company restructure)

By contrast, 'the client's job has higher priority' (5,22) over non-client activity was a
significant contributory reason for exploitative innovation's failure. This view was
described by Respondent D, who expressed that:
"Other things come in which have a higher priority, primarily
because we are still in the commercial business and if the work needs
to be done and then it needs done. The client cannot wait because we
have internal meetings." (Innovation 5: seminars)

It was found that marketing within Calderpeel is very much enmeshed with
identif'ing and understanding particular clients, and this process was found to be
proactive and informal in nature. Respondent A, for example, stated that:

"The marketing within the company is very informal and involves
entertaining clients really." (Innovation 1: mission statement)

The informal nature of marketing was reinforced by Respondent A, who claimed
that:
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"A lot of jobs are through the words of mouth. The informal
marketing is very important." (Innovation 1: mission statement)
Interaction between knowledge workers and suppliers was emphasised in the 'good
relationship with colleagues and suppliers' (1,10) variable at an 'operational' level.
Respondent C, stated that:

"We have the good relationship with other professionals we use on a
regular basis, other consultants." (Innovation 1: mission statement)
In summary, relationship capital for exploitative innovation was located at business
adviser, internal, client, and supplier interaction domains of activity. Relationship
capital seems particularly crucial to knowledge creation.

In the cases of successful exploitative innovation, it was found that 'operational' and
'social' relationship capital sources fed into specific-project needs. In contrast, the
unsuccessful exploitative innovation was underpinned solely by 'social' relationship
capital sources which did not meet project-specific innovation needs, such as internal
organisation and general client development activity.

5.6.4 Knowledge capital
The knowledge capital for exploitative innovation was associated with a combination
of 'social' and 'technical' contexts. In a 'social' context, innovation activity was
seen to take place in the company environment (such as office and open family
c1tue ad pub. This was shown in the 'informal discussions/meetings in the
pub/office' (1,14; 1,18; 2,12; 5,2),'office' (1,17), and 'open family culture' (1,28; 2,3)
variables. The company environment in Calderpeel serves as an important symbol
of professionalism. The importance of the office to gather people together and to
'raise employee awareness' (1,5; 2,5) was captured by Respondent C, who stated
that:
"The office has a quite good social structure as well. Lot of people
come together and play football, and structured nights out with the
company, curry night, and things like that, good for team building,
that kind of thing." (Innovation 1: mission statement)
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The open family culture was particularly addressed in successful exploitative
innovation. Respondent E, for example, illustrated that open family culture enabled
employees to work towards a common goal:

"[Supporting liP] really comes from the open family culture again.
Supported investment in people. We had good employee buy in for
it......they could see the benefits for themselves as well as for the
business." (Innovation 2: liP)
A 'technical' context was seen to complement to a 'social' context. The object of
exploitative innovation was found to be the generation of organisation wide structure
capital. Two types of mechanisms were used in a technical context: e-mails; and,
internet searches. The use of 'e-mails' (1,8; 2,1; 5,29; 7,6) to 'raise employee
awareness' (1,5, 2,5) was demonstrated by Respondent B, who noted that:

"Like an email which lets you know what is going on in the
company." (Innovation 2: liP)
The use of the 'internet' (7,10) was particularly stressed in the unsuccessful
exploitative innovation implementation phase. Respondent E, for example, stated
that the Learndirect project was an on-line training:

"They have the open day. The learning is done through [business
advisers'] company on the website." (Innovation 7: Learndirect
project)
In summary, knowledge capital for exploitative innovation was associated with a
combination of 'social' and 'technical' contexts (see Section 5.5.4 for the description
of the social and technical contexts). First, in a 'social' context, knowledge capital
stimulated interaction and collective 'process orientated' knowledge creation and
conversion. This took the form of office environments which supported team
activity, such as meeting rooms and office layout. Second, in a 'technical' context,
knowledge capital supported the capture, storage and retrieval of 'asset orientated'
knowledge. This took the form of e-mails and the internet searches.

The key distinction between successful and unsuccessful exploitative innovation was
the sources of ideas and their application. In successful exploitative innovation,
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knowledge capital was used to channel to project-specific, operational activity. In
contrast, in unsuccessful exploitative innovation, knowledge capital did not meet
specific project needs (for example, on-line training for individual needs).

5.6.5 Innovation outcomes
The outcome of exploitative innovation was found to improve organisational
effectiveness and efficiency. It was evident in the 'improved business performance'
(2,17) variable and was captured by Respondent E, who noted that:

"Improve business and then again retention, recruitment and
attraction, and turnover." (Innovation 2: LiP)
The positive outcomes from exploitative innovation were reflected in five aspects in
organisational performance: strategic direction, formalised structure and process,
team-based performance measurement system, staff motivation and recruitment, and
company marketing.

1. Strategic direction
The outcome of exploitative innovation was found to give the company strategic
direction and was demonstrated by 'company had future direction' (1,15; 2,8) and
'improved company confidence' (2,13). For example, the use of liP as company
strategic direction was emphasised by Respondent E, who stressed that:

"....we use the liP as a spring board, to do different things like
EFQM [European Foundation for Quality Management."
(Innovation 2: liP)

2. The formalised structure and process
The introduction of a formal structure and process through implementing
exploitative innovation has improved the process effectiveness. It was evident in
the 'company had structure and process' (4,9), 'company had structure' (1,14) and
'company had process' (2,11) variables. Respondent B, for example, stated that
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some standard procedures were established:

"We started to carry out the process previously wouldn't have
thought about when we were small." (Innovation 2: Ii?)

3. Team-based performance measurement system
The introduction of the company structure helped the management in evaluating
each teams' performance. It was present in the 'company had team-based
measurement system' (4,11) variable and was captured by Respondent D, who
stressed:

"We are able to look at that team. The director can just look at, to
address, that team, that's say, how much time within that team has
been spent and what has been done by that team rather than look at
the whole company, he can just look at that specific team and he is
able to do that we the systems that we have, and then they come back
to the team leaders, and they look at that is there any issues, and then
they go from there." (Innovation 4: company restructure)

4. Staff motivation and recruitment
The outcome of exploitative innovation was seen not only to encourage the retention
of staff, but also to attract people to join the firm. The staff motivation and
recruitment was evident in the 'motivated staff' (1,25) and 'recruited new staff'
(1,24) variables. Respondent A, for example, indicated the use of mission statement
to contribute to the socialisation of new staff:

"We use it.. .to achieve, to gain staff. The staff we give we have to buy
into the mission statement maybe mindset. ........... So that staff may
be will be attracted in the mission statement." (Innovation 1: mission
statement)
It was found the motivation came from 'staff understood the firm more' (1,12; 5,23)
and 'clients and staff understood the firm more' (4,10). Respondent A, for example,
stated that the staff is motivated by the mission statement:
"The staff needs to be motivated. I think I cannot see the mission
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statement motivates people, but I think it gives more understanding
of the firm. If you get more understanding of the firm, how it's being
run, then you feel your belong or by that effect you should feel more
motivated." (Innovation 1: mission statement)

5. Company marketing
The importance of "badges" was seen as important marketing devices. The
appearance of TiP was crucial for market reputation; and the burden of maintaining
the emphasis of 'people focus' reputation was something that both senior
management and knowledge workers collaborated in sustaining. This was evident
in the 'improved the company reputation' (2,14) variable and was emphasised by
Respondent B, who commented that:
"The company name seems to be known a lot more." (Innovation 2:
liP)
This enhanced reputation was felt to be important in attracting the company's major
clients and new clients. Respondent D, for example, indicated that the company's
major clients had an interest to know the company's mission statement:
"IThe mission statementJ matters to some clients more than others.
Some organisations they look at the mission statement; they would
expect us to have a mission statement and feedback to the company
they know where we are going. With others not interest. They want
to see the work - not this! Yes, there is a benefit for some major
clients - we know where we want to go." (Innovation 1: mission
statement)
The benefit for identifying the company itself was evident in the 'company had
identity' (1,13) variable and was emphasised by Respondent A, who stressed that:
"[The mission statementi defines our products; it explains how our
management is working and how our products are working for, and
also it gives the company identity which we never had." (Innovation
1: mission statement)
As a consequence, this identify could be 'used in the marketing' (1,20). For
example, Respondent E expressed that the company used the mission statement in
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the tendering and the marketing:
"We used our mission statement when we wrote our tenders and bids,
so we advertised it and put it on the website as well." (Innovation 1:
mission statement)
It was found that unsuccessful exploitative innovation also contributed some
unexpected benefits at an individual level. It was evident in 'discovered some
staffs' other skills' (5,1), 'staff engaged in some projects more' (5,21), 'increased
knowledge' (5,3 5) and 'some staff learned some skills' (7,13) variables.
Respondent A, for example, stated that:
"Discovering that within some of teams, some of younger architects
or technicians were quite good in presenting and also gained
confidence in presenting in front of staff." (Innovation 5: seminars)
Nevertheless, the outcome of exploitative innovation proved to erode organisational
performance. The negative impacts from exploitative innovation were evident in
the 'too much work' (4,12), 'took too much time' (5,20), 'it's stopped' (5,32), 'cost a
lot of money' (7,14) and 'lost training opportunity' (7,15) variables. Respondent D,
for example, complained the unbalanced workload between teams:
"Balancing sometimes. Amount of work we do within the
teams.. ..Sometimes, the work is too much." (Innovation 4: company
restructure)
Respondent E mentioned that 'something wrong with company liP' (7,16):
"[The Learndirect project] ties in with liP.. .Jf we're failing with that
then we've obviously done something wrong with UP." (Innovation 7:
Learndirect project)
In summary, exploitative innovation was found to improve organisational
effectiveness and efficiency, and generate sustainable competitive advantage. The
successful exploitative innovation was found to improve organisational performance.
In contrast, unsuccessful exploitative innovation was found to only improve
individual performance, rather than collective, organisational performance.
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5.7 Summary and link
This chapter presents the key findings from the exploratory phase of the case study.
Two types of innovation in Calderpeel were identified: exploitative and explorative
innovation. Key variables around company innovations are summarised in Table
5.2. These variables, and their interaction, were further explored and tested in the
action research phase set out in the next chapter.
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6.0 Research findings: case study - action research
phase
6.1 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to describe the key findings from the action research phase
of the case study and, in so doing, further test and develop the findings from the
exploratory phase in a real world setting. This chapter is structured using the action
research cycle phases discussed in Section 4.6.4. Each phase is divided into two
sections. First, the 'practice' undertaken in the action research is described. Second,
the researcher's 'reflection' on that practice is discussed. This discussion is
structured using human capital, structure capital, relationship capital and knowledge
capital variables (see Table 5.2).

6.2 Diagnosis
6.2.1 Practice
The "start" of the diagnosis phase was a company workshop. The company
workshop took place from 12 noon to 2 pm on Thursday 13th May 2004 in the
Calderpeel boardroom. The purpose of the company workshop was to discuss and
evaluate the key findings from the exploratory phase (see Chapter 5) and, based on
this, to identify an action research intervention or innovation to be developed and
implemented. The workshop members consisted of seven participants. The
participants from Calderpeel were the five respondents from the exploratory
interviews (see Section 4.6.3). The participants from the University of Salford were
the PhD researcher (denoted as 'researcher' for the rest of this chapter) and her
supervisor.

There were two main stages in the workshop (see Section 4.7.4). First, the researcher
presented the key findings from the exploratory phase (see Appendix J). This stage
was designed to stimulate a discussion by the group with a set of questions identified
in the company general finding report (see Appendix H) being used as a stimulus.
The main sections of the report took the form of questions. These were as follows:
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The first question was "what are the immediate innovations which Calderpeel
should progress?" Two potential innovations, along with their objectives, benefits
and resource implications, were listed. There were an exit planning and a post
project review protocol.

The second question was "what is Calderpeel's current position?" It was found
that the company was good at external innovation (explorative innovation) to solve
one-off client problems, but not so good at internal innovation (exploitative
innovation) to improve operational efficiency.

The third question was "what are Calderpeel's potential problems?" This
question was divided into two sub-questions. In the first sub-question, Calderpeel's
current position was discussed. In the second sub-question, Calderpeel's potential
problems were articulated. It was found that with the increasing growth of the firm,
the limitation of current internal systems will probably become a restraining force.

The fourth question was "why manage knowledge?" Based on Calderpeel's
respondents' perspective, there were five sub-questions under this main question. In
the first sub-question, "what is knowledge?" was introduced. The second subquestion addressed the question "where knowledge is?" The third sub-question
illustrated "what is knowledge management?" The fourth sub-question expressed
"why manage knowledge?" In the final sub-question, "what are the potential benefits
of managing knowledge?" was introduced.

The fifth question was "what are potential improvement areas to sustain current
growth?" The potential improvement areas for Calderpeel were identified under the
following classification: immediate wins, short-term wins, and mid- to long-term wins.

The final question was "what are the key findings?" This section was a summary
of the above questions.

The Calderpeel representatives found the results of the company general finding
report (see Appendix H) interesting and valid. Respondent E, for example, gave the
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feedback as:

"The presentation looks great! It gives some good practical examples
too."
The second stage of the workshop moved on from the general debate to focus on the
two proposed immediate innovations - exit planning (exist interview) and a post
project review process. Both potential innovations were stressed in the exploratory
phase as being high priority issues to be addressed.

The first proposed immediate innovation was exit planning. During the exploratory
phase of the case study, the researcher found that there was no procedure in dealing
with employees leaving the practice. The exit planning innovation was expected to
capture and share important knowledge from staff leaving the practice, and to ensure
stability and continuation of client service when key staff leave.

The second potential innovation was a post project review process. Calderpeel did
not have any procedures to learn from project activity and measure project
performance. Further, the researcher found that the company lacked appropriate
structure and communication channels to encourage and support knowledge transfer
between 'ring-fenced' project teams in a formal way. Respondent D, for example,
described the benefit of having a post project review in the company system:

if we did [post project reviewsi, then it would save time in the
future and money from repeating mistakes........ .We should, but we
don't really have it."
The post project review process innovation was expected to: identify areas for
improvements; reduce employees 'reinventing the wheel' or repeat their mistakes in
future projects; and, help to build a strong sense of commitment and team spirit.

The adopted innovation was thus to develop and implement an interim (rather than
post) project review process into the company. The rationale for this prioritisation
was that Calderpeel did not have any systems of this in kind in place with, as an
inevitable result, good practice and lessons learned not being captured and shared for
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future projects. At the time, Calderpeel was preparing for Iso 9001 quality
management system accreditation (which was called the quality assurance system in
Calderpeel).
The associate director championed the innovation, and expressed support in providing
appropriate access for the researcher to become embedded in the development and
implementation of the action research intervention, and for allocating Calderpeel staff
to form a task group.
The task group consisted of the researcher from the University of Salford, and a task
group from Calderpeel. The role of a task group was to co-operate with the Salford
researcher in conducting this action research intervention. The Calderpeel quality
representative was the leader of the task group.
The company workshop minutes are shown in Table 6.1. There are two sections
involved in the minutes. First, the object and the key issues of this project section
clarified the key issues raised in the workshop and recommended issues of action.
Second, the responsibility section identified the role and responsibility of the
researcher and Calderpeel.
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Table 6.1 Company workshop minutes

Company workshop minutes
Project 1lnnovation research and development project
'Steven James, Caroline Lamb Nigel Metcalfe, Ewen Miller, Lynn Palmer
Attendees I
'Martin Secton, ShuLing Lu
Caiderpeel
(1 3 May 2004
Date
..
I Duration I 12.00'-14.00 Venue

I

I

contents:

workshop refers to the general finding report to gain acceptance for a
rnmended issues of action The following is a summary of this workshop.
The object and the key issues of this project
The lnterim project review has been decided as the company emergent
innovation
This project will be conducted through the third party (The Salford researcher)
It is proposed that the deliverables of this project wit be the intenm project review
policy guidel nes and checklists and then wil be integrated into the ISO 9001
Quat ty Management System
The reviewer should be the the architect rather than the project leader' or the
associate director
The client will be involved in th s prolect Thus, there is a need to detne the role of
the client arid what benerts will be prov dad for the client.
The company will Identify a project and a task group to co-operate with the Salford
researcher (Shu-L ng Lu) in conducting this project
The intenm project review pot cy, guidelines and checkl sts should be tested
cross learns

sponsibility
The Salford researcher (Shu-Ling Lu) will work in the company and provide own
laptop (from 24 of May to 2yd of July)
Caroline Lamb wit be respons bte for allocation of staff to engage in this project,
for example arranging the meetings etc

6.2.2 Reflection
The adopted innovation - interim project review process innovation - was categorised
by the researcher as an exploitative innovation as it focused on an internal
organisation process which was not being developed for a specific project (see
Section 5.4). The key variables for exploitative innovation were discussed in the
Section 5.6 and summarised in Table 5.2. The discussion in this section is structured
around the human capital, structure capital, relationship capital and knowledge capital
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variables.

1. Human capital
The two generic variables within human capital for exploitative innovation identified
in the exploratory phase were: the capacity, ability and motivation of senior
management; and, employee participation. The distinctive variables between
successful and unsuccessful exploitative innovation, from a human capital
perspective, were: top management support; senior management implementation
through the team structure; buy in of employee; and, the need of time to develop and
implement the innovation activity (see Section 5.6.1). The principal variable at work
in the diagnosis phase of innovation appeared to be the 'senior management' role.

The discussion during the workshop reinforced 'the capacity, ability and motivation
of senior management' variable. The debate was principally led by Participant A (a
senior manager), and Participant D (a team leader) from Calderpeel, and the two
researchers from the University of Salford. The other three, more junior, participants
from Calderpeel, appeared unwilling and/or unable to shape the flow of the discussion.

With respect to the first of the two proposed innovations, Participant A disagreed
there was a need of for an 'exit planning procedure' due to the low rate employee
retention:

"90% of staff has remained with us throughout [since the formation of
Calderpeel in 19911."
This opinion was not challenged by the other Calderpeel delegates.

The discussion then moved to the second proposed exploitative innovation - post
project review. This idea was questioned and challenged by Participant A, who
commented that:

"I don't think you can abstract that huge information from [the post
project reviewl."
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Participant D, however, disagreed with his view and suggested that there was a need
of a 'post-project review':
"We are learning from each project - where we will spend time,
where we will spend money. We should, but we don't. We should
assess at the end of each project within the team. We should assess
what went wrong and why, and why don't do it. Primarily we don't
have time to do it. So we hope in the future we should be developing
systems to assess how we can better be able to do things or learn from
other things."
Participant A modified his view based on this agreement, and advocated that:

"Sometime obviously makes knowledge difficult to tap it into within
the practice.... .The project review system might help in that certain
term."
Participant D supported his view and asserted that:

"The project is not about three or four weeks. It's about three or four
years."
In response to this, the idea of an interim project review was stressed by Participant A,
who stated that:

"...an interim project view on how [the projectj is running would be
useful."
The idea of an interim project review process as the focus of the action research phase
was supported by Participant A. It can be said that this innovation was prioritised by
the associate director (senior management). This is consistent with the key findings
from the exploratory phase which emphasised the pivotal role of senior management
in exploitative innovation. Further, it was found that senior management have a
significant impact on engendering enthusiasm for new ideas amongst staff. After the
associate director committed to the interim project review process innovation, other
participants showed their 'high' interest to be involved in this project. Participant C,
for example, stated that:

"Yes, I think the interim project review is a great idea."
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This indicates that the initial level of employee participation was heavily influenced
by senior management.

In summary, the key role of senior management in framing and prioritising innovation
activity within the diagnosis phase was confirmed.

2. Structure capital
When considering the structure capital aspect, the administrative system, the team
structure and computer systems, were found to be the generic variables in exploitative
innovation. The distinctive variables for successful exploitative innovation were the
presence of formalised structures and documentation systems; and, senor management
endeavour to drive the implementation through the team structure (see Section 5.6.2).

First, the need of a 'formalised structure' into the interim project review process was
immediately captured by Participant A, who noted that:

"... the idea must be formalised into the process. I don't know how we
do that."
The argument for formalisation was counter balanced with a need to keep any process
'resource light,' and to be sympathetic to current work practices. This argument was
advanced by Participant D, who stressed that:

"From my point of view, do we actually want to go down the Investors
in People path? That's formal. Sometimes we need to stay informal.
That's the way we learn, trying to demonstrate in, it's not just detail,
but contact....... .The review comes from a couple of people sitting in
Calderpeel and knowing what somebody is doing. That's not
something necessarily to formalise into chart or client satisfaction etc.
It's sharing knowledge and .... . how you reuse that information. So I
think [the project reviewj will fix this."
These arguably opposing views of 'formal' versus 'informal' were resolved by
Participant A emphasising the need to:
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"Make this review activity easy, simple and manageable."
Participant A then fixed the responsibility and authority for the review at the architect
level:
"....probably the architect to do the review rather than the associate
director or the team leader to do the review."
Second, the need of the team structure to implement the interim project review was
noted. The idea of a task group came from the Salford PhD researcher's supervisor.
This idea was adopted by Participant A, who noted that:
.0K, let's do it."
The researcher and the Calderpeel quality representative led the development and
implementation of the interim project review process innovation, with the associate
director being the senior management champion.
In summary, the key role of the formalised structures and documentation systems, and
the key role of senior management endeavour in driving the innovation
implementation through the team structure within the diagnosis phase was confirmed.

3. Relationship capital
The two generic variables within relationship capital for exploitative innovation in the
exploratory phase of the case study were operational relationship capital and social
relationship capital. The key distinctive variables between successful and
unsuccessful exploitative innovation, was the source of the ideas and their application,
i.e. for a specific project or for general organisation capability (see Section 5.6.3).
The issue of encouraging client involvement in the development of the interim project
review process innovation was advanced by Participant A, who stated that:
"The more I get interested in this, I want to get the client involved [in
the interim project review process]."
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Participant A stressed the benefits of such client involvement, in the observation that:
"Learning back from the previous successful project, the more
important it is to develop in more depth the relationship with clients."
The proposed interim project review process innovation addressed the need to more
adequately capture feedback from the client, both within respect to the 'content' of the
work being delivered to the client, and the 'process' of how it was being delivered.
The opportunity to further develop deeper relationships with clients was addressed by
senior management. This 'opening up' of the internal workings of the firm to the
client was perceived as being a stimulus for ongoing internal innovation and projectto-project learning; supporting the closer mutual development and successful delivery
of the client brief; and, the forging of deeper, 'whole firm' relationships with clients
(i.e. not just between firm associate directors and clients, but with technicians, and so
on). This stressed the importance of clients and internal interactions at an
'operational level.' The interim project review process development, however, was
not targeted at a specific live project; rather, it was envisaged that the new process
would be part of the general organisational endeavour to gain ISO 9001 accreditation.
In summary, relationship capital in the diagnosis phase was located at a social level.
The interim project review process innovation (exploitative innovation) was targeted
at internal organisation activity, but not at a specific project. This is consistent with
the key findings from the exploratory phase.

4. Knowledge capital
The knowledge capital for exploitative innovation was the focal or integrating nexus
in which innovation takes place in social and technical contexts. The distinctive
variable for successful and unsuccessful exploitative innovation was that knowledge
capital was channelled to for a specific project or for general organisation capability
(see Section 5.6.4).
In a social context, the company workshop in the boardroom encouraged face-to-face
discussion and sense-making. There was no client or supply chain relationship
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capital engagement. In a technical context, two mechanisms were used. First, 'the
company general finding report' provided the clear aims and objectives for this
workshop. Second, 'e-mails' was the main technical tool used in enabling
communication between the researcher and the main contact person (Participant E).
The interim project review process, however, did not target at a specific project
instead of being a supporting process for ISO 9001 accreditation.

In summary, knowledge capital in the diagnosis phase was initially stimulated through
the 'technical system' through the company finding report and by communication via
e-mail. This provided the platform to commit Calderpeel staff to the 'social system'
workshop. The source of the ideas and their application was to improve general
organisation capability. This is consistent with the key findings from the exploratory
phase.

6.3 Action planning
6.3.1 Practice
Activity one: development of interim project review action plan
After the company workshop, the documents related to Calderpeel's ISO 9001 quality
management system were sent to the researcher by the Calderpeel quality
18th
representative on
May 2004. These documents were produced by Calderpeel's
external ISO consultant, including the draft of the Calderpeel quality manual, the
Calderpeel partnership ISO 9001 action plan and so on (see Appendix B). After
reviewing these documents, the researcher identified two key element issues:

(1) The basic framework for the Calderpeel ISO 9001 quality management system
was already in place. Calderpeel's "product" in its ISO 9001 system was
identified as "architectural designs and services." Two broad types of
services within Calderpeel were identified as "traditional contract" and
"design and build contract."
(2) Calderpeel, at that time, did not have any systems or evidence against the iSO
9001: 8.2.3 monitoring and measurement of processes and ISO 9001: 8.2.4
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monitoring and measurement of product.

Based on the key issues set out in the minutes of the company workshop (see Table
6.1) and the documents which the Calderpeel quality representative sent, the initial
interim project review process action plan was developed by the researcher (see Table
6.2) and sent to Calderpeel's quality representative on 2l May 2004.

The task force coflaboratively developed an action plan for the development and
implementation of the interim project review process innovation. The action plan
was structured around a number of main questions (see Table 6.2), namely: what is an
interim project review?; what is the object of this innovation activity?; what is the
scope of this interim project review action?; what commitment is required from
Calderpeel?; who benefits from the interim project review arena?; and, what is the
intervention plan? The initial action plan provided a basis and focus for this
collaborative action research.

Based on the action research plan, the researcher should have started working within
Calderpeel from 24th May 2004. The researcher, however, did not receive any
confirmation from Calderpeel before 22 May 2004. The researcher decided to
arrange a follow up meeting with the leader of Calderpeel task group (the quality
representative) to move the innovation forward.
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Table 6.2 Action plan: interim project review proj ect
What is an interim project review
• An interim project review is an activity where people reviewing what went well and what
went badly during the project.
• The aim of this review is to praise each other on jobs well done as well as find ways to do
things even better.
2. What is the objective of this innovation activity
• Develop and test the interim project review policy, guidelines, and checklists.
• Help the company to integrate the interim project review activity into the ISO 9001 Quality
management system: 8.2.3 Monitoring and Measurement of Processes or/and 8.2.4 Monitor
and Measurement of Product.
3. What is the scope of this interim project review action
• Focus on "project" level: from establishing feasibility, agreeing design and obtaining
permission, supervising traditional contract, and overseeing construction (refer to QP4
Feasibility and planning, QP5 Traditional contract, and QP6 Design and build).
4. What commitment is required from Calderpeel
• identify the specific project
• Identify the actors (participants)
o The task group (the project team)
o The clients (the stakeholders)
• Provide "space" for the Sal ford researcher
5. Who benefits from the Interim project review arena
• The company level: to improve processes efficiency or/and to ensure that the architectural
service provided meets client expectations.
• The client level: (unknown)
6. What is the Intervention plan

Table I Action plan for ihe inFer fin project review

____________________

Time scale (week)
Aclisity
Method
- - . I
2
4 5 6 7 S 9
_________________________________________ __________________________________ tij irna Jul
inaIyse current practtcc in more depth •Act.cs to company documents 24i05 04 - - - I-I Identify the role of the actors
'Jntcrsicw u.ith the ta.sk group
0406,04
1 - 2 ldentif KPIc
_____________________________ ___________
2 Develop pilot policy, guidelines, and
Aceess to company documents 07 06 1)4 •Intcrvkwsssith the task group
checklists
150604
- - - - . . - 3 Review redefine policy, gumdclines. and • lntersiews with the task group 21 0604
checklists_________________________
250604 - - - - - •lnsolvcmcntin appropriate
4 Icst(sshen appropriate) policy.
280604 uidclinec. and chccklicts cross-learns company activity
0907 04
- 'Use computer soflv.urc to
5 naIyse the test results
l2/0704
- _________________________________ anal y se data
160704 - - - - - - - - 6 Review/redefine policy, guidelines, and . lntersiews with the tusk group 19 07 04 —
- checklists
___________________________
23 07.04
- - - . . Duration

-
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• Activity two: meeting with Calderpeel's quality representative
The meeting with the Calderpeel quality representative took place on 16th June 2004
in the Calderpeel meeting room. Its objectives were to:
(1) assess the organisation's level of compliance against the ISO 9001 Standard;
(2) clarify the delivery of work process in Calderpeel;
(3) confirm other members of the task group from Calderpeel; and,
(4) confirm the date the researcher could start working within the firm.
With respect to the first issue, there was no difficulty in gaining access to confidential
information/documents. These documents related to the Calderpeel practice included
examples ofjob forms, drawing issue sheet, site record sheet and so on; and related
ISO documents (see Appendix B). The researcher found that documents related to
Calderpeel ISO 9001 system were formalised and documented, and were stored
electronically. Documents related to Calderpeel daily routine work, however, were
handwritten.
The 'delivering of work' in process was divided into three procedures against the ISO
9001 which are:
(1) feasibility and planning procedure;
(2) supervise traditional contract procedure; and,
(3) oversee construction procedure.
The researcher recognised that there was a need to make the interim project review
process fully integrated with the existing Calderpeel QA infrastructure. The
researcher, however, found it was very difficult to do so. For example, the researcher
found that Calderpeel's procedures confused 'product' and 'process' view, such as the
feasibility work being mixed up with the company marketing and the architectural
work (traditional contracts and design and build contracts). The Calderpeel quality
representative, however, could not make a distinction between these three procedures.
The Calderpeel quality representative suggested that the interim project review
process should cover the whole business process rather than focus on the project level:
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"I think [the interim project review process] should cover these three
procedures."
The researcher disagreed with this view and pushed through the proposition that the
objectives of the interim project review process at the project level, and integrated it
with the Calderpeel 'existing' Iso 9001 system (see Figure 5.3 for the description of
the commission and delivery of work processes in Calderpeel). The researcher
found, for example, the company lacked evidence against ISO 9001: 7.3.1 design and
development planning. For instance, the evidence against ISO 9001: 7.6 control of
monitoring and measuring devices within Calderpeel quality manual was:

"Iso 9001: 2000 is not relevant and is excluded."
The researcher, however, disagreed with this argument and believed that building
regulations, for example, was one of Calderpeels monitoring and measuring devices.
This assertion was accepted by the Calderpeel quality representative.

With respect to the final two issues, when the researcher could start working within
the firm and the allocation of staff to the task group were not confirmed.

6.3.2 Reflection
1. Human capital
The researcher realised that there were two practical problems with the development
and implementation of the interim project review procedure from a human capital
perspective. First, there was no Calderpeel staff trained and experienced in ISO 9001
quality management system. Within the action research team, the researcher was the
only person with expertise and experience in implementing ISO 9001 within
construction companies. The researcher found that there was real difficulty in
communicating at an 'expert' level with the Calderpeel quality representative. The
quality management expertise required for the innovation was largely outside of
Calderpeel and the firm had to rely on external sources of capability (in particular, the
external ISO consultant).
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Second, resources, in the form of time and staff allocation, were still the main
constraint in this collaborative endeavour. The initial aspiration was for the action
plan to be co-authored by the researcher and the Calderpeel quality representative
(Participant E). The co-authorship was aimed at ensuring the plan was appropriate in
focus and to assist in creating shared ownership of the interim project review project.
However, this co-authorship did not take place, with Calderpeel relying solely on the
researcher. The sign-off the action plan by Calderpeel's quality representative was
done by e-mail as follows:
"Everything is extremely hectic here at present - not had time to
think'......The project review proposal is fine."
The researcher found the leader (the quality representative) of the Calderpeel task
group did not provide proactive leadership; rather, other day-to-day work pressures
took priority, resulting in the quality representative reacting to pro posas from the
researcher.
In summary, the lack of internal capability, and the lack of time and resources to
move the innovation forward were found to be the main obstacles. This is consistent
with the key findings from the exploratory phase.

2. Structure capital
The researcher found that there were two practical problems within the action
planning phase. First, a lack of a formalised structure and documentation system
within Calderpeel became an obstacle in sharing information between the researcher
and the Calderpeel quality representative. The Calderpeel quality representative, for
example, explained why she could not offer some documents which the researcher
required:
"I haven't had an opportunity to dig out working copies....! cant find
QR3 or QR4."
Second, the senior management did not drive the interim project review action plan
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through the team structure. The initial action plan for the interim project review
process innovation was solely developed by the researcher. Although the Calderpeel
quality representative (senior management) was involved in the development of the
action plan, other task group team members from Calderpeel did not participate.
In summary, the lack of a formalised structure and documentation system, and lack of
senior management driving the innovation implementation through the team structure
were apparent in this phase. This is consistent with the key findings from the
exploratory phase.

3. Relationship capital
The relationship capital in the action planning phase was located at a 'social level.'
Interactions between the researcher and the Calderpeel quality representative were
evident in the informal meeting in the Calderpeel meeting room and in telephone
conversations. The importance of informal ways to carry out this innovation was
emphasised. After developing the relationship with the Calderpeel quality
representative, the researcher found there was no difficulty in asking for information
and documentation from the company.
The researcher realised the importance of the client role for Calderpeel. An
introduction of a '360-degree client' perspective into an interim project review project
(interim project review session) was designed to enable client interaction at both
project and organisational levels. The interactions had potential to help employees to
build more collaborative partnerships and understand clients' business needs in order
to identify other revenue opportunities.
In summary, relationship capital in the action planning phase was found to be at a
'social' level and it became the main constraint to moving the innovation forward.
This is consistent with the key findings from the exploratory phase.
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4. Knowledge capital
The setting up and co-ordination of the social knowledge capital was carried out
principally within the technical knowledge capital. In a social context, knowledge
capital was stimulated by face-to-face meeting and sense-making, with tacit
knowledge being shared and stored in peoples' heads. In a technical context
perspective, three mechanisms were used. First, 'the action plan' provided the clear
aims, objectives and deliverables for the interim project review process innovation.
Second, the use of 'e-mail' technology helped the knowledge sharing activity between
the researcher and the Calderpeel quality representative prior to meeting. Also it
helped the researcher to set up the meeting with the Calderpeel quality representative.
Finally, the use of 'telephone' communication tool in the action planning phase was
important, although there were often significant delays in Calderpeel staff returning
calls.

In summary, knowledge capital was initially stimulated through the 'technical system'
through the action plan and by communication via e-mail and telephone. This
provided the platform to commit Calderpeel staff to the 'social system' meeting.
This commitment, however, was limited due to higher project activity on specific
projects; rather than the reallocation of resources to non-project specific innovation.
This lack of adequate and sustained commitment was a key obstacle to progressing
the innovation. This is consistent with the key findings from the exploratory phase.

6.4 Action taking
6.4.1 Practice
The action taking phase was held over a six-month period, from the end of May 2004
to the end of November 2004. There were six main activities within this phase (see
Figure 6.1). These activities are discussed in turn.
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Activity one

Activity two

Activity three

Activity four

Activity five

Activity six

Development
of draft
interim project
review process

Meeting with
Calderpeel's
quality
representative

Calderpeel's
management
meeting review

Meeting with
Calderpeel's
senior
management

Calderpeel's
ISO 9001
external
consultant
review

Meeting with
Calderpeels
quality
representative

Figure 6.1 Six main activities within the action taking phase

Activity one: development of draft interim project review process
Based on the objectives of this innovation activity (see Table 6.2), the first draft of the
interim project review process (including the interim project review process policy,
guidelines and checklists) was developed by the researcher (see Appendix K) and sent
to Calderpeel's quality representative on 20th June 2004. The interim project review
process was structured into nine main sections: interim project review policy; purpose
of the process; scope of the process; references; definitions, responsibility and
authority; overview of the process and activity descriptions; measures; and, appendix.
Each section is briefly discussed below.

The interim project review policy section introduced the Calderpeel policy in
conducting the interim project review activities, including its rationale and benefits.

The purpose of the process section introduced the purpose, objectives and
measurement criteria of the interim project review process.

The scope of the process section described the scope to the interim project review
process. The distinctive characteristics between 'high' focus and 'low' focus projects
were made. There are three sub-sections under this section. The first subsection
described the activities for low and high focus types of projects. The second
subsection focused on illustrating the roles for low and high focus types of projects.
The final subsection described the deliverables for low and high focus types of
projects.
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The references section guided the staff to the relevant ISO 9001 quality management
system procedures.
The definitions section introduced the definition of the terms which used throughout
this document.
The responsibility and authority section described the responsibility and authority
of people who participated in the interim project review process.
The overview of the process and activity descriptions section expressed the
workflow for the interim project review process. There are six sub-sections under
this section. Each sub-section presented as an activity. The detailed work
description was under each sub-section.
The measures section was designed to give staff the measurement criteria in
determining the effectiveness of interim project reviews.
The appendix section listed of supporting checklists for the interim project reviews.
The detailed questions which made up the checklists were not developed at this time.
There were two problems in the development of the detailed checklists. First, the key
challenge the researcher encountered was ensuring that the interim project review
process was in line with Calderpeel's ISO 9001 system. Further, checklists needed to
be in line with Calderpeel work practices. This required the researcher working
closely with Calderpeel. Second, the researcher had to integrate two different
perspectives: the first was the Calderpeel senior management who were keen to have
'closed' checklists; the second, was the researcher who wanted to have 'open'
checklists. The rationale for the closed checklist design was that Calderpeel's senior
management were keen to find the hard, quantitative 'indicators' to measure the
project performance. A closed questionnaire was, therefore, designed in response to
the 'asset' view of knowledge. The initial idea to develop the interim project review
process, however, was to share the project information between teams and to share
'tacit' knowledge between people. An open questionnaire was designed to stimulate
and capture soft, qualitative project performance issues. The open questionnaire, was
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thus designed in response to the 'process' view of knowledge.
This idea led the researcher to further distinguish between 'high' focus and 'low'
focus projects. A closed checklist was used to measure the project performance and
to help management activities for both types of projects. An open question checklist
included a discussion session targeted at 'high' focus projects. This approach
enabled precious human capital to be targeted and leveraged at 'high focus' projects.
The distinction between 'low' and 'high' focus projects is discussed in Activity Two
below.
The researcher decided to have a meeting with the Calderpeel quality representative to
move the innovation forward.

• Activity two: meetings with Calderpeel's quality representative
Two meetings were held in this stage. The first meeting took place on 21st June 2004
in the Calderpeel meeting room. Before the meeting, the first draft of the interim
project review process (see Appendix K) was sent to the Calderpeel quality
representative. The purpose of the meeting was to confirm that the focus and content
of the interim project review process was in line with Calderpeel's requirements,
access to Calderpeel documents, and clarify the issues raised in the previous stage. A
number of issues with the first draft of the interim project review process were
highlighted by the Calderpeel quality representative during the meeting.
First, the criteria of the purpose of the process section for project performance
(which were correctness, design, style, documentation and efficiency) were deleted
(see Appendix K). The Calderpeel quality representative gave the feedback as:
"I don't think we can measure it."
Second, the criteria of the scope of the process section for distinguishing 'low' from
'high' focus projects were adopted by the Calderpeel quality representative. The five
criteria were budget, time to deliver, team involvement, client involvement, and
supplier involvement (see Table 6.3). The budget level at which a project was
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deemed 'high focus' was not determined.

Table 6.3 The distinctive characteristics between high and low focus projects
Characteristic

High Focus

Low Focus

Budget
More than £ X
Less than £ X
Time to Deliver
More than 1 year to Less than 1 year to operation
__________________ operation
___________________________
Client Involvement No experience in the past Good experience working
__________________ working with this client
with this client
Supplier
No experience in the past Good experience in the past
Involvement
working with this supplier working with this supplier
Team involvement More than I project team to Only 1 project team to
operation
________________ operation

The Calderpeel quality representative agreed to the researcher's idea to distinguish
low from high focus project because:
"Things like the house extension, Ithe proect 'will be smaller......'we
know it's possible to run the whole (interim project review
process....... .but there is no point to do so...... . We are quiet happy
and easy to manage [the low focus projectl.... .let's just concentrate
on the [high focus Proj ecti."
Finally, the three sub-sections - activities, roles and deliverables - under the scope of
the process, were deleted by the quality representative. The need of the simplicity
was again stressed.
Based on the results of the meeting with the quality representative, the second draft of
the interim project review process was revised and renamed as the interim project
review handbook by the researcher.
The second meeting took place on 5th July 2004 in the Calderpeel meeting room.
Before the meeting, the second draft of the interim project review process was sent to
the Calderpeel quality representative. The purpose of the meeting was to confirm
that the reversion made in response to the key issues raised in the first meeting met
her requirements. Two unanswered questions I solved issues from the first meeting
were discussed. First, the quality representative identified the characteristic of
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budget criterion and switched the characteristic of client involvement criterion (see
Table 6.4).

Table 6.4 The distinctive characteristics between high and low focus projects
(version 1)
Changes

Characteristic

High Focus

Low Focus
Less than £ X

Budget

More than £ X

Time to Deliver

More than 1 year to operation Less than 1 year to operation

No experience In the past
Client Involvement
working with this client
Before ___________________
Supplier Involvement No experience in the past
working with this supplier

Good experience working
with this client
Good experience in the past
working with this supplier

_________________________I

Team involvement More than I project team to
Only I project team to
operation
operation
_________________ _________________________
Budget
More than £50,000
Less thaa £ 50,000
Time to Deliver

After

More than 1 year to operation Less than 1 year to operation

Good experience working
Client Involvement with this client (principal
clients)

No experience in the past
working with this client

No experience in the past
Supplier Involvement working with this supplier

Good experience in the past
working with this supplier

Team involvement

More than 1 project team to
operation

Only 1 project team to
operation

Second, the samples of project documents the researcher required were prepared by
the Calderpeel quality Tepresentative.

The Calderpeel quality representative found the interim project review handbook
valid and that it should be reviewed by the Calderpeel management board. The
researcher requested that she present at the review meeting, however, the Calderpeel
quality representative refused on the basis of company policy. A revised version of
the interim project review process (the third draft) was confirmed by the Calderpeel
quality representative through an 'e-mail.'
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Activity three: Calderpeel's management meeting review
The third version of the interim project review process was reviewed at the Calderpeel
management meeting which took place on 12th July 2004. The meeting had been
delayed by one week because of work pressures within Calderpeel. To reiterate, the
action researcher was not present at this meeting, and the feedback given below is
from written remarks on the tabled interim project review handbook made by all four
Calderpeel's associate directors and one team leader. The common theme throughout
the feedback was a requirement for further 'simplicity' in the interim project review
process at to target the practise nature of Calderpeel's work. A team leader, for
example, said that:

"we need to keep the processes simple to ensure take-up .....The
feasibility and planning phase process shoufd be reduced by two
thirds. We just need to know who the client is, what the brief is and
whether we've sent a fee letter. We also need to ensure planning
conditions are signed off and that the client signs off the design. In the
design and build process innovation usually occurs after tender rather
than after planning. There would be no snagging meetings or
certificates for making good defects."
An associate director confirmed this need for greater simplicity by commenting:

"Seems to be a very large document; lost interest by the end of page 4.
Checklist look good but too complicated - also not understood fully so
difficult to then explain to team. The checklist could prove valuable in
prompting action points for other things."
As well as the concerns expressed about the complexity of the process, there was a
significant debate about the alignment of the interim project review process with the
work undertaken by Calderpeel. An associate director, for example, commented that:
"Design and build and traditional contract checklists would have
different questions. Post construction phase checklist could be better
written in line with our business."
Similarly, a team leader said that:

"A specific innovation activity could be added to include the
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reclarification of the scope of works, and tracking conditions for
[Building Regulations]"
The key challenge the researcher encountered was securing consensus from the
individuals within the meeting on how to progress the innovation. The researcher
decided to arrange a follow up meeting with senior management and the quality
representative to undertake what should be prioritised and to maintain senior
management commitment to the interim project review process innovation.

Activity four: meeting with Calderpeel's senior management
Before the meeting with Calderpeel senior management, two pilot projects - one a
'high focus' type project, the other a 'low focus' type project - for testing the interim
project review process were confirmed and sent by an e-mail to the researcher by
Calderpeel's quality representative on 13th July 2004:

"There are two projects for which we can use, namely Aspen on Nell
Lane and Sidney Street. When do you want to hold your face-to-face
meeting?"
There were two meetings held in this stage. The first meeting took place on 14th July
2004 in the Calderpeel meeting room. It was attended by two associate directors
(senior management) and the researcher. One associate director (Participant A) was
one of the respondents in the exploratory phase and participated in the company
workshop. The second associate director was from team 2 (see Figure 5.2 for the
structure of Calderpeel). The key issues carried out of the discussion are as follows.

First, both associate directors stressed that there was a need to further simplify the
interim project review process. Two issues were raised. First, the documents were
too complex, as noted by the second associate director:

"The documents we are looking to are to get down of it........ . We got
to simplify the works. We are looking into the architectural agreement
documentation which basically is a listing of who is going to do what
in what stages. So everyone is very clearly about what we are going to
do."
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Further the second associate director expressed that there were too many questions
within the checklist. The second associate director captured this in the question:
"Can you make this process simple and stupid?"
There was agreement between the two associate directors that the questions within the
checklist were too many and too complex and needed to be reduced to two to three
questions.
Second, both associate directors challenged the need to distinguish between 'low'
focus and 'high' focus projects. Again, the requirement to further simplify the
interim project review process was addressed. The second associate director said:
"I don't know what your thought is? For example, you asked the
question like did we obtain a copy of planning permission? [This is too
detailed.J"
After explaining the rationale for this distinction by the researcher, both associate
directors adapted the researcher's proposal.
Finally, there were a debate between these two associate directors concerning where
the responsibility and authority for the interim project review process should be
located. Participant A thought the responsibility and authority for the review should
be only at the architect level. The second associate director agreed that the role of the
reviewer should be at the architect level, but the role of moderator and the approval
authority should be at associate director level. There was no agreement between
them because of time pressure - they had a meeting with clients outside of the office
which they had to attend.
After the meeting with the two associate directors, the researcher had a follow up
meeting with the Calderpeel quality representative. The three issues raised in the
meeting with two associate directors, were considered and appropriate adjustment to
the interim project review process made by the researcher and the quality
representative as follows.
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First, the researcher and the Calderpeel quality representative agreed that the need to
further reduce the number of questions in the checklist from the original nine
questions to three to four questions.
Second, the researcher and the Calderpeel quality representative agreed that the key
indicators to distinguish between low focus and high focus project needed to be driven
solely by Calderpeel business needs. The criteria of the scope of the process section
for distinguishing 'low' from 'high' focus projects were reduced by the Calderpeel
quality representative from five criteria which were budget, time to deliver, team
involvement, client involvement, and supplier involvement to one which was client
involvement (see Table 6.5). The rationale was to make the process simpler. The
description of 'principal clients' for high focus of client involvement criterion was
deleted by the Calderpeel quality representative due to sensitivity issues, i.e.
accidental disclosure to client that they were not considered as 'principal clients.'

Table 6.5 The distinctive characteristics between high and low focus projects
(version 2)
Changes

Characteristic

High Focus

Low Focus

Less than £50,000
More than £50,000
Budget
More than 1 year to Less than 1 year to operation
Time to Deliver
__________________ operation
___________________________

Before

Client Involvement Good experience working
with this client (principal No exrerience in the past
working with this client
clients)
___________________________

No experience in the past Good experience in the past
Supplier
working with this supplier working with this supplier
Involvement
Team involvement More than 1 project team to Only I project team to
operation
________ _________________ operation
After

Client Involvement Good experience working No experience in the past
working with this client
with this client

The distinctive characteristic between the low focus and high focus projects for client
involvement remained. The Calderpeel quality representative made a comment, for
example, on the criterion of supplier involvement as the process will be too complex:

when you got a great, big development project, they are just so
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many people being involved."
Third, the responsibility and authority for different types of projects for the interim
project review was made by the Calderpeel quality representative. The actors and
their roles in the different types of project are described in Table 6.6.

Table 6.6 The responsibility and approval authority for high and low focus projects
(version 1)
Roles

Types of project

Moderator High Focus
Low Focus

Reviewer High & Low Focus
High Focus

Responsibility and approval authority
Associate / team leader
Team leader
Job runner
Project team / other teams /directors /

Participant________________________________ clients etc.
Low Focus

Project team

The meeting moved on to focus on the checklists. Each checklist was discussed.
The final results for each checklist are presented in Appendix L. Based on the
discussion, the fourth version of the interim project review process was produced and
renamed as QWO 1 Calderpeel guidelines for interim project review (see Appendix L).

The key challenge the researcher encountered was securing consensus for, and signoff of, the interim project review process. The researcher and the Calderpeel quality
representative, to in line with Calderpeel's ISO 9001 system, decided that the fourth
version of the interim project review process, QWO 1 Calderpeel guidelines for interim
project review (see Appendix L), needed to be reviewed by Calderpeel's external ISO
9001 consultant.

• Activity five: Calderpeel's external Iso 9001 consultant review
An external ISO consultancy is mainly leading Calderpeel's endeavour to gain ISO
9001 accreditation. Mr. X, the company's external ISO 9001 consultant, reviewed
the latest version of the interim project review handbook, and noted that the interim
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project review activity is the 'icing on the cake' for the customer satisfaction process
and proposed the following:
(1) Inclusion of an executive summary saying what the interim project review
does.
(2) Inclusion of operational flow charts for both 'high' focus and 'low' focus
projects.
(3) One-to-one interviews with the client should be included in the interim project
review activity.
(4) The feedback from the one-to-one interviews with client should be reviewed
and discussed in the interim project review session.
In order to clarify and interpret these issues correctly, the researcher decided to have a
meeting with the Calderpeel quality representative.

• Activity six: meeting with Calderpeel's quality representative
The meeting took place on 20th July 2004 in the Calderpeel meeting room. The
purpose of this meeting was to discuss the changes proposed by the external ISO
consultant.
Taking the first and second issues, the suggestion was rejected by the Calderpeel
quality representative. These two issues Calderpeel's external ISO consultant
suggested was to in line with Calderpeel's ISO 9001 flow chart. However, the
overview of the process and activity descriptions was detailed in the section 7 of
QWO1 Calderpeel guidelines for interim project review (see Appendix L).
Considering the third issue, the idea of conducting one-to-one interviews with the
client was adopted by the Calderpeel quality representative and it was decided to
focus on 'high' focus projects. The quality representative also assigned herself to
conduct the one-to-one interviews with the client work in her role as Calderpeel
business development manager (see Table 6.7).
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Table 6.7 The responsibility and approval authority for high and lowfocus projects
(version 2)
Responsibility and approval authority
Roles

Types of project
After

Before (see Table 6.4)

Associate I team leader

Associate / team leader

Low Focus

Team leader

Team leader

High Focus

Business development/
Job runner

Job runner

Low Focus

Job runner

Job runner

Moderator High Focus

Reviewer

High Focus

Project team / other teams Project team / other teams
/directors / clients etc.
Participant ____________________ /directors / clients etc.
Low Focus

Project team

Project team

The final issue proposed was adopted by the Calderpeel quality representative, and
that the feedback from one-to-one interviews with the client would be discussed in the
interim project review session (see Appendix L section 7). The rationale for this
decision was to ensure client involvement and to further deeper the relationship with
the client.

Based on these responses, the fifth version of the interim project review process was
produced by the researcher and became part of the Calderpeel quality document
system; namely, the QW1 interim project review handbook (Revision A) (see
Appendix M). This document was sent to the Calderpeel quality representative on
21st July 2004.
The quality representative gave her feedback on 4th August 2004 and stated:

"Its mad busy here as usual and I'm conscious that I've given you no
information, so rather than wait and give you a detailed explanation I
am sending two [filesj through and we can discuss later."
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6.4.2 Reflection
1. Human capital
The principal variable at work in the action taking phase of innovation appeared to be
the 'individual' (the researcher) role. The researcher realised that two practical
problems appeared in this phase. First, the lack of expertise and experience in
developing and implementing ISO 9001 was still the major obstacle in the interim
project review process innovation activity. Although Calderpeel ISO 9001 system
has been in place from April 2004 (but not accredited), the researcher found that staff
from Calderpeel had little working knowledge and experience of the system. The
researcher found that ISO 9001 system was solely developed by Calderpeel's external
ISO consultant and that inadequate training had taken place to build up ISO 9001
knowledge and capability all levels. The researcher found that her role was very
much the same as Calderpeel's external ISO consultant. Any good practice generated
by the researcher, therefore, was not being readily absorbed by Calderpeel.

Second, the lack of time by Calderpeel staff to develop the interim project review
process was evident in the low level of employee participation. The researcher
consistently found that other task group members were extremely busy and could not
find 'time' to support the innovation. The researcher found herself having to play a
considerable 'championing' and 'motivating role.' The researcher had to move the
iterative process forward consistently by herself to show evidence of action and
change, and, in so doing, assist in envisioning and motivating Calderpeel task force
members.

In summary, the lack of internal capability, and time to move the innovation forward
were again evident. This is consistent with the key findings from the exploratory
phase.

2. Structure capital
There were two practical problems with respect to structure capital which appeared in
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this phase. First, a lack of a formalised documentation system within Calderpeel
remained a constraint in sharing information between the researcher and the
Calderpeel quality representative in real time. When the researcher asked for more
samples of working documents related to the two pilot projects, for example, the
Calderpeel quality representative said:
"I am sure I can get same Ithe project fee letter examples if you
want."
And for at least ten minutes, the Calderpeel quality representative made phone calls
asking staff about the document:
"I thought everyone have Ithese project fee letter
documents ...... .You haven't seen them. So you don't have one of
them.............Does anyone have one of copies?"
By the end of the meeting, the researcher still did not receive the information.
The introduction of a formal procedure of interim project review highlighted a
potential tension for small firms engaged in innovation activity. Small firms tend to
have few formal processes. ISO 9000 quality management system, however, requires
a significant degree of forrnalisation. Insistence on adherence to such formal
procedures was seen to detract from the organic nature of Calderpeel. In order to
avoid this, the idea of 'high focus' and 'low focus' was introduced into this
innovation. The proposed systems allowed for flexibility, and, where possible, the
interim project review process to be symbiotic with current work practices and, as a
consequence, 'resource light' and 'disruption free.'
Second, the lack of senior management implementation through the team structure
was again evident. The researcher was the only person who mainly developed and
implemented the interim project review process innovation. The Calderpeel quality
representative 'reactively' led the innovation activity, as her prioritises were on dayto-day, fee income producing projects. The ideas the researcher suggested were
rarely challenged or questioned by the Calderpeel quality representative.
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In summary, the lack of formalised structures and documentation systems, and lack of
senior management in the innovation implementation activity through the team
structure were found to be main obstacles in the action taking phase. This is
consistent with the key findings from the exploratory phase.

3. Relationship capital
The relationship capital in the action taking phase was principally located in external
and internal interactions at a 'social level.' Internal interactions were through
informal meetings/discussions between the researcher and the Calderpeel quality
representative, the researcher and Calderpeel's two associate directors, and Calderpeel
itself. External interactions were through informal meeting between the Calderpeel
quality representative and its external ISO consultant. In these interaction activities,
the role of the researcher and Calderpeel's external ISO consultant was to bring new
knowledge and changes into the company. The role of the researcher in this project
was more like that of an external consultant, rather than an embedded action
researcher.

The interim project review procedure addressed the importance of the 'client
tmt'v&.' Vuxther, this criterion in terms of the 'good experience working with
this client' was defined by Ca]derpeel as the principal distinctive characteristic
between 'low' focus and 'high' focus projects. This stressed the importance of client
interaction at an 'operational level.'

In summary, relationship capital in this phase was located at a 'social' level. The
source of ideas and their application was not targeted at a specific project. The lack
of operational relationship capital was found to be a key obstacle in the action taking
phase. This is consistent with the key findings from the exploratory phase.

4. Knowledge capital
In a social context, a team working environment for the meetings was in the
Calderpeel meeting room. The shared office environment provided the opportunities
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to increase interactions between the researcher, Calderpeel' s external ISO consultant
and Calderpeel's senior management.
In a technical context, this took the form of e-mails and telephone. First, the
feedbacks on the interim project review process documents from other participants
(such as Calderpeel' s senior management and quality representative, and its external
ISO consultant) were by e-mails. The use of 'e-mail' technology helped the
knowledge capturing and sharing activity. Also it helped the researcher to set up the
meeting with the Calderpeel quality representative. Second, the use of 'telephone'
communication tool in the action taking phase was an alternative tool. Many
discussions and ideas exchange between the researcher and the Calderpeel quality
representative were through the telephone conversation, when the Calderpeel quality
representative made no response in e-mails.
In summary, knowledge capital was initially stimulated through the 'technical system'
through the 'encoded' documents (interim project review procedure) and by
communication via e-mail and telephone. This provided the platform to commit
Calderpeel staff to the 'social system' meeting. The source of ideas and their
application, again, did not target at a specific project. This is consistent with the key
findings from the exploratory phase.

6.5 Action evaluation
6.5.1 Practice
The QW1 interim project review handbook (Revision A) (see Appendix M) has been
in place from the end of July 2004. At this time, the task force anticipated an
immediate impact from the interim project review process on the effectiveness of
Calderpeel.
The initial external assessment for Calderpeel ISO 9001 accreditation was planned for
AugustlSeptember 2004. By the end of July, the researcher was informed by the
Calderpeel quality representative that the external assessment for Calderpeel ISO
9001 accreditation was postponed to February 2005 due to the company workload.
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This argument was advanced by the Calderpeel quality representative who noted that:

"Our [ISOI consultant thinks that we are not ready yet. Our system is
like a new painting on the wall."
Based on the documents the Calderpeel quality representative sent, the sixth version
of the interim project review handbook - QW1 Interim project review handbook
(Revision B) was revised by the researcher (see Appendix N).

By the end of January 2005, the interim project review process had not been
implemented.

6.5.2 Reflection
1. Human capital
The human capital was found to be embedded within the capacity, ability and
motivation of individual (the researcher). The lack of senior management
implementation, the low level of employee participation (despite have the capability
of doing so), and the lack of time to develop and implement the innovation, were
found to be key obstacles in the interim project review process development.

The researcher believed that four principal reasons were main obstacles in the
development and implementation of the interim project review process. First, the
idea of the interim project review process was introduced and, to certain extent,
championed by the action researcher. The researcher believed that the top
management did not organically and intrinsically support the interim project review
process innovation. This lack of ownership the innovation idea might well have
manifested itself in the subsequent lack of senior management vision and support.

Second, senior management did not efficiently drive the interim project review
process innovation into the organisation. The Calderpeel's management (senior
management and middle management) were positively impressed, intrigued and
motivated to pursue the proposed development approach. However, in reality senior
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management did not drive the interim project review process into the organisation as
it was not a prioritised project-specific, fee earning activity. This issue led to the
third issue.
Third, the lack of prioritisation the interim project review process innovation was
shaped by, and shaped, the lack of time to allocate to the innovation. Terms like 'no
time' and 'busy' were regularly mentioned.
Finally, the lack of internal capability became a constraint in the development and
implementation of the interim project review process innovation. When the
researcher asked for the opinion on the changes, sentences like 'I don't know', was
regularly used. The discussions and meetings were principally led by the researcher.
The issues and opinions the researcher suggested were rarely questioned and
challenged by other participants.
In summary, the lack of top management vision, the lack of senior management
support for implementation, the lack of internal capability, and the lack of time
variables were the main constraints in this collaborative endeavour. This is
consistent with the key flnings from the exploratory phase.

2. Structure capital
Considering structure capital, the lack of formalised structures and documentation
systems and lack of senior management to drive innovation through the team structure
to develop and implement the innovation activities, were found to be key obstacles.
First, the lack of formalised structures and documentation systems within Calderpeel
was found to be the key obstacle in the interim project review process development
and implementation. First, a lack of a formalised structure for linking and coordinating people together resulted in a loose alliance between the researcher and
Calderpeel. For example, information about this action research was passed within
the task group members on an informal basis. Second, a lack of documentation
system to encode the issues raised in the discussions/meetings increased
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information/knowledge uncertainty.

Second, the lack of senior management support from inception through to
implementation through the team structure at an operational level was found to be a
key obstacle in the interim project review process innovation development and
implementation.

In summary, the lack of the formalised structure and documentation system, and the
lack of senior management implementation through the team structure were found to
be key obstacles to progress innovation. This is consistent with the key findings from
the exploratory phase.

3. Relationship capital
The relationship capital within the interim project review process innovation
development and implementation was mainly located at the 'social' level, i.e. nonproject specific innovation needs. The action research indicated that social
relationship capital only helped the researcher to gain help and support to carry out
her particular 'objectives' (the development of interim project review process
innovation). This innovation, therefore, did not benefit from having 'operational'
relationship capital to drive the innovation forward.

In summary, the lack of operational relationship capital was found to be the main
obstacle in the interim project review process innovation development and
implementation. This is consistent with the key findings from the exploratory phase.

4. Knowledge capital
The necessity for a combination of the social context and technical context was
confirmed in the development and implementation of the interim project review
process innovation. The knowledge capital within the interim project review process
development and implementation was stimulated through the 'technical system'
through the documents such as the company workshop report, the action research plan
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and by communication via e-mails, the internet and telephone. This provided the
platform to commit Calderpeel staff to the 'social system' such as the company
workshop, and discussions/meetings in the Calderpeel company environment. The
application of knowledge capital for the interim project review process innovation,
however, did not meet a specific-project need, instead of being a supporting process
for Calderpeel Iso 9001 accreditation. This issue was found to be the main
constraint in the interim project review process innovation development and
implementation.
In summary, the source of ideas and their application from a combination of social
and operational contexts, which did not target at a specific-project, was found to be a
int o1ostt\t to tct ittrm project review process innovation development and
implementation. This is consistent with the key findings from the exploratory phase.

6.6 Specifying learning
6.6.1 Practice
Specifying learning for Calderpeel arguably did not happen within the action research
period. The development and implementation of the interim project review activity
has 'paused' at the action taking phase (see Figure 6.2). It is the intention of
Calderpeel to reactivate the interim project review activity in early 2005.

Diagnosis

Action
planning

Specif'inj
learning

Block

Figure 6.2 Learning blockfor Calderpeel
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At this moment, Calderpeel have not captured any learning from the implementation
of the interim project review process as it has not been implemented in a real world
project setting.

6.6.2 Reflection
The following summarises the key reflections of the action research process. The
purpose of specifying learning, as shown in Figure 6.3, is to draw generic lessons
which can feed into subsequent (or concurrent) innovation activity.
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Diagnosis

specifying
learning of
interim
project
review
process

Action
planning

Interim project
review process
innovation

Action
taking

Action
evaluation

Figure 6.3 The specifying learningfor the researcher

There are two generic specifying learning themes for the researcher. First, learning
blocks within Calderpeel with regard to the development and implementation of the
interim project review process are given (see Section 6.5.2). Second, mechanisms to
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overcome these blocks for concurrent / future innovation activity are offered.

1. Human capital
Four key human capital variables emerged from the interim project review process
innovation: lack of top management 'championing'; senior management not driving
the implementation through the team structure; low level of employee buy in; and,
lack of time to develop and implement the innovation activity (see Section 6.5.2).
The specifying learning for concurrent / future innovation is that these four key
human capital variables should be appropriately addressed to bring about successful
innovation activity. They are discussed below.

First, top management did not organically and intrinsically champion and support the
interim project review process innovation. The interim project review process idea
did not directly come from senior management vision; rather, it came principally from
the researcher. This lack of ownership of the genus of the innovative idea might well
have manifested itself in the subsequent lack of 'championing' of the innovation.

Second, senior management did not drive the implementation through the team
structure, which resulted in the low level of employee participation. The specifying
learning for further innovation activity is that senior management must drive, and seen
to be driving, the innovation from inception through to implementation. The senior
management commitment and involvement also would encourage staff to get involved
in the innovation activity.

Third, inadequate resources were dedicated to the innovation because of full resource
allocation to day-to-day fee income producing project activity. Innovation activity
needs to be appropriately promoted and resourced, without this innovation will
whither, and staff will increasingly view non-project specific future innovation
activity as doomed to failure.

Finally, the company lacked appropriate internal capability in ISO 9000 quality
management system which was necessary to locate and develop the interim project
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review process innovation. Innovation activity needs to have adequate capability; if
this is not present in the firm, the necessaiy capability needs to be recruited or
developed internally through training and development; or, relevant external expertise
brought in. In the case of external expertise, effort should be made to transfer this
capability to firm staff, so that this capability is available after the external agent has
gone.
In summary, top management championing and support, senior management
implementation, the allocation of resources and the ownership of innovation are the
main key variables to progressing innovation activity.

2. Structure capital
The key structure capital variable identified from the interim project review process
innovation was the lack of the formalised structures and documentation systems (see
Section 6.5.2). The specifring learning for concurrent I future innovation is that this
key structure capital variable must be adequately addressed for successful innovation
activity.
There is a need for adequate formalised structures and documentation systems to
develop and implement innovation activity. First, a formalised structure enables
roles and responsibility to be clearly assigned to progress the innovation. This
formalisation legitimates the innovation through positional power or authority to
capture the rationale and necessary information for the innovation and to share that
information, is required. Second, formalised documentation systems in place with,
an inevitable result, good practice and lessons learned will be captured and shared for
future use. Further, the formalisation must be balanced with a need to keep any
process 'resource light,' and to be sympathetic to current work practices.

3. Relationship capital
The lack of operational relationship capital was identified as key variable from the
interim project review process innovation (see Section 6.5.2). The specifying
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learning for concurrent / future innovation is that this key relafionship capital variable
must be present for successful innovation activity. The specifying learning for
further innovation is that the innovation activity has to be tangibly linked to project
activity. The operational relationship capital (i.e. project-specific needs) allows the
project work to be organised and controlled by appropriate individuals with
responsibility.

4. Knowledge capital
A combination of social and technical knowledge capital channelled to a specific
project was identified as key variable from the interim project review process
innovation from a knowledge capital perspective (see Section 6.5.2). Innovation
supported by technical knowledge capital inadequately generates, shares, leverages
and exploits tacit knowledge possessed by knowledge workers.

6.7 Summary and link
This chapter has presented the key findings from the action research phase of the case
study. The next chapter brings together the key results from the exploratory phase
and the action research phase of a case study to test the hypotheses set out in Chapter
3.
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7.0 Testing of research hypotheses
7.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a discussion of key results from the exploratory phase (see
Chapter 5) and the action research phase (see Chapter 6) of the case study by testing
the meta hypothesis and six sub-hypotheses. The knowledge-based innovation
concept model (see Figure 3.1) proved to be useful in both understanding innovation
(the exploratory phase of case study) and managing innovation activity (the action
research phase of case study), and, in so doing, provides a basis for testing the
hypotheses set out in Chapter 3. Two principal types of innovation were identified in
the exploratory phase of the case study: explorative innovation (see Section 5.5); and,
exploitative innovation (see Section 5.6). An exploitative innovation - interim
project review process innovation - was tested and validated in the action research
phase of the case study (see Chapter 6).

7.2 Types of knowledge-based innovation
Two types of innovation within the company were identified as explorative innovation
(see Section 5.5) and exploitative innovation (see Section 5.6). The concept of
exploitative and explorative innovation was found to be a useful and valid way of
understanding knowledge-based innovation. The research findings indicate that firms
achieve short-term 'project-based' success with explorative innovation (see Figure 7.1
mode 1) and potential long-term 'organisational' success with exploitative innovation
(see Figure 7.1 mode 2).
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Mode 2: Exploitative innovation

Mode 1: Explorative innovation

Figure 7.1 Types of knowledge-based innovation

Explorative innovation (mode 1) focuses on client facing, specific-project needs
(external fee income producing project), resulting in effective and efficient delivery of
services to satisfy current external project needs; whilst exploitative innovation (mode
2) focuses on organisational and general client development activity, resulting in
organisational effectiveness and efficiency improvement, and, in so doing, potentially
generating sustainable competitive advantage. The distinctive feature of exploitative
innovation (compared to explorative innovation) is that new phenomena, systems or
structures are more readily embedded in the structure capital of the firm. In contrast,
explorative innovation tends to rotate around specific projects and the lessons learned
are not encoded into the structure capital of the firm for subsequent retrieval and use.

The next section will test the research hypotheses set out in Chapter 3 on the basis on
the data gathered and analysed in the case study (see Chapter 5 and 6).

7.3 Hypothesis 1: Knowledge-based resources
The first hypothesis posed in Section 3.4 was concerned with knowledge-based
resources.
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Hypothesis 1: A small construction knowledge-intensive professional service
firm which develops integrated individual, organisational and client human
capital, structure capital, and relationship capital will generate a more
appropriate stock of resources for successful innovation.
Hypothesis 1 consists of three sub-hypotheses. They are discussed below. At the
end of this section, Hypothesis 1 will be discussed (see Section 7.3.4).

7.3.1 Hypothesis 1-1: Human capital

Hypothesis 1-1: A small construction knowledge-intensive professional
service firm which develops integrated individual, organisational and client
human capital will generate a more appropriate stock of human capital
resources which will contribute to successful innovation.
The analysis of the data from the exploratory phase and the action research phase
provides general support for Hypothesis 1-1.

Explorative innovation
The human capital for explorative innovation identified in the exploratory phase was
embedded within the capacity, ability and motivation of staff (see Section 5.5.1) and
external supply chain partners (see Section 5.5.3).

In successful explorative innovation, human capital was focused on a specific project
at an 'operational' level with knowledge being elicited, mobilised and integrated from
individual, organisational and client 'social' and 'operational' sources to progress
project challenges with innovative solutions, e.g. new designs (innovation 3) (see
Section 5.5.1). It was found that successful explorative innovation was mainly relied
on staff (including individual knowledge workers, management and the client)
working together through the team structure. The tangible and immediate project
focus gave the innovation activity sufficient priority to secure adequate commitment
and resources to ensure its success.

In contrast, in unsuccessful explorative innovation, knowledge from individual,
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organisational and client human capital tended to be located at a non-project specific
'social' level, rather that at a project-specific 'operational' level, e.g. new materials
(innovation 6) (see Section 5.5.1). These bodies of knowledge, without an
integrating project context, were characterised as being disjointed with each other.
Innovation activity from these sources, unless brought together and reconfigured to
meet the needs of a particular project, lacked the prioritisation and legitimisation to
claim resources to bring about successful innovation.
In summary, explorative innovation Hypothesis 1-1 was confirmed, i.e. successful
innovation was characterised by integrated, operational human capital around a focal
project context; whilst unsuccessful innovation was evidenced by disjointed bodies of
knowledge located at a social level without the benefit of an integrating project
conduit.

Exploitative innovation
The human capital for exploitative innovation in the exploratory phase was embedded
within the capacity, ability and motivation of staff (see Section 5.6.1) and external
supply chain partners (see Section 5.6.3), particularly clients and suppliers.
Successful exploitative innovation was found to have the motivation of senior
management to drive the innovation through the team structure to successful
implementation, and to encourage appropriate employee participation in the process
(see Section 5.6.1). First, the senior management role was seen as very much
encouraging the integration of individual and organisational human capital through
appropriate teamwork around projects. Projects for exploitative innovation were
reviewed as 'internal' projects (rather than 'external' fee producing projects). Once
this teamwork was in place, individual knowledge workers engaged with client human
capital within the context of a specific project, e.g. mission statement (innovation 1),
liP (innovation 2), company restructure (innovation 4) (see Section 5.6.1). The key
factor in successful exploitative innovation was senior management involvement in
'implementation activity.' The research findings indicate that in idea creation, senior
management has a boundary spanning role as they have sufficient knowledge of
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everyone's work, the firm, customers, suppliers, and the industry, to be able to
integrate the divergent views of the stakeholders, and to come up with appropriate
ideas. There were four important dimensions to the role of senior management in
driving and implementing innovation activities: the allocation of project work into the
team, teamwork supervision, the training and development of staff, and the motivation
of staff to participate in innovation activity.

In contrast, unsuccessful exploitative innovation was characterised by three key
human capital variables: lack of top management 'championing' of the innovation;
senior management not driving the implementation of the innovation through the team
structure; low level of employee participation; and, lack of time for staff to develop
and implement the innovation activity, e.g. seminars (innovation 5), Learndirect
project (innovation 7) (see Section 5.6.1). The key findings were confirmed through
testing and validating in the action research phase. They are discussed below.

First, the key role of senior management in framing and prioritising innovation
activity was confirmed as a key human capital variable for exploitative innovation
success (see Section 6.2.2). This provided the innovation activity with the necessary
'championing' to forge and resource the bringing together of individual and
organisational human capital (see Section 6.5.2 and 6.6.2). When the new idea did
not directly come from the senior management, the motivation to champion the
innovation was seen to be weaker (see Section 6.6.2).

Second, senior management did not drive the implementation through the team
structure, which resulted in the third factor, low level of employee participation (see
Section 6.5.2 and 6.6.2). Senior management must drive, and seen to be driving, the
innovation from inception through to implementation. The senior management
commitment and involvement was seen to encourage staff to get involved in the
innovation activity.

Third, the lack of the internal capability was confirmed to be a key constraint to
progress innovation (see Section 6.3.2, 6.4.2, 6.5.2 and 6.6.2). Innovation activity
needs to have adequate capability; if this is not present in the firm, the necessary
capability needs to be recruited in, or developed internally through training and
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development; or, relevant external expertise brought in.
Finally, the lack of the capacity to ensure adequate allocation of time and resources to
move the innovation forward was confirmed to be a key constraint to progress
innovation (see Section 6.3.2, 6.4.2, 6.5.2 and 6.6.2). Innovation activity needs to be
appropriately promoted and resourced. Otherwise, it was observed that company
resources were allocated to day-to-day fee income producing project activity.
In summary, exploitative innovation Hypothesis 1-I was confirmed, i.e. successful
innovation was characterised by integrated, operational human capital around a
tangible, client driven business need; whilst unsuccessful innovation was evidenced
by disjointed bodies of knowledge located at a social level without the benefit of an
integrating client-driven business need.

Summary

In combination, the findings cot explorative and exploitative innovation support
Hypothesis 1-1, and indicate the following positions shown in Figure 7.2. The left
hand side of diagram depicts successful innovation supported by an integrated,
dynamic operational' project and/or client-driven business human capital locus. In
contrast, the right hand side of diagram indicates that where there is no specific
project or client-driven business focus, innovation fails because of disjointed and
unfocused bodies of knowledge residing in individual, organisational and client
human capitals at a social level.
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BirTM,s

(A) Integrated human capital

(B) Disjointed human capital

Figure 7.2 Hypothesis 1-1: Integrated and disjointed human capitalfor erplorative and
erploitative innovation

7.3.2 Hypothesis 1-2: Structure capital
Hypothesis 1-2: A small construction knowledge-intensive professional
servicefirm which develops integrated individual, organisational and client
structure capital will generate a more appropriate stock of structure capital
resources which will contribute to successful innovation.
The analysis of the data for explorative innovation from the exploratory phase does
not provide evidence to support for Hypothesis 1-2. On the other hand, the analysis
of the data for exploitative innovation from the exploratory phase and the action

research phase provides broad support for Hypothesis 1-2.

• Explorative innovation
The structure capital for explorative innovation identified in the exploratory phase
was the creation and maintenance of appropriate team structures to enable purposeful

and productive project-based teamwork. There was no 'quantitative' innovation
performance measurement system to determine the success of innovation activity (see
Section 5.5.2).
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In successful explorative innovation, structure capital was found to have enduring
senior management support for the setting up and maintenance of enabling team
structures from inception through to implementation which stimulated and developed
team-based ideas at an operational level (see Section 5.5.2). Two issues were raised.
First, the senior management was seen to be the key enabler to bring together
individual structure capital through the organisational team structure and to promote
their engagement with client structure capital within the context of a specific project.
Second, the team and communication structures encouraged and enabled ideas to be
generated, progressed and integrated from individual and external supplier chain
partners' structure capital to create team-based ideas to feed into specific project
needs. It was found that the success of explorative innovation is often not embedded
in the organisational structure capital due to management attention and company
resources being constantly focused on current or future project-specific considerations.

In contrast, in unsuccessful explorative innovation, individually created ideas, derived
from his or her 'social' relationship capital, were found to be inappropriate for
specific project needs, and were pursued relatively independently of the team
structure, e.g. new materials (innovation 6) (see Section 5.5.2). Three issues were
raised. First, without an integrating project hub, senior management did not commit
to setting up and maintaining appropriate structures to support the innovation activity.
Second, without these team and communication structures, individual structure capital
was separate from organisational and client structure capital. The individual,
organisation or external supplier chain partners' structure capital did not become
embedded at an operational structure capital level. Finally, the lack of specific
structure capital was seen to limit the amount of relevant information within the
organisational structure capital (see Section 5.5.2).

In summary, for explorative innovation Hypothesis 1-2 was falsified. Evidence
shows that there was no integrated individual, organisational, and external supply
chain partners' structure capital within successful explorative innovation.
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• Exploitative innovation
The structure capital for exploitative innovation within the exploratoiy phase was
embedded within formalised administrative systems, team structures, and computer
systems. There were no quantitative innovation performance measurement systems
(see Section 5.6.2).
The successful exploitative innovation was found to have: formalised structures and
documentation systems; enduring senior management support from inception through
to implementation; and, supported by an enabling team structure which stimulated and
developed team work at an operational level, e.g. mission statement (innovation 1),
liP (innovation 2), company restructure (innovation 4) (see Section 5.6.2). In all of
these innovations, the principal focus was to develop the structure capital in some
way. The success of exploitative innovation was seen to be dependent on formalised
structures and documentation systems. In addition, senior management support
through 'the team structure' was essential for driving and implementing innovation
activities such as the allocation of project work into the team and the supervision of
teamwork.
In contrast, the unsuccessful exploitative innovation was found to have: no formalised
structures and documentation systems; and, no senior management support to drive
the innovation down into the organisation, e.g. seminars (innovation 5), Learndirect
project (innovation 7) (see Section 5.6.2). The key findings were confirmed through
testing and validating in the action research phase. They are discussed below.
First, the key role of the formalised structures and documentation systems, and the
key role of senior management endeavour in driving the innovation implementation
through the organisational team structure were confirmed as the key flictors to
develop and implement innovation activity (see Section 6.2.2). Further, it was
emphasised that formalisation must be balanced with a need to keep any process
'resource light,' and to be sympathetic to current organisational structure capital (see
Section 6.6.2).
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Second, the lack of a formalised structure and documentation system was confirmed
to be a key constraint to progress innovation (see Section 6.3.2, 6.4.2, 6.5.2 and 6.6.2).
The need for a formalised structure to enable roles and responsibilities to be clearly
assigned to progress the innovation and the need for formalised documentation
systems to capture and share good practice and lessons learned for future use was
confirmed as a critical element for the success of the interim project review process
innovation (see Section 6.6.2).

Finally, the lack of senior management in the innovation implementation activity
through the organisational team structure was found to be an obstacle in the
progression of the innovation activity (see Section 6.3.2, 6.4.2, 6.5.2 and 6.6.2).
Senior management was seen as having a key role in bringing together individual,
organisational and external supplier chain partners' structure capital to progress
specific project needs.

In summary, exploitative innovation Hypothesis 1-2 was confirmed, i.e. successful
innovation was characterised by integrated, operational structure capital around a
tangible, client-driven business need; whilst unsuccessful innovation was evidenced
by disjointed structures and encoded knowledge located at a social level without the
benefit of an integrating client-driven business need.

• Summary
Figure 7.3 (A) shows successful exploitative innovation supported by an integrated,
dynamic 'operational' project andlor client-driven business structure capital locus. In
contrast, Figure 7.3 (B) presents that where there is no specific project or client-driven
business focus, innovation fails because of disjointed and unfocused structures and
encoded knowledge residing in individual, organisational and external supply chain
partners' structure capitals at a social level.
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BarTIerI

(A) Integrated structure capital

(B) Disjointed structure capital

Figure 7.3 Hypothesis 1-2: Integrated and disjointed structure cap ital for exploitative
innovation

7.3.3 Hypothesis 1-3: Relationship capital
Hypothesis 1-3: A small construction knowledge-intensive professional
service firm which develops integrated individual, organisational and client
relationship capital will generate a more appropriate stock of relationship
capital resources which will contribute to successful innovation.
The analysis of the data from the exploratory phase and the action research phase
provides general support for Hypothesis 1-3.

• Explorative innovation
The relationship capital for explorative innovation within the exploratory phase was
located at internal and external supply chain partners' interaction domains of activity,
particular clients and suppliers (see Section 5.5.3).

In successful explorative innovation, knowledge from individual, organisational and
client 'operational' and 'social' relationship capital sources was integrated and fed
into specific-project needs, e.g. new designs (innovation 3) (see Section 5.5.3). It
was found that rich resources of relationship capital provided the variety of new ideas
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to fuel successful explorative innovation. For example, within a project context,
knowledge from external supplier chain partners (e.g. suppliers) was fed into a
specific project.

In contrast, unsuccessful explorative innovation was underpinned solely by 'social'
relationship capital sources which did not meet project-specific innovation needs - be
their 'external' fee income projects or 'internal' project to promote organisational and
general client development activity, e.g. new materials (innovation 6) (see Section
5.5.3). The bodies of knowledge from individual, organisational and external supply
chain partners' relationship capital, without an integrating project context, were
characterised as being disjointed with each other.

In summary, explorative innovation Hypothesis 1-3 was confirmed, i.e. successful
innovation was characterised by integrated, operational relationship capital around a
focal project context; whilst unsuccessful innovation was evidenced by disjointed
bodies of relationship knowledge located at a social level without the benefit of an
integrating project focus.

Exploitative innovation
The relationship capital for exploitative innovation within the exploratory phase was
located at internal and external supply chain partners' interaction domains of activity,
particular clients, suppliers, and business advisers (see Section 5.6.3). The role of
'business adviser' was particularly stressed in exploitative innovation. The business
adviser seems to be an important source of knowledge and information external to the
company. The need for the company to be appropriated involved in such external
business networks is thus especially important, as it often does not have the
knowledge and resource needed to develop innovations on their own. The business
advisers advised on generic company strategy and organisation rather than
architectural professional issues.

In successful exploitative innovation, knowledge from individual, organisational and
client 'operational' and 'social' relationship capital sources were integrated and fed
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into specific-project needs, e.g. mission statement (innovation I), liP (innovation 2),
company restructure (innovation 4) (see Section 5.6.3). In contrast, unsuccessful
exploitative innovation was underpinned solely by 'social' relationship capital sources
which did not feed into project-specific innovation rather than non-project-specific
innovation (such as organisational and general client development activity), e.g.
seminars (innovation 5), Learndirect project (innovation 7) (see Section 5.6.3). The
key findings were tested and validated in the action research phase.
The relationship capital for exploitative innovation within the action research phase
was located at 'social' level, i.e. non-project specific innovation needs (see Section
6.2.2, 6.3.2, 6.4.2, 6.5.2 and 6.6.2). The lack of operational relationship capital was
confirmed as the key obstacle for the success of the interim project review process
innovation (see Section 6.2.2, 6.3.2, 6.4.2, 6.5.2 and 6.6.2). The innovation activity
has to be tangibly linked to project activity (i.e. project-specific needs) which brought
together individual, organisational, and client operational relationship capital (see
Section 6.6.2).
In summary, exploitative innovation Hypothesis 1-3 was confirmed, i.e. successful
innovation was characterised by integrated, operational relationship capital around a
tangible, client-driven business need; whilst unsuccessful innovation was evidenced
by disjointed bodies of relationship knowledge located at a social level without the
benefit of an integrating client-driven business need.

Summary

In combination, the findings for explorative and exploitative innovation support
Hypothesis 1-3, and indicate the following positions shown in Figure 7.4. The left
hand side of diagram depicts successful innovation supported by an integrated,
dynamic 'operational' project andlor client-driven business relationship capital locus.
In contrast, the right hand side of diagram indicates that where there is no specific
project or client-driven business focus, innovation fails because of disjointed and
unfocused bodies of knowledge residing in individual, organisational and client
relationship capitals at a social level.
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(A) Integrated relationship capital

(B) Disjointed relationship capital

Figure 7.4 Hypothesis 1-3: Integrated and disjointed relationship cap ital for explorative
and exploitative innovation

7.3.4 Comment on Hypothesis I
Hypothesis 1 examines the knowledge-based resources for innovation. Table 7.1
summarises the outcome of the testing of the hypothesis.

Table 7.1 Summary of Hypothesis 1
Testing results
(Confirmed/ Falsified)

Hypothesis

Exploralive innovation Exploitative innovation
Confirmed

Hi: knowledge-based resources Falsified
H 1-I: HC

Confirmed

Confirmed

H 1-2: SC

Falsified

Confirmed

H 1-3: RC

Confirmed

Confirmed

I

The research findings present a varied picture depending on whether the innovation
was explorative or exploitative in nature. For exploitative innovation, Hypothesis 1
was confirmed. Successful exploitative innovation was characterised by integrated
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individual, organisational and client human capital (see Section 7.3.1), structure
capital (see Section 7.3.2), and relationship capital (see Section 7.3.3) around a
specific client-driven need. The unsuccessful exploitative innovation was
characterised by fragmented and unfocused individual, organisational and client
human capital (see Section 7.3.1), structure capital (see Section 7.3.2), and
relationship capital (see Section 7.3.3), and did not benefit from a specific clientdriven need.

For explorative innovation, Hypothesis I appeared to not be falsified. Successful
explorative innovation is characterised by integrated individual, organisational and
client human capital (see Section 7.3.1) and relationship capital (see Section 7.3.3)
around a specific project. The need for integrated individual, organisational, and
client structure capital (see Section 7.3.2) was found not to be a prerequisite for
successful innovation.

The next section will describe Hypothesis 2 related to capabilities.

7.4 Hypothesis 2: Capabilities
The second hypothesis posed in Section 3.4 was concerned with capabilities.

Hypothesis 2: A small construction knowledge-intensive professional service
firm which generates and integrates exploitative and explorative capabilIties
through appropriate interaction between human capital, structure capital,
and relationship capital will generate appropriate knowledge capital to
stimulate and support successful innovation.
Hypothesis 2 consists of three sub-hypotheses. They are discussed below. At the
end of this section, Hypothesis 2 will be discussed (see Section 7.4.4).

7.4.1 Hypothesis 2-1: Link between human capital and
relationship capital
Hypothesis 2-1: A small construction knowledge-intensive professional
service firm which generates and integrates exploitative and explorative
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capabilities through appropriate interaction between relationship capital and
human capital will make a positive contribution to knowledge capital.
The analysis of the data from the exploratory phase and the action research phase
provides broad support for Hypothesis 2-1.

Explorative innovation
In the exploratory phase of the case study, successful explorative innovation was
supported by explorative capability generated by relationship capital and human
capital interaction at an 'operational' level, e.g. new designs (innovation 3) (see
Section 5.5.1 and 5.5.3). it was evident that knowledge workers actively drew upon
their operational and social relationship capital sources to acquire information and
knowledge that was relevant to current specific projects.

In unsuccessful explorative innovation, it was evident that there was inadequate
operational explorative capability generated by relationship capital and human capital;
rather, the interaction was at a social level decoupled fom the ecc reecs oc
project, e.g. new materials (innovation 6) (see Section 5.5.1 and 5.5.3).

In summary, explorative innovation Hypothesis 2-1 was confirmed, i.e. successful
innovation was supported by explorative capability generated by operational
relationship capital and human capital interaction around a specific project context;
whilst unsuccessful innovation was evidenced by disjointed interaction between social
relationship capital and human capital in non-specific project domains.

Exploitative innovation
In the exploratory phase of the case study, in successful exploitative innovation,
exploitative capability was evident when relationship capital and human capital was
engaged with operational project, client-driven business needs, e.g. mission statement
(innovation 1), liP (innovation 2), company restructure (innovation 4) (see Section
5.6.1 and 5.6.3). It was found that ideas for successful exploitative innovation came

from 'operational' and 'social' relationship capital sources which were fed into a
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specific project (innovation 1 and innovation 3 were used to support innovation 2: liP
accreditation project).
In unsuccessful exploitative innovation, there was inadequate exploitative capability
generated by relationship capital and human capital interaction at an operational level;
rather, it tended to be located at a 'sterile' social level which was viewed by staff as
not being relevant for their immediate project work, e.g. seminars (innovation 5),
Learndirect project (innovation 7) (see Section 5.6.1 and 5.6.3). The key finings
were tested and validated in the action research phase. They are discussed below.
The lack of exploitative capability brought about by inadequate and inappropriate
relationship capital and human capital interaction at an operational level within the
action research phase was confirmed as a key obstacle for the success of the interim
project review process innovation (see Section 6.2.2, 6.3.2, 6.4.2, 6.5.2 and 6.6.2).
Two mechanisms were identified as core constraints for this innovation success.
First, the idea of the interim project review process did not come from 'operational'
relationship capital source; rather, it came principally from the researcher, i.e. from an
external 'social' relationship capital source. This lack of ownership by the senior
management of the genus of the innovative idea manifested itself in the subsequent
lack of Calderpeel senior management 'championing' of the innovation. Second,
there was a lack of appropriate internal human capital capability in quality
management systems which resulted in the company having to rely on buying in
relevant external expertise. It was found that there was little motivation to set up
appropriate mechanisms to successfully transfer and develop this capability into the
firm's internal human capital. The absence of appropriate knowledge transfer and
internal human capital generation with respect to quality management systems
exposes the firm to not having sufficient internal capability to operate, maintain and
further develop its quality management systems once the external sources of
capability are not present (in this case, the external quality consultant and the
researcher).
In summaiy, exploitative innovation Hypothesis 2-1 was confirmed, e.g. successful
innovation was supported by exploitative capability generated by operational
relationship capital and human capital interaction around a tangible, client-driven
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business need; whilst unsuccessful innovation was supported by exploitative
capability generated by social relationship capital and human capital interaction
around an intangible, non client-driven business need.

Summary
In combination, the findings for explorative and exploitative innovation support
Hypothesis 2-1. The key finding indicates that successful innovation supported by
operational explorative and/or exploitative capabilities are targeted at, and stimulated
by, project and/or client-driven business needs; whilst in unsuccessful innovation,
interaction between human capital and relationship capital was located at a social
level, rather than at an operational level.

7.4.2 Hypothesis 2-2: Link between structure capital and
human capital

Hypothesis 2-2: A small construction knowledge-intensive professional
service firm which generates and integrates exploitative and explorative
capabilities through appropriate interaction between structure capital and
human capital will make a positive contribution to knowledge capital.
The analysis of the data for explorative innovation from the exploratory phase does
not provide evidence to support for Hypothesis 2-2. In contrast, the analysis of the
data for exploitative innovation from the exploratory phase and the action research
phase provides wide support for Hypothesis 2-2.

Explorative innovation
In the exploratory phase of the case study, there was no clear evidence that successful
explorative innovation was supported by explorative capability generated by structure
capital and human capital interaction, e.g. new designs (innovation 3) (see Section
5.5.1 and 5.5.2). The knowledge gleaned from operational and social relationship
capital sources was appropriately filtered and configured to meet a specific-project
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need through the team structure. Through the team structure, the senior management
supported the innovation activity from the idea creation to its implementation. This
structure capital for explorative innovation, however, was fragile and temporary and
not embedded within the company i.e. the interaction between human capital and
structure capital ended when the project finished. This does not imply that
Calderpeel's staff did not use explicit, codified material in creating knowledge;
indeed, they frequently developed notes, drawings, designs, and so forth. However,
this material was used for the specific project only, but was not encoded, or tacit
knowledge transfer mechanism enabled, within the organisational structure for that
enabled this knowledge to be Teused by the originating team or the other three project
teams within the company.

Similarly, there was evidence that unsuccessful explorative innovation was
characterised by inappropriate explorative capability generated by structure capital
and human capital interaction, e.g. new materials (innovation 6) (see Section 5.5.1 and
5.5.2). The knowledge for explorative innovation came from individuals from his or
her 'social' relationship capital which was not adequately transformed to meet the
need of a specific project, and which was pursued relatively independently of the
team. The knowledge, therefore, was not embedded in the organisational structure.

In summary, explorative innovation Hypothesis 2-2 was falsified. There was no clear
evidence that successful explorative innovation was supported by explorative
capability generated by human capital and structure capital interaction.

• Exploitative innovation
In the exploratory phase of the case study, in successful exploitative innovation,
exploitative capability was evident when human capital and structure capital was
engaged with internal project, client-driven business needs, e.g. mission statement
(innovation 1), liP (innovation 2), company restructure (innovation 4) (see Section
5.6.1 and 5.6.2). A fonnalised structure and documentation system was perceived to
the useful ways of capturing information and knowledge in published material such as
company quality manual or company handbook. These materials were integrated by
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knowledge workers to acquire knowledge and information at an operational level. It
was evident that when Calderpeel documented knowledge in a systematic way staff
were more aware of the knowledge and could readily access it. Through the
formalised structure, staff was able to share their knowledge and expertise.

In unsuccessful exploitative innovation, exploitative capability was generated by
structure capital and human capital interaction at a social level, e.g. seminars
(innovation 5), Learndirect project (innovation 7) (see Section 5.6.1 and 5.6.2).
Without a project focus, these exploitative innovations failed. The key findings were
tested and validated in the action research phase.

The lack of exploitative capability brought about by inadequate structure capital and
human capital interaction at an operational level identified in the action research
phase was confirmed as a key obstacle for the interim project review process
innovation success (see Section 6.2.2, 6.3.2, 6.4.2, 6.5.2 and 6.6.2). The interaction
between human capital and structure capital was focused at a social level (see Section
6.6.2). Three core elements were identified. First, the lack of senior management
commitment and involvement in the innovation activity through the team structure
resulted in the low level of employee participation. The knowledge worker
prioritised put his or her efforts into day-to-day fee income producing project activity,
rather than engaging with the internal organisation development activity. (Indeed,
this prioritisation of project work over general 'organisational development' was
reinforced by individual performance being assessed against project delivery criteria see Section 6.4.2 and 6.5.2.) Second, the lack of internal capability (human capital)
in the firm, the development of innovation activity (such as ISO 9001 quality
management system or the interim project review procedure) mainly carried out by
external supplier chain partners (i.e. the researcher and Calderpeel's external ISO
consultant). It was found that there was no appropriate mechanisms (e.g. training) set
up to transfer this capability into the firm's internal human capital. The consequence
of this can be predicated as the firm finding difficulty in operating, maintaining and
further developing its quality management systems once the external business
advisers are not present.

In summary, exploitative innovation Hypothesis 2-2 was confirmed, e.g. successful
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innovation was supported by exploitative capability generated by operational structure
capital and human capital interaction around a tangible, client-driven business need;
whilst unsuccessful innovation was evidenced by disjointed interaction of social
structure capital and human capital around a non-client-driven business need.

7.4.3 Hypothesis 2-3: Link between relationship capital and
structure capital

Hypothesis 2-3: A small construction knowledge-intensive professional
service firm which generates and integrates exploitative and explorative
capabilities through appropriate interaction between relationship capital and
structure capital will make a positive contribution to knowledge capital.
The analysis of the data for explorative innovation from the exploratory phase does
not provide evidence to support for Hypothesis 2-3. In contrast, the analysis of the
data for exploitative innovation from the exploratory phase and the action research
phase provides broad support for Hypothesis 2-3.

Explorative innovation
In the exploratory phase of the case study, there was no clear evidence that successful
explorative innovation was supported by explorative capability generated by
relationship capital and structure capital interaction at an operational level, e.g. new
designs (innovation 3) (see Section 5.5.2 and 5.5.3). The knowledge from
'operational' and 'social' relationship capital sources was fed into specific-project
needs. This knowledge was mobilised to produce innovation within a specific project
context, but was not tangibly embedded within the structural capital of the firm for
future retrieval and use. Notwithstanding this lack of linkage, the innovation within
the context of the project was deemed successful. Any lessons learned from projectbased innovation were very much located within individual workers. Knowledge
transfer between individuals at a socialisation level (see Section 2.5.3) to develop
knowledge capital, to a more limited extent, was evident within individual teams.
However, the fairly rigid team structure within Calderpeel, where teams consisted of
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stable, fixed membership (see Section 5.2), created a significant barrier to informal
knowledge transfer between teams. The seminar (innovation 5) was an attempt to
provide a mechanism to encourage such transfer, but the lack of specific project focus
led to this innovation being unsuccessful.

Similarly, there was no clear evidence that unsuccessful explorative innovation was
characterised by explorative capability generated by structure capital and relationship
capital interaction, e.g. new materials (innovation 6) (see Section 5.5.2 and 5.5.3).
The unsuccessful explorative innovation was underpinned solely by 'social'
relationship capital sources which did not meet project-specific innovation needs.
The relationship capital was presented as enabling conditions for knowledge creation
and sharing. External supplier chain partners (e.g. suppliers) (see Section 5.5.3) was
found to be an important source of new ideas. Without a project context, the
knowledge sharing and creation only happened when a member of staff asked for
advice. It was found that the knowledge worker within Calderpeel was learning
internally from colleagues.

In summary, explorative innovation Hypothesis 2-3 was falsified. There was no clear
evidence that there is a link between relationship capital and formal structure capital.
Successful explorative innovation was not dependent on strong human capital and
formal structure capital interaction.

• Exploitative innovation
In the exploratory phase of the case study, exploitative capability for successful
exploitative innovation was evident when relationship capital and structure capital
was engaged with internal project, client-driven business needs, e.g. mission
statement (innovation 1), liP (innovation 2), company restructure (innovation 4) (see
Section 5.6.2 and 5.6.3). The successful exploitative innovation activity was tangibly
linked to a specific-project activity. The operational relationship capital allows the
project work to be organised and controlled by appropriate individuals with
responsibility through the organisation structure.
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In contrast, in unsuccessful exploitative innovation, it was evident that there was
inappropriate exploitative capability generated by relationship capital and structure
capital interaction at a social level, e.g. seminars (innovation 5), Learndirect project
(innovation 7) (see Section 5.6.2 and 5.6.3). The key findings were tested and
validated in the action research phase.

The lack of exploitative capability brought about by inadequate and inappropriate
structure capital and relationship capital interaction at an operational level was
confirmed as the critical constraint for the interim project review process innovation
success (see Section 6.2.2, 6.3.2, 6.4.2, 6.5.2 and 6.6.2). The relationship capital was
presented as enabling conditions for knowledge creation and sharing.

In the action research phase, the interaction between relationship capital and structure
capital was located at a social level. This tended to be fairly sporadic as there was no
training and no standard procedures for managing or documenting project. The
results of the interim project review process were formally recorded only by the
researcher. A distinct lack of formal structure limited the researcher to acquire
relevant knowledge from other staff. In eliciting existing knowledge, the researcher
relied heavily upon personal networks, particular with Calderpeel's quality
representative.

In summary, exploitative innovation Hypothesis 2-3 was confirmed, i.e. successful
innovation was supported by exploitative capability generated by operational structure
capital and relationship capital interaction around a tangible, client-driven business
need; whilst unsuccessful innovation was evidenced by disjointed interaction of
structure capital and relationship capital at a social level without the benefit of an
integrating client-driven business need.

7.4.4 Comment on Hypothesis 2
The outcomes of the testing of the sub hypotheses are summarised in Table 7.2.
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Table 7.2 Summary of Hypothesis 2
Testing results
(Confirmed! Falsified)

Hypothesis

Explorative innovation
H2: Capabilities

Falsified

Exploitative innovation
Confirmed

H 2-1: link between HC & RC Confirmed

Confirmed

H 2-2: link between SC & HC Falsified

Confirmed

H 2-3: link between RC & SC Falsified

Confirmed

The research results presented a mixed picture depending on whether the innovation
was explorative or exploitative in nature. For exploitative innovation, Hypothesis 2
was confirmed, i.e. successful exploitative innovation was characterised by integrated
human capital, structure capital, and relationship capital (see Section 7.4.1, 7.4.2 and
7.4.3) around a specific client-driven need; whilst unsuccessful exploitative
innovation displaced fragmented human capital, structure capital, and relationship
capital (see Section 7.4.1, 7.4.2 and 7.4.3), and did not benefit from a specific clientdriven need.

For explorative innovation, Hypothesis 2 appears to be falsified. Successful
explorative innovation was characterised by integrated human capital and relationship
capital (see Section 7.4.1) around a specific project. The need for integrated structure
capital (see Section 7.4.2 and 7.4.3) was found not to be a prerequisite for successful
innovation. This apparent discrepancy that successful innovation can be produced
without within strongly coupled formal structure capital is discussed in the metahypothesis below.

7.5 Meta hypothesis: Knowledge capital
The meta hypothesis was set out in Section 3.4.

Meta hypothesis: A small construction knowledge-intensive professional
service firm which generates and integrates relationshzp capital, structure
capital, and human capital through exploitative and explorative capabilities
will create knowledge cap ital for successful innovation and sustainable
competitive advantage.
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7.5.1 Explorative innovation

The knowledge capital for explorative innovation identified in the exploratory phase
is the focal or integrating nexus for relationship capital, structure capital and human
capital, in which innovation takes place (see Section 5.5.4).
In successful explorative innovation, knowledge capital was associated with a
combination of 'social' and 'technical' contexts where human capital, structure capital
and relationship capital were integrated (see Section 7.3.1, 7.3.2, 7.3.3, 7.4.1, 7.4.2
and 7.4.3), particularly when knowledge capital were channelled to operational
specific-project activity, e.g. new designs (innovation 3) (see Section 5.5.4). The
research results indicate that explorative knowledge capital in Calderpeel was
ultimately through people-to-people dialogue within a social context which brought
together relationship capital and human capital. This dialogue was principally
supported by social, informal structure capital, for example, face-to-face meetings and
telephone conversations targeted at a specific project, through daily, informal
conversations between colleagues and with external supply chain partners, e.g. clients.
In contrast, unsuccessful explorative innovation was seen to be brought about when
the knowledge capital was limited to a 'technical' dimension, as it tended to be
located at an individual-driven social level and did not lend itself to team-based,
socially constructed innovation activity, e.g. new materials (innovation 6) (see Section
5.5.4). The research findings indicate that knowledge capital in unsuccessful
explorative innovation was limited to a technical context where human capital and
relationship capital was inappropriately integrated.
In summary, for explorative innovation the meta hypothesis was confinned with
respect to explorative capability, i.e. successful innovation was characterised by
integrated, operational knowledge capital around a project focal; whilst unsuccessful
innovation was evidenced by disjointed social knowledge capital around non-specific
project context.
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7.5.2 Exploitative innovation
The knowledge capital for exploitative innovation identified in the exploratory phase
is the same as for explorative innovation, i.e. it is the focal or integrating nexus in
which innovation takes place (see Section 5.6.4).
The knowledge capital for successful exploitative innovation was associated with a
com!ination of 'social' and 'technical' contexts where human capital, structure capital
and relationship capital were integrated (see Section 7.3.1, 7.3.2, 7.3.3, 7.4.1, 7.4.2
and 7.4.3) at an operational level, e.g. mission statement (innovation 1), liP
(innovation 2), company restructure (innovation 4) (see Section 5.6.4). For
successful exploitative knowledge capital, knowledge workers were connected
socially through social system (such as being involved in meetings and task forces in
the meeting rooms, or in the pub). This enhanced the opportunity for relationship
capital and human capital (access information and knowledge among themselves) to
interact. The knowledge capital within technical dimension was through electronic
documents, handwritten documents, the internet, e-mails. These technical
mechanisms were used to support in human capital and relationship capital
interaction. This integrated human capital, structure capital and relationship capital
within social and technical contexts converged at a specific project need.
In contrast, in unsuccessful exploitative innovation, knowledge capital targeted at
organisational and general client development activity e.g. seminars (innovation 5),
Learndirect project (innovation 7) (see Section 5.6.4). These innovations failed as
they did not represent tangible, immediate benefits to the firm at a project level. The
key findings were confirmed through testing and validating in the action research
phase.
The knowledge capital for exploitative innovation within the action research phase
was initially stimulated through the 'technical system' through the 'encoded'
documents and by communication via e-mail, the internet and telephone. This
provided the platform to commit Calderpeel staff to the 'social system'
meetings/discussions (see Section 6.2.2, 6.3.2, 6.4.2 and 6.5.2). This combination of
social and technical knowledge capital did not channel into a specific project. The
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lack of operational project focus was confirmed as key factor for unsuccessful
exploitative innovation (see Section 6.6.2).

In summary, for exploitative innovation the meta hypothesis was confirmed with
respect to exploitative capability, i.e. successful innovation was characterised by
integrated, operational knowledge capital around a tangible, client driven business
need; whilst unsuccessful innovation was evidenced by disjointed social knowledge
capital around intangible, non-client-driven business need.

7.5.3 Comment on the Meta Hypothesis
The meta hypothesis for exploitative innovation was confirmed, i.e. successful
exploitative innovation is generated by exploitative knowledge capital which is a
product of appropriately integrated human capital, structure capital and relationship
capital with social and technical contexts. In contrast, it was focal that successful
explorative innovation was not dependent upon integrated structure capital; rather, the
explorative knowledge capital was principally underpinned by strong relationship
capital and human capital interaction around a specific project. This reality is
consistent with the central tenet of professional services; namely, the co-production of
the service between the client and the knowledge worker.

7.6 Summary and link
This chapter has presented the key findings within the context of the meta hypothesis
and six sub-hypotheses being investigated in the research. The case study results
confirmed the prevailing reality that SCKIPSFs tend to concentrate their efforts on
reactive client facing, problem-solving innovation (explorative innovation), rather
than proactive internal-organisational, general client development innovation
(exploitative innovation).

The final chapter summaries this research, and draws implications and makes
recommendations.
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8.0 Conclusions
8.1 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to discuss and summarise the research findings to draw
implications for innovation theory and to address the research problem set out in
Section 1.2 and research questions articulated in Section 2.7. The structure of this
chapter is as follows:

(1) A summary of the tested research hypotheses is presented (section 8.2);
(2) Contributions to innovation theory are articulated (section 8.3);
(3) Insights on the research problem based on the results are given (section 8.4);
(4) The research questions are addressed (section 8.5);
(5) Limitations of the research are set out (section 8.6); and,
(6) Further research areas building from this research are given (section 8.7).

8.2 Summary of research hypotheses
8.2.1 Hypothesis 1: Knowledge-based resources

Hypothesis 1: A small construction knowledge-i ntensive professional ser'ice
firm which develops integrated individual, organisational and client human
capital, structure capital, and relationship capital will generate a more
appropriate stock of resources for successful innovation.
For exploitative innovation, Hypothesis 1 was confirmed (see Section 7.3.4).
Successful exploitative innovation was characterised by integrated individual,
organisational and client human capital (see Section 7.3.!), structure capital (see
Section 7.3.2), and relationship capital (see Section 7.3.3) around an 'operational'
client-driven business focus. Unsuccessful exploitative innovation was characterised
by fragmented and unfocused individual, organisational and client human capital (see
Section 7.3.1), structure capital (see Section 7.3.2), and relationship capital (see
Section 7.3.3), and did not benefit from a specific client-driven need.
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For explorative innovation, Hypothesis 1 appeared to be falsified (see Section 7.3.4).
Successful explorative innovation was characterised by integrated individual,
organisational, and client human capital (see Section 7.3.1) and relationship capital
(see Section 7.3.3) around an 'operational' project locus. The need for integrated
individual, organisational, and client structure capital (see Section 7.3.2) was found
not to be a prerequisite for successful explorative innovation. Where there was no
specific project or client-driven business focus, explorative innovation failed because
of disjointed and unfocused bodies of individual, organisational and client human
capital (see Section 7.3.1), structure capital (see Section 7.3.2), and relationship
capital (see Section 7.3.3) at a social level.

8.2.2 Hypothesis 2: Capabilities

Hypothesis 2: A small construction knowledge-intensive professional service
firm which generates and integrates exploitative and explorative capabilities
through appropriate interaction between human capital, structure capital,
and relationship capital will generate appropriate knowledge capital to
stimulate and support successful innovation.
For exploitative innovation, Hypothesis 2 was confirmed (see Section 7.4.4). The
findings indicate that successful exploitative innovation supported by operational
exploitative capability is targeted at, and stimulated by, tangible, client-driven
business needs. Successful exploitative innovation was characterised by integrated
human capital, structure capital, and relationship capital (see Section 7.4.1, 7.4.2 and
7.4.3) around a specific client-driven need. Unsuccessful exploitative innovation
displaced fragmented human capital, structure capital, and relationship capital (see
Section 7.4.1, 7.4.2 and 7.4.3), and did not benefit from a specific client-driven need.
Interaction between structure capital and human capital was located at a social level,
rather than at an operational level.

For explorative innovation, Hypothesis 2 appeared to be falsified (see Section 7.4.4).
Successful explorative innovation was characterised by integrated human capital and
relationship capital (see Section 7.4.1 and 7.4.3) around a specific project. There was
no clear evidence that there was a link (interaction) between structure capital and
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human capital (see Section 7.4.2) or relationship capital and structure capital (see
Section 7.4.3). Success for specific explorative innovation was not determined by
human capital and structure capital interaction or relationship capital and structure
capital interaction.

The need for integrated structure capital (see Section 7.4.2 and 7.4.3) was found not to
be a prerequisite for successful explorative innovation. This apparent discrepancy
that successful explorative innovation can be produced without strongly coupled
formal structure capital is discussed in the meta-hypothesis below.

8.2.3 Meta hypothesis: Knowledge capital

MeW hypothesis: A small construction knowledge-intensive professional
service firm which generates and integrates relationship capital, structure
capital, and human capital through exploitative and explorative capabilities
will create knowledge capitalfor successful innovation and sustainable
competitive advantage.
For exploitative innovation the meta hypothesis was confirmed with respect to
exploitative capability (see Section 7.5.2). Successful exploitative innovation was
characterised by integrated, operational knowledge capital around a tangible, client
driven business need; whilst unsuccessful exploitative innovation was evidenced by
disjointed social knowledge capital around intangible, non-client-driven business need.

For explorative innovation the meta hypothesis was confirmed with respect to
explorative capability (see Section 7.5.1). Successful explorative innovation was
characterised by integrated, operational knowledge capital around a project focal;
whilst unsuccessful explorative innovation was evidenced by disjointed social
knowledge capital around non-specific project context.
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8.3 Contribution to innovation theory
8.3.1 Definition of knowledge-based innovation
The following definition of innovation set out in Section 2.5.5 was found to be useful
and valid. Successful knowledge-based innovation is:

"The effective generation and implementation of a new idea which
enhances overall organisational performance, through appropriate
exploitative and explorative knowledge capital which develops and
integrates, relationship capital, structure capital and human capital."
This definition of knowledge-based innovation formed the basis for the knowledgebased innovation concept model. The next section will present this concept model.

8.3.2 Knowledge-based innovation concept model
The literature synthesis set out in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 explored the general
management and construction specific literature pertaining to innovation in
SCKIPSFs. The literature review diagn&sed
model set out in Section 3.2 (see Figure 8.1). The literature was found, however, not
extend its consideration to an explicit understanding of how these variables interact
with each other (see Section 2.5.5). In developing and testing the conceptual model,
this research confirmed the prevailing literature, but in a hitherto adequately
addressed context of SCKIPSFs. These variables which make up the model are
discussed as follows:
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Figure 8.1 Conceptual knowledge-based innovation model for SCKIPSFs

1. Human capital
The human capital (HC) is defined as the capabilities and motivation of individuals
within the SCKIPSF, client systems and external supply chain partners to perform
productive, professional work in a wide variety of situations (see Section 2.5.4).
The research results confirm the importance of human capital in successful innovation.
This is broadly consistent with the prevailing literature which notes that small
businesses rely heavily on human capital (for example, see Barber and Manger,
1997327). The research findings draw attention to the importance of the company's
internal capacity, ability and motivation. This is consistent with the literature that
stresses that the internal capability to know how to discover, find, filter, gather, store,
get access, and act on information to optimise performance was particularly important

327

Barber, E. and Manger, G. (1997), "Improving Management's Valuations of Human Capital in
Small Firms", Journal of Management Development, 1617, pp. 457-465.
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in knowledge-intensive firms (Correia and Sarmento, 2003)328.
For explorative innovation, the research findings indicate the critical role of staff
capacity, ability and motivation. This is consistent with the literature on the role and
capabilities of knowledge workers (Quinn et al, 2000)329. Indeed, it was found that
the nature of knowledge-intensive work encouraged staff to be 'self-motivated' in that
they are directly responsible for the creation and use of an idea within a projectspecific situation. This is consistent with Maister (1993)° who emphasises that
professionals are highly self-motivated to perform their own work. This view is
extended by Scarbrough (1996)' and Tampoe

(1993)332

who identify personal

growth, operational autonomy and task achievement as key motivators to the
knowledge worker.
For exploitative innovation, the research findings indicate the dominant role of senior
management, employee participation in decision-making, and time. First, the role of
senior management in exploitative innovation involves the envisioning, creation and
application of knowledge. The need for dedicated top management support to
motivate senior management sufficiently in driving innovation was emphasised in
exploitative innovation. This is consistent with the literature on SMEs which notes
the significance of the role of the owner-manger in small business (for example, see
Carter, l996; Vyakamam

eta!.,

l996). Second, the critical role of senior

management in providing inspiration for employee participation in decision-making
was particularly pertinent in exploitative innovation. Without senior management

Correia, A.M.R. and Sarmento, A. (2003), "Knowledge Management: Key Competences and Skills
for Innovation and Competitiveness", Paper presented at the Technology and HRM Conference
ofl the Dual Interaction between Technology and Human Resource, 19th - 21", CERAM Sophie
AntPo1is France.
329 Quinn, J., Anderson, P. and Finkelstein, S. (2000), "Managing Professional Intellect: Making the
Mo st of the Best" in J. Henry and D. Mayle (Eds.), Managing Innovation and Change, Sage
publications: London, pp. 87-98.
33° See Maister (1993), op. cit.
33' Scarbrough, H. (Eds.) (1996), The Management of Expertise, Blackwell: Oxford.
332 Tampoe, M. (1993), "Motivating Knowledge Workers - The Challenge for the 1990s", Long Range
planning, 26/3, pp. 49-55.
" Carter, S. (1996), "Small Business Marketing" in M. Warner (Eds.), International Encyclopaedia
0 f Business and Management, 5, Routledge: London, pp. 4502-4509.
Vyakarnam S., Jacobs, R. and Handelburg, J. (1996), "Building and Managing Relationships: The
Core Competence of Rapid Growth Business", in Proceedings of 19th ISBA National Small Firms
policy and Research Conference-Enterprising Futures, 1, UCE Business School: Birmingham, pp.
66 1-683.
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inspiration, employees subsequently become alienated from the innovation
implementation process. Finally, the tension between the time and volatility of
workload was evident. As a consequence, the need for 'time' resource was addressed
in exploitative innovation. This is consistent with Chase (l997) who asserts that
lack of time is the one of main barriers to knowledge transfer and innovation.

2. Structure capital
The structure capital (SC) is made up of systems and processes (such as company
strategies, machines, tools, work routines, and administrative systems) for codifying
and storing knowledge from individual, organisation, and external supply chain
partners (see Section 2.5.4).

The key research findings indicate that principal focus for structure capital in
exploitative innovation comprised the administrative systems, the team structure and
computer systems; and, in explorative innovation, the team structure and teamwork.
The research results reveal that the team structure, teamwork and senior management
implementation through the team structure were pertinent in explorative and
exploitative innovation. It was found that successful innovation had enduring senior
management support from inception through to implementation, and supported by an
enabling team structure which stimulated and developed teamwork at an operational
level. This is consistent with Starbuck (1992)336 who notes the importance of social
norms of teamwork within knowledge-intensive firms.

The key difference for exploitative innovation (compared to explorative innovation) is
the necessity of the formalised systems and documentation systems within the firm.
This is consistent with Blackler (1995) who emphasises that there is considerable
reliance on 'encoded' knowledge for small businesses. The emphasis is on writing
and documentation. However, it was found that the outcomes of explorative
innovation in terms 'the lesson learned' or 'best practice' did not have sufficient

Chase, R.L. (1997), "The Knowledge-based Organisation: An International Survey", Journal of
$nowledge Management, 1/1, pp. 38-49.
336 See Starbuck (1992), op. cit.
331 See Blacker (1995), op. cit.
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demonstrable benefit or momentum to become embedded in structure capital; rather,
the experiential learning stayed with the knowledge worker in a tacit form. This is
consistent with both the professional service firm literature which stresses that
individuals are the principal repositories of firms' competence (Morris and Empson,
1998)338 , and with the small firm literature which emphasises that personal expertise
is often not made explicit or codified (Shelton, 200

The focus on individual,

tacit repositories applied within specific projects resonates with the project-based
organisation literature which identifies the common dislocation between project-based
learning and company-wide learning (for example, see Gann and Salter, 1998340).
The research findings strongly indicate that in the case of SCKIPSFs experiencing
rapid growth, the limitation of formalised structures and systems is a restraining force
for successful innovation.

In the prevailing literature, 'hard' innovation performance evaluation tools are seen as
critical to ensuring improvements in organisation performance (for example, see
Ahmed and Zairi, 2000'). This research reveals no such clear relationship; rather,
innovation is evaluated in a qualitative, ad-hoc manner. This arguably is consistent
with the co-production nature of professional services but, as has been noted with
exploitative innovation, as firms grow in size and complexity, there is an increasing
demand for more calibrated, measured approaches to evaluating innovation in order to
ensure adequate prioritisation and resource allocation.

3. Relationship capital
The relationship capital (RC) is the network resources of a firm. It is the resulting
from interactions between individual, organisation, and external supplier chain
partners, including reputation or image. Relationship capital is the means to leverage
" Morris, T. and Empson, L. (1998), "Organisation and Expertise: An Exploration of Knowledge
Bases and the Management of Accounting and Consulting Firms", Accounting, Organizations and
Society, 23/5, pp. 609-624.
" Shelton, R. (2001), "Helping a Small Business Owner to Share Knowledge", Human Resource
Development International, 4/4, pp. 429-450.
340 Gann, D.M. and Salter, A.J. (1998), "Learning and Innovation Management in Project-based,
Service-enhanced Firms", International Journal of Innovation Management, 2/4, pp. 431-454.
Ahmed, R.K. and Zairi, M. (2000), "Innovation: A Performance Measurement Perspective" in J.
Tidd (Eds.), From Knowledge Management to Strategic Competitive: Measuring Technological,
Market and Organisation Innovation, Imperial College Press: Singapore, pp. 257-294.
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human capital (see Section 2.5.4).

The research results confirm that relationship capital provides a critical network of
contacts to enable creative action. This is consistent with the literature that
relationship capital provides access to knowledge-based resources and is a valuable
source of information (for example, see Hendry et al., 1995342). Baker (20O0), for
example, argues that it is not "what you know", but "whom you know." The research
findings identify that the key source of relationship capital for explorative innovation
was located at internal, client, and supplier interactions (see Section 5.5.3); whilst for
exploitative innovation was located at business adviser, internal, client and suppliers
interactions (see Section 5.6.3). In addition, the research findings reveal 'clients' as
being the principal agent in the interaction environment (see Section 5.5.3 and 5.6.3).
The interaction environment is that part of the business environment which firms can
interact with, and influence, including 'the task environment' (the environment where
this client interaction occurs) and 'the competitive environment' (the environment
where other firms which compete with the firm customer and scarce resources) (see
Section 2.4).

It was evident that the initial ideas for explorative innovation were to meet specific
project needs (client needs); and, the initial ideas for exploitative innovation targeted
client-driven business needs. This is consistent with the literature by Schneider and
Bowen (1 995)3, who argue that service productivity is, to a significant degree,
influenced by the exchange of information and resources between the service provider
and client. The importance of client relationships view is emphasised by Tapscott
(2000:1

who argues that "the wealth embedded in customer relationships is now

more important than the capital contained in land, factories, buildings, and even back
accounts."

The research findings further indicate that supplier interactions are very much meshed
342

Hendry, C.A., Michael, B. and Jones, A,M. (1995), Strategy through People: Adaptation and
earning in the Small-Medium Enterprise, Routledge: London.
343 Baker, W. (2000), Achieving Success through Social Capital: Tapping the Hidden Resources in
your Personal and Business Networks, Josey-Bass: San Francisco, CA.
344 Schneider, B. and Bowen, D. (1995), WinnIng the Service Game, Harvard Business School Press:
oston, MA.
34 Tapscott, D. (2000), Digital Capital, Harvard Business School Press, Boston, MA.
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with identifying and understanding enabling knowledge, and this process was found
to be proactive in nature. This is consistent with literature with Lee and Yang
(2000:787)346, who argue that the relationship between a corporation and its suppliers
is very important and can be regard as an intangible and agile asset of the corporation.
Stable and close relationships with suppliers mean that knowledge workers have more
access to new, varied knowledge.

4. Knowledge capital
The knowledge capital (KC) is the dynamic synthesis of both the 'context' and
'process' of knowledge creation and conversion between Individual-OrganisationalIndividual knowledge ba spiral, and the 'content' of relationship capital, structure
capital and human capital (see Section 2.6). The research results demonstrate
knowledge capital to be the focal or integrating social and technical nexus in which
innovation takes place.

For explorative and exploitative innovation, knowledge capital in a 'social' context
stimulates interaction and collective 'process orientated' knowledge creation and
conversion. It has been widely accepted that organisational knowledge creation is
heavily influenced by social processes (Chua, 2002). Nonaka and Takeuchi
(1995)348 argue that the knowledge creation is heavily influenced by social interaction.
Communication is the basis constituent in social interaction, according to Luhmann
(l99O:86-87): "without communication there can be no human relations." A
supportive 'social context' within a SCMPSF can be regarded as a key factor for
successful innovation.

The knowledge capital in a 'technical' context supports the search for external
knowledge and sharing of 'asset orientated' knowledge. It takes the form of IT (such
as emails, internet), communication tool (such as telephone), records (such as

346

Lee, C. and Yang, J. (2000), "Know'edge Value Chain", Journal of Management Development,

i9/9, pp. 783-793.
Chua, A. (2002), "The Influence of Social Interaction on Knowledge Creation", Journal of
Intellectual Capital, 3/4, pp. 375-392.
See Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995), op. cit.
34 Luhmann, N. (1990), Essays on Self-Reference, Columbia University Press: New York, NY.
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handwriting or electronic records) and so on. Email, for example, is perceived as
being an important IT tool for knowledge-intensive firms (for example, see Roberson
et a!., 200 l°).

The research findings note, that through a 'technical' knowledge capital context,
knowledge workers easily access explicit knowledge. In contrast, through a 'social'
knowledge capital context, knowledge workers share their tacit knowledge, and it is
this tacit interaction that is the principal source and driver of successful innovation.

8.3.3 Types of knowledge-based innovation
Two types of knowledge-based innovation identified in Section 5.4 were found to be
an appropriate way of categorising the dominant modes of innovation observed in
SCKIPSFs (see Figure 8.2). They are discussed below:

(1) Explorative innovation (mode 1) is viewed as innovation which focuses on
client facing, project-specific problem-solving. Explorative innovation
activity heavily relies on the capacity, ability and motivation of staff at an
operational level to solve client problems and, in doing so, generates shortterm competitive advantage (i.e. project specific). The outcome of this
innovation focuses on effective and efficient delivery of services to satisf'
current external project needs, but are often not embedded in the
organisational structure capital due to management attention and company
resources being constantly focused on current or future project-specific
considerations (see Section 5.5).
(2) Exploitative innovation (mode 2) is viewed as innovation which focuses
predominantly on internal organisation and general client development activity
which is not project-specific fee earning activity. Exploitative innovation
activity heavily relies on the capacity, ability and motivation of senior
management at a social level to improve organisational effectiveness and
efficiency to generate sustainable competitive advantage. The distinctive
feature of exploitative innovation (compared to explorative innovation) is that

3S0 See

Robertson, Sørensen and Swan (2001), op. cit.
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new phenomena, systems or structures are securely embedded in the structure
capital of the firm (see Section 5.6). This key difference between explorative
and exploitative innovation is shown in Figure 8.2.

(B) Mode 2: Exploitative innovation

(A) Mode I: Explorative innovation

Figure 8.2 Types of knowledge-based innovation

The concept of explorative and exploitative routines (March, 1991)351 was introduced
in Section 2.5.5. It was noted that explorative routines focused on search, variation,
experimentation, flexibility, and discovery to create new opportunities and resources
to generate sustainable competitive advantage. In contrast, exploitative routines were
characterised by refinement and efficiency activities to leverage existing resources to
ensure competitive advantage.

The research findings challenge this distinction; indeed, in SCKJPSFs, it appears that
the focuses of explorative and exploitative routines are reversed. Two modes of
knowledge-based innovation have been discerned: explorative innovation and
exploitative innovation. Explorative innovation was found to be located at immediate
'new' project domains, and entailed "search, variation, experimentation, flexibility
and discovery" explorative activity to share project-specific problems. In contrast,

" See March (1991), op. cit.
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exploitative innovation concentrated on implementing generic organisational
infrastructure (such as ISO 9001 quality management system) to 'refine' and 'improve
the efficiency' of the firm operations to exploit its capability for future activity.

The research findings further provide the characteristic generic and distinctive
variables for successful and unsuccessful explorative innovation (see Table 8.1) and
for successful and unsuccessful exploitative innovation (see Table 8.2).

Table & 1 Variables for explorative innovation
Distinctive variables for
Distinctive variables for
Variables
.
Generic variables
unsuccessful innovation
__________ _______________________ successful innovation
• The capacity, ability
• Social or operational
• Social nature of knowledge
and motivation of staff
nature of knowledge
not being applied to meet
Human
capital
being applied to meet
project needs
___________ ________________________ project needs
• Team structure
• Teamwork

• Team-based ideas
• Teamwork
• Senior management
involvement through
teamwor

• Individual-based ideas
• Individual based work
• Senior management not
Structure
involved in teamwork
It I
• Limitation of relevant and
updated information within
___________ ________________________ ________________________ the structure
• Operational RC: within • A combination of
• Social RC not being applied
internal, client, and
operational RC and
to meet project needs
Relationship
supplier interactions
social RC being applied
to meet project needs
capital
• Social RC: within
internal, client, and
supplier_interactions
________________________ ____________________________
___________
• Social context:
• A combination of social • Technical context
company environments
context and technical
(office, meeting room),
context
Knowledge
capital
pub
• Technical context: e____________ mails,_the_internet
_________________________ ______________________________
• Individual performance
• Effective and efficient • Project performance
delivery of services to
improvement
improvement
Outcome
satisfy current and/or
future project needs
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Table 8.2 Variables for exploitative innovation
Distinctive variables for
Distinctive variables for
Variables
Generic variables
___________ _____________________ successful Innovation
unsuccessful innovation
• Top management not
• The capacity, ability • Top management
supportive
and motivation of
support
senior management • Senior management • Senior management not driving
implementation
the implementation
• Employee
Human
participation
• Some employees buy • Lack of time
capital
in
• Employees not bought in
o Training
o Inappropriate
encouragement
oNot related to an individual
job
__________ _____________________ _____________________
• The administrative
• Formalised structures • No formalised structures and
system
and documentation
documentation systems
systems
Structure • Team structure
• Senior management not driving
• Senior management
the implementation through the
• Computer systems
capital
implementation
team structure
through the team
____________
structure
• Operational RC:
• Social RC not being applied to
e A combination of
meet project needs
within business
operational RC and
adviser, internal,
social RC being
Relationship
client and supplier
applied to meet
capi a
interactions
project needs
• Social RC: within
internal interactions
• Social context:
• A combination of social
• A combination of
context and technical context
company
social context and
being applied to meet project
environments (office
technical context
Knowledge
needs
and open family
being applied to meet
capi• a
culture), pub
project needs
• Technical context: emailsand the internet _______________________ _______________________________
• Individual performance
• Organisational
• Organisational
Outcome
effectiveness and
performance
improvement
improvement
__________ efficiency
____________________________

Going back to March (199 1)352, the argument put forward is that firms need to have a
balance between activities that contribute to exploration of new opportunities, and
knowledge and resources and activities that contribute to exploitation of the existing
opportunities, knowledge and resources. The balance between exploration and
exploitation is key to the understanding of the successful innovating finn. This issue
is the focus of the next section.

See March (1991), op. cit.
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8.3.4 Definition of a successful know'edge-based innovating
firm
The research findings revealed that there was no balance between, and integration of,
explorative and exploitative knowledge capitals. The emphasis was on explorative
innovation. Further, the results shows that successful explorative innovation
appeared to not need integrated structure capital. It was evident, however, that
lessons learned from projects were not captured at an exploitative knowledge capital
level and fed into current or future projects.

It can be speculated that within SCKIPSFs there is too much emphasis on individual
learning on the project level (explorative innovation) to be the detriment of the
organisational level learning (exploitative innovation). (This deficiency was very
much a stimulus for the interim project review process innovation described in
Chapter 6.) The proposition is shown in Figure 8.3.
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Figure 8.3 The boundary between explorative and exploitative innovation

At the bottom of the diagram, 'self contained' projects are shown where often
successful explorative innovation taken place. However, there is not appropriate
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structure capital in place to encourage the flow of 'project' knowledge capital to
'organisational' knowledge capital at the social level to stimulate exploitative
innovation (shown in the top half of the diagram), and vice versa. There is thus not
appropriate balance between explorative and exploitative innovation over time.

This lack of integration between explorative and exploitative knowledge capitals,
along with the apparent lack of need for integrated structure capital for explorative
innovation requires a reconsideration of "what is successful innovation?" This
emphasis of explorative knowledge capital over exploitative knowledge capital is not
sustainable within rapidly growing firms such as Calderpeel, as the limitation of
structure capital will become increasing evident as a significant restraining force for
the effective integration of explorative and exploitative knowledge capitals. (This
restraining force has arguably been recognised by Calderpeel in its aspiration to
become ISO 9001 accredited, and in its decision to adopt the development and use of
an interim project review process as the focus of the action research process - see
Section 6.2.1.) The ideal balance between explorative and exploitative knowledge
capital is shown in Figure 8.4.

I

Exploitative innovation
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t
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I

'

Explorative ! Explorativej j Explorative J . .. . .
innovation 1 1 innovation I innovation I
ProjectA /

' Project B /

\ ProjectC

/

Explorafivi
innovation!

Flow of knowledge
capital between
operational and
social levels

Project N

Figure 8.4 Ideal balance between explorative and exploitative knowledge capita!

However, the lack of balance between explorative and exploitative knowledge capital
is not inconsistent with this definition of successful knowledge-based innovation
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proposed in Section 2.5.5. With the benefit of the research findings, it is now evident
that this definition is only appropriate for 'an' innovation, but apparently does not
adequately address the need for sustainable innovation activity at a firm level, i.e. a
successful explorative innovation was found to not be creating exploitative knowledge
capital to stimulate cumulative learning and innovation across projects over time.

The meta-hypothesis thus ushers in the need to consider not only "what is successful
innovation?", but "what is a successful innovating firm?" The reorientation of the
question results in the need to consider the flow of integrated innovation overtime.
The following definition of a successful knowledge-based innovating firm is offered
to accommodate the time dimension:

"The effective generation and implementation of aflow of new ideas
which enhance overall organisational performance over time, through
appropriate exploitative and explorative knowledge capital which
develops and integrates, relationship capital, structure capital and
human capital."

8.4 Comment on research problem
In developing and testing the conceptual knowledge-based innovation model, this
research confirms the assertion in Section 1.2 that the prevailing construction
guidance for successful innovation is not appropriate for SCKIPSFs. Three potential
problems of this lack of explicit research into innovation in SCKIPSFs were
identified. Each problem is addressed below.

1. Innovation theory tends to be based on manufacturing-based firms; rather
than service-based firms in general, and on construction KIPSFs in particular
(see Section 1.2).
The literature review identified that there are significant differences between
innovations in manufacturing-based firms and service-based firms (for example, see
Miles, 2OOO). The literature review identified that innovations in the
manufacturing sector often emphasise R&D work leading to 'technological' novelties
'"See Miles (2000), op. cit.
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(for example, see Freeman, 1982; Rothwell and Zegfeld, 1982); whist
innovations in the service sector are often based on social networks leading to 'nontechnical' innovations (for example, see Kandampully, 2002356; Sundbo, 1999).

The research findings confirmed the 'non-technical' emphasis of innovation activity
with, for example, effort being allocated to creating a novel mission statement and
implementing new liP management system. Technical innovation was evident in
new building designs. This domain of innovation was found to be intrinsically
different to manufacturing innovation, however, which creates new products which
embody both new component and materials (component innovation) and new linkages
between them (architectural innovation) (Henderson and Clark, 1990)358. In contrast,
the technical design innovation was characterised by novel architectural innovation
using existing components and materials.

The social characteristics of service innovation compared to manufacturing innovation
were also confirmed. Innovation was found to be principally driven by unique coproduction of knowledge and innovative solutions between professionals and their
clients. This is in contrast to the linear, decoupled nature of manufacturing
innovation where 'interaction' is with a homogeneous client 'base.' Further, the
literature review identified that innovations in services are often more socially
integrated than in manufacturing innovation (Bilderbeek et al., 1994; Sundbo,
1997360)

2. Innovation research tends to focus on non-project based firms in relatively
stable supply chains; rather than project-based firms in relatively unstable
supply chains in general, and on construction KIPSFs in particular (see Section
1.2).

" See Freeman (1982), op. cit.
" See Rothwell and Zegfeld (1982), op. cit.
See Kandampully (2002), op. cit.
351 See Sundbo (1999), op. cit.
3 Henderson, R. and Clark, K.B. (1990), "Architectural Innovation: The Manufacturing of Existing
product Technologies and the Failure of Established Firms", Administrative Science Quarterly, 35,
9-30.
1,p.
35 See Bilderbeek, Den Hertog, Huntink, Bouman, Kastrinos and Flanagan (1994), op. cit.
360 See Sundbo (1997), op. cit.
3"
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The literature review revealed that there are significant differences between
innovations in non-project based finns and project-based firms (for example, see
Gann, 2000361; Gann and Salter, 2000362). First, the literature review identified that
non-project based firms are better able, through functional hierarchy, to own and
maintain innovation compared to project-based firms. Further, the literature review
observed that project-based firms are often in loose coupled horizontal transactions
between project teams (for example, see Turner and Keegan, 1999363) The research
findings confirmed that innovation activity, particularly when exploration in nature in
the result of co-production with the client. The 'tangible' fruits of innovation activity
are 'owned' by the client in the form of an improved building or architectural service.
The 'intangible' benefits of innovation do flow to, and accumulate in, individual
professionals in the form of tacit knowledge which can be adopted and used in future
projects.

Second, the literature review identified that the focus of innovation in non-project
based firms is viewed as improving organisational performance (for example, see
Nonaka and Takeuchi, 19953M; Young eta!., 2001 365 ); whilst innovations in projectbased firms are often seen as useful, but primarily as costly and dangerous (for
example, see Keegan and Turner, 2002366). The research findings revealed that
innovations in project-based firms are of benefit for both project and organisational
levels (see Section 5.5.4 and 5.6.4). However, the principal focus was explorative
innovation at a project level, as the benefit was seen as immediately and tangibly
client-focused. This is consistent with the project-based organisation literature which
argues that innovation is primarily perused within projects rather than a centralised
'innovation' function (for example, see Becher, 1999367; Gann, 1994365). In contrast,
non-fee earning exploitation innovation was viewed as being of a lower priority, and
inherently risks in terms of its opportunity costs of using up finite resource.

361

See Gann (2000), op. cit
Gann and Salter (2000), op. Cit.
363 See Turner and Keegan (1999), op. cit
364 See Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995), op. cit
365 See Young, Charns, and Shortefl (2001), op. cit
366 See Keegan and Turner (2002), op. cit
361 Øecher, T. (1999), Professional Practices, Transaction Publications: London.
36$ Oann, D. (1994), "Innovation in the Construction Sector" in M. Dodgson and R. Rothwell (Eds.),
fhe Handbook of Industrial Innovation, Edward Elgar: Aldershot, pp. 202-212.

362 See

-
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3. Innovation research tends to focus on large firms; rather than small firms in
general, and on construction KIPSFs in particular (see Section 1.2).
Four challenges unique to small manufacturing firms were identified (Rothwell and
Zeguelt, 1982)369. They are discussed below.

First, small firms have limited staff capability to undertake R&D compared to large
firms. The research findings produced a varied conclusion to this assertion. For

explorative innovation, it was found that the firm had sufficient capability to bring
about project-based innovation. However, it was evident that the firm lacked
capability to undertake non-architectural exploitative innovation; this was apparent in
the use of external consultants to develop its quality management systems.

Second, the small firms have scarce time and resources to allocate to external
interaction compared to large firms. The research findings did not confirm this
argument for explorative innovation as the co-production reality of professional
service resulted in continuous interaction with external clients. In contrast, for
exploitative innovation, the resource allocation priority to project activity resulted in
more limited interaction to absorb external ideas for general organisational
development.

Third, small firms are often affected by the excessive influence of senior management.
Small firms are often dominated by a single owner or small team who may use
inappropriate strategies and skills. The research findings painted a bipolar picture in
this regard. At an operational, project level, teams and individual staff were
empowered to envision and implement innovation activity with little, if any,
intervention from senior management. In contrast, at a social, non-project level, it
was found that senior management played a significant gatekeeper role to what
innovation activity was prioritised and resourced. This is consistent with the projectbased organisation literature which notes that innovation activity is controlled by

369 See

Rothwell and Zeguelt (1982), op. cit
-
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senior management coalition (Gann and Salter, 2003370) It was evident, however,
that the senior management emphasis was on P flofl tising and resourcing external fee
earning project activity.

Finally, small firms can have difficulty in raising finance and maintaining adequate
cash flow which can result in limited scope for capital for ongoing innovation in
innovation activity compared to large firms. The issue of finance, per se, did not
emerge as an enabler or constraint for innovation activity. The co-produced, social
nature of project-based innovation made the cost of human capacity the pertinent
resource currency. The emphasis on explorative innovation was found to
significantly erode the available human resource capacity to progress exploitative
innovation.

In summary, the research findings confirmed that the prevailing innovation literature
does not adequately capture and explore the unique nuances, characteristics and needs
of SCKIPSFs.

8.5 Comment on research quesfions
Qi: How do SCKIPSFs appropriately develop and manage knowledge
interaction activities between individual-organisational-individual (1-0-1)
knowledge ba spiral, and how do these arrangements affect innovation
performance?
The research findings reveal that successful innovation in SCKIPSFs is principally
characterised by "project pull" and "project push" 1-0-I knowledge ba spirals which
create dynamic project and/or client-driven knowledge capital. The phenomenon is
shown in Figure 8.5.

The left hand side of the Figure depicts specific project requirements (either external
fee-producing projects or internal client-driven projects) "pulling," combining and

370 Gann,

D. and Salter, A. (2003), 'Project Baronies: Growth and Governance in the Project-based
Firm", Proceedings of the DRUID Summer Conference: Creating, Sharing and Transferrmg
jnowIedge: The Role of Geography, Institutions and Organizations, Copenhagen, 12th_14th June.
-
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converting, 'organisational knowledge' and 'individual knowledge' to form specific
'project individual knowledge.' Individual project knowledge is integrated and
leveraged to create 'project team knowledge' which is appropriately applied to create
successful innovation. The feedback 1-0-I knowledge ba spiral is complemented (as
shown in the right hand side of Figure) by a feedback or "project push" knowledge ba
spiral where new specific 'project team knowledge' feeds back to develop 'project
individual knowledge', which, in turn, further enhances 'individual and organisational
knowledge.' The tacit, experiential knowledge accumulation and learning is the basis
for subsequent cycles of project-based innovation.
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Figure 8,5 Successful innovation driven by operationalfocus

In contrast, the research findings identify that unsuccessful innovation in SCKIPSFs is
principally characterised by "organisation push" of disjointed, unfocused 'social' nonproject andlor non-client-driven knowledge capital being "rejected" by day-to-day
project priorities and activities. Without a project focus, innovation fails because the
1-0-I knowledge ba spiral does not happen. The phenomenon is shown in Figure 8.6.
Figure 8.6 depicts that there is no specific project needs 'pulling' individual,
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organisational knowledge together. Rather, generic 'organisational knowledge' is
'pushed' into a project team setting without appropriate filtering and adaptation to
meet specific project needs. Further, the 'organisational knowledge' does not benefit
from individual knowledge worker championing and tacit understanding. In
combination, the 'organisational knowledge' is 'rejected' by the project. As a
consequence, the feedback loop through, individual, project and organisational
knowledge does not happen.
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Project team
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Individual
knowledge
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individual
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Figure 8.6 Unsuccessfiul innovation driven by social focus

Q2: How do SCKIPSFs appropriately manage and motivate their knowledge
workers to create and engage in this development of, and alignment between,
individual-organisational-individual (1-0-I) knowledge ba spiral?
The research findings identify that successful innovation in SCKIPSFs is principally
focused on specific project needs and/or client-driven business needs. It was found
that the interaction and co-production between the knowledge worker and the client
within a 'project setting' is the principal vehicle for managing and motivating
knowledge workers. Knowledge workers are intrinsically motivated to undertake
interesting knowledge intensive work in their chosen field - in Calderpeel's case, to
engage with clients to produce high calibre architectural solutions on a project-to-
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project basis. The research findings indicate that 'senior management commitment'
was the key for SCKIPSFs to manage and motivate their knowledge workers to create
and engage 1-0-I knowledge ba spirals (see Figure 8.7).
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balanced vision

I

management
\(ment

Appropriate ownership
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innovation by
knowledge workers

//r
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nt

Knowledge worker
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innovation process

Figure 8.7 An ideal integration of individual and organisational needs

Senior management commitment to appropriate 'leadership' is necessary to generate
an inclusive, galvanising strategic vision which balances and progresses both
individual and organisational needs within a project-based setting; and, which
empowers knowledge workers to meaningful 'participate' in the innovation process
and to delegate appropriate 'ownership' and 'accountability' of the innovation to
encourage its enduring relevance and success.

For Calderpeel, two key practical ways can be identified from the research results to
assist in bringing about successful innovation. First, there is a need for senior
management to have the capability to manage all aspects of the innovation process.
It was evident, for example, in the action research phase, that senior management
vision and support was missing at key stages. A contribution to a remedy for this is
for senior management to have appropriate education and training in innovation
management. Second, effective communication within and between project teams to
create and manage innovation activity is essential. It was found that within
Calderpeel the constant pressure of project delivery hampered this aspect of
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innovation capability. Senior management should, therefore, establish and
adequately resource knowledge sharing meetings which are independent from day-today project activity.

8.6 Limitations of research findings
A twenty-two month single case study was used to produce the research findings (see
Section 4.6.3). The research findings are thus limited by the degree of
'representativeness' and 'generalisability' of the case study. These limitations have
been addressed by: a sampling strategy to select a representative SCKIPSF, based on
the size and type of firms (see Section 4.6.2), and, appropriate, rigorously applied,
case study and action research approach (see Section 4.6.3), data collection techniques
(see Section 4.7) and data analysis techniques (see Section 4.8).

In combination, the appropriate research design and evaluation, it is argued, permit
the results to be generalised, with a significant degree of confidence, to the theoretical
understanding of innovation within SCKIPSFs.

8.7 Areas for further research
The research findings indicate a number of broad areas for further study.

1. Testing the generalisability of the research with larger sample of SCKIPSFs
The study reported here was exploratory in nature and was based on a single case.
The results could be fruitfully tested within a larger sample of architectural SCKIPSFs
and other discipline SCKIPSFs (e.g. building survey and quantity survey practices) to
strengthen or appropriately limit the generalisability of this research.

2. Cross-industry comparison
This research investigated innovation in small construction knowledge-intensive
professional service firms. It would be interesting to compare and contrast the
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findings with SKIPSFs in other industries to identify areas of commonality and
difference with respect to innovation activity. In so doing, the work would contribute
to knowledge and 'good practice' transfer across industry sectors.

3. Testing the relevance of the KIPSF to large construction firms
The research reported here is based on a 'small' sized construction company. The
finding could be usefully explored from a large construction finn perspective to create
a better understanding of large firm / small firm innovation in supply chain with
respect to innovation. This has the potential to enhance our understanding of the
interface between small and large firms in supply chains when they have significantly
different approach to, and characteristics of, innovation activity with small and large
firms.

8.8 Envol
This research has provided an insight into innovation within SCKIPSFs through a
twenty-two month case study comprising the exploratory phase and the action
research phase. The results have demonstrated that SCKIPSFs have unique needs
and characteristics that drive and shape innovation activity compared to large firms or
non-KIPSFs. These signification differences are not adequately reflected in the
prevailing innovation literature which tends to focus on large, manufacturing, nonproject based firms. There is a clear need for this deficiency to be addressed, and a
body of research which focuses on innovation in SCKIPSFs to be developed.
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Appendices
Appendix A

Innovation in SMEs survey 2003 proposal

School of Construction & Property
Management

•%
1L

o

InnovatIon In Construction Survey 2003

What Is the purpose of this survey?
To help small construction and properly professional service firms to Innovate
successfully and proliabIy

What are the benefits to the collaboratinqj firms?
• Collaborating case study report fur each firm to descnbtng current innovation
process and giving guidance on the ateas o(rmpiovement
• The Opporluruty to network th other construction and properly professional
service timis facing sim.lw challenges and to share good practice
0 The oppoitwuty to forge long-term coilabosauve links ith the school
construction and properly management. which is the hqhesl rating in the budding
env*roiunent area in the UK

Why types of firms are we Interested In?
* Small to medium an companies which have staff numbers between II and 100
* Consultancy firms (such as consulting. chiteciure. building service, building
survey, andquantity survey etc).

What cosmtiftment is required for the collaborating firm?
* Inlen*evs tth six members of staff of different level of senlonty Each
interview will be I to 2 hours long
• Access to company documentation where appropriate
• All inlervievis and company documentation analysis will be in strictly con Isdential
only ailiculazed staff will be published.
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Appendix B

List of company documentation

No

Description

File type

1 Company Handbook

Electronic file

2 Calderpeel Quality Manual

Electronic file

3 CAD Handbook

Electronic file

4 Examples ofjob form

Hand written documents

5 Examples of drawing issue sheet

Hand written documents

6 Examples of site record sheet

Hand written documents

7 Examples of snagging sheet

Hand written documents

8 Examples of nonconformity report

Electronic file

9 Examples of nonconformity spreadsheet

Electronic file

10 Examples of audit schedule

Electronic file

11 Examples of audit check list

Electronic file

12 Examples of audit report

Electronic file

13 Examples of telephone conversations record

Hand written documents

14 Examples of induction record

Hand written documents

15 Examples of employee CPD record

Electronic file

16 Examples of client correspondence

Hand written documents

17 Examples of Calderpeel correspondence

Electronic file
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Appendix C

Co-operation proposal
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Appendix D

Revised co-operation proposal
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Appendix E

Interview co-operation proposal
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Appendix F

Interview protocol
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ContidoiiaI

Wc a Iwsie that muda o( dal i*(oinuuon uc an, .4i
to pive aboin )ol% Coflhl1nSt 1fl3) be
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A. About you
Nune________________________ -

No o(yeata ttith line ucotwi

Tot. No. ___________ Fat. No. _____________ k-nied. Ycl&actrnty

-

--
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B. Company euviro.,nienl
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carned out to suppou
this urnInion?
• flowncvethcse
artist be carnod out?
• Wboearnedout
thesearns tIIuI?

______________ ________________

Papa IOo(26
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Cnnfidatiml

Rd

Q2 14ow did your mm d,y lop the pbllily and madvatlon o( Ms st1? o su p oort this
Innovation?
Noia

IXicuss.uo

bmbi'rs / OIickis

• What actzvwai svro
it.cd In ckvclop tl
aIi.lity nd mutwauan
o(s*isflm onct 10
ipI3n this
innov.tioo
•
aimed oul ID Uglpull
this otation?
• I low sei these
amliioa earned out?
• W1aimedoul
those activities?

_____________ i.4..aal ODODO

_____________ _______________

3: Howdid stnIctur and gcocqi see wlthNi vr firm su000rt this lovaUon?
Duau
•

Ns

ctulea
socei asic Uatd
t
tt this

• What semitic av
earned cut io luppust
this iaiovition?
•Ilowasrcdmse
artavitlos earned out?
•
those a% diet?

ODODD

_________________ ___________________

fl4; How was this n--etion suv poml,d by k,IcWIsdQe InanaQ.rn,flt ic1
Nutes

Duusuiun

Lia.1*wo

k.nsbliii Uatsi.ii

Vihseknowkxl
fleewut acd
IaI id 10 aipDolI
that
• What ocuvis sv
cogyicd 0i4 IDaippud
this asloseIon?
•Ilowaorcthejo
acU%IbuS ounod out?
• Who carnad out
those aCU'fl)cS?

Ias 000DO FøaI

_____________________ ________________________

Pape II o( 26
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(douel

ReV:

4. hinoveiio.s performance measumnenllindkalors
Ot; 1Mat were the kn pacts frocn this Irnovatien?
Noe*.

I4Iq.Ik'd ,ubr /
Otulacics

.ip1U0

•

re die
cIod#uaicxpoted
flo.rsUit smi'te from
thu ueovatIon?
• Whirt wciv the
cepcc10dxpocled
,LPU%e InJSc*I
from thu eeovet,on7

______________ T..0 000DO EIi ______________ _______________

(i2: Mow did you inuaiwv thk rnoyation r.rft-mic.?
l4ow,

1iuo

1JtIpIM1

Iniikd uoab1a/
Olutacice

(C mkclioklct
wt,tudrs, buc
girthe. oie) egu
to mm$tv* thu

-T
• WIiM octt% d,cC tte
olrncd ole 10 mmaxe
thu aioi*ton
• 1Iowomthol.
aCtz%ltleC oliTied ole?
• &Tei ommed ate theje
itieil

d DO000 F.& _______ ________

(1: How do you iend furDr d.y. eenI the bief from
Dutuuoe

Notes
• What Ictnu ucte
omed OIC to
thu
bonditu from this

th kuiovatioo?

kn14.s1 ombku 1
Obeacics

MUie*lIat1'

•Ilowiicrodiee.
acuiIMa cemod ot*1
'Who ouned ate these
acmthee?

t 0000a fI

____________________ ______________________

12 of 26
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Ctditft,aI

Ref
Da4r

C3. Successful Innoatiost 2

(You idenn(ed)

IGeneralc R new hka
01: Whim did th. I,iti Id..sfiI cone from?
I)i*tspIiun

lm,d .robl.0 /

• Mtit jflfOUlSftOfl
asgeeg cr uied
(e g. chenis,
miptheii, ooIkagtaa,
KpWIi dcj

• What actnaci were
cir,wd out to ,c.
rxkoIkcI
mfoenuom?
•I(owuretheir
scuvi lice carried out?
• Who cr.cd out their
actWIftCa?

i... oco

____________________ ______________________

Q2 Plow was thi ida adocl.d?
1ucswut

tAxi ptiou
.
• Whut
cmi.ed out io iroovile
rmm thu u(ont*tjom
(e.g C%ah*1)ufl utc)?
• flo* tiure their
acti%1l,ci Ticd out?
• Velic carned out theic
ctMtiee?

00000 Fd

Pãtc 13o(26
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n44s.d ,igibcitI
()baacles

Cnpfldtaii*I

Ref

2. Irnplemenl • new dci
01: Plow was the idea ezDloltd?
iupId jbk-i, /
OhmacIc

Nuut
• IIoV sthcm00%.hoO
• Whet act1thoi clv
CafllCtI cut to
ocmmcrciahs&tt1t
thu uao%auun?
SI Ios' um theio
PCU% Ihu* carned out?
• Who nicd cut thet.
__________________ .%a,re

DDDDO P..

________________

3. Contpay Supj*rI
01:

How was thh nnov p tion smoord by your fvns ivtatinnshin?

NctcgLcçuoe

Enabkit IObMa.4.s

• Witsi
tosulap
are used to
thu mnoviton'

•
cerned out to ajl,ti
thu tnno.IIun?
•I

low vtu Ihcse

acusiltos camed

cut?

• Mtocmn,edoti
thos
e activitsac?

_____________________ ________________________

Papo 14M^6
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Rer

Conhko,sal

02: how dd your firm d yeloD lb. ablfltv and modva*i pn of If. staff k uvoovt thIs
linovahon?

Nus

Ducrapuco

Enabkm /(uck.

• What ac*IvihoI wtr,

anod to dve1op lb.
ibsidy and mocsatou
o(aiafTnonb.lo
this
umovthoO?
• Vv'1at aCIs%thOS t**
COITInd oat so .sooati
that IZsoOVIIMIOI
art*VIIICO ncd out?

•

nstdosl
thom actsatats7

______________ l& 00000 1

______________ ________________

1)3: How did ,tnscfw?1 and nrocq s.s within isr firm su*ort this frmnpytlon?
EnabI.m / (Jtsus.k
• What atrudxan and
i*occcind
k
o(t this
mnovshon?
• What actnu,an .ro

ned oat so aJçput
• hIowavthca.
tnTheg cnod out?
• W1)oCOlTscdoat
thc actnmca?

000DO F

______________ ________________

4; How was this Intvation suitoolsd by knoIedo. msnaq,tnant r'jy
t4utcg

1)ssuasaa

Lb4si* / 1*a.k

• What kaoulod5s

fl—

at -

u.s sand so
this snnosIun?

t

• What actnmos suss

COrned cat to anst
this usioataon?
• I low u.sg these
&Usstto oursud uatl
• WhoCOrnedoat
s aetrnhusl
thee

00000

F

_________

Pap.
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__________

Ret a

Contitknintl

4 Irnsova*iou per(onna.we nseiisurrnent/indkaIors

QI: 'Mii( were the krDcts frocn lilt innovetlon?
l)iauss.uo

Notes
•

Chiackt

the
ciedhsuacxpccicd
ildi% jniiasct* to.n
that innosinota?

• What iI the
cIcdImwxpedtd
p_ive ICU
r iNo 5iOiU11a?
______________ Ta5 00000 Ipd ______________ ________________

f2

IIow did you

aui, lift Iinovation n.rfrmnc.?

Notra

D.attIMtaU

Dimuattt

IthaINd osb1i /

• What
mo.auien't1Mthcatoti
(C atmIchukI
atlitudc, buaieat
NtUh(&tIiCjWtre
ho 1LWC that

• What actI% abCs
owned Ott to mate
that oaloinon
• float watt theus
acta'ntiot caned ate?
• Who owned eel thea.
activIties?

ft:

l.a

Cocoa r-4 _______________________ __________________________

How do y
ou totesid fuathec d.y.&.anI11f li. busieMe frou, th Ieoation?

Notes.

D.icnplaon

cesbhat/

• What actaruras wet,
canted ala so
devckap/cxpkitl thu
botatta trotn this
mOvshoe?
• how tate the..
aetnibes owned oat?
a Vvlio esmed oat these
___________________

00000

___________________ ____________________

Paac 16o1$
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Rer

Contkinrnt

Dase

D Unsuccessful lasuovation
DL Identify nnsnccess(ul ioaiions
01: PIea. Ide,,tIv 0NF not.nfiellv uinnificanl InnovMioai over the Iec.t two vear which
Iakd. (Only ew manag -

tlfv '0P4F oo&nttIlv nlflct inovalio over the lesS two years wth
02 PIea.
(Al g Lssviswges inswsi except sensor mw.gsr)

17i(26

-

290 -

Cnn(%tknii

Ret

1)2. Un.ucceurul Innovatlo,, I

(Senso. managet identified)

I.Generaie a mew idea
01: Wh.t. did th. kiltial id.ttl coii fmni?
Ncjcs
• iv1nt Uifnimeuoo
wcg wcs id
(C g. chcnhi,
phn oo1ki.c
rcputseIc)?
• V1imi .ctjvm
rned oi io
for/collccl

DJ*npi3on

I)tuuiun

'ltO(fl'.'40n?

• llowwemthew

actws*Jca nod ouil
• V4ioiothu
_______________ Ts 000DO

_______________ _________________

2 How was the Ides adoc4.d?
uIc.t
• Wbai sc*AIos wets

t.iic

1)ucu*

01*

1mm this .n(ona.
(C.luthOfldC)?

• Ilowwetad,1*s
&tzvtt,e cwned owl
• Who iwdo ihess
_______

15or26
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IIU4thXI

I

Contidcniml

2. lmpkmenl a new ktea
01: How was the a eiwloKed?
nh.jd i.jb*/
OhiscIcs

)xip4iun

Nutca
• 11CM sa the w.no%Sfton
• Whai ecbvu
Qftrfled out ID

vr

dni *1oIaon?
• IIowered
ü1t)cI cmd o$?
•V
rnCd 04M (hue
sctsitie.i

t* CD000

_________________ ____________________

3. Compnay supp.rI
CI: Howwas thIs knov p 1ioi sig,00c.d bY voarTwms ivIahnns1iio?
En*blcje / (Jtutack
iui
w,tO u.cd to aarsJn
due uvo*?
• What acinuies vr,
rCM1 cet ID jpp1
due UNlo%1(uod
• Whet

• I (CM v.ei theec
U%IIM$ ca,nd out7
• WhEoernajcI*
thom.ctrnl,&

________________ __________________

Pac I9o16
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Cilanutiti

Rd

Q2 How did your 1km d. y
oloo ha p biII(v and modvaon o( its itaff k sui pot this
innovation?

Nuics.
• Whit .cU%diOa Wile
md to dovclop thi
illilli) and nio(i%MIOIt
nritr in oni to
iopi thu
innovaIion?
e Whit pcts du g eetc
cnnued oil 10 uuCoi1
this innovation?
•lkwnw'othcic
U% tu g canned out?
•
oinucdoil
thowacmrnimusi

Lucnpuoo

thcwiiu

oc000 r

.nabku /(*utni.ki

______________ ________________

3: How did atiudurt and proc.sses wfthki 'urJnr auCDott this irriovation?
Nuics.

I)ius.uuo

'"Ø°°

Iablu.i / tAistc1s

• What onucw ad
veto used
to naratoll du,
• Wbst c*1%U
VIO
u*rnrd oil uonsupoem
thai inoov.ticua?
• how n, the..
ac*niliocat y ud out?
• Wito onined oat
theattrnti&

ODODO I .

_____________ _______________

94; Ptow was this ktqa1ion ;nnotWd b y kncs hidos m.naaern.nt

Nu4egl)uc*usuuu*
W -

1onhlc,s (lb*J..1*

ausQcincil activa,
mmd to mqi,oiI
this umvMain
• What CthlIiva WitS
canned out to 'oi1
this ustovatmon?
ii low WitS lit..
actas1t canicd out?
• Who oan,.dout
thcactntu

DDODD I

______________ ________________

Paic 2Oo(2
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Ret:

Cnnkniis1

4. Inuovaiio. performance measuremenllindicaiors
Q1What were U,. .cts from Iilç nnovajoa?
Lniplso.i ibleii /
CbcIcs

• WhM weruth.
no*.u'c lfl*tI (nxn
this sciova.un?
•
aQ,*Ivc iIts
ri u
______________
£2 I4ow did PO41

Tau OD000 I'-q

fl1Uii il

NoIcs
• WbM

_______________ ________________

inovatloo o.rf ns,c?
Iiauis

Drç(iun

bn'iisb4ess

I

mthcMcn
Kg
auaud buan
rc*diA etc.) a
,*s,ao this
lmo%thuo
• Wlin lCtt%iii r*
carnci cii io m.e
this ici,o'*.a
• How ere thee.
e.UThe. cncd otil
• Vv1i omrnl o these
actrntwsl

00000 E1 ____________ ______________

3: How do u i,4nd u,1$r

d.v.nl.xxJ th.

be.wri& from tha ksnovptn?
t)iwwuea

HoteL
• Whet actiftile. e**
owyied cii So
dovekiple%pIo*t the

Li1thci ciisbkii I

NIIIOVIIIOII?

• how rO these
ctivsIlci cseiod cia?
• Who ined thee.
_______________________

__DDOD_F*M _______________________ __________________________

Psii 2)o(26

-
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conridcnttjl
Da

(You sdeuittfied)

D3. Vssiucceuful Innovation 2
I.(.rnerale a new Idea
01: Wher. did th. iiti td..I.I orr from?
1).ctipI.uu

Diauueuo

• V* WCIUI)OO
uucc we iacd

(cj chcnt,
auppkaa ooUcauo*
fcporu etc.)?
•
iifltI Oil SO
foiko&ct

fl

• IIot %cNthr1O
*ttvit,cg camud Out?
• V1io
o* Ihe*
___________________ m.0000

___________________ _____________________

02; How wn th td.i adooI.4?

• Whit CtJV*hCi CIu
caned oil to ,nnoiI.
rn this uIixniutio.
(es. e ahaitun etc.)?
• how
U
lstttei caned out?
• Who caTied 0* these
activities?

Pape 22 o1 26
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conrikn,mI

Ref
Dale

2. Impkmciil a new idea
QI; Hew w. th kka sxDloHed?
N0ICL

l>.s.rspuuti

I)iuskit

4id..,ubku/

• tIo a* the asuon
eutmuciaIiiuIdiwd?
• What ac*n tiles tc
eankileut io
thu Ieno%M.on?
• II
(Q the..
actAih cacriod out?
• Who canwd eel these
U%

cocoa

______________________ _________________________

3. C.rnpany upp.rt
01: How waa tht knovabo inor4 b y vourffrm ,vLalinnhins?
Notes.

IA.euanou

EeaNcts /1asd

• What r,Iatepa
ere used to arx'ofl
thu ulnotitoo?
• Vvlt.t $dfl dies sees
esmed out to
thu uaopuo'
.IIowurudata
activ,hos canted out?
•

thcio .cuvu.c.?

t4. OQ000 t.,q

______________ ________________

Pa1ie 23 o(26

-
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Ref
DIe
O2 How did vou (1cm develoo th• ability and modv.ten of Its shiff to suvoort this
iinovation?
Nuw*.
• atactntiioaer
aatd to declop tho
ability and m.iIon
oriutn m oedce to
itipiui thu

I)uciatiaon

1utabkii /

L*atucki

• Wh*t ac*rnlioi a.a
.r.iuied out to

Un, inoovitsun?
• llowauntlieac
acttvil*a cagy,cd out?
'Vv*cstuedoiM
Uaio
*iti?
______________ W.appsl ODCDO 1.can ______________ ________________
How did ;*xvcrt arid arocurn within v ur firm au000rt this IrIo!ation?

Now,
a What itnactwcsaa
m UJCd
to itt that
amo%'afton'
• What ACZilbqat V.n(C
canoed eta to surpoal
that umoatIoa?
•lIowtortthe,s
acuiiaat earned out?
• Who 00TtedOat
thea
t ctrnisei?

l)ouiuo

c15*Io0

ODDD

Ln,Ut (tuJ.,

_____________ _______________

P 4 How wn this kwwitlon s'oc,1.d by knclqda. manao,rn.nt
l)u.wun
a W1attknotIodpe
awiapometa acUvsI)
to
as t
that uaioatlrn?
• What ctnatje, eia
earned out to n*i
that Inno*,on'
• I low WtfQ theic
aetnhlica caincd out'
• Whocarnedotat
ihcicacn'tt,ea?

OD000 F

tn,bIs/ 0..J,*

_____________ _______________

Pa1ic 24 tiI 26
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Cnnf,tknuid

Rrr:

4 Inuuvatou perform*nce

surcrnt!nt/indic&Wra

01; 'Mutt war. tPut Imv.cts from eils lnnostion?
1ripisuu

bas.J iubk-/
Ob4acIs

• Whig WcI
o%p.cludInxpcctcd
thu snut*lon?
• Wiut iv di.
cicpeclodfw*xpoct.d
PW9IiVC Iii.CU

trom thu u,00tatxm?
____________________

law D0000 pw

___________________ ______________________

f How did you naua this Irnovatan i,.if mnce?
ripiiou

t)u.ws.00

• What

hnpbuJ iub I
ObacIes

onmd.ca'on
(c aia1thokkr
affltudw. bwanen
Ie14th. Jut )
wrd
So IDutZWQ thu

•
oanicd out ki
thu soi.ius
•Ilowr.dica.3
cuitic. camod out?
• WhD OU7SCd out thai.
aCU%itiCi?

IaS ODDD 1a..i _________________________ ____________________________

3: How do y
ou kihand .0 furtPutr d.v.ki&.y
Not...

1 the bi.flK frOnI Uaiovatioi?

D.iif*iou
(ihatasirs

• What acimlic, mci,

carncdoai to
kkiç/rx.I ihi

bonctiu rmm thu
uvwal.ou?
• lIowOtCdi.i*
at%iIbo caITWd out?
•
_______________

DCOD F.,.I ______________ ________________
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Appendix G

Example of an interview transcript

Ref

('onfldcniinl

C-C-0l
27-11-03

Date:

'ai1brd tJniversIt% - SCPM
Iniioation in S!Es in thc ('onstruction Industr
1 lIE 2003 EVlER IE\V l'ROTO( OL

INTRODI CTION
The aacn tct Is sUond for bcIIcr ustcrsIaodIn succcurui imno% ata to small knos1cdc-uitcncwc
piokszlonal ntor flr (SKIPSEs)
8 knou Icde-boscd ao..adon we cia tk ffet1I.gcWim, ad

ioV1wai.thm s/ avw Wsw. tkr.,g* 'apHmi' rwk .ratq .id
lasihismu csipi.1,
iie*iw.1sdgvcu*d, *k* u,.kaac .r4,mI
Saaw,cv

conrrtak a.1ssw, rdmMu*Jp cám4 a*,i( c

SECTION I is dc53*ncd to celled bickgiid tidofn,oR most

)Ou.

I

the conspau and us clicab.

SECTION 2 alma to uadc,staal In the ue oIour flrto .ppropnaac laismauoa and Idct*U noble
lVSOItSVCI mat COI1ICIicICS Ut UoIO%a105 U% InCS.
You au

outsldc Ihc b undanca of these pcULom to ulisdaic signlricisu1 points you feel lee importa

Th.ik ou 1orcurIUoc and siçolt Taucdpt lI be sent to ou foriou locondInn th I host
undctood what you hac said concc1l.

Ir)ou ssou Ilk to dhsaiu smikin flxlki. please do I hcitatc to Contact
SIai-Lln Lu
PhD atudcai
SChoOl of Conalnicilo. stat P,cfl Mucousi
flic UnAcnt$) &SIIIOOI
Bndc ale? Buiddln
SIFord
Cheater M.iacheaicr
Mi INU

ia

Lk

• f ...1.

Tel: +44 (0) 161 295 5351
Ea.'t: 4-44(0)1611955011
Web hitpJ/u sepm.salfo.dac uk

•

Pagc I o(21
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Confldcntlil

I'

)

jscCTi
*W14*

L$ *At* s9.aoth4

tc RoffiD

4*i'

ftef

C-C.Ol

DaIe

27-1 l-O

I

(oivailo we n nn1uig on 10 gltc ibou* our coinpan) nw be
We nrc aiv thin much o(i
coinnwtdsfly. or hi other w. h1ghL rniwttIo. Howc
we aaiute von that all lesponsca will be ircated
pa STRItItY CONFIDENTiAL and wift be uicd (or rcaea,ch purpoacs onh. You arv urcompan will
not be idlIrd or named in W) pubticafloa ansrn (torn the ,escnrch wltboid urpct1muon. 0111)
aajrcncd data will be used.

A. Aboul you
Nanw
Tel. No.:
Voar poklacthhy

Age: _'1

No 0()cu with this compnri ....

Fav. No . .E ..nuill . ......
d,m.tnr miiriuino uconk

11M

snlrvin ucnnle

Q1 Please tick wpflC boiC to d,scrg, your oosl1loq within your comoanv:
O Top le%cI Igein
• Middle k%d
O Ftrin lccI supcnhsof
o ProfessIonal ca1plocc wMboot rnçcnfioi roic

0OIbcz(Pccth)___________

2: Plus. tick "the relevant boxes" to describe your formal qualification:
• I Gmduaic (U Cogmlcl 0 Non cognate) Archiscctwe Diolotna

02 Traisec mccts 0(pro(cssisnsl uUIl10 (P1cm çCcI1)
S 3 Full qital.flcd rn..atas or psofensmonal laniluniom (Please spodli) RIR fr i

fI

04 TISI.Cd to IINC (HtgbcrNaaoI CCIIUICSIC) orHND (Higher National Dipiona) (aol inclu&d hi 2 and )
0 5Othcr(PIcnsesgcdil)

3: Please tick the relevant boxes" to describe your pervious comoanvs s*atus:

Page 20(21
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T19 kNO%L

-BASE

Ref

C-C41

Date:

27-I 1-03

Or IE I

(Nate Knowlodgc-bued Innoiou I, dclloud as 1kv efferylvr taserftk., mid !miiew1aik* . f a mew
Idea. th,wugh appravMiv detdapmmi1 q( mid oumrersla., iormi. rmiaviw,aklp capital. ,v,i,c*ua j capital
arni hwmm capital, Is cemim kmiwdai4e qdlal. wiikk a'tha oyv,wll organiiarimwiperjormmiev )

A. Delinhion
Q1: How would you describe the term of 'knowledo& In (he kidduaI. oiaanisaftoual and
IuODIY Chain level?

Indh dual heal:
K,iwi kdge Ciojit. For mc. leils a Kick) one Knowlcdgc Is knowing ysw o(c I ttu,* Is the
Indri iduil. knotibige Is knowing )our place lathe lcattt You can hec that the Icain.
OriaalsaII.oal aid aipply ralu Inst
Is the orgomailtooul aid uipply chili lc%cl Is aicanL ihil you sic l,)Ing to do. wial 0u ate t1)al3 to
achinc to be piord Thea mill) I mpposc.
It Is vnr tacit biscd. aol ea$cIs baird 1n,r. A lot of people thInk knousloder lithe astet. ila move
epliclI p01.1.1 dew. Ye. ci. captive ke.uskdr sad simc III 11* compaa.
Yeah. SokiIcI.

02: How would you descrit'. the temi of lnnov p ttoO hi the kidividual. ot panIsaIIonal and
SUDQIY chatn level?

l.dhld.sl Inst
lnnotdoa. lndn Idual .tadoa Is lcmg thIn to IIIv* uiultc sour onlcapcs or .nhi&c people bclotc oa
aid always quca.oa.
Orga.IsatIaitaI sad aipply chat. lecd:
Organlsalionel isIs sappt chen heel Is Mnsys bet.g veoll) ulmi we calind ahead of the gimc and ala,
ahead of )oar onctItion. Doal be afraid to lake sts rot the eoslou' Its not acccsaank - I doal
beilcic Iistosauo. In she aichatoclu,c he to do wab the apccthc*so* of panlcular products or tcivleet I
llivdc mno..ullon Is the .cleicctmc ca. ousie re.n a angle: anglcs imolvc solving picblcnie (or the dic,*s
cc kr Iho Iidhaaik In the w in ihlch ihc never cxpcciod Yeah.
Yeah.
So. chess noute to as to u*a buildaig. The as we Uimvalc migla be lcIbng bun the he docant wall a
biuldwg. You know he im to * a cast You look the ptobkai (row a complctcl) dtffcittl angle, rtoai
am 11mg clan So (win oiucllct* comcfLThoa I was IX office: aid I wail N here The as u-c Umosie:
no. iou dojI tiato sour clrice Ihefe. Wese geus do Is liking your edstNvg office and ktr. lag ecne
lewiasi Iheic, utlil ac Dad a better she Being thlc so pk up the problem Is pen el 11w process or
lramsUo& I dust Irathtme.lh a he of people IhivIs innovatlofl Ii the accbitecturo Is Iiuiitng She
pcdlwnmncc of iinlcttali. windi Is pint of Ii. but II is Technical Iwtoi-slIon.
Thali a tz, diffc,eat pout stdcw
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C. Succeafu jnnoiiiion

Cl. Identify urcessfuI lnnowations

01: Please Identity 0NE ilranWlcant flnmnerated succeesful Innovation over the lnt two
(Only sen manager answol)

MI%aaoa i*atcmcsW
(Note: To be iocopniacd a he lcaahn aodb weal design hona dcdkolcd so achIc'na uotkinp icbttoashij*
thSch xenh mcxccllc,i at kit imi totillOns)

ideiwlfs n.e ilinUk*al ecrafvl Inno .iioa over the Ia* 1w. eaci?
Can
I canant gKc a o.e ciflc cxaçlc o( innovation ttllhln the busulcaa. I tilppose cnItl top ow maaslon
al.nctnei. Ii wunth vei thuS, but die couçni II vcn iwch hcadicaa. ao hcadIcs laul 'duectaonlcs(
uhich nc didal kanw nbeac nv iie Josug The ansaioa dalcnwt*. h.ch im doubt I have a cop'. of. hi
'.agne. bol It's quite sting an the wa we icalh fccl the ouaipsay wIll be a the fave cnss lUnc for artoni.
I think that I hive aver bccn belIeved slat maun siaicmc,aa. I aKizia ItiOugli itt hat mission slasttnctts
wetu iipcmciu icah bii thc didn't ieaU. pay off, but looking ii pauccacs U be gone thoniph to
achieve the nitoslos alatclncyt, I thw& Si Si eat tatceasan Inouvahon, but I think what U nuaampcd so thu Is to
,hwIporaIc thc zufl'. people undcmaaal devt n*tu we arc going and wiat goals nat in cue acmcne
Apt them thai. I senll. hat lcvelso(thc Inflicliec.
can we go back bets? D. uu .ca. N'a Illc thc eompaav got the I.'.cstot, In People
acciedhallon? Its Iliac the b zca alcilegy. It Ørru us the ultite theetIsa. Do )oe mean that?
It cans hc system or. piucea. We nat slowly ansstvnsmg at that time. Wc have vct good aveacac to
place atit annie '.cty pow aalen. In place. Intl sa slat eonçnsy Is goang datougla "pacsty You knoc
we west tea osasg mid mecemful When I go Into '.1cc people. thc don't know winch way we sic going.
'flat mlstlo. statcnatnl cInch Ii casesatall a atotetiec winch defined that Cnldctpcd to go so the war I thank
to a cc n*$cat. Does I rake £cnse?
saacccssfulI) tusango Ic Innovate this oun
Yeah.
Riglu Iii the simple them. I can pIck the acutusn scm. I cns pick the costing system I can pick die
method b wInch we collate tune ibecti. Thet ate sot Uaovatot. The) arc psoccdiut cssciuit We
did Si quite celL but II hi'S Uatovasom. hope Ian'.aiom '.ou song Inatosatso. in ill correct lomi lathe
maaaIa s*alemcii which at ietsI wat late at a. Ii helps site whole oepsasation. we weren't daspaciat bin.
so conic together as crc copsan Thea was following geacoilh so choose accesauit ataoanon over teal
nio veoss Is mciii ProbthI the'. -c vcs helpIbl but theic Si an single 'hang I can dunk o Apon fsoin
that. we resIb I would ct a Saint'. ative - I don't know iib* helps.
r4omialy. they wIll defa. the product Itseovado.. irniec in.ovatlois, piccear lnøo'.sgin or
.egondsa*i.oal Iaaovatla.. The canpsay hmo'.atki. Is much shout'...
lilsantipaudact blsml.,cMcc, antlianuugeateat hSiallo(chcntbacchaddocsk.a
one statement. - one serience. '..blui I docL I dcl'ina cw products. Is explains how ow iwapemcin Is
worthig and bow our products arc winking For. and alio it givca the ooaspaai idctiit which we never had
Ok

Yeah.
IF I cnat so choose meat MUIid Innovation" thou I haic so pick soincthlnp lake ow job. coning,
pmgm using a'. 11Cm, wlsck at not tatcessoith sew to us bust * doci very well slat a a scatgetnea* ii kwh helps
mcat aianngesi
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If our poducl Ii siwnys pscscribcd. ihce Is no sinic psoduc! win turn ott b Iw* s cvcsy product Ii 00w
So b I)ml urnuc. U always Irmcw,tkc from tho noxi coo. So. I cannot idcnIIt iho product tins rnnovallve
bocanac I bclicc nU I dcalgn II omcwiic Is ijmcMc& So. I dunk I wuuid pofor dxi job orcoarIn ayc4crn
all In the unuion atutcinem.
Which one do you think Is most Important? Beuuur other inknicua will fnII.w your answer to
describe hit they think and this successful Isusui mimi.
I ii *ihcswo.thojobaw*lng.lspmbab mosiunportata Hoctr.iddnisuingcncraikcI. Iwilipist
uhe susalon statement. I think the uusslon iialclncnt Is more saiporlum to uric I wift usnic the mission
ilniomoil. I think It nan quite I Uncut cxctcisc.
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statemeni (Senior rnanaer idenLufied)

I.Generate a new ide*
1:

Whoa did Iho Initlil ideaLsl coma fvøni?

Where did (he Indsial 1a(s) come frost?
(ma our dcsuc (torn our cholmian. and dI,ec%or at (ho thnc so cslabhah So he
n s hc u ws otn.
nc riom arnior uwwcmcnl

The miwol stuci*

What acthidcs were carried out (a aiflect Ibis litforstadon?
There was a .emtrnr hcld at the office (toui ose of she wcdttada aids She ienlor sanagcmcia aid issoctalca.
wisch (a chatted by the 4n&z* dausata. Iii (the i a-oitdmop.
flow ass this wottahap carded out? What did we do? Dr thruuah this woitibop. we dca*.
Idc.11flci our mlsskta atzaess.
Esscmsally who we d,d? We shea left aid
btek an 5mw bocr aid cousdudod she Samson aIcmcsi.
and there wsu a I bt p IgatIos to she staff abosi She uecc So. we tad a tensor ,uanaemcti
wo,tsImp ps.oattos to itaW she were allowed So make Show own cosnsscs*s aid lbcn * was adopod
really
Do )uu mesa. she Idea wan adoptcd by (be atwI.r maaaeacst to decide It, ur by the tad!, they
.rcc with ibis misdo. wauacut?
You ncu j cvcnoou to açrec. Thc,e Is aMas anaicoac wIt, will dbote. ItI cncml 1cdln is lust I
eMil think snow secd. I Ilmic s tea people oouIdnl bc basd. bi* those who cased nasoed. ho a
am adoptod.

Has would Itle the
°''
clmmcicnsncs al the (omatSoa I

2:

Sucnsh

Dcteuls

How waa th. Idea adoohed?

Papa 6 ci? I
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2. huplement a new klei*

1: How was tha Ides sintoltad?

How as lbs a.oysdo. c.mmerdsthcd or otitisad?
8*dly.
y t i ou w is gsen dsclsloi, asd i -. iotti iin fomit Ii et well So, hew as Igl*llon
commc,vlaIscd/aithsod il has been - - U ,sa% ased, I lhh*, p!tdomnstct) because of the
lsncwoi, In People.
Whet acth Inca west canted oat to colsuacsthtiacMlllisc lhs tnnoaUoa - I stems them's p.tItcit withIn
the psacuoe. But not, tat didli. we ccnalnly. I mean )ou wou be heed pushed hod al chests tim
know our ttiaUoi stotciScat paspose So Ms not been conwncsttallscd ii aR I don't think il ta In our
pmdiicl. I don't dusk ow chests mU need to know stat ow musIoa noicuteat Ii It's most our "trscnstt
maitct ikI'l. hi nEst - to pt'c the U .nc*mtaIuOl aihest the ou.lpen Isgol nod ,cai pee's hscl(
Cheats doit'i het to
thet. They need to sec tile cosflpan) dclwcring stauks. The stair needs to be
mothatcd. I thank I cstmeat aen the enaóoa taatcste moth ales people. bat I hank I most
sndcra*aadlop of the Bra. If too ca most understanding o(thc flint, hew It's bchop can, then acts (ccl cw
belong or b t dTccl ou should fed mope nm*wesct Mtothct Icngz) oniwesi
S. you mesa thin mbsina inipimas She seaaIaadouah perforaance md the prices, didtnc sad
iwothales the ataff, So .abe you s,catI..ed It's badl, med butt It'a a asecensful in.osadon.
I think ulmcn you a eomine,tlshhscd, you cannot astiatcicutuc tile mheion slatCmesl. but to *sh p
e a. a
wal pmbsbIt uidastd qatat wcll because to a imic, U aus li-house ttang. U was not mesas for thcsas
All wc do to en e,cl*mc It. I tMiik Iii on ow macbafic
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3. Cornpan support
QI: How was this Innovation suDDoted b y voa flms reiallonshlos?

(low a ii thit (anon Mian pposted b the company rtidonship.? What (lihetitfip. wete esed to
suppoil this Inaonatloa?
Tic compoay is oa
- ac ha people and If cc can encoutage them and gel 11cm to on amund them.
and ac use our sclauonthipa IoWOfl thai.

If they midcraiand tic comily is getug. en .id auppon Ii. and Shea thcy will t,vah tidier. tidier
a lh dlcmg. Sicscftxc. for the husmesi capn*L So aLl the nIaiionshsps ucre toed to nippon
Imlotaihon. WcdlseomKnMblot4naflL
What iclh hthei were cnndcd c so nippon this mao%ailon' •flc uostshop* a. I deserted
Hon u.s It camcd out? Ose held Inn hotel down nndh ubich u.s conduclod with (he staff.
Who camcd 0th ihcsc idhitics' WcU. Ii u.s the senior ImingcaKlit nod stall lu the whole conçar.
(ta she isboIccouipntz pcniI
Do yc. ran these actfrltlen writ thracØs the wnrinds.p, ma.tI. I. dIseeni wIth lkc staff with all
kid? Are bath I.t.sd aad het...sni rely heporlaist for the ceulpany?
Yeah. I main the stamp and ow nualags NC boils ftomial Wc hod a psesetlallon to the staff nhlch
ntis formal. tite tic wottahsop .csaion aflcr thin u.s lafommL We dons hare nasj (oratsi niccatip In
hilsccwse because the way we auth is ren laforamI Thai odin cc do iaD
Do you mean the resin. we set op thin odmion Statement because it Is enilcr so amausleate with each
ntiter, hii'i is? It. a part of thc onsepesy nupport, this miasias galriuent
Ooth. tat Ir Ing so dMth. It decwu .(Tcci the du-1o.dny niuuslng c(dic busincea or the da-so-da effect on
ow people al all II does dInobuch so affect on them, but I think odin it does do j ,cmfo,cca chin She
eoiopan Is thoM l I U I the cotuanasisitlon around the slat! wa. handled quac weLl
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O2 How did your 1km develoo the sbflhtv and motivation of its staff to su000tl this
Inriovailon?
-

Dcacnpuan & ditcutaton

lion did the ecuipany derclop the abut, and siothidon of stiff to tuppoil this miuInn stateaseni?
I sstppooc nc•,c engaged mote non wfth Imimog stilT, a grtot dcl mote. 'ibclbcr that ii In auppoil ihe
inlusoo tl$cwl is another qumitoit its probthh dote is by Idcnhrtcd 'Ito we are I stçpore. and then
we kno'i we wa.i so be the bept. somling I knon lLc at want 10 the leading rum in the north nest. So
we constantly uthi 'it all of our stilT, our Icamat. and cnownon - coatlaally
What at you caa by the traloltig? It iratoing laildt or cuialde (Internist or e snsal) Scouting?
Both.
So both training arc formal or Informal?
I 'iou sugpcstcd cxlcnsil ow si U(onunl. No, so. Thc nit quite (otnoal.
So both arc forutaL
Yc
Is any trislaing plan to auppoll this *isiIna Statement? Sututetimea we break the mission Statement
doitatoobjectas • .
I açpoac so, but ant - ltwc Inc p reinlour or gcteiei seamen, ow minion staidnesS nonnallv tAc wouklnt
lam up. Evenildag at do si ii, tog to reblcc our mission st*emcat. So. I tuppoat it does mçpon our
misacu sulcaicas - For wIsS o(abcisercxpreialoa.
Do we bzte n.y formal plans? Or saly 'ibis the employee wants is attend she training cowuma, we
ippmt Ibem to attend?
Both me lomal pad iWomaI atcrrn, Citelsic is trr mach l,wohcd to ihet - and would pmboblt be abkto sinner tint (or bcilcr I usia all the architects In legal said pfolssiomI piactice anisesa m-heutc twice.
week. They use a*snsiL They are orgeased en ushling mono. CPD resa.om. bosh esternol) and
lntcnmfl'r Isote or them ate so deal with the minion s*aIcmcst. bat al the manic. staicotent gu is an
tindenoanting at aam sobc ulte bctt In the soith w. A pita of that. Ii is so ensure our staff one tiasncd
Induccily tint IniNuag is goIr loot. mission slasCnscaI. bor quite tnduectly.
So to the c.mpany. we butt amior and junior architects. flees amior and junior architects work
tagctber.rwurk sepnrasthr?
Tbcy node togesber
foci the esanpany e.eonrs thc jeator architect to leach the juuulor architect?
Yei. Wa use quite a cnt tin. - si thirty Coin I'm ow of the oldest nnt.cn of staff islach u tl&c.Ioin
Sot lane to. ispuxtolsit job. mtocnssac that I sin paciang a. my knowledge to younger tten*cteo(n*aIt
Lake',. he, 'it lint pcoplc costing (hem colleague They tone an undcsslsnding of dcnaga skills that - you
kseu - they teach me. So.a is a tno-way pmccis really I doet sisiat pp mid Icacin.
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Q3 How did struoturci end orocess.s within your fkm su pport this Innovation?

how did lbs c.mpan sinidum and puscransu suppoil this misujin statement. ucb an you said we
bate the jab and con*1n system? Do we steed to an up any structures or processes to suppant this
mission statement?
Crick). I eIU be honest I don't thick thcc iii single pioccan within the company Is dcslgtied to nippon S he
rnIulon stlJCmca but all Ike p.vccsscs m die cotnwty me designed to support the enuny. So. thctcloic,
If uto conipsi soppoils the nasuoa staiemcut. and then cecry psocess Is designed to suppoit this lnitO Slain.
lint not a single process is act tip with the sole situ of ruppomng the mission sialcnscz*. c'. ciy single process
has been set up so bcfp tlic nouçan am mow cfllc,cstly or • • • to produce drawings bett or ned
aIatteer So. tbcie Is an single process that I can locaiuI which his been brought In cspcClsity support the
siuuloa galcmc* lobe honcst.
How this mission statement was bruurbi lai, the ishole processes? Do we knie any mica works or
a ho was mposnlhlc I. do Ibese tblngn?
The mission sulcmem e • we dIdn't aM dowe and an we anuS to do a hundstd houses a year That's an
the wiuton @atctncgi The jalisiD. staiciseut Is so be the tending north west designer, or whatever Reath
that Is dcacflbcd what as sac aMout Thit Is not a flgaro Thai is not a taici. Thai a an souuictiung we can
actually any; Ma. we hans achieved N. Ii Isalaiys sttanguIc.
It looks tilts If we want to be the tending one. normally we would like toesplare the new mattel. or
spIore S • S
I suppose what we think, I iscum as aiM so look Into the posetlial o(dlfrcsen* nwtctL We have started so
lock into the cducntlo. aid we do some west In the tadutscs, So Wc nit sian looking tan tint I tiunk the
mission '— ptvbnblv started timi. But N is not the process. h'sJua* as go out aid look for wo*. So
the process docat't seppon that. Wc me ically just colIxIs. We staib ale anking a cotwcncd elTon to
c.'cpSid Our base. oiir"itsartel base."
What scit%Idcs were cnflcd ass to support this UuiontmW? I think II was the naitctlng. It sinned
generated Ilunge 11cc the Inscaloes la People, also the website wan designed otT the beck of N - tiungs like
that
How was N casnid ositO Tbc .mdcotlag ulkin the company Is vety Mibnusi aid invehes "cidertaisung
clients" PeOD)
Who carded out these actIvlIcd? Mtyoan and every one
S. tbcrr Is no particular procee to S s a
No It Is very isick cvcnone buss them into Ii, and thea cvcnoan Is respoinible for it. You esn go out so
ask someone hete do you foci too ate tuponsible r the music. stalctnc,t I sin suit people don't know
a his ale talking aMout. but In cancacc the sisslon aiICaict* Us cvcty ole 's ownership aid understanding
of tie company.
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04: How wai IhIs Innovation su000rtod by knowlpdoo manaamnent activity?

flow a is Ibis Ioiso ilium anpported b kinwkdfe manapemcE acthlty?
i mippone the wdsiic Is the btjtca* thing that we hove done jecea to suppon the tmxwallon I suppoec
the'rbsilcind dclmcsto,i In Pcoplc. IsuplothefuwrcwheotoiiywnckievelS09000,QA
sletnL the) will become mole critical.
* am tMl confused I. this misalno statement. After this mheou statement ad up, Is an pnil$cut*r
airuthire. or process, or n*athelp, or any .cthhles used to vuppesi Ibis sslaion itatemcmt?
The whale oosspe nopports the msslon ssnscmcst There Is no one peon. sitting l an officc coaMinhi)
checking IC we use neble, lisp stat masslon EL.SCmCaL We alt know what the aitaslon teineju is. ii) kiwis
ti heic we wad so be. bis we wdl never get there because )OU oImot .iddenl) op l& )OUJUst med ic keep
SOIflL ha a
for you. I apotogise for sbus, but these Is no single is flea or petson was itiponsibic to
ensure Ibis the mwstoa nastiness Is uphold il nit usc. lii purely a device b which ste detinc our
conipas I cannot gbst* o(a peocea oractis sty mcd ho suppod the mission itnculctl, this Innovation.
5* through the workshop, we n.u.ee the miaslon statement, mmd then tie Just do aavtbIag we are
dstng mow. We don't try to esphsre She new market as . a .
Yeah. I dUnk doting the isorkahopeib she mIssion satcateasi lathe Santo pmccss. but also host do we view
the coasçan) pesng losmait The asutcisag side comic IsSo that Ap.st Irout hhc mialteting pmceu. we
decided we nccdcd ouriches. one flthalo. s*atcrse. because nomeone tald sihe )OU ale goiitg to do in (lvc
ycass time mel sshe does Catdcipcel mean. Iii a bit tacks to define The mission itiscmcto gisci us that
hadIInc we ens sac so dcilne osaselva. We don•t holler a rm the soo(Iopm. Something is pcwssl so the
conipsn I Usidi II gsves an a goal to uchlcvc bet, not all of our decluco-snaking is bawd cntiicI on ow
mission slileulest baa bit sicud Awywa, there Is mm explicit iucm I can as Ian bce. psi a place to
canine out mission staicuicta Ii icset1
Why do we wad to at up our mikiu statement? Beema cnts ask us or.
I Ihimi the easpan, is gellag blggcrs.d people sic getting otderas welt as acv. people ounung We (cli the
agreed helps an If ste define a hest the ceispsi Is gossip. Clients sever ask 'ou. The, never sus whet you
ale goIng to do hi She the )CSis and whcst the com Is gosig. However, Re used it In imsstcting on
scveml eaia at-In the flve vests. wcwaus to be etc. It sets out oar slab where wewaja lobe.whcrc see
semi toga, alas wcwststodo.
Whi. we at up our mIss.. statement, we want to be the leading design I. .onb west. D we look
bids to mar rsuousrcan nod I. then 5. explore aShes opgortuaides 3m the misted or. a
I dent know how we measure ama bccusce flzmnelafl we ate pmbsthfr domig teishiveit well I would be
anarcd. ott a paccaage basis. If we sic doing an, better than befose but we could possibt, be. The tius
a pwcl In ache tog coisnieiclth succcss, but also chievtng awb*ccuue
that I stculd Judge lhc w
succcu. - so we gal good psejccts bulk. We had a high qusIIt% asthitecturel cuOlcus - a building listS
people sell elgoy The to alas I judge the sueccas. That Is what the mlt.sioo statcuscil succeeds. If ou
look back in the the )C51L we tuvcnt achieved the memos Mmlcmel. Ills difficult to nec. but I will be
entered iwo dont gel close to I.
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4. nno%ation performance measuremeni/intheatora
QI: What w*re Iha MioacIs from this innovation?

After hu.pkmaeted Ibla mia'k,a Malemen* wka urns our rtpccted or sacspcded penhlc inipacta 1mm
this, (hc mla'loo Matemeal?
That n a tricky thing. How do you judge It? There la no few s'.sIcal In place to judge 11. becatsc do you
become arnie sacccu(ul bcc*uac von use bigger thus Or coaigc*i*oil I doe'l think w do you become more
meccssftd bccauae oa a o arnie nioncy than )our competitor? poIuib ordo ou gain seapeci or become
arnie leading because >oa woo more awaids and far more respect than aur comperisorn ut the prolesio I
think shut Is Itie wa, I wosddJndge u. Mid densa cty fcret1 lha so judge . How do )onjudgc staged
from ether aselaiccu etc or oor dhcors? Jr we judge jaus on money, then we wouki doing a load of boxer
ccr)Dac nad not case thou She atèjcct. Hut we case thord lhc "prnsslon o(dcugis and arehisccturc So.
the ouulon statemeat reti that Did - icaib.
Do uu mean full.w this halaa Midemeut. there ii n eipected or unexpected thUsga happen? Whew
we Implement *hl mImi,. Miatanat. do we thInk It w Isfiucuce our blare?
I think thiug usi do Ia. sa mfluct on wheie we are gotag In tile pmctkc. The mImion ailcincut just
renU g1ca eren one focai. So we know duss we warn to bc the leading design bomc. whatctr cversone
waiui so call il. In she noflh west. If ctothhshcd she fact thai we knew ocw aatukcl Is I. ihe north weal. We
did expand it a little bit. Its ahe,ys cMablAthcd she focus. I suppose I would tike to think hew its esslancal
perfora.ace. ha me potas of view became I'm marketIng to peop I have prIde as knowing that the
Cnldctped mie comasucd Ic be the icp lgn In Ibe pescuse In she ,wslh won and I will be more nrnsss uSed
So sefl that design.
After we an ml the flab. Matesacus. do we hors an) expected or unexpected poslihe Impacts. mcb
an cominbiac.t or aavthinx eke'
Expected poulilvc uwpnels (torn this maovullon was probably malnh us sctuor managcmctw level win west
ivaUy ilapg this we Save caithllahed ula the coingsa, is all uboul nail tbciefost. uhcn we are going to
races cheats or sespecilve cheats. we hive boner "alccf ahead the Cnldcipcel Is sanag lathe market place
and where U warns a' be.
The other usexpected poausvc lagaici his. lila iu*wallosz I suppose. It assisted mar ucblci log the Investors
In Pceple audi thinks thgkh)' ctIbed o(thc malE
The expected sugatne Inspects were tome c(stalTthougld a wasa load of rubbish.
The naespcctcd negative .nmeta were we slopped. The nusason atiscascid. we Invent staSh moved
(reward. we iealI) haves's moved the clibusuism (orwait PousibI) that 'a n unexpected dung Has huge

QI. How did von nusasi. this Innovation nerfornianc.?
Descnpt,olr & dracussion
(Soc 3 C'opnpn.y Supposi. Qi DCseTIp5ICII & dheusuoa)

brt'raal DDD

f.xtni(
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03: l-4ow do y ou iMend to fudhor deve?oolexololt the beneffts from this Innovation?

how does the cn.pa. hitead I. rurtber derdopleapinhi th benetha (nsa this Inn., ado.?
AU opiti. How do ou i,Wcnd So tlli1hcrdeclopftxpIoi lhc bcaeflu t,nsii lhss Inamsilon? I think we l,icnd
so the umstct and vfflI tic .0.11 I w inIksn shoal In tic prrtlosus acct.o - Usc poaIiivc Inspects u>mg to
make oar iiwtcl cthn bqsjcc and btjcr The posstwc Impacu ste used to cnsusc that we .rc doing a
bcllczjob Thcic(o,c. (his n lie miason lnlcascii.
Ho,. wailS mmcd cii? A'ias. 1s our mnrkcllng. acbc.lc imbiber such 11cm..
Who ouded cii show aah lies? Ocacr.l k. Iho senior malucmcs* e . . Generally ft. she sensor
mastgcmc* csnlcd cii.
II sound. Shi idailo. gusracit a.. ahian raided oil by sealor .anaracng. Ahead all sc$h4Ue.
acre canled sist by the sealer maa,*cmCaL
lit vIking about our bimisa slaicuwit Yes. I tould argue 11.1 cr1 u hope. shot c,cr member of ilaft
I,.. an Innosatsea. llyou hiscn-lc,. nothcr people. you 'aW tsme iomclhsng cisc. Sonicoac still say She
bslcosss and masmZlng So dcaaga cendn bo1jdi, g k, hoanaflst am leokiog x?cV & atsck cttarpaay
np.M thing and irs lop So gd asic ding st4isch .w.bc possibly affccI. the campsuy mom than .onscthrng cisc.
BIN Is has So an (mm souica hec i las sn.tod with seajor nsaangcacii. Ii still he lnscm.tIng to hear from
oilicr asous acsasily
Ii yasir statement. II seems Ike istb she Ii rav haportasi for the mission statm.enl I. place or the
workshop I. stry impo,ta.t for s . s
Ycah, she stebilic is mçcivass In the anse has, maInly from my polis or view becansc I lasers lCa all of Usc
UnIT. moss isca wslscrs of isnIT If you last been boked at She wcbs*e. caldcspoetcom. Ms a bit Unsope
because I scald hove thoupis the ou would Imvc done hbsi. The snore ioitaii Is a hen you look is the
uchaic and abcn scsi seal Ilic mtiuou stiscincm* nab dat pses you a vcsy cocehe aidcnJaading shIN the
conpen, a doing aisi a cxplsi0. quickly stint we s* So do sshcw at wail So go dc So aayoiicjstnhlig
She Scam, tics aluis (sail the ,mm.os akilcrneis bcfo,c they come iso the lINers scw This till abovl that
These , raterkig rie we used So capici this mimic. .*asaacs nUy I mean spars tram asccming
people It would be. The is one of tic bcnefls I suppose. Wc sac It. I siçpose So achsevc. So pits
Time sialTac gist we Save So buy isle tic asluion alilcalont aasbe m.ndsct. They staiN lobe heoiscd us.
'moung (km list *niis so bea leading design home The. dont ansi io be hastisod in * design sehool with
a load of xh yow aids designing pius. So Sims uafTms be all be attracted in the idsitson siatciacis.
S. aejast carry as this bsion Ma*emeat or we will art Sal asotber mission Matcacas In lie fimare?
I itttnk she. yes. we a-il last so hec a nes, mission slalcaictu es-ealuth You cannel buy In the mine
roles. I Sunk Ii tic short so medium Ilaic we a-Ill be retaIning the airman atliemeil. There is ao point So
change Myd.
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1). t nsuccessful Innosntion
Dl. Identify unsuccessful Innovations
01: Pleneo klentlfv ONR' ciOtOntIaDv sloniftesni Innovation over (ha last two years which
jgQ (Only senor managee answe

aLien
Scinln.'se
(Note: IT scaslo.i, Ma,kcllng seminar. Pacct bflcfhiej

Can ou d.iIf cue siziflcnnt I cation aer tbe Iasl Lw. snrs isbich fa&d? PoteallaU.
Yeah Gosh Poci1Lal ugniflcaa rnmvatk,n ab,ch laiIcd Cncky Hs piebebis bnndjcdi.

Th mans Important Impact
I kmw. I sin thinking
The onc I am thlriking Is we dId ihe coopcsitc bkip io.l fise yenta go hIch Is a leaflet, ahich Is
sèaolLScl) mcicsg, b tIm o dIdn't sheet the colrnm lugcl
An innes ullon din (sled?!
I anppo.c Ihete Is a svem csiaiulIshcd alien we .m%cd bese so rr and disensa etc. Esscona1l even Isso
aocka a goIng so be the .nthctlrg nwe sad "IT scuion In home to diacust marketing In the firm
Another D.c Isle dheum IT. The, (ailed thactutch bocause a docsnl happen an arnie. After (Ca weeks
Iaunchcd k and Shea mopped. So. Ii's a good Uaio%atIon a's a good idea Na II'sJisl slopped because iso one
Isad il.ic (os a wc'it ioo buss We spend o of lane In tIn cuocting and thcn we (aikd. I suppenc those
Is PC of scaslom shin wcue .cnzafl) set tsp b hascnt been earned duoupli. I thut a 'a (ailed. I flunk ihere
Is none potential Inaocaln nas (ailed.
Dousu mesa(belTtulalngprngrue. e• e
No No No All of she people ho .me maipolcia. Tiny suI1 be one ot lao tep cscaiallvca (rota each
Scam and thc acee aopposcd so pther cvci iwo weeks ot once a moilk so diseuss pteblcnus, uppradea
wflwwe, Idie 11111 h's twice, IS didn't happen (orations Incise aionths orciglecen rnonthi I
filth U bad one usi .ccc,1t. These ass a1 supposed lobe a aniltctung scnusmr a luch never happcnod but
I Slunk SimS ass a shame. Good idcss but don't go (orw aid a ab M
Do you mean bsmosztlo. Is we act up the meeting I. diacum the lTproblein? S. Is is tb Internal
dbeusaioa, (dinah disc.sUou.
Yeah,
Il'i tilled bceaust people die'S have (lint I. do It.
Esnculy. We have a lot of these tbiag We Ime none became we inc a big firm. 'flu is m (miii Wiih
ii big firm, I ass athcd to set up once even niouth. a p,ceaiiaioa of wbcse one of due Scans would ptcscnt a
significatIL scheme 10 the ofruce. becatac not net) one knows a Sal Is going on Ii the office Ii didn't I lIts.*
Pcoknsejussioobtusy Ikaowhleut) rantS. lsinucln*nehisp (Ihlthlttsagoodsdca,bulhisnn
fauk, Isn't Ii" ibete Is aaoiher example. Some pmcesses ninth bin been set Os's, and then because of die
pseusue of she aothJen dipped.
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Whydo yne thiok II iasIgoIcant lmpo1ant? Bcc*uiewewastea kt oftlmeia the hejlnnàior..
thInk Ihe ate alt sIjnlflcai In their Quo way, becawe the IT ote Is pI noilb nillcnnt bccausc %oii need
to inau ikH U gOII co ntth Compntcts. and )otL need to know uhal we need to do. The matkclrng one Is
exireniely aIflcanI because sic doni have a tingle ,nartcijng polIcy - The pnees bncflng one Is
cigruncais to ensure that we are icenipimsIs hail sic are a iksiglr pracuco. So. to seine eiicnct that Is going
back to the raitalon s*a*cauril. Woic lcrn(olving the auu.on suscanein.
flic ate all aignificini. Tbc nfl have the lsdncc.
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1)1. Vns,sccessful Innovation I _Seniinar(ITecsion. Marketiny seminar. Protect hdetimj)
(Sentor ntauaer idenhalled)

I.Genernie a new ides
1: Where dId the InitIal cetil come from?

When: dId the Ides come fr?
•Tbe Idea of the scmImrcngt horn maongcmc*w 1moc. That Is aenctaii, betv she come horn.
Whit seth lies wei carrtcd out I. acts fir or collect this Informalktn?
Apta. was tt tb diacissious alib the MalT The scssioas ,n:ac cstflcd out as ItfonnJ sneclinp
Who was ,ysp.salbk fir these c*Ivltics?
I (Ewcn) was icapomibtc for she pmjccl bflcfmg one. The IT tmnscr was lespoosthic for the IT one I
Ihtnk. I suppose nea. Ca,ollne woald be 1k one who was .cspornl,lc for the marketing one. Thew Is those
people Identified a Ito wcac responsible (or those.
How uould isle tile bUowlag
cliamctgnatics of the M*fonnslloo

2:

Sircnpjb

Details

How was ths dii adooid?

how a-as the Idea, the ira3r. Idipled? Wh di ,00 think It', a pond idu7
Wl do I th4nkhlsgood ulcaff' AgaIn. hctwabcohmofthepracuce.thclland
itoII In. wb the marketing scflwnsr ctscmIk ho make conccncd. jointed. th!led mastcling The
pmjccl brIefing is tenth to tnntall cnlhuslasm in the anilt pcaing them cchcd about the ptojccl etc. So
the) nil Iwc good i,thctent Idc hi the acintour Thes wt the'. were catabbsbcd.
How wash corned out? Again. tnIbrna& imdtngt
Who cia-tied ont these .cihrisies? Micff IT manager and Ciuohne (Hushicas Dcvcloptnern stId
A,chilccftaal Asitsiant) tenil I acposc.
Do we use fomasi or Informal .,cetl.pi?
Two (IT canon .nd PSoteci beicilng) w be inforimi mocilnp one was formal meeting. To be honcst,
they were pretty tch ta(omtnl
____
iss.i . 51
How would sale the foflowrng
SHengsh
c1etcnUso(oseatiu in
Details
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2. Implement a new Idea
Dl: How Wa, tho Ida. esnIpl(nd?

how a, thc Idea used?
This is thc oar that (ailed??
It warn?. Ii Just wasat mcd. nw. oh it's failed because c do Ii. Ii oa.n't use wtfoaunslcty Thais
not the an uer,tou ale htohm*lbe
Yt,.
If tie use it, I can Id øii how it's toed, boa b'i con*nrtelslhcd or aIilMcd. It just knan'l happen. RcOfl)
uasn'l Thil'itsbi it's faIled ,taI.

it

What acU.. Ilics ucte ea,flcd out to noannsc,ciailseluitlisc thls Iano.. ntloa? None because tie didn't do LI
How was II c5rncd out? No one carticd out. Thai'. ti h. tl'i (ailed because tic Just diti aoilung.

non would sate Ito IOUO%tlD$ I
ckmctcnu(o'oumpair in I

tItlaih

I
I

Det.di

But we actual?. rattled out II few date..
Wc have a couple o(,canioas, but aisl? tk jut CaL*llshcd what wcwcai peln to do RcSll) bcoad that
we aliouki have aIauc theta Bccane we dkin t, It (ailed thsolulclv. So new we have an IT Itume1
who aim ivu.d se a toadies, clucken dieckin abut overtone n doIng Wc don't hnvc a asrkciup
.lnWc... Whit pwocat ate oLa calm the olflne? Soil. not too bad, l(tttow avatein acre In pI.see aix?
these Umovahlons ucte In plane. ulati would, I be hnppaluig, So It wasn't liar great rea].
Do you atan wha. usa an bat one petana, who Is mpoaalhtr lot this *anlnae. then be aetda to car.
sat these actkltka. a. oar aal kelp hlat?
No i carded out ito paiject one, lot InitatKc, sad Ii's parch ca my bchaN'Io ocpjuilsc I. The asare would
DppI to hue alnitetatI Ihc IT atuff Ii's pweJ a failure o(tibocvcr wan in charge o( osgaluseig. Something.
bchlcc it I all It's vets tuçonaia. Sonieltuag, (Ito of nil, )oN don't have use to do U. Sccondl. )'ou
have pseasle, 1mm thea. to do she a'oit. It's vcty difFicall to isp the tire to deal with the scope we
have d,scuaacd Ito p.ojcct we are nodong on. The pmmume of serb ucaoved car *iltty to handle these
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3. Cotnp*ny Lupport
01: How wu this Inmovation g uopotted b y yptw firms relationships?
Dcscnpuon
How did the copans support the seminar? Sorb the eontpa.y offem pcupk dine to attend this
seminar u' encourage people to attend the acminar. or we hae the inciting room..
Wc hwc the access to the meeting room We heve asipporl to the sense that I( we need to gei staff
tin ohd. We cna pill p,canue 00 them to get IcioKod list compota Is p2*11) stippoitlse of that But
probstbI not sepposlisc in the scime that they thould have been kicking file up the sac to ntikc awe I nas
doing L Ycah, the nonipun> Is qnuc suppoillvc The to etcpoot the tnnovnuon will be the senior
manager to c*usage ) 00 (mm the (roin Adrotniatmilon stalT the) wciv all been to get lwsoKcd.
What icthnlei ocac earned oat to nippon this mnos.11on' Agtta. It consts rrom the senior wumgcnIcil,
Hon nsa Ii carded mat'? My one Ii project br nh.ch ii done m a norkahop type o(cin umamein.
Who cwicd out these adhatkn? iit n Ill be Ale. sad too or dote menthcta of staff.
The meeting orworIi*c Ii I.rii.l or laformM ace'!
Isfoinsul

O2 How did voew lion d.yeloo tile ability and motivation of its staff to tu0041rt this
lnnovatlo?

110w dId the firm desrI.p thc ability and muthatie. of staff to sapport this lauo*iion? Senior
management encacra utaff. •
No Ocuhuig most specific proicci beicthig Is what I know most thout Ii was cstabllslicd thiS we would
have these nstcttngs at 5 odock ca Frida> lint brouglu in to go thsotb the quarter to six. and then we
lakC the stall to the pub to sc a pus So d.c motnstioa was hail ypo could gel so tcasc oi,rdcak Inline
hour east) sad we nih hi.> >0u2 past. II minds bitted. hell Is tart spntts bet we Is) to get thent mon
i,cu ir scat us to thcin >0. have to come to on 521mm) mosttag to do (hg lhc would never turn
So. tile) cascstu*lll) got (mlii. hour awn> riom their desks. These wete ticrcstingdsctsarosu.
What Ih tiles wne earned out to mppott INs i,movauos? Agaa. kuformal wodsairop atid buying people
Hon oat II carried out I. the gob? No. Agoin, In(ornial vsostthop the wn we approach one of the lciunai
zuusth ala good lor proiccis. ne would lIke to publeclas Ii is our office and then ne will ask thai lenin to
Identir> .Jwno umenthc, of tt.c loam to pcs* It because the ecntor staff me we) used to presenting Wc
nuxiod to usia the junior go to presets Ian noe threatening ctwusoaxncs*.
Wlx,casncdauttlucseactts glcsl No Me. twin1, stoulacchst.
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03:140w dId structures mid oroceases within your 1km su000rt this Innovation?

liow d the so.npany ructuvw and processes sapport this 1aaotstIo? Saniethina l$ic equipment,
uctureer • . •
The support to thIs inani alloti Is ha Inhllall) committed to M said c itinjiemeaL There Is nodths i*oiti
spcc1flcni but II use cncounigcd We hate the entire s*çposl (Umclwts said processes) I* do U.

04: How was (his int
t pyitiorl iLanoolnd bY knowl.don mannnsment activIty?

pp this lnnosd.n? Ssmdhlng like recant
Any kuowledge maangemc.(
wciw j
Aflcrlbcwsotthap.weuiliweord ..
Rigli Nothing tim bccawm Ms ln(ornmL I really think ibm expovwc to pcople of utiite going
oti I* ihit ofilce - dcmgo wise - will bes mmua(cr of knou ledge Italty. Someone Is wodelng on somcalung
exciting Ihc we will icli beau Mints it I. (he senUanr. in (he prejoci bcexuse the ninse exposure ihcst te the
mose Ideas w get from thcin flat Is a uumfcr of know lodge wall) but tin formal am o(rccordang that.
These Ii u reesed. Were jiam loaralag by 4olasg lathe office.
Yeah. lii difficult to describe.

4. innoation perforunsoce nienaurementtlndicators
01: Whit were the Im pede Irom this Innovthon?
Dcscnpuoa & discussion
11s failed. Wba* was the exported or sae%pcticd pseithe impact?
Do you macas, has umucocasful ianotaIlon7
Yeah.
I suppose ibm I expect positive Ipoacts ae,e be Itic gsealcr unuicruanduig of the design and nrcb*cctwt
withia the coiposip. mere tml• between the icai by dsinec dn,ded wail), and people who Is In the
project hating ounesabapoitbu peojcct beeline they Jautc to spcuk oui Ii.
tbu tuaixpcetcd positive tappets acne &sco..cnng that tashita some of tennis, some of younger a,clthccts or
Icchnlclain were cute good In piesciling and also gained conlldcsacc la presenting Ia (mat of atalt things
like thai.
The expected ncgativc Impacts itene thai we atop doings. 1 expect ibm viould Ieppca
The unexpected acgathc lsqacsj were aim some people dade I wait '0 do dint bccaure they acre tcsy scared
in presenting or they couldni be bothered whids I ihongil waits bit silly.
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QZ: How did you measur* lh. nnovotIon o.rformanc.?

Hon did >ou mcsmue this innovatmn perfornsancc? Wcli Thcit is not much thoid thc pcitonnancc 'a *
bclni aicisiuct It soisdi a bit sIIl
So I didif I pelform bccousc it 'anant happen. Thai nut
ncaknesL
Do n. stein bccaust Is stopped, so you dld&t steasna Ii?
mean, goth What mcaswvmcni/indwatora wcur used to useinuc this inno*mn pc,fonnsncc?

Yeah. I

Something kko staff attitude. threvØi these .emi.an thrn gut orr chised or they get store .•.
Yeah. You couldn't nscusu.c II. this ou could my this pcoplc got stoic cnpigcd in do psoJecti I uspposc.
bitt ou cotuldis's nsc it. You could up their pcsfoiulasicc do ds heroic wus 'alchcd thc dn after
So, it didn't get bcltcr
What seth ifici 'acic carflcd out to aicasosc this i,mrnauou pcsl'onnancc? Nonc.
Hon wcsc thcic acusiues earned out? No one cwdod eta these aeon Ides.

I1 How do you intond in frillier develo&.snl&t the benefits rrom this lnnovation'

Hon do os itaciul to
dci'clopk,plob the benefits fious this Imirnutiost' Whis ncil piobdel do is
ittlan the pmccso bccic tsc bsecni dciclopat oi caploitcd ai bcnefds latin this UutolaIIoa.
Because people do.'t beat tIa,, so Ibis i.noaatI.. was failed. is it pomitsk is the future. we tell
ci ura
I or usk (best to teud .. .
I think uKt we do is. we Scud to fled tiut if the project Is hicioning then pcoplc 'aiU anend. Wc hold it In
the olflco We dost hold N Is the teti mom So that Is how I s*cçu went asewa's I think thc us we
Ior'aaud Ii Is to eatthliab pmbttk basically 'losaal cvei mouth suca' shich was carncd out so an
hicresting project CON Ut Ouc cause ii icurilla, I think one mouth a taste, catcaonc iould ite to sec It.
. bI, ta ronusl reward syatt. to r.cosrage stuff I. attead this .oct
Not tch on thu one (puojea wmnul but Iheic Is p Ioualag sosulon thai I don't lire it to stAll because dud
Is deadi) dull stuff hi ull .boui IIteCQSICSI. slings lihe that. Wc do uctualla threaten staff itb. we pea
the tuition lcs, If oa liii to *tcndcd dose courses on a iepuLar basis. then sec hne sugseslcd that we imo
stop pa lag the Itntlos (cci. Bcciuse ill can stauc to glac ups couple of bows at hintS time to train staff
'ahats iia biii. lii act chceid off with someone 'abs soaer tam up. So, we Uancd doing so "altcacbncc
,cco,d It stiads high d a1uugIi. bid it the wa'. to uwbe sue people 'a dl tomup. If you don't turn
up. l(you hustn S girca a good cstc it wail be aollccd.
We said that we nil restail this proeen. How do we restall thu pmccas? Uo'a were these seth hiss
canird out and who carded isis (bear aethitiea?
Wc usc a asanstgcuict* mectuig CS Ci) stcond Mosdie 'audi I wifl probthl'. saggcsa I cdl soul a ' p'? up
^incnt
and theit I will be cmue uplo 11w

Who carried out to reatart this prugesu?
Mc(Ewcny
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0.0
Introduction
The aim of dus repon is to give feedback from five Ituerviews highhghting key issues
and suggesting poieniial. hig) leverage. "qwck win" areas for Improvement in the
innovation perfomiance of calderpeel

The findings aie based on interviews wtiicli re earned out with Steven James
(architectural technician). Caroline Laith (business deve(oçoot ic%.sik
assistant). Nigel Metcalfe (architect), lwen Miller (associate director), and Lynn
Palmer (projeci architect).

The stnictwe of the report will be stnictured around the following questions
Q What are the immediate innovations which caiderpoel should progress
Q % hat is the current position'
Q What are the potential problems?
Q Why manage kno4edge'
Q What are potential improvement areas to sustain curtent gsowth?
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1.0
Immediate innovations
Key potential
Improvement
areas

Objective

Innovation I
Post-project review
(refer to sectIon 3.2)

InnovatIon 2
Exit pIannin
(refer to section 4.0)

To develop and test post-

To develop and test exit

project review policy,

planning policy,

guidelines, and diecklisis

guidelines, and
checklists

C' Toidentifyareaslbr

Tocaptureandshare

improvements and wasto

iniportant knowIedpr

improve them

(torn staff lea% tag the
pracuce

C To oiler ponerliii
opportimilies for learning
Benefits

+ To ensure stability and

and innovation, therefore

continuation of client

employees don i 'reinvent

serb ice even when key

the wheel' or repeat their

siafl'Ieate

mistakes in future jxojects
• To help build a strong sense
of co(nmiuneni end team
spirit in the leant
+ Allocation ot'calderpeel stafi' to engage in the deekipinent
implications
for POSt
project review
and exit
plannln9

of post-project review and exist planning
+ Space (or the Sal lord researcher work in the company
(Sal lbrd researcher will provide own laptop)
• Time up to 2 months (01 b0512004 - 30106/2004)
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2.0
What is the current
position?
+ Good at TMextemal" Innovation to oIve one.oW' client problems.

+ Not so good at Internal" Innovation to Improve operational
efficiency.

This IThding s furthe exploed and siçponcd in the (01 Iowrn sections.

-
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3O
What are the potential
problems?
3.1 What is caidpeeVs position?
+ Financial succe
$ Good at r,ng-renced
lenin ork

Fmwiaally we are pivbably doing relaiiiv.ly well.
Alljo1s are supervised by senior nioungeinetu talking
o 11w people. We arc ww* ni a quite dose kant.
1. icr)1IusIg we are all in the leews. lisa, ix the pimrcss
sod the sTh,csurc people suuolivj"
'For sonicihing iobe si,pporled is'. 0 needs lobe
hared we share trilli the sewn, the u hole leant
Fiscuss ii.'
"To enable the relwwssship .., -. ... us more oboist the
cam building social evens.

$ Commuted to
atcfuleciural quality

"71w ii a,i i/sw/i. ooldpsdge i/u success is purd, us
sdisev,ng consmercial success, bul also
evaig
irclstiesiure iisccess
1/we judge on money. ihesi we fuss' do as well as
'vesysme and no! care about the subjee's. lbs lie core
than! the pawwf b i/se desiptcrwthsrdiuecrure. -

+ The flnn isvesy

- We we qiuse a osnsg finn... I Fune so ..cosme
an pessing ass my *nois ledge to vungcr members of

YOWIS

"A loi ofyounger. less cxpcncnced members ofs4 get
s qtuse lot of r ponsibi/n; *
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3.2 What are the potential problems?
+ Too busy. kxs of stork

"No one had iimc.... .ie too busy"
"Balancing somcihn'es. Amount of ii ink ire
o ii ith,n the learns... .Soitseiimcs, she . or/i is
too pinch"
"Time. ii e need SAnte

+ Evetything is done in ring.
fenced' team
4. Good ideas ate not captured and
further developed because of the
pressure of the woik

"(D(fereni iesuiisJ ai .nipposLd so just
is ander aivisod 11w o,/flcc and coinmens on
schemes, but they never have thne to do I/sal'
()njpps.ca(,on ki
"Some processes is hidi have iwen wi ow. and
then becau3e of i/ic j'sswvs n/work just
slipped.
'11w prrxsust.s of nor/i removed our abs/Il) lu
tandle these sessions."
trHe1 level
1J ire did do (assessing the projcct/. the,, U
save ante an the Iuaspr and inatwy from
ep-ealIng mistakes"

11111

"We should assets a, the end of each project
is if/tin the Seam We should assess is/rat is cut
is song wu1uh, anduedon'i do U

+ Lad of appropnate structixe and
communication channels to
encourage and support
knossledge transfer between
'nng.fenccd' teams and projects

"We do encouroge the communicanon
between i/ic sews, I and scam 2 so s/tare she
is?lonnasson, bus isis iso, ah.sai s possible."
ta increase our tacit knoss !cde
throng/sons the company because ise havi a
big prdlen. is nh conlmsmicaliost

andunaformway(eg. post

projeci review)

_NOT A PROBLEM TOWU

[
BUT

With increasing groush of the firm the limitation of the internal systens wlI probably
become a significant restraisung force.
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4.0
Why manage knowledge?
4.1

What is knowledge?

• Knowledge is largely tacit

and is

gained and termed through all
activities, relauonsfups
(colleagues. clients, and
supphers), expenences and
observation

'Knou lcdRe is icuos tug )viw
ule .....Kno;i ledge is 1,,o tug your place
ii the team to he gamed"
"Kncir/c4lgc INCWU the ability 10 cony out
vur job.
Knost ledge is gal uedfrvnv cxpcnrucefmsi
uviwtss d,enis.
knoii ledge as an introduced and

then usia:

iv sl,amd foriia train others to gout
)IOII

ktgc. -

means... ... ii hat ,)ou ' kant
wrsonally or iaciially from someone else.
taswdon kno'u ledge,"
/Knowkdge/ means our expennce,
'Knoii kdgc

4.2 Where is knowledge?
+ Knowledge is mostly stored in
heads of people.

luformahon soneve is she people
iher than our diem, rather than our
hot cumeitl'

4.3 What is knowledge management?
+ Knowledge management is more
about "PeoPle ,ids", not
"computer networkt"

Somenntes the odium tram will come
'iuna' and explain ii hat tJw air going
io do.
p,j lkiitp so people.... that's lion
'1, '
UJW?HaIIOn is collected in the practice."
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4.4 Why manage knowledge?
+ The lrin is us the creative and
innovative business.

'We are in the creative business ... we go!
the cnlanvc idea in i/se ssa, we do things."
'Whai sic do is desigis new technology -

Mosifohs air site specific an way. 'Quite often see try oul nes, buildusg
components. ukucrials. ness ptothscis thai
we haven 'I iiitd it before, •.J believe all! design is somcte hi ir

rated. Everyihwg sic d,esigir .riundd be ness,
should be an idea lo presciaL Ia develop."
+ Knowledge is oflen shared and
created when new situations are
presented (e g. new psoject
comos in)

"71w learn awcuis_.. The on! thing that
'ncvumges knott ks/ge slianisg "Our sm/uasl)' is based osi training.. .. 71src
s a piess 10 Jsanng knon ledge."
"Leanung b, doiiag I am kan,s,tg trw,,
,thcrs si ho hair experience. iliw 's use ke
'Ills:??

+ 1ieneinployeesrequire
knowledge, Uyrng to lind the
person they know rather than the
nghi person to ask may be the
only way of getting to the answex

the procure."

"the always share ovriwowkdge if
onicone nqw,rs it
'We need to close relations/up hens ce', oia•
vlkopies within the practice. and also
enior management am! lou er levels of staff
o encourage_ .. to seek advice u/sen we

they neeti
+ Peoplepreferto receive
tisformouion face-to-face rather
than through on paper or
electtomcally.
+ Specifcauion design in the past
based on 8uesStk or trial and
error.

'F.mplocsfiixl muir out/rain 1/ic informal
fiscussiot, within the cow;iaiz reaIi I thus/i
ills quite rw'r thai employees sson/si have to
look at the ii clniie so /nd sonscihing sbovt
i/se conmp.sn) rather thai, ask somesrnt' ssuiiiss
iexl to n, instead."
"lucre )iaw simse new materials nc..
wvduets we used that sir haven't known
enough about I,. detail corirci"
"Ii $ generally a saks ptvbkm. ... ..Bccause
ii dubi '1 provide enough ,nforsmmo,, about
,rod,iris."
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4.5 What are the potential benefits of managing knowledge?
+ People spend less time in
reseascliing/access*ng required

0s,r coiapany sirucnrre. ihai .s i/sc shanug

esug abk to share in.fonnaiion rmd grols. -

informationFtnowlode.
+ People learn nl across the
orgainsat ion, build on mistakes,

11 i/ic pnvhics ,sn', is ot*ing. ..... Wc can
1io,ii how the detail can be done

LWII halt'

orsvci!y next ii use etc.

and celeb:aie adtieetneni
+ lndiiiduals and leans are links
across remote locations or linked
by information networks and
communIcations mechanisms

ii is Dot aboni the people in i/ic individual
if/kc lucy dwi '(see other people during ik
laj'. 7he diffeusul j iv?s Internet at a social
eve!. ibrougi. meetings informal,frons gathcru,g.
U as rnainl,t

social gaihcnu,g. flah

+ Improved sharing of information
encourages better quality

You can find out snort' ut j nivaFwn if those
si:sphcs are irusicd.'

workitig relahonships.
+ Product development cycles fe g
drawing package) accelerate due

- We have people coming mfrvm evhlege.
They have an wdcraanchug of design
tk,lls ......,hss teach me

to the avaitabdity and nse of
shaied kno4edge and expezlise
Th,nng sl,a,v knowledge tin!. my
viicagase. so Igol this idea that we have 11s13
trw rnaicr,a1

+ There is greater innovation and
budding on ideas of others.
+ Individuals are encouraged to
develop and to gcow their shared

lEe encasiroge (cmplo'ecs/ to develop
hemselves.. ... we invest in thcsii wit/i nine
IlK! DIOne'). -

expeilise

iE send them on irw.'üng courses. pay *n1km k do courses on the web and also bold
ii house scinanaPs -

-
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5.0
What are potential
improvement areas to
sustain current growth?
5.1 Immediate wins
Ensure there ia mechasusni for + Establish post-project review pohcy,
capllulng the outputs and new
Ining

guidelines, and checklists

fluftitie$ rr

fu projects when they are
completed
Conduct 'exit interviews' when
people leave. 10 cniwe

'. Establish exit planning policy. guidelines.
and checklists

knowledge which will be missed
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5.2 Short term wins
Establish more formal structure + Establish 'Road map' to find knowledge in
system to capture and access
knowledge context

the firm
•
projectsibusincss to spread and gain
knowledge (jailicularly managers) (such as
assignment system)
+ Ins est more in knowledge transfer (e g.
protect bneiing) rather than skill building
(eg. learn direct project)

Create knowledge base

0 Establish 'products/componemsimatenals'
database

Establish evaluation and reward + Supplier performance evaluaucin (e g.
information accuracy)

System

0 Link rewards to knowledge contnbunon and
use duough such means

as the appraisal

System

5.3 Mid- to long-term wins
• Develop a knowledge
management (KM) suategy

0 RoLe of IT (e.g communication media)
0 Innovation
+ Competitive advantage
+ Knowledge mapping

+ Link to human resource (lIR) + Align KM strategy and HR strategy
strategy
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5.0
Summary: What are the
key findings?
• Good at "extemaJ" innovation to solve 'oneoir
Current posstio.

CI pioblems, BUT not

50

good at 'mtemal"

Innovation In improve operational efficiency
C Not a problem now, BUT with mcreasin rawth of
Potential problems

the (irm the limitation of the internal systems iI
probably become a significant restraining force

',Establish pos1-proec* review policy, guidthnes,
id diecklisia
Immehate

+ Establish exit planning policy, gmdebnes, and
checklists

Potential
• Establish more fonnal structure system to capture
smpr.vemeut
areas to
aid access knov1edge context
sustain
Short term
eurrent
+ Create knowledge base
r.ivth
• Establish evaluation and reward system
+ Develop a knowledge management (KM) strategy
Mid- to
Io.i .1ena 4 Link to human resource (flit) strategy
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Appendix I
Node

Each innovation key notes and cognitive map
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Figure 1.1 Successful innovation I - mission statement key notes (1/2)
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Figure 1.2 Successful innovation I - mission statement key notes (2/2)
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Figure L4 Successful innovation 2 - Investors in People key notes

13 (2 14) Improved
company reputation

10(2 11) Company
had process

3(23) Opei family
culture

1

7 (2 1) E-mail
11(212)lntormnl

/
16(2 17) Improved
23 Knowledge ba
business performance
18(2 8) Company had
future direction

(2

15)

24 ImpactS from it

'
12(213)Improved
company confidentce
—
Business
advisers vision

discussion/meeting
in the office/pub

22 RelationshIp
capital support
1(2)
successfUl

___/

iHuman capItal
support

9(2 10) Annual
staff appraisal

21 Structure capital
support

15(2 16) liP
information
6 (26) People aware\
/ 19(27) Not all
liP
employees bought ' documented
4 (2 4) Senior
into
management _/
2(22) Senior
5 (25) Raised
'implementation
management vision
- employee awareness
8(29) Training

Figure 1.5 Successful innovation 2 - Investors in People cognitive map
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Figure 1.6 Successful innovation 3 - new designs key notes
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13 Human capital
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\
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10(39) Annual
staff appraisal management involved"\
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4 (3 3) Previous
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------ 5(34) Teamwork
2 (3 1) Most jobs - 7 (36) Team driven
are site specific

Figure 1.7 Successful innovation 3 - new designs cognitive map
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Appendix J

Company workshop presentation

The let Company Workshop

What Is the current pesfflon

cShii Ill

INNOVATION IN

(pig! rpf#1

• Good at "external" innovation to solve

the Caltier Peel Partnership Lid:

"one-off' client problems.
• BUT.........

General Findin g s

A

• Not so good at "internal" innovation to
Improve operational efficiency.

Shu-Ling Lu and Caroline Lamb

—

Iu

sd

,,wwar .

What Is calderpears posItion?

Presentation outline

Lad 11t1

Dl

Financial success

.
____________________
(

• What are th key fb4ngs?
- WIWth U,. cun.Mposataft?

1.

- Wbl( as. tip. powntiaIpsobtns7
- WPynIanags ejpoat.ag.7

Fhond.lyw,nnprob.blydtinq
r.iatv.Itw.t

Good at ring-fenced Far.om.thsngtob.,.eont.4L5
wade I. be atarat ...we aS.,. wth
team work
m.tdwI,s...e,

- What a,. poNsdiaJ hnpiostn.n( areas e
curiwtg,m.th?

Iii Committed to

• What are (ha knm.dIat. noovattona wich catd.rp..I
should progress?
- Innovation J Post oJ.c1 p5.41*
-

(nnOVatjOI, 2. Eaft ptanthe

architectural quality
i • The firm is very
young

((i5*.IWrnq

I

Th.wyt,Iww5dpsdg.th.
5* panty Ia .d,S.k,g

ISIDDISI

.d*aU*g chI.ct,a.

IneISb

I1111e*a.

pa of Itat, gal •

i41 of at

r..pon.etfty.

a

S tbepO4

What are the potenlial prohlomsP
pa-dc PLcI

• Too busy, lots of work
• Everything is done In ring4enced' teams
• Good Ideas are not captured and further
developed because of the pressure of the work
• Lack of appropriate structure and
communication channels to encourage and
support Knowledge transfer between ring.
fenced teams and projects in a formal way

What are the ke findingsP

NOT A PROBLEM NOW!!!
rirvti .
1511 lIsp

a11v.lsqnlaatODJ

PSI lISp 35)1
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What are the p otential prohlomsP

(.i ii

What are the immediate

L
4

• BUT....
• With Increasing growth of the firm the
limitation of the Internal systems will
become a significant restraining force.

— .'

Innovations which calderpeel
should rogress
SO

a'

le.U.yzOOl

innovatIon 1: Post- prolect review

WhY mana g e knowied geP
CI d,rpqvl

c di p rI

'"O.

• Knooledge i often shared and tre,ttd then nets
'ituations are pre%entcii (c g Des. project comes in)

•

• When enipiu eea require knowledge, trying to find the
person they knots, rather than the right person 10 Iitit.

• What Is post-project review?

often means that people are NOT getting to the right

- Is an activity where people come together

anass er.

to review a previous project

• l'ecpie prefer to receive Information
rather than lbs ough on pIIsrP or electronically.
• S1ieciflcation design In the ioast based on guesswork or
trial anal error

L1

we" Sw5I..I

What are potential imlirowenient areas to
sustain cUttent growth?

Obi active and benetits 01 post-prolect review

• Imniediale alias
- bsrabl1ail pase.prejeav rerj..w peur,, g elüuz.

•
- EawbWeh exiIpternIngpeIk gnldeThn-s a,,drlavrkitsm

-

I

• Short term a ins
&iahlisii uereJisn1& s*1Ubar. Th5n ft rqao'e eM

arratm nøw1e., rpqUiTl

- Create sa.o,rie.tge bas,.
reward syatma
- F.tsaMts* ecabva,ien
• Mid- to long-term
- PeeeI,, a knmvteee mwIag.vumt (53
- Link eta lawn an rneurce

0n

• Objective
- To develop and test post-project review
policy, guidelines, and checklists

. Benefits

- To Identify areas for Improvements and ways
to improve them
- To offer powerful opportunities for learning
and innovation, therefore employees don't
'reinvent the wheel' or repeat their mistakes
in future projects
To help build a strong sense of commitment
and team spirit in the team

o''b

IsmM.yand

sa.O.a,j

-
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Postiirolect review good practice

Oblective and benefits of exit planning

cdIdoptI

• wrItten policy, guIdelines, and checklists
• Objective

• Focus on
- Identify items that were done fl
- identify Items that could improve
- Identify Items that are broken
- Decide action plans
• To who, what, when questions
- When should the review be In the project life.
cycle?
- What should be fit. agenda for review?
- Who sho WdParticlpatelntlwrevie,_.:

£00

- To develop and test exit planning policy,

guidelines, and checklists
• Benefits
- To capture and share important
knowledge from staff leaving the practice
- To ensure stability and continuation of
client service even when key staff leave
rr

..±
dad

It

ra, Idoy said

Fl

Example from other firms: Questionnaire
I Ate you picsld of our funazlsal deljverahlas (project wik
produub) If en. ulcWs so goud thuS tJsin' If no. siw's
wioIt outh thani'
2 WIiiil tue tie angle iIicel hn'dttdwg Iws of our
3 How would )ixi do Uujigs thlha.wly stud tints to tuad tins

Exit plannin g good practIce (1/21
• Written policy, guidelines, and checklists

• Focus on
- Capturing key knowledge from people In
the company
- The knowledge.focused Interview Is on
knowledge that would be helpful to the
next person in the job or to others in the
firm with similar roles and responsibilities

4 V1ad w the i,xat gtatiJ'uig Os uofrsaonslly mtssng pan
of the 1xceit'
t Wln,Jt of ciii iMliods y jsoceeses wodtul l y
.tjcuLlalv well'
6 WIucli of ixs niethoda u jsoceas was dilficnit u
101155'

If you could WOVO C UIiIC somd esl chaz1ge sr,thnig thuS
the ioie. whu would you change'
8 Did out rtnlelioldera. eoiarnlsnagesp custrelsy
. ssl
spOueol(il) lcIlxde ethcflWly? If not how cuuld
uliplote tl.0 lsutacIpudIutLl
'

7 IS, hayI

InnovatIon 2: ExIt planning ttxit kiterviowi

Fl

Exit planning good practice 12/21

Laid, rPt

• To who, what, when questions
- Whenshould
ucted: as soon as you knows
person is testing
- What should be the agenda:
For .xpltc8 keeWI.dns: make sure they moy,i.u.vint
,ndartaI to Iied spec. I . e. shared told.raI
For tadt knowledge: r.vleW the key sake the poison
dais to ensure oUcreurful rot.itsnk oUcC.aslon
- Who should participate: a peer urn relevant subject
espert (who In the company snIglu benefit from that
person's knowledge what they need to know)

• What is exit planning?
- As a way of capturing key knowledge

from lea vers rather than simply capturing
human resources information.

it IS,
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wyatt

F.xampjo 1 from other thinS: Quostlonflalil
aIthipI

• What did you do?
i

• How did you do it?
• Why did you do It?
• What skills and competencies are most
critical?

big Lu anhl Caroiinb Lamb

• Where are your documents/flies?

22
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Appendix K

Process for interim project review

Calder Peel Partnership
Process for Interim Project Review
(Recommended)
-I

—a

Fl

c.)drpeI

-.4
OPYR)OMT 0 2004 BY CALDERPEEI.
This pioce,s Is the propsaly olCsldetpasl and may noL hout a express w yitben consent be ccpaed
Ua mis m pal be iaed Ioi any paposes other than for i.ch 4 has been provided.
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1.

INTREIM PROJECT REVIEW POLICY
Calderpeel's Interim project review policy is to Implement and maintain an effective Interim project
review mechanism to ensure that U delivers good quslity arduteclural designs and seMces for the
clients end capbtes key knowledge wfthm the company.

2.

PURPOSE OF THE PROCESS
The purpose of tie review to to de*w measures to monitor project progress, in order to Identity what
Improvements can be Implemented for currant and future jobs.
The InterIm project review process consists oil bctivthes performed by a protect team to gather
Information on what worked well and what ód not, so that current end future projects can bonelit kom
that learning.
This process might also be used alter the project has Mahed, lithe orgrmisaben deems it usoful.
.dIc prod objedives al be set end reviewed tIuoui the interim project review process.

Projects w be grad.d on iv. afterler correctness, design, style, docurnentabon, and efficiency.
—I

3. SCOPE OF ThE PROCESS
A Interim project review Is generaly done at the end of each signiltcant phase, for esample, the

'—I feasibility and plamtog phase. traóliorral contract phase, and design and build contract phase, so that
kncwl.dg. we captrs.d whil. they are 5*15 easily recalled. This process might be used with a project

that completed some bme ago, but for which the knowledge was not gathered.

This process has been tailored (or Iil and Low Focus Projects, which will be conducted In
(fer.qt ways. Ths table below ldsntjlles the charactadsbcs at ugh and Low Focus Projects.

In edtion, Imerim project review checloista hav, also been tailored for the ISgh Focus end Low Focus
types 01 projed to some cases,these theddisis hav, been idenbiled as optional.
—4
3.1

ActivIties

-
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3.2 Roles

3.3 DelIverables

4.

REFERENCES
OPI Docum.ntrrecord control
0P2 Problems and complaints
0P4 Feasllty and planning
0P5 Tradional conVict
0P8 Desige and build contract
0P7 Control o(job documentation
OPt Qualty manual 5.6 Management review
Company handbook the document 1ung procedure.

11-I

5.

DEFINITiONS
Interim project rerlerr
It a an acevdy whir. people r.vlsweig what went we and what went baIy during the project teeding
lesson. learned to cwrent and kjkri propGt.

6. RESPONSIBILITY AND AUTHORITY
Thee. who generally p.r5dpate in the Interim project review process are members of the project learn.
key stakabolders. and users of the project deleerables or resuSL
The roles ii the mtedm pro.ct teview era descabed mth. fcItosing table.

-
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7. OVERVIEW OF THE PROCESS AND ACTIVITY DESCRIPTIONS
The ceogiam that Ialoves stiovi the wokflow 10 this process.

—I

,lJ
—I

71

Define the checkflsts to use and gather Information
7.1.1 The fesWwsr needs to cci*m that the project teem I. perlomang the cuffent mtedm project
restew process (i.5. eeti Low locus cc High locus project).

—I

—

7.1.3 The t,sieww dekt.s wlidt ch.ckl* to uss and to prepare any epecific questions toy the project
praposs. The aiim types
ci.t are described as ioow
1) Low locus projectg
). Develop tie Ma.by and planting pltase dt.ckfsi (ORJ 1) on coivçlebon of foasbilty and
planting piteee
Develop In ra4cnel contract phase dtecUst (ORIZ) on completion of tiatlionat contract
phase.
. Develop In design and buld contract phase thec$dlst (0R13) on completion of design and
buld contract phase.
2) Hlghbaapvojects
Develop the tsasnlity and planting phase thecb$it (0R14) on conçlebon at feabdy and
plwliang plies..
Develop Wi. trscftcn.I contract phase cttecklst (CR15) on com
pletion of triettlonel contract
phase.
) Develop Vi. design aid bud contmd phaee thedctlst (QRI6) On completion of design and
buld contract phase.
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7.1.3 The reviewer selects and communicates to those Involved In this review activity, and coflocts the
relevant docurnenlsiteooids form them.

7.2 Conduct Interim project reviews checklists
1.2.1 The reviewer uses the dotined checklists to conduct the Interim prcect review.
72.2 After conducting the Interim project review, the reviewer needs to generate a review srsnmwy

buNd Nets of those lions list rewire discussion and consensus (thinge done right, things done
wrong, risks missed, sic) Ii the Interview project review session, Its pwpose is to kientdy and to
gals acceptance or a recommended Issues of action (Preventive action and Corrective action).
72.3 Before lie Interim project review session, the reviewer needs to set specitic questions and

agenda, end disinbutu an snnoisioement of the meeting to sil par5copanta. It gives meeting
participants time to think about them and prepare their responses mdivldually.

7.3

Conduct Interview project review session
7.3.1 Based on the type of project, the team leader/director caNs an informal team dscussion or a

lermat meale

I

I) Low locus projects:
The teeni leader holds an Iniormal team discussion to discuss the team's responses to the
2) Kighfocusprojects:
p The learn I.aderldirectcq caNe a formal meeting with partippanis to order and conducts the
session according to specik questions and the agenda.
)' The participants of 1* meltIng can be the client, the managing director. relevant dsectors,
andlor other learns.
7.3.2 Th. reviewer records aN meeting proceedings and Identify key issues (a list of lessons teamed).

Review summary report
The reviewer need. to document resijta from session and then produces the review summary report,

'I4iI
7.5

Approval, distribution and reporting
7.5.1 The review summary report needs to be reviewed and approved by the team leadsrfdlrector.
7.5.2 Thi learn leadeddirsctor needs to review the review summary report. to Identify actions needed
by management, so list processes and project are continuouely Improveig.
7.5.3 The team leadeffitirector needs to endure useki records from project are pieced. end to
d.tsmtoe how best to cfetibuts key reerile of the Interim project review (e.g. presentations at
semluss).

-I

7.5.4 The team leaderhtirector reports Intelm project performance Ic the ditectorlmanagement
meetings (refer to OM Quality manual 5.5 Management review).

7.6

FillIng
The relevant documentslrecords will be Bed by the reviewer (refer to OPI Oocument.'reccrd confrol
d OPT Cor*ol at job docun.ntabon).
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8 MEASURES
Measures thai can be used to determk,a the effectiveness of Interim project reviews sndudo Pie
loll owing.
'looses Change R.quesfs - ( Optional) The measure should Include the number of recommended
changes, as well as en Indication of the level 01 importanc, to the project team, any mdicebcn of when
each change is needed, and recommendations br the content of the change.
Lessons l.amed - (R.conun.nd.d) The meastxe should Include a count 01 the number of lessons
e.g. new design, new materiel, rIsk factors) beIng dded or changed In the orgails8bon'v ocflucton.
Levi? of PWcipaEon - (Optional) Measure the parboipatlon of th. project members aid

itakeholdeis Ii the Interim project Review process, to understand the percent coverage of those who
could have constructive input to improving the processes.

J APPENDIXI SUPPORTING CHECKLISTS
Please see the Icliowing checklists, accessible separately
For Low focus projects
ORI I Feaslbthty and pl.n,ng phase theckksl

(page 9)

0R12 Iradibonal oonfract phase checkisat

(page IC)

ORI 3 DesIgn and hold contract phase CJiSCICIIcI

(page 11)

For Ilii loan projs

zJ

0R13 Fe.slbuIdy end plantIng phase thcldist

(page 12)

0R14 Tradiboni conkact phase ChecMet

(Page 13)

0R15 Design andbiald conk-act phase checklist

(page 14)

-
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Appendix L

QWOI Calderpeel guidelines for interim
project review

OWOI Cdoped Gtideneb kite Prqet Rewiew

Calder Peel Partnership
Process for Interim Project Review
(Recommended)

celderpeel

-I

COPYRIG*IT 02004 BY CALDERPEEL
INs proc..ss ta the propsily of Cilderpeel and may not anthout os express then consent, be copied
Ni thote or ii pt or be u..d for any pwposes other than for which d has been provided.

ro,ldui
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OWDI Celderpeol Guidefoes icr hiterin Project Renew

1.

INTREIM PROJECT REVIEW POLICY
Calderpe.ls interim project review policy is to implement and maintain an effective Interim project
review mechanism to ensure that 4 d.lrve,5 good quality architectural designs end services for the
dEan Is and captures key knovifedge within the company.

2.

PURPOSE OF THE PROCESS
The grapes. ol tie review Is to dome rneasrass to monitot project progress, In order to Identify wivat
improvements can be Implemented and to gaui acceptance fore recommended Issues of action
(preventive action and conectivi action) for current and kuture jobs.
Specific project objedllves viii be sit and reviewed ttvough the interim project review process.
The Int.rkn project review process consists ci activities performed by a project team to gather
kilormefion on wiaI worked wed and iifiat did not, so that current and future projects can benefit om
that learning.

-4
) 3.

SCOPE OF THE PROCESS
A interim project review Is generaiy done it tie end of each aigruitcani phase, lot asample. the
Icasillty and pla,wwig glass, t,.ditlonel contract phase, and design and build contract phase. tar
instance, before management review meetings, so that knowledge are captured white they are ant
..sfly r.cakd.

—a

This process might .lso be used veth a project that completed acme tim, ago, but for which 4w

gewitgslhetsd.
This process has been Iaiored b ugh and Low focus projects. which viii be conducted In two different
weys. Th. table below Idsntifles the tharactertics of ugh and Low focus prqects

ItJ

-

In addition, interim project rss4sw checklists have also been taioted for the ifigh Focus and Low Focus
types of project, to some cases, these cfieckbs* have been ,deiThied as optionaL

')

4.

REFERENCES
OP1 Doouinentkscordcor*oI
0P2 Problems and coinpiamis
0P4 Feas,bidy and gl.ni*ig
0P5 Traditional contract
oee Design and buitd contract
OP? Cor*ol of job documentation
OM Ouaity manual 5.6 Management review
Conaiy handbook: ti. document hung procedures

-.

5.

DEFINITIONS
InterIm project revi.w
It Is n activity where people reviewing what vient well and what went badly during the project feeding
lessons leerned to current and futise project.
rewiixia, page3dhi
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6. RESPONSIBILITY AND AUTHORITY
Those who generdy pafCipate tn the tefim project roiew process. th* robes In the different types of
project e descnb*d in the boIbowhn baNe.

I

7.

OVERViEW OF THE PROCESS AND ACTIVITY DESCRIPTIONS
The

egrm that Iokv.s h0w5 the wotkow br has process.

—1

fsiitiOt& pee4d1
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QMt Cdorpe& G e1est intetin Poact Rewlew

—I

7.1

Define the checklists to use and gather Information
7.1.1 Th. r.vWr nieds lo conirm thef th. project Warn I, pedorming the current aiterirn project
ruvIuw process (Lu. uitist Low focus or Ptgh locus project).

—4

7.12 Th. rsvluwur dekies M1d d.dr1s tu e and lo prepar, any specttc questions for the project
putpo.. (relar to 0P4 Feanbdily and planning, QP5 Tractbonal contract and 0P6 Design and
buld conUct). Thu fWrerit typ.s of theckbst, are desatied as IolIow
1) Low locus and h4 locus prosds:
) Prepare th* foastiuidy and planning plies. thecst (QR1 I) on GOnIeton of feasbity
.nd - -.
)' Prepar, the W5bDrul corned plies. diocktst (0R12) on cornplebon of tredlional
conbct -.
> Prep.,, tie design and biild contract plies. ottedrist (QR1) on conçlet,an of design and
buld contract plies..

reetrona. pe5o(1P
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2) HIgh locus projects only:
,. Prepare the leesIbIlity and plannhig phase checklist (0R14) on completion of feasibility
and planning phas. or bet ore the management review meeting, whichever comes first.
. Prepare the lraóbonelldesign wd build contract phase checkist (0R15) on conçlebon 01
Iradibon contract phae.ldesign end build confract phase or belay. lii. management
review meeting, whichever come; first.
)" Prepare Post-Construction phase checklist (0R15) on completion of the project
1.1.3 Th. reviewer selects aid communicates to tics. Involved hi this review activIty, and coflccts the
relevant docum.ntslreoorde from them.

7.2

Conduct the checklists and generate a review summary
7.21 h. reviewer uses the defrnd checklists to conduct the hutrim project review.
72.2 Alter aonducg the checklists, the reviewer needs to generate a review summary mduding hats
(specie questions end agenda) ci tiose hems that require scuse1on end consensus (things
dons right, things dons yang, risks itflsed, sic).
7.2.3 Before Ii. interim project review session, the reviewer needs to thshibtke an annorincemerit with
the r.vlsv. summery of th meeting to al pasticants. It ves meeting participants time to think
shorn them and prepare their responses Individually.

—I
—

Conduct Interview project review session

—

7.3.1 Based on the different types of project, the interview project review sessacn iwi be conducted in
bee ckfIer.nt weys.
1) Lowtomeproscts.
p The lean leader holds an lnIarnal team discussion ID decuss Die teams responses to the
review suninery (specific questions and agenda).
I" The participants of tier meeting include just Die team.

Ju

2) HIgh baa project.:
The team lead.rf.ssoclal. caDs . formal meeting with parbcip.nts to order and conducts
the use.on accordeig to th. review summary (specific questions and th, agenda).
)' The participants of this meeting mey include the cbent, the managing director, relevant
dh.ctcre, andior other learns.

—

7.3.2 Th. reviewer records meeting peocsedsige.

'

7.4

Generate a review summary report
7.4.1 The reviewer needs to document rearuts end identify key issues from Vie intenin project review
session wd than produces a review sunvnary report.
7.42 A review summary report should involve:

I) The relevant daec$ilsts and
2) NotsWntinutes torn th. Interview project rview session (eg key issues, a Vat of good
practice end lessons teemed).

isileime, psgeflcllfl
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7.5 Approve and report the key findings
7.5.1 The review summary report needs to be reviewed and approved by the team leader/asoodate.
7.52 Based on the ndng from the review summary report, the team h,adorlassociate needs to
Idenirfy ac8on. needed by mwlegomont. so that processes and project are contmuouuly
frnproving.
7.5.3 The team leSderIusaocMte needs to endure useful records from project are placed, and to
detarn*e how best to dslnbul. the key fiertngs from (hi totenm project review (e.g.
presentabons at seminars to d employee or the hay lku8nga disinbuted to a altandeSs).
7.64 The teem lea derfassodatu reports the key 8ndlngs from the kitorkn project review to the
management ,ns.bngs (refer to OM Quality manual 5.6 Management rewew).

7.6 Distribute and file the key findings
7.0.1 The key nge tell be ra*I,utad it least to *1 meetIng particante by the reviewer.
7.8.2 The relevant doaimerrtskecevds wS be lied by (ha reviewer (refer to OPt Documenlfteccrd

confrel end OPT Control of job documentakon).

MEAS URES
Meesw.s that can be used to determine tie etledllveness ci Interim project reviews Include ti.
8.5.1 Precise Change Reqssts-(Optionat)
The measure ahoid Include the number of recommended changes, us well as en Indication of (hi level
of Impoilanos to the project learn, any todicakon of when each change ie needed, and
rsconinends*ona for the content of lie change.
85.2 O*od Practice and Lessons leaned - (Recommended)
'The meewre should Include a ccunt of tie number of lessons (e.g. new materIals/new products, risk
factors) being udd.d or changed In the oigenlsabon'e collectIon.
85.3 Level at Paticakcn - (OptIonal)
Measur, the perbcation of (he project members and stakefrolders to the Interim project feview
prods, to understand tie percent coverage of those who could have constructive Input Ia Improving
the processes.

iesiaona, pegeldl9
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APPENDIXI QUALITY MANAGEMENT STANDARD FOR
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNS AND SERVICES
Quauty rnanagom.nt slandwd lot ardifteclural designs and services

(page 9- page 11)

APPENDIX2 SUPPORTING CHECKLISTS
Please sea fla following h.ckhle, accessible separately:

Fot L.ow end High locus pcci.cts use
ORI I F.aslbity and fUnning pfim diocidist

(page 12)

0R12 Trabcnal coi*ad phase checklist

(page 13)

ORI 3 Qesl and biald conVect ph.se th.dclisl

(page 14)

For Hid' focus fxojscts use only
0R14 Feaslby and annlng phase dcckht (Hid' focus ptoect use only) (page 15)
ORI TrabonM'Des4gi and buld conrad phase checklist (High focus pojed use only)
(pegs I )
QRl Post-Construckon phase checklist (Pliph focus polect use

only)

(page 17)

ie,isione, pegocIl8
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Feasibility and panning phase Checklist
(Hli tonas prefect Use only)
Job No.:
No

Project Name:
Oueellon

Date (ddlmn%/yy): _____________
Comments

Determine need and feasibility (FeasIbility study)
- Did ow Ieaslbllfy study identify aM the project
deliverables that we eventually had to build?
If not, what old we mis and how can we be aura our
futureanatyse don't miss audi Items?
___________________________________
Did our feasihaity study identify unnecessary
deliverables?
If so. how can we be sure our futzse analyses don't make
thIsnasteke?
_________________________
How could we have improved our need-feaaibiktij phase?
- Insert your own qucaboas hete)
Pro4.ct plan (Standard Project Profonna)
- How accurate were our ongirial estimates of the size and
eflort of our p,oect?
That cad we over er under estimate? (e.g. deliverables,
- work effoit. dc)
How could we have improved our estimate of size and
- cflort so that it wa, more accur.tc?
Did we have the rid people assigned to al project
moles?
I no, how cart w, make sure that we get the flt people
nexttime?
Were our conatielnts, ilntatlons. and requirements made
clear to out snt horn the beginnuig?
I not, how could we hav, improved our statement of
teed?
List team members or stakeholders who were ntessig
from the kickoff meeting or who were riot Involved early
enougii In our project
- How can we avoid these oversIits In the lulure?
filer. all tearnlatakeliolder roles end responsib,iitIes
clearly delineated and corianuntceted?
- If not, how could we have Improved these'
Mire the deliverables. specakations and mIetones
dearly oommimic.ted?
- If not, how could we Imorove this'

________________________________________

________________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________
___________________________________

__________________________________

Deliverable. (Drawings and planning decision)
- Were you proud of out deliverables?
- If not, how could we have improved these?
__________________________________
Did all the Important project players have creative inpu
nto he aestion of the deliverables?
not, who were we missing and how can we assure thee
- nvolvom.ril next time?
_____________________________________
Did those who reviewed the deliverables provide timely
and meanmglul input?
I not, how could we have Improved thaw Involvement and
- the quality of thee contrIbutions?
________________________________
Feedback
-

How could we have Improved our woik process lot

creatingdeltvsrebles?

__________________________________
rw,'asina. pagel4of 18
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Did we Uet timely. high-quatity oedbacli about how vie
might Improve 01% delivarablea?
If not, how could we get better feedback In the future?
tlnacmt your oi que8bons hotej

Thereviewer: S.gnature ___________________________Date_________
Approved by assoctatelteam leader: Signature

tq0flL
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page 15d18

Tradftional/Design and build contract phase checklist
(Hl focuz pajectue aty)
Job No.:

Project Name

Date (ddlmma'yy); ___________

ren. pe16(lB

-

368 -

[nIert your own cpiesbons herd
Fe.dback
How coLid we have Improved our wotk proceu tot
- creating deltverablea?
_________________________________
td we get timely. high-cIallty feedback about how we
might inrova our deliverables?
- It not, how could we pet bettor feedback in the futuge?
_____________________________________
tln.ett your own cpestlons herej

The ievlewer: Signature
App'oved by a$odatefteam leader Slgnatuve _________________________bate_________

,ewnna. page 17dl
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Post-Constriction phase checklist
(High focuS project use only)
Project Name:

Job No.:

Question

No

Date (dd!nvnfyy):
Commenis

Deliverables (housing)
- ve you proud of our n&ied drilverables?
I yes. where so good about them?
- Ii no, what's wrong with them?
V*at was the sIme most frustrating pert of our project?
- How would you do things cSfferenhly next time to avoid
- this frustrabon?
tehat was the most gratifying or professionally satisfying
- part of the project?
VthIth of our methods or processes worked particularly
veil?
Wnlch of our methods or processes were rfl1cult or
- frustrating to use?
If you could we've a mac wand and diange anything
- about the project. what would you change?
Did our itakeholders. senior managers, customei, and
ponsor(s) parbcate ellectwefty?
- not, how could we lingrove thetr parlicipabon?
Describe any early wwnmg signs of problems that
occurred later In th. project?
How should we have raided to these signs?
How can we be use to notice these eedy warning signs
nextlime?
Could we have conçleted this project without one or
more of our supøec&contractors?
'Iso, how?

__________________________________

_______________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
__________________________________
____________________________________

__________________________________

________________________________

_______________________________

Did our hand-off otdellvecableu (e.g. built frevMige) to
he ctent represent a smooth and esay transibon?
- If not, how could we have improved this process?

__________________________________

tlnh.rt your own questions her,)
Feedback
How could we have mroved our work process tar
- creating delverables?
____________________________________
Did we get timely. tugh-akty feedback about how we
rnlght inxove our delrverablee?
- Il not, how could we net better feedback i, the future?
________________________________
)rrsert your own questions herej

The reviewer: Signab.

Date_________

Approved by esaociatelteam leader: Signature _____________________Date_______
ravenna.
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I

INTERIM PROJECT REVIEW POUCY

Calderpeel's lntenm proec* review policy I. to Irnplenierit and maintain an effective
interim pmject review mechanism 10 ensure that it delivers good quality architectural
designs and services for the dienta and captures key knowledge within the company.
2

'4
2

'4
N

PURPOSE OF THE PROCESS

The purpose o( the review Is to define measures to monitor project progress, in order
to Identity what improvements can be wnplemented and to gain acceptance for
recommended Issues of .ction (,preventive action and ccn'ective action) for current
end fuuse Jobs.
Spec4c project ob4ectives WI be set and reviewed through the interim project review
process.
The Interim project review process consists of activities performed by a project team
to gather l(onnation on what worked well and what did not, so that current and
future projects can benefit from that learnog.
3 SCOPE OF THE PROCESS

'4
2

'a
0
C4

.4

An interim project review Is generally done at the end of each significant phase, for
example, at the feasibility phase, planning phase, upon brildllng completion. andfor
before management review meetings, so that knowledge Is captured whilst still easly
recalled.
This process might also be used with a project that completed some time ago, but for
which the knowledge was not gathered.

N

"4

is
This process has been tailored for High and Low focus projects, which VAIl be

conducted a two different ways. The table below identifies the characteristics of High
and Low locus profectE

2
2

aisdsec
Chant Involvement

High Focus

Low Focus

Good ,xp.n.ncs working wlhlNo .xpenance in the pas
wockinU ieth tile dieM
dent

2

P's

In addition, kiterini project mvlew checklists have also been tailored for the High
Focus arid Low Focus types of project in some cases, these checklists have been
Identified as optional.

0
0
N

4

oc,i

P, Pa1.,, Ud
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V1

ca Iderpeel
REFERENCES

4

'.4

OP1 Document/record control
0P2 Problems and complaints
0P4 Feasibility and planning
0P5 I tional contract
0P6 Design and build conVect
0P7 Control of job documentation
QM Quality manual 5.5 Management review
Company hantLook the document tiling procedtre

Pr

14

x

DEF1NI11ONS

5

•0

lnterkr project relnew
An activity where people reviewing what went well and what went badly during the
project feed leseons learned cwrent and future projects.
6

Role Name

M0dSItC

C4

RESPONSIBiliTY AND AUTHORITY

Those who generally participate In the interim project review process, their roles in
the ofiferent types of project are described In the following table.

High Foci

0

ssociile1
earn Iead.r

Role D.fliflons

Pr

,racn who organisea the sess4ons end laafltates
meefings: gene! ally a member of the
ie,elcpmect organisabon who aprelente the
rOJSGI overal

N

fly

Low Foaa ream leader

.4

.4
'4

N

High Foci
R.vlew,i

uflisis
eison manages the review. gatho's inlcrmabon
tavolopm.nU am paricipanla end documents the final report of
lob inner
is kitim project rewew br a project. generally.
member at th. project team
performed the
toject
Low Focia lobnmner

High Focu. 'roject team I
)ther tawar
dtsdors I
etc.

lhenis

iy person or goup who proindes uçut to the
ter,n project review, based on experience adh
e project or It. reaulls (e.g. dient. internal audll,
çetabonal sipoit s1a, etc.)

Low Focus 'roject team

w
0

0
N

5

oc

Peel P&X..el.ç Ltd
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OVERVIEW OF THE PROCESS AND ACTIVITY DESCRIPTIONS

Tb. dia rarn Iwl loflows shows tie workiow fcc this process.

N
N
1.4

'U
N
0
(4
N
C)

N
N

1.4

N

0
0
N

6

PlflIdd4 Lid
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F'

c&derpeel
7.1

Defin, the checklists to use and gather Information
7.1.1 The reviewer needs to confirm that the project team is performkig the

current interim project review process (I.e. either Low focus ftgh
focus project).

Z

7.1.2 The reviewer defines which checklists to use and prepares any specific

"

questions ror the project purpose (rerer to 0P4 FeasibiUty and planning,
OPS Traditional contract, and 0P6 Design and build contract). The
different lypes of checkists are described as follow:
1) Loss' focus prq.ds.
I

Pha;c

Checktst

IOn complabon of the planrun FoabIity and plannln9

kcnimct pii.ae
coloUon at the dc
Ibud contract plass

I

Rcvicv,cr I
Jobrunneti

phesetheckbt(OR2l)
Trathbonal contract phacI Job runnes
checkhsffQR22)
I
I
and bd
iase theckbst (0R23)
I'

2) I*9h focus prq.cfa

I
I

0

0
C4
14

n
'.5

14
*

5.
z

7.1.3 The reviewer selects and communicates to those involved In this review
ctMty, ad collect, the relevant docutnentsirecords from them.

w
0
0
14

7

OOS Peal P.n...,W Lid
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7.2 Conduct the checklists, and generate and distribut, a review summary Calderpeel
7.2.1 Based on the different types of pfo)ect. the checklists ,il be conducted
in two different WayS.
1) Low focus projects:
' The job runner uses the defined checktists to conduct the

Interim project rermw tiy hiniseMierseli.
2) I11I focus projscta
) The job runner uses the defined checklists to conduct the
Interim project review by hiettlherself.
, The business development uses the detsied theckbsts to
Interview the dient
7.2.2 .Mer conducting the checklists, the revewer needs to generate a review
surrwnary Indudng lists (specific questions and agenda) of those items
that reqr4re discussion and consensus (things done right, things done
va'ong. risks nissed, etc)
7.2.3 Before the Interim project review session, the job furrier needs to
distilbute an announcement *4th the review suninary of the meeting to
aM participant.. It gives meeting psilicipants time to think about them
and prepare their responses IndMduafly.

b.1

.5
N

'.4
z

0
C,

n
'4

7.3 Conduct lnI.rvi.w project review session
7.3.1 Based on the dtiterent types of project, the interview project review
session wil be conducted in two different ways.

N

•4

1)Lowfocusprojects:
)' The team leader holds an informal team discussion to discuss

N

the teams responses to the review summary (specific
questions and agenda).
)' The participants of this meeting Indude just the leant
2) High foals projects:
). The team eaderlassoclate caMs a formal meeting with

participants to order and conducts the session according to the
review .unvn.ry (specdic questions and the agenda).
) The participants o this meeting may Indude the client, the
managing director, relevant directors, business development,
and/or other teams.

z

0
0

7.32 The reviewer records aM meeting proceedings.

CCa Pe.I Pann.,.P US
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'I

7.4 Generate a review summary report
7.4.1 The Job runner needs to document results end Identify key issues
from the interim project review session and then produce a review
sunwnaty report.

101

calderpeel
'.4
z

•1

7.42 A review summary report should Involve:
1) The relevant checklists; and
2) Notes/mInutes from the interim project review session (e.g key
issues, a list of good practice end lessons learned).
7,5 Approve and report the key findings

1.4
z

7.5.1 The review summary report needs to be reviewed and approved by the
team leader/associate.

'0

7.5.2 Based on the findings from the review summary report, the team
leadedassoclate needs to Identify actions needed by management and
reports them to the management meetings, so that processes and
projects are continuously Improving (refer to OM Quality manual 5.6
Management review).

C4

7.5.3 The team leader/.ssoclale needs to determine how best to thsbibute
the key fIncngs from the interim project review (e g. presentallons at
sensnws to .1 employees or the key findings distributed to aN
attendees).

0

1.1
0
4

'4

7,6 DIstribute and VMs th. tray findIngs
76.1 The key findings MU be distributed at least to aN meeting participants
by the rev,er.

'-I

14

7.6.2 The relevant documents/records wi be flied by the business
development (refer to OPt Doc*rmenvrecord control end QP 7 Control
of job documentation).

z

0
0

a

OC.id,i Paid P.jvi.,, LId
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MEASURES

Measures that can be used to determine the eflectiveness of interim project reviews
inckide the fouowlng

z
.5

8.5.1 Process Change Requests
The measure should indude the number of recommended changes, as vieil as an
indication of the level of importance to the project team, any indication of when each
change is needed, and reconvnendations for the content of the change.
8.5.2 Good Practice and Lessons learned
The measure should inckide a count of the number of lessons (e.g. new desgn/new
mateuialamew products, risk factors) being added or changed in the company's
records.

8.5.3 Level of Participation
Measure the participation of the prc4ect members, dients, andlor other teams etc in
the interim project review process, to understand the percent coverage of those who
cotd have constructive input to improving the piocesses

N

'4

x
'd

0

N
C)

APPENDIXI QUAUTY MANAGEMENT STANDARD FOR ARCHITECTURAL

'4

DESIGNS AND SERVICES
Ouallty management standard for arcNtectural desss and services (page 11 - 13)
N

•1

APPENDIXZ 8IWPORT1NG CHEKIJSTS

.4

Please see the folowing checklists, accessli,le separately:
CR21 Feasibity and planning phase theddist
CR22 Traditional contract phase checklist
CR23 Design and bud contract phase checklist
CR24 Interrn project checklist (tigh focus project use only)

iS

(page 14)
(page 15)
(page 18)
(page 17 — 18)

0
0

10

0Ca Pu Pm%,.i4 US
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calderpecl
interim Project Checklist (QR 24)
(tli tows project use only)
Job No.:
Project Name:
Phase

Prclact Sterbng Difle (ddlmmlyy}
Oueslicn

Comments

- /.e the client happy ith ou, deliverable
teavóbty sitml?
wessogoodaboulit?
3 fyes,
I not, did we have to reappraIs, the scheme and
'. hy?
Mow can we .n.ws we don't malie this mislike In
thetulure?
InSOft yOUf Y4 eslions her .1

_______________________________
______________________

-

Jes to. client happy idh ow deliverable
prasent.bon. scheme, piannmg declelon)?
yes. what was so good about It?
Ino stwasongwthlt?
____________________________
ct our consttanta/speaaksts provide timely and
m.anmghit Input?
If not, how could ws have toiproved th.
, Involvement nd the quality of their contribubons? ______________________
; Didowproastt.am.
c ionsuittanta/.pedNs!cli.nts pa'bclpate
j eIlscdvely (e.g. dit5cuRi,s In n.gotr.bng with them
Q.
etc.)?
'I not. how could we hrçqove thee parbcatlon? _________________________________
finsert your ovei questions herej

- rites to. dlenIhappywth our deliverables
(buIig regition approvaI. .ctl.m.)?
If yes, what was so good about It?
Ifno. what was w'ono with it?
_________________________________
Did our cons44tanlespeaaksIs provide bmcly end
m.anmglil Input?
.
If not, how could we hay, Improved thel'
lwolyg tneql end the Quality their contitrubons? ________________________
Did our protect team
ions ntsup.c.alsIcIisnts perbcate
etlscItvely (e.g. dificuluss to n.gob.tng with them
________________________ ____________________
It not. how could we Improve diek perbc,ation? ______________________
(Insert your owii quesbons harej

,

8

riles the di.nt happy with ou, deliverables
oveisee ccnsbictioa, scheme)?
tfyas,whatwsssogoodaboutut?
Itno. what was iong with It?
__________________________
Dud our oolinIs/apesls/*ubconVactorasupplisra provIde timely and
m.aiengiii Input?
If not, how could we hive Improved thek
involvement and the quolity of theft contrbulions? ______________________
17
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The buPnsss development Slgnakt. ____________________Dete_______
Appcov.d by essoc.l.W.m load Signakx. ______________________Dote________

18
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INTERIM PROJECT REViEW POUCY

I

CelderpeeEs Interim project rellew pobcy Is to Implement and maIntain an effective
Interim project review mechanism to ensure that It delivers good guahty architectural
designs and services for the clients and captizee key knowledge thin the company.

2

'4

.5

PURPOSE OF THE PROCESS

The purpose of the review Is to define measures to monitor project progress. In order
to ldentit whet Wnprovements can be mplemenled and to gain acceptance for
recommended Issues of action (preventive action and corrective action) for current
and future jobs.

.4
z

Specific prolect objectives wIN be set and reviewed through the Interim project review
process
'lb. interim project review process consists of activitIes performed by a project team
to gather Information on what worked well and what did not, so that current and
future projects can benefit from that learring

0

N
0

3 SCOPE OF ThE PROCESS

'5

An Interim project review Is generally done at the end of each significant phase, for
exeniple. at the feasibility phase, planning phass, on bUlcting completion, and/or
before management review meetings, so that knowledge I captured whilst .bul easdy
receilet
This process might also be used with a project that completed some time ago, but for
which the knowledge was not gathered.

N

.4
N

Ibis process has been tailored for Ifigh and Low focus projects, which will be
conducted in two different ways. The table below identifies the characteristics of High
arid Low focus protects
High Foujs

Char.ctsils*lc

Ictient kwolvsmsat
I

Low Focus

I000d sxp.flQncs wontng v,4tio xpeñenco in the
Iw0na with this client

1ihls dent

0

w

In addition, Interim project review checklists have also been tailored for the High
Focus and Low Focus types of project In some cases, these checlthsta have been
Idenlifted as optional.

0
0
N

4
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REFERENcES
*4

OPI DocumenUrecord control
0P2 Problems and conplalnts
0P4 Feasibility and planning
0P5 Tracilional contract
0P6 Designaridbuitdcontract
0P7 Control of job documentation
OM Quality manual 5.6 Management review
Company hanobook te document 111mg procedire

z

4
P1

I.'
z

DEFIIgmONS

5

0

Interlii pr*c* review
An acth4ty where people reviewing what went well and what went badly dting the
project feed lessons learned to c*xrent and luture projects.
S

RESPONS1BIUTY AND AUTHORITY

Thos, who generMly particaIe lii the intei*n project review process, their roles in
the dlf1eent types of project are descnbed In the following table.
Rote Name

0

IW
(I

.1

Role Dellr1cns

High Focus owociels!
iwo l.ad.r

etson who orgenwas the sessions aid fesiftatos
try rn.etngs: genwally a rn.rnbw of Vro
Qvefopment ort4abon who represenet the
loject ovar

Low Focse earn leader

P1

*4

Pt

.vtewsr

High Focus ksMess
arson manages the revIew, gathers informallon
lvMopmuMf om perbcsgants md do utninti the RiM report of
ob namer
ii litadm Project review for a project generaly a
iember of the project team whEd performed the
reject
Low Focea obnavier
5.

High Focus voject Waml ny person o woup who provides scot to the
flier teansi
rrtermn project review, based on experience with
he project or lie results (e.g. dient, internal aude.
directors I
)pe(.bCflM s*cpait tafl, etc.)
heilts etc.

or

Low Focaa re4ect Siam

0
0
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OVERViEW OF THE PROCESS AND ACTIVITY DESCRIPT1ONS
1.4

Thq sgram tiM (oflow. idiowi tio wotklow fc tus ptocvu.
z

H

'4
z

0

H
Cl
.4

H

.4

H

z
0

w
0
0
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1.1

Delhi. th. checklists to use and gather Information
7.1.1 The revleer needs to confirm that the project learn is pecfonnng the
current Interim project review process (La. either Low focus or High
tocus project).
7.12 The reviewer defes wtiid checklists to use and prepares any specific
questions for the project pwpose (refer to 0P4 Feasty and planning.
0P5 Trationa1 contract, and QPB Design and build contract). The
thiferent types of checklists are described as follow

Z

m
,.

1) Locuspq.ds
'U

0

N

n
•1

2) Ih focus projects
N

'.4
N

z

0
0

7.1.3 The reviewer selects and communicates to those Involved In this review
activity, and collects the relevant documents/records from them.

7
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7.2 Conduct the checklists, and generate and distribute a review summary calderpeel
7.2.1 Based on the different types of project, the checklists will be conducted
Ui two different ways.

1.4
z

1) Low focus projects:
The job runner uses the defined checklists to conduct the
interim project review by hs'nseti/hexself.
2) l*jh focuS projects:
) The Job runner uses the defined checklists to conduct the
Interim project review by hlnselflherself.
'. The business development uses the defined checklists to
interview the client.
7.2.2 Alter conducting the checklIsts, the reviewer needs to generate a review
sumrneiy; Including lists (specific questions and agenda) of those items
that reqiire discussion and consensus (things done right, things done
wong, risks missed, sic).
7.2.3 Before the Interim project renew session, the job runner needs to
disinbute an announcement with the review summy of the meeting to
.1 parliclpants. It gives meeting panicipants lime to think about them
end prepare their responses Individually.

.5
N

'.4
z

0
'.4

N

.5

7.3 Conduct interview project review session
7.3.1 Based on the ditferent types of project, the interview proiect review
session il be conducted in two different ways.

N
.It
I.,

1) Low focus projects:
' The team leader holds en informal learn discussion to discuss
the team's responses to the review summary (specific
questions end agenda).
) The participants of this meeting include just the team.

P1

2) Ih focus projects:

. The team leaderfassoclate calls a formal meeting with
participants to order and conducts the session according to the
review summary (specific questions and the agenda).
) The participants of litre meeting may Include the client, the
managing dWector, relevant directors, business development.
and/or other teams.

0
0

7.3.2 The reviewer records all meeting proceedings.
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7.4 Generates review summary report

7.4.1 The Job nrnner needs to document results and Identify key issues
*tm the interim project review session and then produce a review
surmwy report

I'4
z
•1

7.42 A review summary report should Involve:

1) The relevant cheddists; and
2) Notes/minutes from the mierim project review session (e.g. key
Issues, a list of good practice and lessons learned).

x

75 Approv, and report the key findings
7.5.1 The review surrwnaty report needs
team leader/associate.

I..

to

be reviewed and approved by the
N

7.52 Based on the findings from the review summary report, the team
leaderlssaoclaie needs to Identify actions needed by management and
reports them to the management meetings, so that processes and
projects are continuousty Improving (refer to OM Qualty manual 5.6
Management review).
7.5.3 The team leader/associate needs to detera*te how best to distribute
the key findings from the Witerwil project review (e.g. presentations at
seninars to all employees or the key findings distributed to aN
attendees).

0
'.4

1)

N
N

7.8 DistrIbute and file the key findings

7.6.1 The key findings wUl be distributed at least to all meeting participants
by the reviewer.
7.8.2 The relevant documents/records w1 be fled by the business
development (refer to aPi Document/record control and QP 1 Control

of job documentation).

N
*

N

N

0
0
N
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MEASURES

Measures that can be used to determine the effectiveness of Interim project reviews
liiclude the follo*lng.

*4

.4

8.5.1 Process Change Requests
The measure should idude the number of recommended changes, as wsll as an
licabon of the level of mportance to the project learn, any indicalion of wten each
change Is needed, and recorrniendations for the content of the change.

*4

8.5.2 Good Praofce and Lessons learned

The measure should mckide a count of the number of lessons (e.g. new design/new
rnaterieia/new products, risk factors) being added or changed in the company's
records
8.5.3 Level otParllcipatlon
Measure the participation of the project members, clients, andlor other teams etc. m
the interim project review process, to ixiderstand the percent coverage ci those io
could have consstic8ve kut to kuipreving the processes.

'V

0
£4

Si

n
APPENDIXI QUAU1Y MANAGEMENT STANDARD FOR ARCHITECTURAL
DESIGNS AND SERVICES

.4

Ouakty management standard for Ie.sIlkty and planning phase
(page 11)
Quality management standard for traditional contract phase (page 12)
Quality management standard for design and build pre-novauon phase (page 13)
Quality management standard for desqi and build post.novalion phase (page 14)
*4

APPENDIX2 SUPPORTING CHECKLISTS

Si

Please see the foog checidists, accessible separately
QR2I Fsulb8lty.ndplannfrig phase checidist
0R22 Traditional contract phase checklist
0R23 Design and buld pre-novation phase checkhsl
0R24 Design and buld post-novatlon to contractor checkist
QR25 lntecvn project cheddist (ligh focu, project use only)

*

(page 15)
(page 15)
(page 17)
(page 18)
(page 19-20)
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Interim Project Checklist (QR 25)
(High focus tDJeCI Us. Only)
Job No.:
Project Nan,.
Phase

Prced Starting Dale (dWmrn?yy):
Question

Comments

- Vas the chant happy wdh our detiverable
(feasibility sludy)?
$ lfys.wsssogoodoutlt?
II not, did we have to reappraIs, the scheme and
'L 41y?
__________
' How car, we anew, we don't make this mistake in
_____________________
2 the 1utre?
•
IIna.rt yoit own questions hare]

- Vas th. chant happy with our debverable
(prmntsbon. .d,.m., plarwiMig decision)?
It yes. what we. so good cut it?
______________________________
tinewtat wa wrong with it?
L)id ow con dtantsrspocialistz provide timely and
meaningful input?
If not, how could we havs Improved their
, mvolvemerrt and the qualSy of Their contrrbuhons7 ______________________
twpro.ctteam,
;
c onsiansp.d.uschente participate
j effectIvely (e.g. dithcuftres In negotiating with thorn
a. etc.)?
It not. how could we Improve their participation? _______________________________
(Insert yoiz own questions here]

Vas the chant happy with our detiverables
(budding reab upprovel, scheme)?
If yes. what was so good outit?
no.what was wronc wilti 'I?
Did our con
ntalspeciaksts provide timely and
nwanMiglul mput?
If not, howcouldwe have Improved their

____________________________

nvdycment and the auplly DI their Gontifoution? _________________________________

$ Didourpro.ctteam,
o
antslapaatist.lc9mils participate
effectively (e.g. ditfiCUhies Mi negotmbng with them
$ etc.)?
It not, how could we Improve their participation? ______________________
(Insert yow own questions here]

- Va. the client happy with our dolverables
(oversee constiuction, sch.me)?
If yes. what was so good thout it?
llno.whatwaswrongwrthit?
____________________
Did out con
nisispecrahsls?subã. nsc$oqslijppç; provide tenely end
input?
8 Ifrnearwiglii
not, how could we have Improved their
involvement and the qusity of IhOiT contributions? -_________________________________
19
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